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FOREWORD

In Urbana, Illinois
After talking, to some teenagers about howind why they dislike school, a school social work

trainee conceives of the idea of an alternativ*,s' chuul. ffeconvinces the local school administrator
of its feasibility, and a new school designed by potential(students, their parents, and adminis
trators becomes dreality. Meanwhile, other, social work trainees are learning how to implement
their ideas by working collaboratively wit school personnel.

In Indianapolis, Indiana
At a predominantly black inner-city elementary school, the teachers effect a dramatic change in

priority from that of stern discipline to that of a learning environment. Children who demonstrate
positive social and working behavior get "tokens" to exchange at the activity room. Behavior
changes are soon recognizable. The school principal now insists that students become involved
in classroom decision making and encourages counselor trainees to continue their work with
their teachers.

In Columbus, Ohio
A university committee with a commitment to the collaborative decision-making model

secures the trust of a junior high school principal. Together they seek out team leaders from
the school's faculty and parents in the community. The groups meet regularly to share decision-
making responsibilities particularly 'in times of crisis. For the first time in ten y ears, no teachers
request transfers. In fact, they'report greatly improved relationships with their students, the
administration, and with parents., And university faculty are instrumental in stimulating and
supporting this process.

In Chicago, Illinois
In a large urban high school plagued with dissatisfaction on the part of teachers and students,

a major reshuffling of priorities and energies occurs. With the assistance of two large universities,
and the support of the principal, an experimental skills center is instituted. A random selection
of students and teachers use the center to try out alternative approaches to learning. Meanwhile,
all the teachers, staff, and parents are offered team - based courses given at.the school where they
learn how to collaborate on educational issues. The "experiment" is so well received that all
involved are determined to sustain it. Incidentally, the rate of student absences and class cuts
sharply drops.

In Louisville, Kentucky
A large school district and a university school of education confront each other directly for

the first time. School counselor trainees and established personnel workers meet with parents at
informal workshops and weekend retreats in order to find out how the parents view the school
function. The concerns expressed by parents about their children's educational experiences be-
come directly translated into a university curriculum designed to prepare pupil personnel workers.

All of the above mentioned educational "happenings" have one thing in common, They ate
all examples of some of the outcomes of a project for planned change in pupil personnel
services for urban schools. Funded under the Education Professions Development Act (EPDA),
the project was administered through a consortium arrangement by regional district. The project
discussed here is the Midwest. Consortium, basing its administrative center (the IVIidwest Center)
in the Department of Counseling and Guidance at Indiana University. The five satellite projects
in collaboration with the center and supported by it were informally called the Chicago Satellite,
the Ohio Satellite, the Louisville Satellite,, the Urbana Satellite, and the Indiana University
Satellite. Before launching into a formal rationale, history, and description of the Midwest
Cdnsortium, it may be useful to begin with a perspective of the general educational climate and
the specific movements in Pupil Personnel Services which precipitated such a project.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction

. Backgrounds and Beginnings

In January, 1970, the EPDA Leadership Training Institute sponsored a workshop in Atlanta
which focused primarily un implications for training pupil personnel workers. Many of the com-
mentaries on current PPS practices and future goals presented at the Atlanta Workshop were
later translated into the goals and operational procedures of this and other projects funded by
the EPDA. A few quotations, then, from the workshop summaries may serve to represent some
of the major concerns of PPS trainers and practitioners in 1970; the Atlanta Report is appro-
priately subtitled: "Where Are We? Where Are We Going ? "*

On the role of PPS workers
Originally, many of the "helping" workers have not been, and arc not now,

serious and effective agents of change within education. The Nrkers in pupil
personnel have helped the school in labeling, categorizing, tracking, adjusting,
and disposing of differences in individuals. They should be helping the schools
to understand, accept, appreciate, provide for, and even promote such differences.
Th'ir publics are beginning to question further support of pupil services for any less
worthy purposes.

The time is now ripe for gaining support for any assertive roles taken by PPS workers.
Therefore, PPS workers should be aggressive and assertive in their own "little patch
of ground"but be certain to get out of the "middleman" rut, to be sensitive to the
projective needs of students and use these to help other school people to help children
to become problem solvers in all areas of their livespresent and future. They are to be
primarily change agents, and advocates.of students. In so doing, they must be committed
to something definite while avoiding thelocked-in definition of a professional definition.

On Teaming
Present school structuresroles and administrative patternsare interfering with ef-

fective PPS work. Future programs-,should attempt to train together those who will work
together.

One of the difficulties seen in having specialties within PPS services is that a student's
problem can be referred from specialist to specialist without anyone taking final respon-
sibility to follow through and do something about it. If the team approach is developed,
the specialists can do their work effectively and this lack of responsibility or coordination
can be avoided.

On competency based training.
We must develop programs that stress competencies rather than credentials.... Programs

should be open -ended so that the student stays until reaching competency level in the
field.

.On in- service training
There are so many PPS workers in the-field' already that if any impact is to be made,

it must reach out into the field. (1) A model might include teams of people to work

The Atlanta Workshop Report was published by the Leadership Training destitute, Bureau of Education Professions

Development, U.S. Office of Education-OEG-0-9-426002-2449-725.
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together from one school, the PPS team, teachers, students, parents; essentially stop
training in isolation. (2) A related model would allbw for time continuity in order to
provide time reinforcement, i.e., summer workshopschool year summer workshop.

On training`for urban minority concerns
All training programs for PPS workers, either pre- or in-service, should arrange for

confrontation with-the real feeling of blacks and browns. They should make the white
PPS worker wear the black mask and experience the white rejection. All PPS workers
should be ghetto indoctrinated.

On the "New Professionar=
The PPS worker must:

1. Know how to study the community in which he works.
2. Be sensitive to community feeling and problems.
3. Work and think in terms of honest educational diagnostic implications.
4. Be plannh*oriented rather than crisis-oriented.
5. Know the tools of the PPS trade rather than-just the rhetoric.
6. Develop a group as well as individual orientation, possibly through increased

human relations training.
7. Have the ability to collectinformation from the school world in order to evaluate

effectiveness of the school.
8. Have knowledge of the developmental aspects of people.

As he functions with children, teachers, parents, administrators (and also police,
judges, lawyers, communitysepresentatives, and others), he must develop alliances
which bring about change, He should go beyond the therapeutic model. He has a
responsibility to promote caring as a part of the educational program.

The forces which influenced the development and delivery of the Atlanta Workshop had been
building up over a period of several years. Lhigh proportion of these forces in PPS emerged
from an overall educational profile which was attempting to move away from a highly l57e.a....)
tratitally oriented educational approach, toward a more humanistically oriented, client:centered
educational system. Educational systems were also attempting to make schooling more relevant
for everyone and not just for a few talented youth who had been developmentally prepared to
adjust to the practices and procedures of education.

Following the Atlanta Workshop, the U.S. Office of Education, Pupil Personnel Services
Branch, conceptualized a plan to fund regional center's that would subcontract to other schools
and universities within their region. The rationale was that a regionally funded center would be
much more able to work directly with the schools and universities of their region than would
the U.S. Office of Education. Conceptually this was an accurate assumption, and, in many ways,
one of the more creative program designs of that period. As with any new innovation, barriers,
emerged which influenced its direction and progress. One set of forces which emerged as a
partial barrier to the EPDA Center/Satellite projects was actually created by the National Defense
Educagn Act (NDEA).

NDEA made a significant impact on pupil personnel services during the late fifties and early to
mid-sixties. Prior to NDEA few counselor training program s were in existence. The lifter-.
cOntinental Ballistic Missile scare enabled scientists to influence Congress to train a cadre of
specialists whe--would identify "talented youth" and direct them toward Spice Age professions.
These specialists became school guidance counselors trained by departments of eounselor educa-
tion in many universities across the country. The two primary program demerits which emerged
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out of the NDEA movement were: individual counseling practica, and courses focusing on .

human relations training. While these. were considered to be important priorities during that
stage of counselor education, in some ways the gains of that period became the barriers to the
social and educational priorities of the turbulent sixties. Those priorities grew out of the many
social movements of the period the movements which demanded a re-examination of institu-
tional bureaucracies. Demands fin. more "power to the people " includ&I increased student
rights and greater attention to community opinion. These demands were not ignored by opinion
leaders in PPS, particularly those who were already disenchanted with NDEA policies. The
NDEA emphasis un counseling youth to better fit the system was no longer appropriate to
meet social demands aimed at changing the system. Thus, the revised goals and priorities
manifested under EPDA programs reflected an important shift in perspectiVe.

What does this mean? In-reflecting on the goals of NDEA we immediately recognize at least
one extr,eme difference between these goals and those of EPDA. For example, individual counsel-
ing promoted by NDEA placed a high priorityon the individual client and personal growth
concepts while the primary focus of Elt1A,was on he client system-. Under EPDA the intent was
not unly to utilize personal growth'apprOaches, but also to expand the definition of small group
work into other furms'of group problem solving. Still another difference between the two.
federally funded programs was the population to be helped via the special programs.'NDEA
emerge,ci from the stated need of discovering "talented" youth, while EPDA was intended to

pr,ovide better education for "disadvantaged" youth.

Of even greater difference between * two programs is that NDEA decision making for

program development and implementation was to be peiformed by professionals classified as
experts who became, in many cases, self- appointed opinion leaders. There Were some profession-

als during this period who were somewhat more systematic and tended to follow either a form
of the Research-Development and Diffusion approach (RD-D), or the less formalized Social
Interaction (SI) approach. But for those university and school personnel who had not followed
a data-based approach to decision making, the relevance of such an approach, Mandated by
EPDA guidelines, was difficult for them to accept.

During the transition-from NDEA to EPDA, symptoms surfaced which are common to any
change efforts. That is,.the change agents of one era can become the change resistors at 4 later
period of time. Some of the higher priorities and greatest gains which were so difficult*'TO achieve

in the sixties were difficUlt to give up, or adjust to, ten years later.

What are some of these?

Profile of the Sixties Goals of the Seventies

1. From: Primary focus on individual client Toward: Balanced focus on client and client System

2. From: Decisions made by people of status
or positidn

Toward: Decisions made based on relevant and
reliable data

3. Prom: Primary commitmcnt to self-concept
theory

Toward: Expandcd inclusion of learning thcory
and social systcm thcory

4. From: Individual and group counseling as
primary change interventions of PPS
staff-4

Toward: Expanded interventions of consulta-
tion and planned change methodologies

5. From: "One culture" oriented programs Toward: The reality of a multi-cultural program
definition

6. From: Evaluation mcthods Which focuS
primarily on proccss

Toward:. A combined process-outcome evaluation
modc

7. From: Preparation programs dcfincd through
courses, grades, and credits

Toward: Preparation programs dcfincd through '-
competency statements specifying required
knowledge, skills, and attitudeS to be
demonstrated



8. From:

9. Frgm:

10. From:

11. from:

Profile of the Sixties

Assessing the counseling compe-
tence-of a trainee by the way
he/she performs-while enrolled
in a university coarse.
Universities' primary commitment
to entry training
Bureaucratically organized
schools and universities

Accepting the social distance
between school personnel and
university personnel

avals of the Seventies

Toward: Establishing a set of defined expectations
for which the trainees are also accountable
tb clients

Toward: A balanced commitment to entry and
renewal training

Toward: Collaboratively conceptualized problem
solving structures with emphasis on
'pla4ning, programming, and evaluation

Toward: Acceptance of the importance of mutually
bencIfitial efforts

These are some of the changes which became noticeable differences between the two programs.
These conceptual differences, of course, were accompanied by different program requirements.
No one can verify the degree to which federally funded programs influence our schools and
universities in any absolute sense; however, in the areas of counselor education, teacher educa-
tion, social work education, and educationalleadership, there appeared to be some measurable
impact.

This section opened with the comparison of EPDA movements of the late sixties and early
seventies with earlier NDEA laws now replaced by EPDA to point out three propositions:

1. Federally' funded projects do interact with social change.
2. Change agents of one period can become the change resistors of a later period.
3. Change is still not perceived as a process which may have periods of maintenance

and stability, but is more commonly thought of as a procfethat is mostly inter-
active and therefore always searching for ways to improve the present situation.

It is well known that NDEA change agents made great strides in improving the quality of life
for children in schools. Graduates of NDEA institutes were well traineclin interpersonal dynamics
and made their mark on many schools across tht country. The primary drawback of the inter-
persOnal approach as a single intervention was that the "system" was producing individual
problems at a more rapid rate than interpersonally orient51 counselors, teachers, social workers,
and administrators could resolve them.

There are at least two other reasons for the EPDA focus on the system in addition to inter-
personal dimensions. One is that many counselors trained during the NDEA era became socialized
to the system. That is, the existing norms which direct the way students and adu,lts work together
tended to be more task-oriented than interpersonally oriented. Consequently,..a year or two
after training, counselors had shifted their attitudes and behaviors so they now looked more like
the traditional school staff and less like the new faces they had shown upon entry into that
system. Counselors were once again becoming administrative assistants to the principal, i.e.,
setting up course sections and making sure that each student was,in the proper section. The
second factor behind the new EPDA rationale was obvious enoughmany schools wero failing
in their Mission.

Most universities preparing pupil services personnel for schools were aware and deeply con-
cerned about the inability of pupil personae( staff members to influence a balancTeiween task
and interpersonal dimensions of schooling. Of even greater concern. were the adverstiearning
conditions which existed in many urban schools. Consequently, EPDA, focused of only
adjusting the child to the system, but also.on adjusting the system to the child. It w th. latter
focus with which educators had little experience prior to EPDA and which became the most
significant barrier to overcome during the Midwest Center/Satellite project.

4
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In many ways the Center/Satellite projects, -following the newly 'developed EPDA rationale,

became the interface between the human relations model for change and the planned change
model sponsored by EPDA. One other factor, one that was operating both across NDEA and

EPDA, is that most schools and universities are organized and managed according to bureau-

cratic principles. In some .ways the HR model was more accepted in highly organized bureau-
cratic schools and universities, since the HR model was less concerned with changing the systems

than was the planned change approach of EPDA.

As one might imagine, these conflicts over clients and systems surfaced time and time again
during the early pre-entry and entry stages of the project. They were obvious at the Atlanta Work-

shop, at the first USOE planned national conference for orienting projects to the newly defined-
focus; and at the early planning meetings of the Midwest Center/Satellite Consortium. Generally

speaking, all these factions were present at each planning session, i.e., the human relations-
oriented people who wanted to focus on values, feelings, and behavior; the bureaucratically
oriented who wanted to work mostlywith decision makers; and the planned change- oriented

who were striving to implement a systematic approach to change, beginning with needs assess-

ment, priority definition, and objectives-development.

The Midwest Center/Satellite Project
In order to familiarize the reader with the Center/Satellite project, originally designed as a

response to the movements and issues just described, we will present here some official state-
ments of rationale, objectives, and evaluation design. Among other things, these statements
should serve as a backdrop to the three papers which comprise the remainder of this report.

We begin with EPDA guidelines.

EPDA Rationale, The following statement of goals has been taken from the program guidelines

provided by the United States Office of Education, Educational ProiesSions Development Act,

Pupil Personnel See/ices Branch.

A. The undergirding objective of the Educational Professions Development Act-Pupil
Personnel Services Programas with all programs in the Bureau of Education
PersonnekbevelOpmentis to help improve the quality of education of low-income,
low ach*ing students and contribute to informing institutions at all'levels of the

needs of ;these i)eoi)le. The preparation and training of new professionals' who in

turn teach cOers in the new interprofessional model is the major means by which
this will beOcomplished. The more specific goals, therefore, were:

1. To Improve the qualificat. of the trainers and supervisors who are corn-,
mitted to the preparation o , the ne professionals.

2. To train new professio4s to develop programs which:

a. Contain collaborative planning and evaluative arrangements among the
university, school, State Department of Public Instruction, and related

communities and community agencies;
b. Train the new professionals to train other members of the educational

community tcrfunctiorptogether as a team;
c. Design, implement, and evaluate new professionals' training programs

which are appropriate for low-income area,schools.

3. To recruit and train minority group persons as trainers who will prepare the

new professional.
f

4. To bring about, both in the institution which prepares new professionals and

in the systems where they function, organizational change which will facilitate

5
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achieving.the concept of a collaborative educational commlulkw for meeting the
goals stated above.

Some other priority statements issued by the Pupil Personnel Services Branch of EPDA were:

1. Pupil Personnel Service workers should not continue to'work only in their
traditional specialist areas, such as assigning assessment to school psychologists,
vocational guidance to counselors, health service to nurses, and community
Services to social workers.

2".' The new professional specialist ought to be concerned with and competent
to deal with a variety of needs felt by thg.,teachers, students, community, and
system while working with other specialists.

3. The new professional should uses, a developmental and preventive model for
human growth and-development.

4. Role changes of Pupil Personnel Workers shoui'd'pe reconstructed by focusing
on the actual behavior of the Pupil Personnel workerirather than his professional
title, affiliati'ori, or position. (.1
5. The cultural gap must be bridged between students, professionals and/or
paraprofessionals who are educationally or culturally different.

The overall purpose of the Midwest Center /Satellite project while working within the frame-
work of EPDA guidelines was4to modify and develop preparation programs providing entry and
rc wal training for pupil personnel workers as well as to modify and develop Pupil Personnel
$ery ces programs providing direct services in schools. The primary focus of this project was on
Pt6gr ams and persons identified with inner-city education. The project was a consortium of six
universities, their local school districts, four State Departments of Public Instruction, and com-
munity persons who are directly related to, and associated with, each,of the formal institutions.
The six clusters, identified as the project "satellites," were provided with human and fiscal
resources by the "Midwest Center," located at Indiana University within the School of Education,
Department, of Qounseling and Guidance.

The six satellites' sponsors and cooperating institut}Ong, are listed bekiw.

1. Sponsor: Indiana UniversitySchool bfitducation jjr
Department of Counseling and Guidance

School: 'Indianapolis Public SchoolsWendell Phillips School t63
Indiana Department of Public Instruction

2. 'Sponsor: University of IllinoisThy jane Addams Graduate School of Social
Work t

School: Selected schools within ei hie Illinois Public Schools
Illinois Department of Public Instruction

Sponsor: Ohio State 'UniversitySchool of Edtic,ation4
1.1/4X-culty of Special Services

School: Cincinnati Public Schools k1'971 -1972)
Columbus Public Schools I(1971-1974)
Ohio Department of Publiciristruction

4. Sponsor: University of Illinois at Chicago Circle Campus
School of Education

School:. Chicago Public Sckools-L--District 9, Crane High School



5. Sponso$
Universit t:

4.

6. Sponsor:
University:

The, intent of the

Louisville Public SchoolsDepartment of Pupil Personnel Services
University of LouisvilleSchool of Education
Kentucky Department of Public Instruction
Gary Public Schools (1971-1973)
Indiana University Northwest (1971-1973)
Indiana Department of Public Instruction

first y ear of the project was to work from the bladly defined EPDA goals
toward a more specific assessment of the needs, problems, and objectives of each site. After a
critical review and analysis of the needs assessment data collected, the Midwest Center developed
the following objectives Which were representative of the EPDA rationale and approved in their
present form by each satellite. The agreed upon terminal objectives were:

Midwest Center Consortium Terminal Objectives.
I. To have each satellite prepare a prospective new degree program or specialization

which could be adopted in its university, which would qualify as a training logram
for the "new professional" as defined in the EPDA rationale,

II. To have xperimental or pilot courses developed by the statellite staff which logically
relate to t elPDA rationale, and have been proven effective in teaching the skills,
concepts, and attitudes the courses seek to provide,.

III. To have each satellite develop pilot courses of instruction which are closely related to
the practical problems that face inner-city schools,

IV. To have the University component of each satellite incorporate into its present degree
program a course that deals with cultural awareness, decision, making and planned
system change,

V. To Kaye the State Department of Public Instruetifn (SEA) adopt the requirement that
a course that deals with cultural awareness, plahned system change and data-based
decision making be required for certification in PPS and School Social Work for inner-.
city work,

VI. To have each satellite be able to support the decisioi s it has made with valid data; to
have it secure evidence of the results it has achieved a d evidence of the effectiveness
of its strategies.

t
In order to meet the primary goals and objectives of this project, new programs were d loped

to train "new professionals" (entry and renewal) who would perform services seldom offered by
present pupil personnel workers. While still serving school clients in traditional capacities, they
would be trained to perform as consultants and planners as well. Training, then, would include
the following topics: I) organizatiolpayevelopment and organizational behavior; 2) consulta-
tion theory and practice; 3) commrnity development; 4) diagnosis of learning difficulties; 5)

definitionand remediation of commurication difficulties; 6) application of accountability and
evaluation procedures; 7) acceptance and operationalization of the educational cummunity-c-on-
cept; 8) continuing reds assessment for adapting Pupil Personnel training and services; 9) cultural
and developmental differences; 10) multi-level and multi-discipline training concepts; and 11)
utilization of the school as a training site.

,- -s,
In addition, those related, program components already available through academic depart-

mentsments would c'Untinue to serve in the new preparation programs. Examples are: individual and
group counseling theory d practice, individual assessment, measurement, and other related
inquiry areas. Because p 1 personnel workers have an impact on the school administration and
classroom teachers, the project would attempt to include selected componoIs of administration
and teacher' education.

7



Center Pro am and Functions. The Center provided indirect services to schools, communities,
State Depart nts of Public InstructiOn, and universities through the satellites which, in turn,
provided direct services.:lb.es preceding four components will be hereafter referred to as the
"Education Community."

Education Community Concept.

S

C

0
L

UNIVERSITY

O
Specific designs in the Center/Satellite project are
created to cause the four attached role groups to each
attend to its consumer needs by directing special at-
tention to the establishment of a shared program
ownership for more effident, effective, and relevant
Pupil Personnel preparation and services.

STATE DEPARTMENT

The Center was designed as a temporary orkanization. The satellites served by the Center were
eventually to become fully functioning, permanent components of the organizations to which

\''' they were attached. The overall function of the Center, then, was to assist each satellite'to con-
ceptualize, design, deliver, and evaluate a Pupil Personnel Services program which would train
new professionals or retrain pupil personnel already employed. More specifically,
theitenteeflifictions were to:

9?,
I. Provide cammuni" cation networks to assure ease of information exchange.

2. Provide for collecting, coordinating, and sharing of the multidimensional elements
and components of the Midwest and national Center Satellite projects.

Provide a-Monitoring service by making periodic visits to each satellite to work
from the goals and objectives, program components, timelines, and evaluation

. design specified in the Stellite Plan of'Operatios:-." .

4.. Provide direct input and service to satellites with specific needs and requests.
-Example: Assist satellite to,build an appropriate evaluation model.

5. Provide TT training fo"r the Midwest Center/Satellite project.

6. Provide a dissemination service through exchanges of; personnel and materials,
,presentations.at local, regional, and national conventions, and publication of
journal articles, monographs; etc.

7. Provide assistance, both litiman and material, to satellites so as to help them focus
on: 1) program definition which cleArly states the systematic plans developed
_within and among the educational community; 2) staffattitwiers,:knowieclge and
skills which relate to the newly developed, program elements; and,8) organizational
structures and resource utilization which'are most likely to produce the products
expected from the Center/Satellite program.

Midwest Center Organization 1971-72. As we moved into the first year of theproject, the
. ,

Intentw.as to work frorn,the broadly defined ElDAPPS gals as a guide to conducting:needs
assessments at each Site. The organizational structure formulated to support thii first year of
operation was referred to as the Midwest Center Policy Board (see Appendix. B). The functiuns
of this Board were: ,

or. 8



1. To formulate the general policy which has guided the total operation of the Center/
Satellite project with respect to its overall goals.

. 2. To advise and make recommendations to the Center on criteria and procedure in the

development of operational policy.

3. To serve as a resource body for the overall planning and evaluating of the Center/
Satellite project relative to established goals and objectives.

Also active during the first year was an advisory group to the Policy Board referred to as the
Community Council. This council was made up of six community persons, one from each

satellite, and was organized as a result of the USOE request for community input. During the
early stages of the project the council members assisted individual satellites in the area of com-
munity development. They also provided input to the Midwest Center in areas of community

development.

Midwest Center /Satellite &organization. The U.S. Office of Education has in the past routine-

ly awarded grants to individual institutions who carry out their institutional missions in accordance

with their own best judgment. The Center/Satellite funding structure, perhaps for the first time,
had required institutions of higher egication and their various constituents (school systems, com-

munities, universities, State Departments) to work cooperatively toward mutually shared change

goals. The issue of contro1,and autonomy that formerly existed between the U.S. Office of
Education and the individual university or school district was now somewhat duplicated in the

relationship between Center and satellites and among satellites.

The Center/Satellite goals required a creative structure for assuring linkage betWeen Center

and satellites and-among satellites-,-The questions Orpoweranditcontrol emerged-repeatedlyas
individual satellites attended to their local pressures and needs within the broad framework of the
overall project goals. Often mutually determined policy tended to submerge individual institutional

needs for autonomy and, as a consequence, highlighted the need for shared decision making
around overall project goals. Thus, dissonance occurred when individual satellitti, who were en-
couraged to maintain autonomy for their 1(36'1 programs, were still Aced to allow kr com-
plementarity between differing programs and the overall Midwest Center/Satellite goals. Some

reorganization of the project's structure seemed necessary and inuninent..

For more information on the reorganization see Appendix B.

Operation Recap. The next effort to refocus the organizational structure of the project took
place during the midpoint of the final year. Satellite directors began to feel the pinch between
keeping the needed developmental activities going while also trying to bring about closure to the

%
project. The outcome of these discussions was to formulate a temporary structure called "Opera-

tion Recap." This temporary systems approach provided special resources needed to'bring each
satellite director and evaluator together with a writer to form a team that would write the total

story of the three-year pro:Re:11th team varied in size and scope during the six month data
gathering period.of its operation; however, during the final two weeks, each team' worked as a

group of three (director, evaluator, writer) to complete the final writing activities. A full
description of Operation Recap may be found in Appendix H.
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Dissemination. The final thrust of the project was dissemination, an example of which can be
found in Appendix I. During each of the three y ears of the project, several sessions were organized
for the purpose of sharing, diffusing, and disseminating information about the developmental
stages of the project. These sessions were usually scheduled in conjunction with local, regional,

4" and national conferences and conventions.

At the close of the third and final year of the project (Spring 1974), it was clear that the stated
objective for final dissemination would not be met, and, as a result, a one-year extension was
granted to the project to allow for dissemination activities. After the time extension was granted,
each satellite developed its plan for dissemination in accordance with the project goals and the
products they deemed significant to share. The materials to be' disseminated have since been
puplished and are available upon request. These include the satellite final reports, this report
film the Midwest Center, and several monographs. Information for obtaining these documents
-can be found in Appendix K.

The Scope and Organization of This Report'
For each satellite in this project there is much that Lan be reported; however, we .will make no

attempt in this report to'discuss all that was tried, nor all that was accomplished by each satellite.
Rather, we will leave the details to the individual satellite reports (sec Appendix K) as we focus
on the objectives which we believe to be most basic to the Center's (and the total project's)
responsibihty.thii-iibjective was: to have each satellite develop and test a prospective new
degree program or specialization which could be adopted in its university, and which would
qualify as a training program for the "new professional" as defined by the EPDA rationale.

We believed that renewing the training programs in the universities was most important be-
cause it cotild1eadTo more widespread and continued Th-aifgi:Tt-coUld affect more people than
could the accomplishment of any of the other objectives of the project.* It was our view that
the other*objectives of the project, while important in their own right, obtained their greatest
significance through the extent to which they contributed to the establishment of, better entry
and renewal instructional programs at the university.

This is not to say that the adoption of the "right kind of degree program" at a university is
The most important accomplishment toward the-goal of changing education-to better meet
human, needs. We believe, for example, that changing the working relationships between public
schools and the community, and between the public schools andthe university so there is more
openness and collaboration, is a more significant accomplishment. Establishing these kinds of
relationships will, we believe, make schooling more responsive to the clients which they serves
But, we must ask, if we make changes between one school and itstommunity, between one
school and a!learby university, hovi; many people does it reach*d how long does it last?
When USOE funds a project, there are two groups of people to be served: the local people
who may receive direct benefits, and a national population who receive indirect benefits. The
nature of the organization of the Center/Satellite project mandated the Center with this broader
responsibility. The,refore, we felt an obligation not only to try to help satellites achieve their
local objectives: but also to keep before them the issue of the !wader and more long-term
impact of their programs.

Another reason for stressing the adoption of preparation programs at the university was our
belief that the funded programs should be consistent with the EPDA rationale, and the EPDA
rationale, implied the institutionalization of a process. This process was to be client oriented ... .

a change process which is maintained through the continuing use of feedback from client
populations.

Refer to pagk 7 for listing of other` project objectives.
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Rather than.adopt the traditional "office reportage" format usually imposed upon project
reports, we chose inst ad to organize our re orariiround roles and issues. As three of the Midwest
Center staff members', we will attempt to d cuss separately our roles.within the Center's ontall
functions; focusing on those that we saw as most challenging, most interesting or most enlighten-

,
ing.

Assuming that our readers arc primarily educators who might at some point consider playing
similar roles within the scope of a long-term project, we feel it imperative to speak candidly and
directly from our experience. In the long run, the issues raised and the advice given may be far
more useful than if we were to simply highlight our success-es and shade our failures.

We also think it valuable to 'Till in" those areas that the satellite reports, by necessity, could
not dwell on. or example, the long range implications of such a project can be seen better from
the vantage poin of the Center, having comprehensive familiarity with all the satellites. We are
also in apositio to judge the validity of our evaluative efforts and to unravel some of the ad-
ministrative co traints under which both we and the satellites had to function. The Center's
delicate role o judge and, at the same time, support agency, is another "balance" issue about
which the satlellites gained only a limited perspective, airdirifortunately, sometimes a highly
threatening one. Ouvattempts through this reporttittianalyze our dualistic, often ambiguctus,

-....
position of evaluator/helper may serve to generate moreuseful data for present and future change
programs. , f, ,;,,,

,; 4
.

.. Finally, and not unimportantly, we believe that our format of individual, experiential reportage
will make for more interesting reading. We know..all too well,. how many official reports face an

' early death lying among other unread reports on someone's desk. ,

, --\).,
This report is organized into three sections. The first is written by the Midwest Gr evaluator,

Samuel Christie. The chapter reflects the emphasis, on prOgram definition, data collection and
program change that were considered by the Cc reito'e essential components of the evaluation
effort. Christic's aim is an evaluation of the crit c consortiurh-Center and satellites. He begins
by recreating the rationale and design of the projeQ,highlighting the structural relationship be-
tween Center and t atellitcs-both ideal and actual. One way to evaluate the impact of4he Center,.
he maintains, is to examine the individual satellites and their outcomes within the context of the
project goals and their interventions.

,
Christie carefully examines the major activities of each satellite. He reports on their relative

accomplishments, their degree of success in achieving institutionalization, and their fidelity to
EPDA rationale and goals. He then discusses the strategies of the Center, in its dual function
with respect to satellites, and some of the problems which accompanied the duality of function.
Finally, he brings satellites and Center together to focus on theoverall efficacy of the consortium,
approach to educational change. , . -.,

...e.

The second section is written,from another evaluatierspective-that of an evaluation coun-
selor. Robert Wolf, who served as evaluation couns Os \z to three satellites, reports on his chosen
counseling mode of "responsive interaction," when by he encouraged satellites to capture the
essence of their experiences thl'oughout their evaluations. Its priniary inteecsis 't.x 'evaluation

counseling are those of "keeping the many sides of truth alive" anti legitimizing personal testi-
rtiony.

Wolf describes the counseling steps, implied in nisrole, along chronological lines, and reports"
the conflicts and frustrations along the way. He then projects some alternative evaluation pro-
cedures based on key issues he has raised. These insights may serve to clarify the role of these
intervention programs whose aim it is to spur social and educational change. He considers, for
example, the steps to be taken in order to move from "measurement" to "understanding,"
and the steps toward legitimizing human testimony as a means of evaluation.



The report concludes with a commentary by a Center co-director, DeWayn,e Kurpius. Just as
the first two papers 'Were written from individual evaluative perspectives, this paper is an attempt
to view the project from still another perspectivethat of administrative director. Kurpius reflects
on several of the key issues reported in the earlier papers from his own point of view and speculates
particularly_on those issues related to the educational change efforts undertaken in this decade.
These issues include the notion of decentralized funding, modes of decision making, and the
prospects for inducing change through university-school system consortia.

It is our hope that through this "multiple exPosure" to our thoughts and experiences, the
reader will be better prepared to come to some personal conclusions about this highly complex

.and multi-faceted experiment in educational change.

t -
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CHAPTER II
Evaluation of a Consortium: Issues and Outcomes

Samuel Christie

If importance is to be determined by the difficulty of the task that is set, then the Midwest
Center/Satellite project certainly would qualify as one of the more important federally funded
projects of the seventies.

This project was one of seven regional projects in Pupil Personnel Services (PPS) funded by the
Office of Education under the Education Professions Development Act. The Midwest Center/
Satellite project, consistent with this act of Congress, had as a general goal the changing of
pupil personnel services to make them more responsive to the needs of minority students.

The Midwest project was a university consortium composed of a Center and six satellites,,
each located within.a.university in the region. Each satellite was to work within a local inner-
city school(s), using these as sites for pre-service training of university students as ivell.as for in-
service training of the existing school staff. In addition, the university satellite staff and the local
school were to establish a working relationship, through an advisory committee, with parents in
the school.conimunity and with the state departinent of publiE instruction.

While this arrangement made sense because we wanted new degree programs that would be
responsive to the needs of clients, and we wanted certification by the state, it did make for a
more complex and difficult task. We were trying to bring about change, not in one organization
or social structure, but in four of these structures.in each satellite projectand this was to be
done in three fears.

The enter/Satellite Consortium:An Experiment in EPDA Funding

One.o f the distinctive characteristics qf .these regional EPDA projects in PP5 was their expert-
. mental nature in terms of funding and adMinistration. In each region, the Office of Education

funded a "center which in aim acted as funding agent to satellite projects." These centers were
..to_provide_supportservice_to,,their.respectiv.e_satellites. Thisarrangement represented not only 4
departure from the usual way of fundirig projects, but it,also tested the capacity for a university-
based consortium to engage in a unified effort in program development under the leadership of ,
a group of their peers:

This report, then, can be viewed. as Out evaluation of that experiment as we ask the questions:
Was the Center able to get six projects, which began completely separately and -autonomously,
to pursue common objectives under the EPDA rationale? Did the efforts of the Center contribute_
to the quality of the outcomes of the.satellite projects?

Since the perspective of this report is from the view of the total project, we have two stories to
tellthe Center story and the satellite story. As these unfold it is our hope that one can come to
understand, for Center and satellites as. a whole, the expectations we had, both common and con-
flicting, as we began this project; how we acted, individually and collectively, as we tried to make
'these expectations a reality; and what; in the end, has, been accomplished. As with any project
as complex as this, much has gone unnoticed, and some has been forgotten. We hope we have
documented enough of the important events so that we can relate not only what achievements
have been made, but the internal dynamics of this project. We want you to examine with us
throughout this evaluation seition theie questions: To what,extent were our expectations
realistic, our strategies,appropriate,our accomplishments adequate, and our final outcomes
worthy?

13
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The Rationale for the EPDA Projects*
An overarching goal that came out of the EPDA rationale was to make the school more respon-

sive tO-the needs of students, particularly those of the minority. The traditional way of counsel-
ing students who have problems has been to look for changes that the student needs to make to
soWe "his" problem. The new professional would look both at the student and the school organ-
ization as the source of problems and be prepitred to help in changing either.

One of the necessary prerequisites for accomplishing this change in the school is the acquisition
and use of information about ongoing activities-what is actually being atte d, what is result-
ing from these attempts, and whether or not the results are satisfactory .. . in of er words, a
needs assessment which determines empirically for individuals, for single groups, r for the total
school the gaPs that exist between what people want in a situation and what the have.

This means that the counselor or social worker as the "new professional" would perform in a
new role, would posseis new skills. Among thett) is the ability to identify organizational problems
in both their structural and interpersonal manifestatiOns. The new professional would understand
the process of group problem solving and Possess the skills for developing and maintaining team-
work and collaboration among the staff. He or she would be able to, function effectively as a
group facilitator, not only with students, but.with teachers and administrators in the school. Since
many of the problems occur in school, the counselor would be able toI Nntify these problems
and make suggestions for solutions. For the minority student, there arc additional problems that
stem from the differences between his culture and that of the majority. If the counselor is to be an
effective consultant to both the student and to the organization, he must understand both the
minority and the majority cultures.

In addition to calling for a new professional in PPS and specifying th role and competencies
that were needed, the Bureau of Educational Personnel Development, uncrer which the project
was ft:aided, specified that the development of these programs beam& with the active involve-.
ment of local schools. This meant that field-based instruction was'.a requirement of Ihe project.
Taking this rationale as a guide, the Center saw one Of its major responsibilities to be that of

Iceping the projects consistent with the purpose for which they were funded.

The-Midwest-Center's Attempt-to 'SO-StandardsAl Rationale
The Center' assumed the tole of standard setter in two ways. One was concerned directly with

the nature of the programs that were to be developed, and the questions which must necessarily
be asked of _those programs. For example, were students trained in problem solving, in the
development of community resources, were they taught about the black culture, etc.? In other
words, was the program consistent With the EPDA rationale?

The second lcind of standard was indirectly htposed. This has to au with the way in which the
program was developed, with process. We believed that within a very broad framework.there is a
preferred process, one which, if followed, is more likely to 'result in the kind of program that is
desired in a given situation. The process given most support by the Center was systematic and
collaborative problem Solving. We pushed hard for satellites to make better written definitions
of their programs: specifying objectives, strategics, needed resources, responsibilities of those
involved in the implementation, expectations placed on those associated w,ith the project, and
the overall strategV for evaluation. We aid this fqr several reasons. We felt that support for the
program was needed from many quarters. The first and critical step in gaining ,this support is to
have people understand exactly what they are being asked to support. A statement of a general
rationale and a few specified actions will not suffice. Because of the multi-faceted nature of

*Taken from the statement dated September, 1970, entitled, "EPDA Pupil Personnel Servitcs Program Design," Bureau of
Educational Personnel Development, Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare. ,
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the project, inohing State Departments of Education, uniersity professors and administrators,
public school counselors, teachers and administrators, and community people, we felt it im-
perative that details be explicit and communicable. It was no simple matter even to inform the
staff, who had the responsibility for implementing the project, of the relationships between the
various activities and the goals of the project. A second reason for specificity is that without an
explicit and clearly formulated statement defining the expectations and program elements; there
is a great danger that the life of, the program will be dependent on the person who initially or-
ganiLed and ran it. If that person leases the institution or is given new duties, the program will
often fade away.

The Center, in turn, pressured the satellites to define their programs more explicitly in order to
facilitate better evaluation of their efforts, and better decision making. Clear piogram definition
also increased the probability that whatever good works were done would be recognized and
deemed worthy by those who had sanctions over its maintenance after the project ended. Finally,
we felt that good program definition was necessary to communicate effectively to a national
audience, what had been attempted,and what had been achieved in the Midwest Center/Satellite
PPS project.

The Evaluation Design
The strategy of the Center in the attempt to apply this rationale to the operation of the Con-

sOrtium was to adopt an evaluation design that integrated project management and project
evaluation. The discrepancy model of evaluation, best articulated by the late Malcolm Provus,*
fit the need. The system orientation of this design not only .gave us the comprehensiveness we
wanted, it was also consistent with programmatic objectives for training PPS workers In system
principles.

Using this evaluation design, and the EPDA rationale, a set of terminal and enabling objectives
were written by the Center evaluator (See "A Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Making

- Related to the Midwest Center/Satellite.Projectv. in AppendiX G).

The six terminal objectives are presented below with an accompanying rationale for the con-
clusionof each. These objectives guided the Center in their' relations with satellites and are used
also as a guide as we evaluate the individual satellite projects.

Ce'nterStated Objectives for the Midwest Center Satellite Project
In this statement of objectives there was no attempt to be all inclusive and state every objective

which must be met if the project Was to be successful. We stated only those objectives which
seemed to be most basic to the intent of this project, which was to _change the training programs
in universities which prepare pupil personnel workers. In order to have a department, in a univer-
sity adopt a new program or modify an existing one, we believed it necessary to have, the proposed
new program outlined in.detail Thus, we stated an objective that satellites describe their.
prospective programs.

To help assure that this program would be adopted at some future time, we stated objectives
requiring that satellites develop a plan for adopting new degree programs and that satellites
develop, test, and have incorporated into their programs a course or courses that deal with
cultural awareness, decision making, and planned system change. Further, we stated an objective
that the State Departments of Education require,dthat this course be taken by students who will
be certified to work in inner-city schools.

We believed that if this'degree program was going to be relevant to the needs of minority
students, that community people from the inner city and school staffs in inner-city schools.

*Malcolm Provus, Discrepancy Evaluation (Bcrkelcyl McCutchen Publishing Co., '1971).
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should be involved in the development of this new program. Thus, we stated objectives that
called for this involvement.

We believed that if programs -Which are developed and tested are to have validity, they must
be planned and systematically carried out, and they must be evaluated. Thus, we stated an ob-.
jective that satellites should be'able to support their decisions with valid data.

Hence, the terminal objectives which were written and agreed upon to guide this project were

Terminal Objective I. To have each satellite prepare a prospective new degree program or
specialization which could be adopted in their university, and which would qualify as a training
program for the "new professional" as defined in the EPDA rationale.

Terminal Objective II. To have experimental qr pilot courses developed by the satellite staff
which logically. relate to he EPDA rationale, and have been proven effective in teaching the
skills, concepts, and attitudes the courses seek to provide.

Terminal Objective III. To have each satellite develop pilot courses of instruction whichsare
closely related to the practical problems that face inner-city schools,

ti

Terminal Objective IV. To, lilve the university component of each satellite incorporate into
its present degree program a course that deals with cultural awareness, decision making, and
planned system change.

7".4.

Terminal Objective V. To have the'State Department of Public Instruction (SEA) adopt the
requirement that a course that deals with cultural awareness, planned system change,and data
based decision making be required for certification in PPS and School Social Work for inner-
city work. .

Terminal Objective VI. To have each satellite be able to support the decisions it hasMade
with valid data; to have it secure evidence of the results it has achieved and evidence of the
effectiveness of its strategies.

Using the benefit of hindsight, we can see the problems that were inherent in our attempt to
apply the rationale and these objectives to the Midwest PPS Consortium. These problems
stemmed prirriarily from two factors. One, was the conflicting roles that Center attempted to
assume. The other was the lack of legitimation for Center from the view of the satellites.

The Dual Roles of the Midwest Center
The role of Center that took precedence over all others, even though the satellites resisted and

in the first year the Center de-emphasized it, was the role of standard setter, guardian, and
protector of project goals. In`conflici with this role was that of facilitator, advocate, helper,
and friend to satellite. Performance in the role of facilitator implied that the relationship_he-
tween Center and satellite should not be,viewed in terms of power or control; rather it be more
of a cooperative relationship, the rationale being that the differences in the resources available
to each - -those of time, money, and expertisewould Work to the mutual benefit of both. As
the Center assumed the role of standard setter it became more and more difficillt, if not im-
possible, to perform successfully as friend and helper. For example, when the Center offered
guidelines that. were intended, as an aid to satellites in making their own evaluations Of their
programs, it was interpreted (with some justification) as a lack of candor on the part of the
Center since the Center had control of the funds, could, and in fact did, demand that the guide-
lines, or similar ones,.be met. While there was a certain logic to the moves made by Center
bgween the role of standard setter and facilitators it created serious probleins. It confused the
satellites. They wondered what Center's expectations were. Did they really have to comply with
requests for data? They did not quite believe, at le4stiuntil the third year, that Center was sin-
cere when it tried to play the rogof facilitator. They 'wondered what ulterior motives were
behind Center's offer of help.
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-The Question of Legitimation
The manner in which this project came to be is a very important factor that set constraints on

the Center, particularly inhe first year of the project.

Seyeral of the satellites had originally sent proposals directly to the Office of Education. They
were responding to the general EPDA philosophy which gave a great deal a latitude in the focus
of individual projects. At that time there was no Midwest Center/Satellite rationale or statement
of purpose to bring the proposals together. The Office of Education had taken the original
satellite proposals, grouped them by geographical area, and cut the funds so drastically that many
needed jo be reconceptualized. Finally, satellites were told that they were to conduct their
negotiations and receive funds, not from the prestigious U.S. Office of Education, but from one
of their-piers, a project organization attached to Indiana University.

This beginning-created not only .difficulties for the satellites, it also created problenis for the
Center. Institutional jealousies, if not explicitly stated, were always just below the surface. The
questions in the minds of some of the satellites were"On what grounds has Indiana University
been established as the overseer of this projectr What justifies their making judgments on our__
project? Are they more qualified than.We?"

The Evaluation of Satellite Projects at the End of the Second Year
During the 1972-73 project year the Center was very active in the attempt to get satellites to

become more systematic, to operate their projects With a sound data base, to be able to corn-
municate-to others what they were attempting to do and hoW they were going about it, and to
be able to document results. At the end of that year we wanted to get the judgment of a person

outside the consortium regarding our success.

The firm of-Educational Management Services (EMS) was retained to make this evaluation.
(

It was agreed that one person from their firm should reviewand evaluate all the Sa.tellite Plans
of Operation. The Center requested that this person have knoWledge both in evaluation method
ology and curricMlum development. This evaluator Avas given the Center's terminal and enabling
objectives and instructed to utilize these as guidelines and identify the discrepancies between the
year end reports and the guidelines. We did ask the evaluator, however, to give consideration to
an argument by a satellite that a Center. guideline was inappropriate or unrealistic. Each satellite
was given a copy of the EMS report on their project and invited to respond if they.wantedto do
s6. These EMS reports can be found in Appendix F.

The greatest discrepancies identified in these EMS reports were in the lack of program definition

and in4he presentation of data. These discrepancies were considered by Center to be so great that
termination was seriously considered in three of the six projects. This began a rather extended
negotiatiottrweriod between Center and satellites, extending, in one case, to October of the final
year. Ironically, the satellite that was terminated got a relatively favorable report from EMS.
The termination of this project aniithe thiid year negotiations are discussed later in this repoitt.

As these negotiations were going on in theheginning of the final year, the Center took both a
hard and a soft line. They were insistent that satellites,respund, ratherthan ignore discrepancies
seen to exist either by the EMS report or by the Center. At the same time they-took a ,soft line
in sharing with the satellites.the decision.on the kind of response that was appropriate and

possible to implernerit.

An Evaluation of the Satellites' Final Reports

The final reports prepared by each satellite serve not only to inforsintcrestell-audiences about
the life of the project and its outcomes. They Can also save as,documents for the evaluation of
the Center. If the Center has been successful in its attempt to have good definitions of the in-
dividual Satellite programs, and to have the satellites continuously evaluate their programs, then
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the satellite reports should not only_inform the reader about what was accomplished, but also
how it was achieved. They should tell what was learned in the attempt to develop new instruc-
tional programs in universities with the close cooperation and .help of local schools.

Therefore, the following evaluation of the satellite final reports should,he considered as one
part of the evaluation of the Consortium and of the Center. Following the discussion of these
final reports, we will report on and evaluate the efforts of the Center.

The atellite final reports will be analyzed to determine what the satellite reported it was at-
tempting to do, he major activities it carried out to accomplish its intended objectives, and the
resultsit reported. With this information summarized briefly, we will refer to areas where we
think important information is missing; then we will look across the different projects and com-
ment on theslegree of congruence among the projects, the extent to which they adopted ob-
jectives and implemerited programs consistent with the EPDA rationale, and finally, summarize
theiesults of the total project.

For each satellite in this project there is much that can be reported; however, we will make no
attempt in this report to discuss all that was tried, nor all that was accomplished by each satellite.
Rather, we will leave the details to the individual satellite reports as we focus on the objective
which we bilieve to be most basic to the Center's (and the total projeces) responsibility. This
objective was: to have each satellite develop and test a prospective new degree program or
specialization which could be adopted in its universiry,and which would qualify as a training
program for the "new professional" o defined by the EPDA rationale.

As we look across the, five projects, we give particular attention to_the changes in programs
at the university as we seek to answer these questions. First, has a degree program or specializa-
tion been developed? Second, to what extent does it conform to the EPDA rationale? And
third, to what extent has it been adopted in the university, i.e., was it simply a proposed pro-
gram, were some ,parts of it implemented, or had the entire program been adopted? These
satellite evaluations are made from two different perspectives.in time. The first looks back over
the projects as they ended. The second is a follow.up a year later as we look for the effects of
the project beyond the funding period.

Center Abstract and Evaluation of the 1973-74 Final Report of the Chicago Satellite

The site of this project was Crane High School, an inner-city school on the near west side of
Chicago. The Chicago Circle College of Education was the funded agency, and they joined with
the Educational Psychology pepartment of the Urbana campus and District Nine of Chicago
Public Schools to operate the project, hereafter referred to as the Chicago Satellite.

The orientation of this project wasstoward the local school. The project coincided with the
attempt to create a new degree program for teacher training. The Satellite worked 'on the develop-
ment of a block of courses dealing with instructional leadership. Staff of the-Chicago Circle and
the Urbana campuses of the University of Illinois were actively involved, the former by developing
and teaching the above mentioned courses at Crane Iligh School, and the latter by developing and
operating its Diagnostic and Skills Development Center. The Satellite DirectOr, although officially
a faculty rnernber, at Chicago Circle, was on leave from the central office of Chicago Public
SchoOls and-established the project office at Crane High School.

This Satellite app ed the concept of a new professional not only to PPS workers, thit to the
faculty at Crane gh School. They worked to change the teachers at Crane, so that they could
perform more o en in th le of "instructional leader." They adopted the concept of the educa-
tional community ere a mpting to build closer working relationships among unhersity,,
school, and com



The Chicago Satellite categorized their objectives by identifying desired changes in organization,
staff, and programs.

The objectives for organization development were:

(1) The "creation and promotion of the educational community concept which consisted of
new forms of university, school, and community cooperative planning related to problems of
schools and needs of students."

(2) "To change our system (Crane High School) from a selective one that rewards and finally
graduates only the more able students to one which develops each individual to his fullest
capabilities."

The objectives for staff development were:

(1) Development of new kinds of human resource specialists (teachers at Crane High School)
who would be skilled in problem solving in individual and group situations.

(2) Faculty reorientation (positively toward acceptance of the role of the new professional)
as a'prelude to effectively changing curriculum to make the school more relevant to the com-
munity it serves.

Program development objectives mere:

(1) Adoption of the Diagnostic and Instructional Skills Center (DISC) for faculty reorientation
and curriculum rehabilitation.

(2) ... improving attendance, achievement, (and) decreasing the number of dropouts.

The Two Major Activities of the Chicago Satellite. The activities of the Chicago'Satellite,
more than any other in the Midwest Center/Satellite project, were aimed at staff development.
They were. attempting to teach the staff new skills and develop within the staff a new level of
understanding of the problem of change. O'ne of these activities, the Diagnostic and Skill Develop-
ment Center, as the name suggests, was an attempt to teach the teachers specific,skills needed to
increase their effectiveness.

The other activity was more general in its objectives as it attempted to teach a group of teachers
at Crane High School about the change process and the role of leadership that teachers could

,assume in this proetss. This activity was field-based instruction in instructional leadership and
school guidance, taught by university staff at Crane High School. During 1972-73, three courses
in instructional leadership with twelve quarter hours of credit were taught by Circle Campus
staff at Crane High School. Thirty-five participants were chosen by the principal from among
the teachers, counselors, and administrators who volunteered. (Tuition charges were waived by .

the university.) Cos"u)-ses of this nature were offered again during 1973.74, although the number
of participants enrolled this second year is not reported. In the spring of 1974, the Urbana staff
taught a course in school guidance at Crane High School. Twelve students were enrolled in this
class, representing counselors, adjustment teachers, and other faculty from District Nine schools.

The Courses in Instructionl Leadership. ,In evaluating these courses, the Chicago Satellite
Final Report states, "one of the main aims of staff development was that of imparting change
strategies and implementation te'chnlques ..."

The method of evaluating" the impact,of these courses was self-report by participants through
the use of a brief questionnaire with, the following questions:. "Have you developed an innova-

tion plan? If yes, have you developed a plan for implementing'this innovation? Do you have"a

plan for its evaluation and dissemination? Have you initiated an innovation in your school? If
yes, was it successful? Do you feel the conduct of the course and its content were relevant to
your expectations and needs? What, if anything, do you feel you gained from the c e? What,

if anything, do you feel Crane and/or District Nine has gained from this course ?"
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The 1972-73 Instruction in Educational Leadership. It is reported that "all but three students
who do have an innovative plan also have a plan for implementation of it." As for the existence
of an evaluation plan it is reported, "Most of the surveyed staff members either have a definite
method of evaluation or will have a plan in the futtWr

1

It is reported that "eight class members have prograrri,s, in Crane that represent an initial goal
attainment with respect to change situations. Seven other staff people have programs which they
are actively trying to implement. Seven others have not implemented their developed innovation,
but are looking forward to doing so at a later date." Thus in 1972-73, fifteen of the thirty-five
participants initiated some kind of a plan for an innovation:

From this evaluation, it is not clear what the teachers of Crane were supposed to learn in this
course. This section of the Chicago report inadequately serves the good work that was done by
the. Chicago Satellite in the attempt to teach about and promote the concepts of educitional
leadership to the total staff of Crane High School. From earlier written reports and conversations
with Satellite staff, we believe that they were attempting to help Crane teachers to understand
their roles in efforts to improve teaching and learning at Crane. They sought to help teachers to
see the potential of initiating action for improvement and to understand the obstacles they
might pose. They sought to help them understand and realize the benefits to the school, to the
students, and to themselves by working as a team in the attempt to respond to student needs.
We also believe that ongoing evaluations were carried out in a more systematic fashion than
was implied by their final report.

The 1973-74 Instruction in Educational Leadership. It is reportedJ

that three courses were
offered: Curriculum, Instruction, and Evaluation in Urban Enviroprepts; Improving Learning
Environments; arid IteRititetnnd nethod-s`for Instructional Improvement. The number of
students. who were actually enrolled in each of these courses is not reported.

In the Satellite report, reference is made to the staff development class, and it is stated that
"the, staff survey developed an innovative plan and devised a means for implementation." It
was reported further "one staff member indicated that an innovation designed in class has been
initiated in class in his school, a few indicated that innovations ha've been partially initiated, the
majority have not actually started any planned innovation but plan to start soon, and two
members do not plan to undertake innovation initiation." There is no description of any of

thethese plans or the outcomes. There is an explanation, not given in the final report, for a ques-
tion we would raise about the project. That is, why the Satellite did not utilize the Skill Center
as "the innovation" that the instructional leadership class would use for their'field practice.
This would have contributed to the. course and at the same time would have integrated the two
efforts. The reason why this was not done is partly because there were tWo different faculty
groups involved, Circle campus and Urbana campus. The group at Circle did not want to intrude
on Urbana's program. The other reason for not using the Skill Center as the object of an adoption
plan was the desire to give students the option to choose the "innovation" whose adoption
they wanted to plan for; nobody chose-the Skills Center.

The Coursq in School Guidance. This course not only served as a means for slaff development,
it was a means whereby the Urbana staff could respond to a need of the teaehers'2id working
counselors both at Crane and in District Nine. There had beema recent ruling that the practice
of employing uncertified counselors would no longer be allowed. As a result of this ruling,
coursework that could be counted toward certification became in greater demand for.those
working counselors who were uncertified or for teachers aspiring to be counselors. Mor eover,
the course was designed to be the first in a counseling sequence leading to state certification.
As such, it was traditional in nature and could not be considered as preparation for the new
proftessional. Students, when asked to comment on the strengths and weaknesses of the course,
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indicated that the overview of thotheld of guidance was excellent but that they would have
liked more information and more in-depth discussions.

,The Diagnostic and Skill Dejlopment CenterObjectives and Outcomes. This Skill Center

served a dual function in the project. With the help of the Urbana staff, it. was intended to help

a core of teachers learn new skills and at the same time apply these to help meet the needs of a

group of target students. Eight teachers were selected as "high impact" teachers. They received
training in a summer seminar at Urbana and agreed to attempt to utilize the new skills they
learned in their classes. (They had also been enrolled in the instructional leadership classes, al-

( through this is not mentioned in their final report). Experience gained in the project could then
be extended to embtace more teachers and students if the efforts proved successful.

Staff Development. ,At the beginning of the oject, a steering committee was formed, repre-
senting all elements of the school. The U ana sta p epared several working papers to provide

structure and elicit aims and priorities or the work to come. The committee used these reports

as a guide in working out agreements on thirteen "intents" for the Skill Center. Seven of these
thirteen intents dealt with some phase of staff developmentwriting behavioral ObjeCtives, using

"readiness" awareness, planning, effecting.interdisciplinary approach sing Individualization,

ct.a.The rep-ort registers varying degree? of success on the implementatlg,n of these intentions.

Most notably, Skill Center' teachers were rata significantly higher by students than were control
teachers on all the measurements of "affective" performance., aridii-Three otit-TOISix items

dealing with the use of variety/relevance/interest in teaching styles-.
s

Reading and Math. Two other 91:Oa:Ives of the Skill Center we0.to increase achievement in

reading and math for target students and-to increase attendance. '-

The Iowa Test.of Basic Skills (ITBS), 4104 been administered to all studen4 November, of

-4972 when the students were In grackleiiht. The reading and math sub- scales ITBS were

again admi istered in the spring of 1914, six months after the start of the prOject. Consistent
with the ge eral trend that is usually fOund over the period of time in inner-cify,i,chools, the

was a sighific t (p< .05) decline in scores on both reading and matlkeits.Tlit was true for
botlySkill Center and_controLgroup_students. Although groups were.nOyigniOcantly dif-'

ferent at either time of testing, the rate of decline of the control group was griater'both on
the reading and the math tests than that of the Skill Center group.

School Attendance. just asillSchieve ent tends to decline as school goes op, so does attendance

for both the control group and the Ski enter oup. However, the nunibel of abseticet of the

Skill Center group was lower than for the co trol group...No data were reported on the dropout

rate during the year.

Other Outcomes of the Chicago Satellite. There is little doubt that as a direct result of this

,p oject, both the Chicago Circle and Urbana campuses of the University is have close

-ti *th_at_least one_of_the public schools in Chicago and its district administ non. This can

pav he way for the development of more relevant training programs at the sity and the

prove ion of more timely andNeffectiVe help by the university.

There have been changes within both campuses thaTare in part the result of the Chicago

Satellite project. At akrcleCampus, a new gradUate degree program (M.A. in Metropolitan
Studies) has.been approved. An important part of this program is an "instructional leadership"
component. The work of the Satellite contributed to the development and adoption of this '
component."The courses to be offered in the component arc: Curriculum, Instruction, and
Evaluation in Urban_Education with special emphasis upon initiation'of educational innovations,
Improving Learning Environments with special emphasis upon the management of educational

innovations, and ResArces and Methods for Instructional Improvement with special emphasis

upon evaluation and dissemination of educational innovations urban schoOls. These courses

were developed and tested through the Satellite program.
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The Satellite has had some effect on courses being offered at the Urbana campus. There have
been further achievements in the work to forma division of Cross-Cultural Education. The
Satellite project also served as a catalyst in the development of the following courses: Socio-
CtiltutatinflUences on Learning And-Development, SucioCultural Origins of Achievement, and
Cultural Theory for the Study of Human Development.

The Evaluation of the Chicago Satellite Project From the Center Perspective. We might com-
ment here first that the accomplishments of the Chicago Satellite were made under more
stringent constraints of time'than the other Satellite projects. One time-consuming factor was
the shift in sponsorship after the Chicago Public Schools District Office gave up its sponsorship
at the end of 1971-72 io Chicago Circle. It sholild also be noted that the Skills Development
Center was not operational until the thlild and final yeir of the project. The data were collected
in February of the final year thus covering only one semester of ilte'school year, an extremely
short period of time in which to accomplish measurable changes of-the nature attempted.
1

The Chicago Satellite s _a Model for Change. The Chicago project offered what seems to be a
viable model for ang , The superintendent and both principals involved offered strong support
for the projeCt -whi ji helped to motivate teachers. The Central District of Chicago Public Schools
granted a leave of absence to one of their best qualified coordinators to serve as Satellite director
and temporary faculty member at Chicago Circle. .

, .

Both the Associate and the Assistant Deans of the College of Education at Circle Campus were
supportive and took an active interest in the,project. The two campuses of the Univeisity of
Illinois, circle and Urbana, collaborated effectively in the field work of this project, Circle
Campus more at the school level and Urbana working more at"the classroom level. There was a
recognition of a:need to expand the work of the Skill Center teacherstO other staff, and, the
courses in instructional leadership seemed to be the strategy that.could accomplish this. This ,

effort had in itboth the elements of staff.and organizational development; it reflected the con-
cept of 'ITT from the EPDA rationale, the idea that the 'benefits Of training can be expanded by
having trainee's, once trained, become trainers of their peers. The idea that many teachers could
and should functicm as bifuctional leaders implied collaboration and the trading of ideas which
has at least an informal training,element-in it. AdditionallY, the involvenient- of the community
through an advisory council was a paitof the plan, for the Chicago Satfllite.

....
The Implementation of the Chicago Model. In the implenientation of the projeCt, there was a

strong emphasis on early needs assessment which gAve focus and relevance to the project, parti-
cularly for staff development. Due to the well planned and executed staff development efforts
of the Skill Center, the teachers were provided with evidence that they could make a difference,

The Chicago Satellite was unable to implement this model as fully as designed in two areas:
the integration of the two activities for staff development and the involvement of the corn -

niunity.
. . . . ...., .

f,.. +

, There was no ,plan to integrate the efforts of Circle Campus (file staff development courses in
instructional leadership) with those of the Urbana camifus (the staff development implicit in
operating the Skill Center). The only visible integration of these two effOrts was the priOr en-
rollment of the Skill Center teachers in the Yearlong series of courses in instructional leader:

. :ship. This fact was not included in the,final report. .

. -
Community involvement in the Chicago project was not systematically developed. There was

a liaison befweenihe project and the CommUnity Advisory Council, and there was a Community
Newsletter published by the Satellite. tfowevei; other work of the Satellite to promote closer
4.

- ' ;
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relationships between the project efforts and the Crane program were not discussed in the final
report, except for a reference to the fact that these relationships hadot been as fully developed

as had been hoped.

The Prospects for Institutionalization of the Chicago Program. To some extent the Chicago

program was institutionalized by the time it ended. The Board of Trustees of the university had-
approved a new M.A. program in Metropolitan Studies in Education for Chicago Circle. A com-
ponent of this program was an area of instructional leadership which offered the three courses
developed under the auspices of.the Satellite project. From the perspective of the EPDA rationale,
the program that has become institutionalized at Chicago Circle hardly qualifies as a program to
train the new professional. There is no doubt, however, that some of the objectives of the instruc-
tional leadership component are similar to those in a program that did train the "new professional."

Although the project resulted in a closer working relationship between Chicago Circle and a
local school district, as the project ended, the prospect for continuing this close relationship
seemed uncertain. The contact between the school and the university was primarily carried on
through the Satellite Director, who was a school district consultant.on\leave. Two different

professors from Chicago Circle designed and taught courses in Crane High School,,although one
left the university to take another position a year before the project encle4.

There seems to be only a slim *chance that the Diagnostic and Skill Development Center will
be continued it Crane High School. Its perpetuation seems to be dependent on the staff at Crane

since the Urbana campus is too far away to continue the close coordination that occurred during
the project. It is not likely that Chicago Circle would provide the assistance that might be needed
since they were not directly involved with this during the project. This lack of integration between
staff development courses offered by the Circle campus and DISC operated by the Urbana cart-

pus was weakness in the Chicago project, particularly with respect to the institutional question.
It would seem that the adoption of a skill development center would have been an ideal "in-
novation:' for the students in the instructional leadership course to focus on. They could have
worked 'cooperatively to plan for the adoption of DISC and begun the work necessary for the

i'mplementation of the plan.;

The Urbana campus alsy established a closer working relationship with_Chicago public schools,
not only by operating DISCbfit by offering a course in the school in guidance and' counseling.",
Neither of these accomplishments, however, could be classified as preparation for the new pro-
fessional. EstablishipeDISC did make a valuable contribution at Crane High School. And DISC
dicipromote.objectives that were congruent with the EPDA goal ofmaking the school more
responsive to its clients. However, the course offering in guidance and counseling was traditional,
the only apparent differenCe being that, as a convenience, it was taught in Chicago.

One Year Later at'Chicago
1. The Status of the Skill Center. Apparently, the groundwork wasmell laid by the Chicago

Satellite for the%continuation of the Skill:Center:As it turned out, our pessimism about the
future of DISC was not borne out. In a follow-up a year after the project ended, we found that
the Center had not only continued but had prospered. One of the teachers at Crane who.had
gone through both the series of 'courses on instructional leadership, and who had becnsSkill
Center. teacherrwas placed in charge of the tenter for the past year. This assignment, Which
released this teacher for full-time work in the Skill Center, came as a result of the strong and
continuing support 14, the DistrictSuperintendent.

DISC expanded last year, both in tfrms of participant teachers,and students. Twelve new
teachers volunteered, bringing the total to twenty-seven; the twoAasses of the original project
grew to eight classes with control groups during.this past ycar.Thisexpansion came with the
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good news that the Skill Center operated by the Satellite project had made a significant impact
on the dropout rate.

It may be recalled that in the Satellite project sixty students were taught by teachers participat-
ing in the Skill Center and sixty studertts were randomly chosen as control students who received
no Special attention and presumably vqrc representative of the,sophomore class at Crane. The
number of students in both these gr ouic§, 00 returned aljUnicirs this past year was compared
in September. Shay-six percent of theSkill CenterRsoup retuied.while only twenty percent of
the non-Skill Center students returned: reover, during the past year the attendance of Skillz4
Center students has been consistentlY me that of the schoolas a whole. On the average, only
seventy-five percent of Crane's students:will come to school on a given diy. Over eighty-five
percent of the Skill Center students vvill show up.-

i

The Skill Center has changed in other ways,.besisig cutting down on the perionnel to operate
it while quaidrupling the number of students inyobied. Primarily, they have dropped what they
consider to be the staff developmerft aspect, whereby data on teacher behavior was collected
from students and feedback to teachers. They have also cut back on diagnostic testing. Appar-
ently this is only used to identify those students who will be sent to the reading specialist.

.
The major emphasis of the Skilltenter continues to b'e in program planning with coordination

By the director of the Skill Center. She works inc1 vidually with teachers in developing their
plans for a course; however, her major activity is in convening small group meetings by teachers
and helping them to identify problems and initiate cooperative plangAng. The Skill Center classes
reflect this planning and are well organizedtheir teachers respond rather than ignore problems.
They are able to plan and present programs across cisciplines, such as the study of various cultures
planned for next year.

6

Students have responded positively to this program, so much so in fact, that an incipient
problem is developing. Skill Center students have come to expect of non-Skill Center teachers
the same attention, the same'degree of planning of instructiMi as they have gotten from Skill
Center teachers. Not only have they expected this, they have in some cases demanded it, con-
fronting teachers whom they felt were not well (for example, where instruction con-
zistsprimarily ofassignments_to read the chapter and answer the questions in-the text). If these
confrontations continue, the 120 Crane. teachers not a part of the Skill Center might develop op-
positionposition to the Center.

2. RelatiOns Between the University and Crane High School. There is no further field work at
Crane which is associated with the courses in instructional leadership_taught at Circle Campus.
There was no.plan, although it was discussed during the life orthe project, to Make any part of
the instructional leadership course field-based. However, the work at Crane has contributed to
the planning for field:based instruction in-two ways. One, the,Skill Center has become an im-
portant base for field work for another dais at, Circle (reported below). Secondly, the relation-
ships established,to implement the Satellite project have been carried over in the planning for
the new Whitney Young High School, a magnet school for Chicago., Circle Campus and District
W 9 haveworked together to.PIan for field-based instruction in the n i =school.

3. The Skill Center as_a Base'for Field Instruction. The Skill Cent* 'as becOme the base for
instruction in the field by a Circle professor who was referred, to Crane during the last project
year by the Satellite staff. The first year in Crane he worked with non-Skill Center.teachers.
Last year, through contact with the Skill Center director he and his class began working with
the Skill Center teachers. He reports that he is impressed with the willingness of these teachers
to interact with the trainees in his class, as they work to plan, implement, and evaluate instruction.
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It was at the suggestion of these Skill Center teasers that the time spent in the field by the
Circle trainees was increased from one day a week to -urger blocks of time. He also reports a
marked increase in enthusiasm and involvement between the new Skill Center teachers and the
teachers with whom he worked the-first year at Crane. As-a reward to the teachers for their
help, Circle Campus offers free tuition for a course during the summer for those teachers who
participate. We might Also note that the class for counselors taught by the Urbana campus is
continuing at Crane with all but two of their counselors enrolled.

Thus, one year later we find that both the activities promoted tic the project are continuing.
Chicago Circle has three new courses which have some claim tc being developed within an urban,
school, There is some increased interaction between university students with high school students
and teachers, and the cause of instructional improvement at crane as been significantly advanced.

Abstract and Evaluation of the 1973-74 Final Report of the ndiana University Satellite

Located in the rolling hills of Southern Indiana, this Satellite v one of two that were based
.
in small cities,. With no urban minority population as a base for a practicum, the I.U. Satellite
had to travel fifty miles to Indianapolis. This Satellite was distinctive in another way. It was
located at the same university and in the same department, Counseling and Guidante, as was
the Center.

4Reginning Needs Assessment. The Indiana University\ project began with a needs assessment
taken\from teachers, counselors, and parents at th4projedt school and from the PPS office of
Indianapolis Public Schools. As a result of this assessment, there were'six school needs identified
which relate to the competencies of the pupil personnel services worker. The* were needs fOr

greater student achievement in reading and math, for the better utilization of instructional
materials, for skills in handling discipline problems for better communication and collaboration
among the school staff and between the staff and the community, and the need for better knowl-
edge of new teaching methods and the freqlom to try them.

Outof this needs assessment.the9Satellite staff identified the following competencies that
were needed:

2. The--ability-to-assess'the needs of students,-teachers, and-parents.
2. The ability to communicate reliably the identified needs of students, teachers, and

parents.
3. The ability,to formulate, plan, and implement programs to solve identified problems. _

The ability to evaluate programs.
5. The ability to teach children and adults on an in 'viduil basis.
6. .Theability tdidentify one's own neediand evaluate one's own activities that weke

intended to meetlhese needs.
7. The ability to develop working teams within th school c munity.
8. The ability to facilitatgroup problemSolving.

The Major Activities of the Project. There were four activities within School If 63 that were
discussed in the Indiana,Uniyersity Final Report which were carried out 'to achieve the objcctives
of the project. These were Mutual Development Labs (MDL), Teacher. Group Meetings, the
Tutorial Program, and establishment of the Training Center and Token Economy.

AlutUal Development Labs. The MDLs were action-oriented groups of graduate students
(under the supervision of university professors), teachers froM School If 63, and parents.
The MDLs were intended to serve as a model for the identification of needs for skill develop-
ment of participants and for practicing the use of these skills in the school. Six MDLs were
conducted to promote the ,development of skills in systematic problem solving, interpersonal

-communication, individualizing instruction, microteaching, cofistiNtion, andlehavior modifica-
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tion. Each stipended gradilate student was expected to design, implement, and evaluate at least
one MDL.

Teacher Group Meetings. There were problem solving meetings held bi-weekly whereby
teachers shared feelings, problems, and ideas on teaching with each other. "... Issues were
explored mostly from a strategy perspective. Following this focus, the consultant tried to
broaden the teacher's view of discipline...." Issues that developed and were explored in these
meetings were student discipline, parent teacher relationships, and administration-teacher
relationships.

,

Tutorial Prog ram. The Tutorial Program utilized community people performing as tutors
working with a teacher and a student. The tutor and ere teacher developed special materials to
help students with their individual problems in reading, writing, and math. Graduate-students
had various responsibilities in.organizing, supervising, and evaluating the tutorial program. This
prograin did not develop very much beyond the initial thrust because of lack of interest-in the
school.

Training Center. The Training Center gave graduate stUdents,opportunities to work with
the school staff to help them identify school problems, choose a strategy, implement-it, and
evaluate the stratcg-y. A major activity that came out of this was the "Token Economy" pro-
gram leading to the establishment of an activity room which contained "rewards" for students
as part of a behavior modification strategy. In addition to these activities that related to the
practicum at School W 63, there were two activities on the Bloomington campus.

Black Culture Center. This counseling center for Black students on the Bloomington campus
grew ..-ut of a dual need. Stipended students in the Inner City Program were required to have
both a primary and secondary practicum, and there were few sites available to Blacks for a
secondary practicum. There was also the deed for counseling services for Black students at the
university. The existing Psychological Counseling Services, which serves the total campus com-
munity, had no Black staff, and few Black students utilized it.

The Indiana University Satellite, with the support of the office of the Vice-Chancellor, initiated
a move that led to the establishment of this Center. The Center has provided various counseling
services ti5-131ack students and piesented a number Of work s11:-.4...; focused on career skills which
have led to an arinual Minority Job Day. This Job Day has proved to be a good vehicle for
the recruitment of Blacks to the Inner City Program.

As the Satellite project ended, the Black Culture Center was officially designated by tlic.
Counseling,and Guidance Department as a practicum site. The Satellite Director has also served
as the coordinator of the Black Culture Counseling Program.

The Resource Center. One of the needs that developed out of the Indiana University
Satellite competency-based program was foi alternative instructional resources to provide
trainees with self:paced, highly individualized study materials. With the financial aid of the Mid-
west Center the Indiana University Satellite developed the Competency-Based Counselor Utica

c

(c

tion Resources Center.

This Center supports, the development of counselors and counseling faculty by providing the.
following services related to competency-based learning. a clearing house for collection and dis-
tribution of advertisements on CBI., programmed learning experiences through audio and video
tape based instruction, and a central area for criterion reference training and assessment.

The Results of the Indian"a University dctivities. The Indiaria University Final Report dis-
cusses results in two areas, the benefits to School / 63 and the benefits to the graduate students
involved.
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Benefits to School it 63. To answePthis question, the Satellite administered a questionnaire
to the eleven regular teachers of Ss,hOol If 63, eight of which were completed. The data present-
ed in Appendix E of their report indicated that teachers felt they weltelped with teaching
techniques, with classroom management, and in handling problem ch, dren. They also felt there

chad been some effect on the relationship between the school and the community. Although the
Satellite has stated in their report that community people were involved (particularly in the
tutorial program), they do not present any data from community people on this question. They
do state in their summary in the eyaluatipn tectithrthat students at Sehos:l '11 63 were more
positive than their parents.- :

Other results from the teacher survey. indicate that teachers felt there has been some improve-
ment in the physical appearance of their scgrol---, directly attributed to the establishment of the
activities room. Teachers singled Out this part of the Satellite program as being the most helpful.
The activity room was established 'by the following series of events. (1) a needs assessment indicating
that classroom management was a problem; (2) a decision by the Satellite that skill in behavior
modification was a needed (mg- (3) a field trip for teachers to observe a school in Louisville which
was implementing such-a program (to inform and build commitment); (4) use of one MDL
to train teachers in the use or behavior modification, and (5) the establishment of an activity
room as a center for providing varying sets of rewards for students. There is a-Tull description of
this strategy in Chapter III of the Indiana University-Satellite Final Report.

One bit of informal data suggests another effect of the Satellite project which can be very
significant. The principahof the school noted that teacher turnover had decreased, that not one
teacher had requested a transfer' during the threeyear period of the project. Assuming that the
work of the Satellite was the major cause of this, it is a major accomplishment and suggests Alit.
potential that can be realized as pupil personnel workers assume the roles of new professionals
in the school. 't

- ,
The Rgsults of Training for Gradvate Students. We said earlier that we would look more

closely at the results which were,related to the development of programs and the adoption of
these at the university. An important question, therefore, is-What skills did the trainees learn?
Beyond that, what activities contributed the most to the learning of skills in theprogram?

The data in the final report that relates to these questions was a trainee,questionnaire. The
trainees were to indicate, from a list provided, which skills they had mastered at the desired
competency level, and to indicate the percent of their total time each week that was spent work-
ing at the development of the different skills.

The results of this questiorinoire are not in the body of the paper but are in an appendix. The
report presents a brief and very general summary. It was stated in the report:

A number of students suggested that they benefited a great deal from their participation
in workshops and conferences. Some expressed the opinion that they had hoped the
program would provide practical 'experience in working with Blacks, particularly in the
Mack community. They felt their work in formal courses and the sites had not'prepared
them for the rolesthey wanted to assume upon completion of their program.They
seemedto want a program vvehich was less generally applicable to all counseling and
guidance students and more specific to the needs of the Blafcommunity and its schools.
It was also suggested that the addition of a Black facultY-atember in the department
-of Counseling and Guidance would be essential to the success of the program.

Evaluation of the Indiana University.Project from the Center's Perspective. The Indiana Uni-
versity Satellite followed the E1DA rationale in selecting its objectives. Their project appeared
to be consistent with the rationale in two other ways. It was attempting to use an objectives- ,

0
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based, or competency, model around which to build the new program, and the prospective new
program was to be field based. They concentratedon the development of the practices and intern
ship segments of the proposed program. This gave them the opportunity not only to train
graduate students experientially, to have them "learn by doing," but also to help the school in
Indianapolis. .

Nowhere in the Indiana University Final Report is mention made of the developnient of new
courses. When the project began, there was a Black faculty member who was active in the
Satellite, both at School ft 63 teaching the practicum and in developing a cl8s on cultural
awareness. This faculty member left the Satellite at the end of the second year to accept a posi-

tion in another university. With her went the cultural awareness course.

Although the Mutual Development Lab produced instructional modules, they were primarily
in-service. The strategy of the Indiana University Satellite for their pre:service was one that
could have been explored more fully by other Satellites, namely, to survey courses that were
already available in other departments which could meet the needs of the inner city trainee.

The.Indiana University Final Report makes no mention of this strategy. They simply list the
course* titles that are included as a program for the inner city specialization.

The evaluation of trainees in the Indiana University Program was strictly "self report." With
respect to the nine competencie. s identified earlier in this report, students were asked to indicate
whether or not they had met the criterion level for each competency. If some objective criterion
level had been established, it was not mentioned. We assume, therefore, that each trainee was
to make his own determination of a criterion level and apply it. Of course, this only tells us what
the trainees thought they mastered. N_ o other direct evidence is given to indicate the extent to
which.each of the skills was learned.

.1
In interpreting these data, it should be remembered that this is a developing, rather than a

developed program. Devising and implementing a competency-based program is to a great extent
a process of trial and error. One of the most sticky problems is that of measurement. Any measure
thaL one devises can be attacked by theskeptics. Therefore, the presentation of an "objective"
measure that determines the attainment of complex skill such as counseling is not something to ,

be done in the very beginning. There must be a gradual transition from more snbjective to more
objective measures Of competency.'The "objective" measure must stand the test (more or las
rigorously) ofvalidity and reliability. This is not enough, howevellinnust be accepted by those
who did not develop it but are to use it. There was not sufficient, time. in this project to develOp
a fully operating competency-based program which is in part an explanation for the very sub-
jective and crude measure of the learning achieved by trainees.

Having said this, we might note the stark contrast between the specificatiosrAiptency
based program included in this report and the data presented on students. 'Irre descripti6 of a

1:
competency-based program is laid out very clearly and systematically. On the other haat 'he
trainee questionnaire is very informal in its structure, which may explain 041,y-the data "were not1.

, summarized or analyzed for the reader. The conclusions about the effect on .ittkdent...s.viere very
brief "a number of them suggested' that they benefited a great deal from m theit participation in
workshops and conferences." The Satellite did solicit arid receive suggestions from students for
improving the program.

To their credit, the Satellite did direct their evaluation toward the skill objectives set out in
the beginning. Even though asking students which skills they mastered is only part of the infor-
mation needed to get valid answers, this Satellite asked these hard questions, qtiestions that are
more often than not completely ignored when and if final evaluations are made.
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Prospects for Institutionalization of the Indiana University Program. The PPS project at Indiana.
University had significant impact within the department of Counseling and Guidance toward
establishing a "new professional" program. The total faculty voted to establish'an inner-city
specialization, and the Inner-City Advisory Committee has-become astanding committee in the
department. In addition, a competency-based approach was adopted for use in the introductOry
block of courses take all Counseling and Guidance majors, and the work of developing new
subject-matter mo ules is continuing. Furthermore, the original training sites have been retained
and two additional sites have been added.

The likelihood that the program will be maintained is mixed with optimism and doubt as the
project ends. An important factor on the positive side is the general support given by the faculty.
The Satellite surveyed their own faculty on this matter and results were, in the main, positive.
The Center, a year before the end of the project, contracted for independent surveys of each
Satellite site to be made in the attempt to determine the level of support that existed within
each department where the satellites were located. Professional interviewers were hired and they
interviewed deans, divisional chairmen, department heads, and faculty members in departments
where the Satellite was housed.

Respondents were asked about their knowledge of the Satellite program, the need for more
emphasis on inner-city programs, the feasibility and desirability of a change agent role for the
PPS worker, the need for field-hascd instruction, the follow-up of university graduates, and the
desirability and feasibility of competericy-based instruction. The results from this survey indicate
generally strong support at Indiana University for its program and its objectives. perhaps, refleet-
ing the complexity of the task, there were soite reservations about the role of change agent for
the PPS worker and about competency-based programs. Most notably there was strong support
across the board for field-based training. These survey results, combined with the testimony of
the Satellite final report, indicate that continued work at the development and improvement of
a competeney-based inner-city program has a good chance of success.

The long-term prospects for the, Inner City Program are in doubt, however, because of the
lack of a permanent faculty member to coordinate the program, in spite of the fact that three
of the Indiana University faculty members, one of them a Midwest Center co-director, have been
intimately involved in this project. Although die Satellite project was flourishing under the
directorship of a Black doctoral-student at the end of the funding,peripd, it is uncertain who will
coordinate ,the practicum and continue the Inner City Counseling Seminar after he graduates..

The Midwest Center, concerned about this at the end of the second year of the project,
secured a commitment from the dean of the School of Education, the division head of Social
Foundations and Human Behavibr,and the department chairman of Counseling and Guidance,
that the first priority for the School of Education, the division, and the department, would be
to hire a Black faculty member to coordinate the inner-city program: One prospective Black
faculty member was invited to Bloomington for interviews. Subsequently, he declined the
position. There have been no further efforts tofill this post.

One Year Later at I. U. The year following the end ,of the funding of the PPS project at Indiana,
-University was an active one. The practicum in Indianapolisccontinued much the same as before.
There were eighteen trainees in the program. The number of new trainees coming to the Inner
City Program for the fall semester was down from fifteen to eight over the previous'-year. This
decrease was attributed directly to the lack of funds to pioside stipends for students. Because
of this, no recruiting was done, and few students were attracted. t

Three Mutual Development Labs were conducted during the year, one a two*iday workshop
and the other two, one day each. One lab, held in Indianapolis, had thirty.tWo 'elementary and
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school counselors ffurn Title I schools in attendance'. The establishment of the Token

Economy program at School 1-/ 63 was utilized as a background for this behavior modification
, lab. The counselors received training Jon procedures for initiating a behavior modification program
in their schoolhow to work with teachers totrain them in the use of behavior modification

'principles..

There were twenty-five requests for follow -up on this lab, and as a result a five-day workshop is
planned for the summer Un consultation skills, group procedures, needs assessment, classroom
management, and rule stereotyping. This workshop will be presented jointly by the Bloomington
and bidianapci:. campuses of the university. The continuing support for the inner city program
by the Bloomington campus is evidenc% by the fact that three Bloomington faLulq members
are conducting sessions without pay. Art evaluation is planned su that the feedback un the work-
shop can be utilized to provide input for program planningin the fall for the developing program
at Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis.

The other two labs were concerned with the different modes of consulting and competency-
based counselor education. These one-day labs were presented for PPS educators from nine dif-
ferent universities in the area. At the consultation lab, participants came from public schools, a
mental health clinic, the university, and the state depar 'Anent to give examples of the different
modes of consulting and of needs assessment from their different perspectives. The workshop un
competent4.-based counselor education drew on the resources of the Competency Based Learning
Center established by the Indiana University Satellite and was attended by professor-student
teams from eight universities.'

With a relatively large number of students still in the Inner City Program (18), with the
practicum operating the same as the prior year, and with the in- Service and dissemination ac-
tivities of the Mutual Development Labi, the Indiana University Satellite continued much the
same as when it was fully funded. Ten new minority students are expected to enroll in the
coming year. The chances thgt this level of activity will continue, however, are not good. The
present Inner City Program director will graduate in another year. Meanwhile, the commitment
made by the Indiana University School, of Education and the Department (if Counseling and
Guidance to the Center td hire'a Black faculty memberas not been honored. There has been no
farther effort to recruit a Black person to fill this position. The Dean who made the commitment
has since left this office. The department's position is that the School of Education, which is
presently attempting to eliminate over thirty faculty positions, has Rtita freeze on hiring new
faculty. With the thaw, if and when it comes, they Lay a Black faculty member will be hired. But
perhaps by that time there will be nu Inner City Program to direct. Since a new.interest is develop-
ing in the department, following the one that is current at the Office of Education (Career Educa-
tion), it. seems likely that the interest in, and support of, the minority program will fade without

interest.a faculty member who has this as his or her primary

On the positive side is the continuing interest in this program by the three Counseling and
Guidance faculty who were directly involvedin this project. Although none of the three has as
a primary interest the coordination of this program, they would probably work to see that the
practicum in Indianapolis is maintained. Another factur"that may work to perpetuate the pro-
gram is the proposed merger between the Bloomington campus Schdol of Education and the
Department of Education at Indiana University-Purduc University at Indianapolis. The Depart:
ment of Counseling and Guidance and the. Satellite project have already established cooperative
relationships in Operating the practicum, and with the merger comes the increased possibility
that a permanent director of the Inner City Program will be establiShed.
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Center Abstract and Evaluation of the 1973-74 Final Report of the Louisville Satellite

The southernmost of the satellites was in Louisville, a city that has its share of urban problems
but also retains the flavor of the South. The Louisville staff reflected those characteristics that
are often identified with the southern culture-a friendliness touched with graciousness and
charm; We at the Center alway s looked forward to visits there, particularly to their workshou-
retreats. Although they "tended to business," they were warm and friendly and related to one
another and to us visitors in,a very personal way. And this characteristic was reflected in their
Satellite Project. Always at the top of their list of priorities was the need to promote humane-
ness, whether it be in working together to produce a program for change or in delivering that
program to clients.

To the Louisville staff the major problem'roblem was that the schools had not provided an adequate
education to inner-tity students. By that they meant that the schools were not teaching students
to read, to write, to do basic math. Many students who had gone through Louisville schools
were still disadvantaged in their own society. The Louisville staff, both at the university and the
school district, perceived' that the school counseling program was one target for needed change.
They saw two major problems: an inappropriate definition of the counselor role, and ineffective
and/or inefficient performance by counselors.

An Objective to Change the Role of Counselor. At the time the Louisville project was con-
ceptualized the Louisville school district, under the leader.3hin of a new superintendent, was
attempting to make major changes. New structures were being treated and new strategies being
implemented to induce more "humaneness" into the.schocds. There was a new emphasis on
openness in interpersonal relationships and un developing higher levels of trust and &ring among
staff and between staff and students. A major strategy was to utilize group work which often
called for role changes. ,

The Louisville Satellite sought to effect these kinds of role changes for counselors. They wanted
to see counselors becomt consultants tojeacheriand administrators, group counse?ing for
students, and they wanted counselors to work as a team instead of individually. These objectives
were, of course, very similar to the EPDA rationale:Also, in congruence with the funding guide-

_

lines, the Louisville Satellite conducted an early needs assessment meant to help the Satellite to
work more in ,partnership with the local school in developing a program tp ealize their goals.

An Objective to Improve, the Communication Between Counselors and Clients. In their needs,
assessment they found a laCk of understanding, a lack of communication between the counselors
and the minority students, andbetween counselors and parents. Changing this became a major
objective of their program. They believed that effective stragegies for change involved new
training for counselors and increased participation by parents. Specifically, they proposed:

Training for counselors (both in-service and pre-service) in group dynamics as a
means of increasing leJels of trust, openness, and humanness.

2. Involvement of school staff in encounter sessions.

3. Establishing an advisory council as a means of involving parents in the identification
of the needs-of inner-city students.

4. Utilizing parents as both teacher-s and students in a university-based courif.

The Strategies Implemented

1. The Advisory Council. This council, with the Satellite co-directors serving as ex-officio
members; was made up of five parents from the attendance areas of the fourteen associated
schools, a school nurse, a school paraprofessional, and associate dean of the School of Education



of the University.of Louisville. Although it was advisory it "played a major role in assessing
school needs and in, determining subject topics to be included in its curriculum." The council
was able to perform as a t ummunication lirik.between dissatisfied parents and administrators
and counselors of the target schools. The council regularly heard from parents and worked to
get this input through to its school.staff.

2. Workshops and Labs. A second strategy was to present a number of workshops and labs
during the three years of the Louisville project. The first was a two-week workshop on inter-
personal relations to help increase the sensitivities between parents and the school staff. A second
was,a three-day workshop in NovemberJ971 to upgrade group counseling skills of participants.

Injanuary 1972 a three-day lab was held dealing with conflict management. Both school ad-
ministratorg and parents were invited. Activities included encouriter,groups, black-white con-
frontation experiences, and parent-counselor demonstration.

In August 1972 there was a three-day summer planning retreat, followed the next month by a
principal's orientation day. Seven months, later a Parent Effectiveness Training Workshop was
held whereby the advisory council membeirs were taught the PET Hograni; they then trained
parent groups in these principles.

In May 1973-an evaluation workshop was held to evaluate the project and plan fonts, final
year. Finally, in May 1974, there was a two-week Paraprofessional Training Workshop held to
teach paraprofessionals intervening and counseling skills.

3. Academic Instruction. The Louisville Satellite reports that all participants were enrolled
each semester in a course at the university dealing with some phase of pupil personnel services.
The Satellite participants included thirty-five pupil, ersonnel workers in the fourteen target
schools and the advisory council. This instruction, which would fall into the category of in-
service or staff development, was held at various placesat the university, a professors' homes,
and at the schools. The class was divided into three groups with a counselo ducator from the
University of Louisville serving As "group leader" of each. The final report id not describe this
teaching arrangement any further. From conversations with the staff ,it seemed that each profes-
sor attempted to improve-the counseling and-communication-skills of his group more orless
individually. By that we mean that the class did not seem to be team taught, nor were there
common activities for the three groups other than those presehied at the workshops and labs.

Anotlier positive feature of this instruction was the follow-through in the field by the university
.professors. They would assist, observe, and critique school counselors enrolled in the course
as they carried out various.activities, such as holding parents' group conferences or conducting

hessiana Pupil Personnel Team kessicin to considera "problem" child.

The Results of the-Louisville Project
Two New,Degree Programs. The Louisville Satellite reports that two new degree programs were

established as a result of the Satellite project. One of these is an undergraduate degree in Guidance
and Counseling, the other an Educational Specialist cleitee in Guidance and Counseling. Looking
only at the course requirements listed for both these degree programs, there, is little to suggest
that these are designed for a "new professional." However, in discussions with the faculty it is
cleat that the cpntent of these courses has been modified., t,

The Louisville Satellite reports that it developed three new Courses, two of which have been
approved. One of these, Human Dynamics of Group Process, appears on the schedule for the
undergraduate degree. The other, Consulting with Parents and Tca*rs, appears on the
Speciali§t l'ogram as an,electir.. ..4

.
.

The Human Dynamics "course has two purposes. One is to help trainees become more humanistic
by learning abotit their prejudices, biases, and values through encounter groups, and the second is
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to learn how to conduct group sessions. Although this course would promote some of the same
objectives as the EPDA rationale, if seems to lie primarily one for personal growth. It might be
noted also that it is only three units among the thirty required in area of counseling, the
other twenty-9F being the traditional courses one finds in most Counseling and Guidance
programs.

The specialist's degree would seem to have the most potential for a "new professional" pro-
gram, as it is a post-master's degree program where several cooties associated with the EPDA con-
cept could be required. However, this is not the case. cif the thirty units required for this degree,
only three might be considered training for the,new professional. This is an existing course in
group counseling. The new course developed by its Satellite, Consulting with Parents, TeacherS,
and Community Agencies, is listed as a three-unit elective beyond the thirty required for the;
specialist degree.

Other Accomplishments of the Louisville Satellite. In their final report the Louisville Satellite
presents an impressive list of accomplishments. There was "hiclividual. growth of the pupil personnel
workers" who were participants inthe project who "...tended to become warmer, more under-
standing, more empathetic individuals. They learned to listen to others and not get hung up on
their own self-worth."

There was "achievement of a cultural awareness of the clients being served." The Satellite
reports that through social interaction with parents, PPS workers were able to see why parents
were being talked down to and why they were being undercut in maintaining their sense of
values.

_
The Satellite also reports that the atmosphere where "principals weren't talking to social

workers, social workers to counselors, counselors to nurses, nurses to paraprofessionals, and so
on," was changed. Interdisciplinary teams were created, and PPS workers began consulting with
one another and soliciting each others' help mean informal basis.

Progress was reported in redefining the role of the counselor. Counselors were taught to per-
form in the role of consultant to teachers so that teachers can handle kublems direcily and,
-reciprocally rthe.cxistingcounselOramere taught.,ahOta "group counseling ofproblem children."
Principals were included in. many of the activities, encouraging a movement away from the view
ofccounselors as record keeperi.

'There were other accomplishmentc_ The dropout rate at high schools in the project decreased
by 24% from 1970-71 to 1973-74 while it was increasing in nonproject }sigh schools. The same
kinctof relative differences were reported at the junior high schools. As the Satellite noted, all
the credit for this could not be attributed to the Satellite project. There were other factors
involved although none were identified.

Change at the University. In addition to the. adoption of new degree programs already men-
tioned, the Louisville Satellite reports that in accordance with the EPDA'Objective "to recruit
and train minority group persons as trainers of the new professional" a Black faculty member
was hired. They report also that "as a consequence of the project, every course in the Counselor
Education sequence.. .was re-evaluated and revised." They reported that instructors of each
course revi,sed their, courses based on needs assessments and incorp9rated in course descriptions,
when apptorpiate, systematic problem solving, planned system change, and cultural awareness.
All these revised courses were offered experimentally "insofar as possible" and the effectiveness
Measured through questionnaires and personal feedback from participants. They state further,
"On the basis.of this feedback a further revision was made icourses. Thus, those experimental
course materials and activities which had proven effective in the training of the new professional
became' institutionalized.."
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Evaluation of the Louisville Satellite from the Center Perspective. There is little doubt that the
Satellite staff, both those based at the University uf/L-yuisville and in the Louisville School
trict, brought the university and the school closer together. They worked long and hard, and
apparently made substantial accomplishments in improving the relationships between the staff in.
project schools and parents. It appears also that the working counselors in project schdOls
creased their level of awarends and became more understanding of the minority culture.

,

As we noted earlier, the Louisville staff presented in their final report an impressive list of ac-
complishments. However, the great majority of these were simply reported, with few details to
help us learn from their experiences. Surely they must have encountered a tremendous number
of obstacles in attempting so many ikings in such a short time. It would have been informative
to know more about their strategiesVor example, how did the confrontation between parents
and PPS workers at the early retreat lead to changed behavior by counselors? Exactly what was
the nature of this change? Was there fellow -up on these sessions either by the Advisory Council
or the University staff? How were the,PPS workers able to work on problems identified by the
Satellite and handle their normal work load (or did they)?

What kind of experiences did the participants have in the in-service course taught each week?
When the professors met with the PPS workers to follow tip, to observe, advise, and critique,
what was the nature of this follow up? Were they following through on activities planned in class
whereby specific strategies would be implemented? Huw were they able to mix parents, who
had not gone beyond high, school, with master's level students ?Did they individualize? What
did each expect from the in-service course? What did they learn?

One of the benefits from projects such as these is to learn what it means to try out solutions
to prbblems in given situaltions. Through these actions we can sharpen our definition, of reality;.
we can understand more'about this strategy, wheitit works and when it doesn't. Whatever the'
Louisvijle Satellite learned in this regard is not passed on. With respect to actions, results; acid,
decisions they do not go. much beyond generalities.

There are many accomplishments reported by Louisville that are "above and beyond the cali
of duty." In other words, they seem to have accomplished much more than one could reasonably
expect to be accomplished in,the time allowa.TifiSCanses one to w rider if all these changes
have really taken hold.

The Emphasis on Providing Service to Schools. During the life of this project, the primary goal
of the Louisville Satellite was to provide training to the local schools and to help them solve
their problems. The Louisville Satellite seems to have made significant accomplishments in this
attempt. They have established two new degree programs; however, there is little evidence to .

suggest that their new programs will prepare counselors to function in a new role.

The Prospects for Institutionalization of the Louisville Prygram. The close working relation-
ship that was developed by the Louisville Satellite between the university and the local school
district is one of the most significant accomplishments in this project. The head of Pupil .4
Personnel Servico (Guidance) was a co-director of the Satellite, and thus was intimately in-
volved, as were other district persons within the executive ranks. At the university the entire _

Department of Counselor Education, one member of which was also serving as assistant dean,
taught class, went into the schools, and developed and revised courses. An Associate Dean of
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the School of Education served on the advisory council. This participation across the board
suggests a prognosis that the Satellite efforts at Louisville will be continued. This will lead not
only to continued.working relationships between school and university, but can also help to
sh pe the new degree programs which have already been adoed as a result of the Satellite
pr mt. We noted earlier that the specialist program looks like a traditional pgro. But it alsb
app rs flexible enough su that it could become a dedee program for a new professional, if it is
not at the present time. The continued close working,felationship between the university, the
school, and the parents will be a force that can .iovle;it in this direction.

One Year Later at Lan ilk. The Louisville Satellite reports that little has changed since the
project ended. The prat r um has continued much the same as when the project was funded.
Twu regular faculty mem ers alternate in coordinating the-fieldwork of the practicum. The close
working relationship between the school and the university is continuing. This past year the
chairman of the Department of Counseling and Guidance at the University of Louisville teamed
with the coordinator of Special Services in the school district to teach the newly developed
course, Consulting with Parents and Teachers.

Center Abstract and Evaluation of the 1973-74 Final Rep Ohio

The OSU Objectives. The OSU Satellite reports that initially two goals were most prominent
in their project. One was "...to create a self-sustaining local school demonstration site, the pur-
pose,of which was to exhibit the guidance function as a viable institutional practice..." (emphasis
added).added). This was seen as a means of achieving the second goal which was "...to create a conscious-
ness within the counselor education faculty of the.,Ohiu State University such that principal faculty
membersWould recopize the necessity for a new counseling and guidance preparation program..."
Although the OSU Satellite endorsed the EPDA rationale and the Midwest Center terminal ob-
jectives, thedrafted their ownrogram objectiVes in addition:

.; 1. Creation of ,a counseling and guidance program for an M.A. degree that, is an alterna-
tive to its present one.

2. Establishment of an agreement with an urban school syStem thlrequired students
in its new program to practice and demonstrate their skills while in training.

11

3. Developpient of courses in counseling Black students,irganization development,
program planning,.andevaluation.

4. Explication of the notion and, ideal of teaming as an approach to proble
cation and resolution.

5.* Acceptance by the community of the need for one practicum (school) site.to
demonstrate the implementation of tearritig.

6. Recruitment of students committed o the goals of the project.

We view the last five 6f these objectives
contribute to the.first. 41.

to

Major Activities af the Project. Th
University Satellite. There was the
serve as the basis for a new degree pr

mg objectives which, if accomplished, would

r groups of activities carried out by the Ohio State
&presentation of pre-service ,courses which were to

in Urban Education. A second part of this pre-service
program was the establishment of a field-based urban practicunt. A third set of activities was the
planning and presentation of in-service activities, A fourth activity was the promotion of a ,
"Parallel Education Program" at the:university.

The Urban Counseling Progra This was the program that Wasto lead to the master's degree
in urban counseling. In addition to eld-based practicum, the trainee was to take the'couries
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'regularly required fcir a master's degree in guidance, and four courses that were planned and
taught during the life of the project. These were: Counseling in a Black Setting, Organizational
Development for Counseling; Community Organizati9n for School Workers, and Program
Planning anclEvaluation.

%

The central concept that guided the development of a new program.at Ohio State University
was teaming. Under this general concept the OSU report included "community development,
organization development, interviewing and counseling, and political action approaches." In
another section of the OSU final report they state that the new courses taught inquiry skills,
program planning, community organization, and counseling in a Black setting. Presumably,
these concepts, along with a cultural awareness elemenLconstituted the program that was put
forth as a "view professional" progryn at OSU.

The nature of these new courses, in ter& of the kind of instruction given, is not fully ex-
plicated in OSU's final report. They do present a rather broad list of experiences and activities

,provided for students. They state, "A comprehensive bibliography of readings was made avail-
able for each course. In each course students were organized in small groups.... Students
were encouraged and assisted in examining the nature of their internal as well as external worlds.
... Throughout thesprogram students -were required to attend, and encouraged to participate in,
professional workihops as well as othecactivities planned by local schools, agencies, and other
communitygroups.... Students weie required to organize workshops as well as help develop
nee 3,programs and special institutes.!'

The Practicum in the New Urban Couns' elin.g Program. In addition to taking the regular re-
quired courses in Counseling and Guidance, the students in the OSU Program took the above
courses and the -field-baseinifacticum. In OSU's regular guidance training program, the practim
is reported as university based. Therefore, it was necessary for the Satellite to establish a working
relationship withthe lciscat school district, ,

.
A considerable amount of time and effort was expended by the .Satellite in working with the

local school that served as the practicum site fOr M.A. trainees. In a sense this represented an
effOrt to change the organizational structure of the school from the traditional to pne in which
th,erewas_tohe,,collaborativeproblemiolving.with.teaming.amongleachers,..comiselors,.and_
administrators. From the viewpoint of the Satellite, this kind of environment was essential for
M.A. students to get the kind of practicum experience that would be 'consistent with the course-
work the neW.program would pffer. If M.A. students were to learn about teaming, about collabor
ative problem solving,about counseling as an institutional function in tbeir courses at the univer-

._

sity,,they needed a praeficum experience set within an urban. school where teaming and coll.;bor-
ation were actually occurring, or at least being attempted.

While the principal and his staff viewed teaming as desirable, this,offer by OSU to-collaborate
with,them .couldtepresentadditiOnat resources fp help thein solve, the problems attendant,.to
the operation of an urban-,school. The rationale was that the OSU Satellite could offer expertise
and some graduate student help to assist the,school in identifying their-problems and working
to solve them and in building better relations with the community.

To bring about this reciprocal arrangement; whickwould provide .0SU with a practicum site
to strengthen their urban counseling degree program, the Satellite tookseveral actions. They
established committee with local representation to plan joi the implementation of

,' the Satellite:program. Through the advisory committee they established the Educational Task
Force,,which provided for active involvement by the community. They organized problem solving
teams within the school, and they presented a series of in-servite activities to the local school
staff. 0
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The experiences of students inthe practicum (12 hours per week) were reported to be the
following: "... working with the Project School'Advisory Committee, Educational Task Force,

and team leaders (more on these below). They alSo served as assistants in many of the programs,
including the community and evening school. They received broad experience in program
planning, research, cuordination,counseli-ng, administration, community organization, and
human relations. They also served as consultants and advisers at many levels of program opera.

tion."

The In-Service,.Program. The OSU final report states that a total of 51 working counselors
and teachers were involved in the in-service program over the three years. There were three as-
pects to this program at OSU. For those working teachers and counselors who wanted training
and course credit, and who qualified for admission to the graduate program, evening courses

or independent study were offered. Special courses were designed for these people in behavior
modification, Mick culture,plack institutional development, and other "relevant topics." One
course that is specifically named is "Team Building ida Public School Setting.",

The second aspect of the in-service program was a series of seminars and workshops conducted
by the Satellite through the Advisory Council and the Educational:Task Force. These included

two- and four-week summer workshops on progiam planning and evaluations, monthly meetings
on curriculum analysis, and four-day summer workshops on "Teaming for Change," plus bi-
monthly seminars on team building and leadership skills. The third astect of in-service-tor the

staff at Unmoor School was the follow-through problem solving activities by teachers, OSU
staffcand OSU trainees.

The Parallel Educationfirogram. This program was intended to produce tht "community pro-
fessor." The proposal was that persons who had experience in wprking.,in a leadership capacity
in urban communities, but who did not have a B.A. degree, would be admitted to the graduate

program leading to adM.A. in Urban,Counseling.

A considerable amount of time was spent pursuing this objective within the department and
the,College of Education. The final decision to reject the proposal, made by the graduate corn-

. mittee of the College of Education, came after two years of effort by the Satellite director, a
faculty-member in the Counselor Education Program and-a community_person.

An Early Threat to the Ohio State University Project. At the end of the first year, the local
superintendent notified the Satellite that he did not wish to contintke.ig the project. Had this
decision stood, the project would probably have ended, because the field-based practicum was
a basic element of the EPWkrationale under which the Satellites were funded. In conversations
we had with district personnel, it was indicated that the reasondor this decision was that the
district office could not ascertain what the Satellite wad actually doing. There was also the feel-

ing at the,district office that the Satellite had generated conficcts in the community. One of the
PTA groups had objected to some of the Satellite's community activities. The decision did not
stand becauie the Satellite was able to enlist the aid of the principals in the target schools.
Another part of this story relates to the fifth objective stated by OSU "gaining,the support Of
the community." The OSU Satellite began involving the community and organizing activities
(The Educational Task Forci) that were quite successful in terms of gaining parent participation
and their subsequent support of the Satellite project. This-parent support probably was an im-

portant. factor influencing the principals-to,come to the, aid of-the Satellite in opposition to their
district office. Thus, in spite of adversity, the Satellite was able to achieve the objective of es-

tablishing an urban school site.
.

Ohio State University Evaluation of Studentrtn the Urban Counseling Program. There are
only brief andiAttered general statements in the OSU fin*report regarding the training
provided for the urban counselor. In one place they report, without providing examples
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or data, that "trainees have demonstrated their abilities to use the collaboraiive decision- making
model for group problem solving." In another part of the report it is stated that as a result.of
the coursework's emphasis on encouraging trainees to examine "thenature of their internal and
external worlds .._. there doubt that it did seri;e. to bring -abuiitin the minds of participants
a more genuine understanding of themselves in particular, and of human dynamics in,general."

It is also reported that "the students respoRded enthusiastically to the practicum.. .recognized
the need for and often gave realistic answers to `nitty gritty' problems formerly bypassed." The
OSU Satellite did present data on the impact of the program on trainees, collected by the admin.
istration of a qTagonnaire. It is reported that... "trainees were impressed with the fact that
many,people se7red to be Working together to make their experiences meaningful. They claim
the benefits of teaming to be most positive and beneficial to their growth and development. The
opportunities to work in the field were highly regarded, deemed necessary, and seen as some-
thing only the PPS Program was offering."

There is no assessment of the performance of trainees from the professors who taught them,
assessments which would point to the proficiency, levels attained by the trainees, i.e., what they
were able todo well and where they had the most difficulties.

OSLO Evaluation of the In-ServiceProgram'. One of the results reported from the workshop was
thejnitiation, of a needs assessment in the project schools. This produced a list of prioritized
needs. Another result of the in-service meetings and workshops was the selection of team leaders
in the schools who subsequently enrolled in the in-service courses offered tuition-free at the
university.

There were changes in the school climate at Linmoor4nd in school-community relationships.
as a result of Satellite activities. It is in this area that the OW Satellite is most systematic in
collecting data on the results. They surveyed teachers and counselors with a sixty-six item
questionnaire asking about the'impact of their program on the relatipships of school to com-
munity, faculty to administration, faculty to student, and faculty to,faculty. The results of the
68 questionnaires analyzed reveals that "teachers have become morelamiliar with the influence
of the community on student behavior," and "have begun to attempt to make the educational ex-
perience relevant-to the needs of the community." The reports also state-that according to the
Unmoor staff, communication among themselves improved, and there was more total staff in-
volvement in decision making. Finally, a very significant fact was reported: according to
the teachers surveyed . the_cuIminating impact ... was 'a conversionof dialogue into ac-
tion'."

Evaluation of the Ohio State University Satellite Prim the Center's Perspective. The efforts of -
the OSU project were quite consistent with the EPDA rationale, at least in the type of general
goals it pursued and in its major activities. It made important progress in its attempt to get a new
degree program. It was able to gain the support of the community and was probably instrumental
in building a closer working relationship between the.local school and parents. It was.able to run
its program through an advisory committee with local school representation. It spear-headed, and
was able to establish, an Educational TaskTorce which was very active,. even to point of

< ___ .
operating an alternative schO*61.1tvias responsible tor an increase in teaming and collaboration
by teachers in the Littrnotiii target school, These good relationships in turn supported the Satellite
efforts .at the university to get the adoption of a new degree program.

4
If one looks, however, at the OSU final report and attempts to assess the evidence that lates

to the establishment of a new degree program or specialization, there is some difficulty. A part
of, this difficulty stems from the organization of the final report. There is no one place in the
report thatives a detailed explanation of the proposed new piogram. Another difficulty is that
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the descriptions of the'nevi. P r gram which du appe# under various headipgs are not fully ex
plicated. Tbere is a list pf,ac:tiities for the graduate student frOm which one can infer their
experi&ices end their rule in the scpoul. Hoytel,er, rhistple is nut:explained in The final report.
If one were dependent Un this report for koowleflge about the O$U practicum, he would ,tot
know that the graduate trainee began bib training with ubsavations hut was ek.pected to be
able to initiate and lead group problem solving activities'bkfore finishing the practicum..

6 6

While the activities listed for trainees gi.ve us some information, the report could have been
more helpful by designating what the relationship was between these trainees and:the teachers
and counselors of the school; by reporting the difficulties encountered, if any, when trainees
attempted to lead the staff of the target *school in problem solving activities; by designating what
the trainee was taught specifically within the teaming concept. For example, was a large part
of his instruction, as the emphasis on community involvement rilkht suggest, concerned with

( methods of identifying and utilizing community resources, ar)dwiih,teaching the skills attendant
to this prycess? Was the trainee taught anything about conflitt resolution? Was he taught how
to make prucess.observations, about:methods to use in the collection and feedback of data.
the process of diagnosing learning problems, about behavior tion, etc.

The Provision of Substantiating hata By OSU. WhateVe theemph is was in the OSU pre -
service program, it-wuuld have been helpful to know whit of theAicepts and competencies
taught to trainees could be applied most effectively in the co text of the practicum that was
developed at OSU. This of course requires that data be gathered and analyzed on the results
of training: This appatently was done infprmally, with the exception of the trainee queition-
naire. And the summary presented up this seems to ignore important aspects of the questionnaire
that the Satellite developed (it is presented in the report's appendix with only one trainee's
responses). For example, trainees were asked if they werc'able to implement in the fieldVhat
they were taught in the classroom, asked to describe the teaming process as they experienced it,
to asrss the effectiveness of this procesi in accomplishing goals that had been set, to.give an
assessment, based on their experience, of the elements most critical to the successful imple-
mentation of teaming in an institutional settinkand to suggest how the PPS pro m could have
been improved. These questions could reveal:a rish source of data about the rcept enes,s
of students, of the insight gained from training, and of the strengths and Wea e:sses Of the

OSU program.

t.

The OSIJ Satellite, as reported earlier, collected data from diverse sources to evaluate their
impact. They were most systematic in collecting impact data in the target school. This is con-
sistent with their emphasis in the project, that is, concentrating on bringing about change in one
of the target sehoolS.

Prospects for Institutionalization of the OSU Pr . There are several factors at Ohio State
that would prcniote the institutionalization of e OS, 'prowcam. One is the rather strong com
mitment ofthe facultY and administration to th goncept of field-based instruction. In the
Center's study of institutional support that existed for the various satellites, we fodnd not only

o commitment in the College of ,Education to this principle, but a:strong emphasis for field based,
instruction in other programs,,particularly early .hildhood education. There was suppckrt within
the Faculty of Special Services for the idea that more emphasis needs to be given lethe problems
of minuritb, students and to the idea that counselors should be prepared to ftinctiosthe role
of a change agent. Also evident was.support within the College for the concept of teaming as an
objective-to be taught to students who will be participating in the newly adopted Urban Educa-
tion Program.

In spite of the wily difficulties hat the Satellite had with the local school district; the establish.
ment of a site in an inner city scho and plans for future sites forsOSU interns Was accomplished.

?
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The strong ties with the community that the OSU Satellite established should Eelp_to sustain the
university- school district relationship, at least in the short run. .

The major threat to institutionalization at OSU is the lack of a clearly defined training program.
Although- four- courses have-been-develoPed,-two-uf-which-have been presented-for adoption-as
regularly listed courses, they arc described only by their.titks M.the final report. is well as other
dOcuments. As the OW Satellite project ended there was no clearly defined area program for.
"urkart counseling to be included in a proposal for the adoption of a new program.r-')

One Year Later at Ohio State. In a follow itp year r the OSU final report was written, we
inquired about the status of the urban counseloiprogram. The long term effects of the Satellite
prOject must be viewed primarily in terms of the indirect "spin off" of the project. The two
courses that were developed by the Satellite and submitted to the college for formal adoption
were denied. The-Satellite co- director intends to resubmit the proposals, however. The Depart-
ment of Special Services (Counselor Education) has not continued to give the financial support
needed to thaintair, a practicum in a local school. That is, they did not, give release time to a
regular faculty member of the department to coordinate a field-based practicum. Ara result the
practicum that was piloted in the Satellite project has not continued.

On the positive sidea field-based practicum is being offered, although not in. a school. The
practicum, held in a social agency dealing with the problems of youth, is staffed by several OSU
graduates who have the skills and the interest to provide the coordination needed. Although the
requirements and officially accepted courses for counselor education have not changed, the
urban practicum described above is accepted as a substitute for the lab based practicum, also,
twelve hours of course work May be substituted for the officially listed departmental electives.
Qualifying as'electives at present are the courses developed by the Satellite on Counseling in a
Bl'atk Setting and _Organization Development, plus courses in the newly adopted Urban Educa-
tion Program.

Why the Urban Counseling Program Was Not Adopted,. There were two major reasons suggested
by the Satellite that explain their failure to get their program adopted. One was the fact that,a
somewhat parallel effort was occurring at the same time the formulation of an Urban Education'
Program. The other, and this is somewhat related to the rust, was that thesupport that is needed
frOni other departments, hfith in education and the social s!iences, was lacking, The administra-
tion was obviously more interested' in an umbrella -type urban program than in establishing
several special pfograms. While the Satellite project was conceptually broad, it was narrowly
ba d in PPS, and this made institutional adoption difficult.

tstttact and.gvaluation of the 19.73 -74 Final Report of the Urbaria Satellite

Recently, in a south central town in Illinois, a young student single-handedly initiated,
actions that led to the establishment of an alternative school. This student was one of fifty-two
who were trained as a part of the Urbana Satellite, a member of the Midwest Consortiumon

`PPS. While none of the other students in the Urbana program was able to make such a spectacular
accomplishment, this incident serves as an example not only of the commitment of the students'
in the Urbana program, but also as an example of the results of recruialent and early training at
this Satellite.

The 1.1;bana-Satellite is another example, of the varied nature of the members of the Midwest
Consortium. Located within the Jane Addanis School,of SoCialWork (JASSW) on theIlibana
Campus of the University of Illinois, this Satellite was working to develop a new training pro-
gram that would turn out the new professiOnal among the ranks of school social workers.*

'The work of the Urbana Satellite is not to be confused with the work by the Department of Educational Psychology at the
Urbana campus which developed and implemented the Diagnostic and Skill Development Center at Crane High School, a part
of theChicago Satellite.
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The Objectives of the Urbana Satellite. As was the case with the other Satellite projects, the
one at Urbana.combirted an earlier proposal with Consortium Objeciives stated by the Center to
give diFection to their work. Four of the objectives of this earlier proposal were retained:These
were to identify problems of target groups of pupils; create a program leading to change in the
school, community, and home; recognize the home,'neighborhood, an community as partners
in the educational process; and redefine the social workers' role to include consultation with
the administration on policy affecting pupils' welfare. The Urbana Satellite set these objectives
within the framework of EPDA by adopting the terminal objectives developed by the MidWest
Center, with one exception. They did not consider the Midwest Center objective that dealt with
state certification as being applicable to them. Paraphrasing theseobjectives, they were: to
develop a new degree prograni to train the "new professional"; to de. lop and test pilot courses
for this program; to have the new program relate to the needs of minority students; to have the
new program deal with cultural awarensss, desicision making, and planned system change; .aid
to gather data dieing the development of the program to guide deciiions and secure evidence of
the effectiveness. of its :Strategies.

To contribute to these terminal objectives, the Jane Addams Satellite stated more specific
objectives, identifying the criteria by which these objectives would be evaluated and the data
that would be collected, in the folk:liking areas: the students to be enrolled in the program; the,
coursework they would be given; the practicum they would participate in; the expectations for
public school personnel; the role of the community people associated with the project; the dis-
semination of the JASSW Model of training the new professionals; and the determination of
the job market-for the graduates. The Urbana Satellite named their project the School-
Community:Pupil Training Ptogram (SCP).

The SCP program at Urbana. As with other Satellites, the major activities of Jane Addams
Satellite dealt with the development pf new courses at the university and a field-based practicum.
The SCP program provided training over a two-year period for graduate students and led to a
master's-degree in School Social Work. Students took one year of course work at the university
and in the second year were enrolled in a practicum in a school or school district office. As a

part of its practicum a Practice Seminar was held one day a week.

COurses-Developed for the SCP-Program. The Urbana Satellite staff develOped and taught three
courses and operated and moth fed their field practicum for SCP as they developed the SCP pro-
grams. Before the SCP program began, the Jane Addams School of Social, Work had established
an "open" curriculum, one which had no specific course requiremts. The courses taken by a
trainee would be decided by the trainee and his adviser on the basis of the trainee's needs for a
knowledge base, his interests, the fit of courses to a trainee's schedule, or a combination of these
factors.'Since the SCP program was in the developmental stage and had a specific focuS within
the general area of school social work, the trainees were recluired to take the three courses; these

were: Social Wo4 in Relation to Public School Education, Intervention Strategies for Change,
and Program Evaluation or Research Siminar:

Social. Work in Relation to Public School Education. In this course school social work was
viewed as a process irtpupil-community relations. Students learned about and contrasted two
models-of school social work. the systems intervention model, and the traditional clinical model
which had an individualOrientation. Students were to learn about the school as a social system,
therole and responsibilitieS of various personnel and clients, the legal system under which it
operated, and the complexity of the.process which produces both .unity and diversion. They also
were to learn to identify and evaluate criticism of public schools; they were expected to identify
social work concerns in relatiPn to public policy issues and to give illustrations of the common
alities among client characteristics, problems of delivering services, and effective solutions to
social problems.
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Intervent:bn Strategies for Institutional Change. This course was conceptualized as one that
prepared the sodal worker to function in the role of a change agent. The objectives of the course
were developed around the concepts of Organization Development, he approaches, roles, and
strategies of change agents, the socialization of individuals (with emphasis on socialization of
minorities), and citizen participation. The bibliography that was utilized in each of these con-

, cept areas is included in the appendix of the Urb`ina final.report.

The Research Seminar. This course was designed to teach students the process by which a
program could be evaluated. It taught the skills needed to assess problems, develop plans of
operation, and determine the effect of a program. In the final year of the Urbana project, the
staff decided on a strategy for training studerits in the skills of evaluation that proved to be
effective. This strategy called for the students of the course to help evaluate SCP in the last
'funded year. Since the Research Seminar is taken the first year in the program, these were first-
year students who would be enrolled in ,the practicum in '74-75. The strategy achieved three
purposes. It helped in the task of final year evaluation (i.e., final year of the funded period),
helped first year students to learn more about the SCP program, and taught them needed skills.
They participated not only in the collection of data but in the design of instruments for this

. task.

Evaluation of the Coursework in SCP. The Urbana Satellite developed-a "performance-ob-
jectives" instrument to evaluate interns' mastery of the concepts in the SCP courses. An essay
test based on the course objectives as defined by the instructor was designed and give before
and after the courses were taken. Information was collected on facts to be learned titudes
to be changed, skills to be mastered, problems to be solved, and conditions and programs to be
changed. Responses were rated on,a scale of 1-4 within each category, with a four indicating.
satisfactory performance. A criterion level of 75% of students achieving a rating of four within
each'category was established. This was not achieved for any of the categories in the "Social
work and Pnblic.School Education" course. There were gains, however, in each category be- -
tween pte-test and post-,test. These were: Facts-34 points, Program changed-22 points, Skills-
20 points, Attitudes-17,points, Problems solved-10 points. The criterion level was met with the
exception of "program cliariged"In the course,,,_,__

Intervention Strategies for 14titutional Change. In/addition to this evaluation of the. course -

work of SCP the evaluation staff of the Urbana Satellite sent mailed questionnaires to interns
.who had graduated, from th9 program*(N=24). This questionnaire was designed to identify the
strengths and weak-tress' es the total SCP program, not just the Coursework Graduates were ,

asked to comment on the worth of theirspreparation and field experiences in seven areas:
needs assessmcnt,plap of operation formulated, adininistratfve sanction gained, task orientation
of leadership _in teams;Implementation of t . an of operation, reporting of ongoing activities
to appropriate school personnel, and eva uation o terver4ion activities. The results of this
questionnaire are given in an appendix to the Urbana ' eport.

The Field Practicum, The other major activity of th Urbana Satellite was the field practicum.
There were two aspects of this. One was the work of i terns in the focal s, hool; the other was
their participation in the practice seminar. Meetings were held un Fridaye.n order for interns
to review the week's activities with their instructors, to discuss strategies, and plan for the follow-

..
ing week.

The Intern fictivities.,The field practicum was planned to provide the intern with exPeriences
within aleam context in needs assessment of school problems, planning fox ways to alleviate4.
problems, getting administrative approval of the plan, handling obstacles that develop during
implementation of the plan, and evaluation of the results of the efforts to solve the problem.
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iiltern was urged to work as a member of.,a team of PPS workers; however, he could choose to
work hone. Eighteen of the twenty-four interns were part of a team.

.

Eval,ation of the Field Practicum. There were several methods utili4ed to evaluate the practicum.
IntgEns were required to keep.daily -logs of their activities. The-interns and-field instructors corn.
pleted a questionnaire on various aspects of the practicum activities the nature of the teamwork,
the leadership, administrative sanction, the plans of operation, relationship between interns and
school staff, support of staff and administration for the SCP model, for change agent role for in-
terns,'for pupil advocacy by interns, etc. In addition, interns were interviewed after the completion
of their practicum to get personal statementson their reactions. Also, administrators were given
a questionnaire designed to get from them their perspective on the SCP model, their relationship
to the internsand theirAvork, the understanding that interns seemed to have of the system, and
the effecti*eness of the intern in identifying and helping to solve problems.

We wilktio .attempt-to report all of these findings, but would refer the reader. -to e Urbana
final report: ery briefly,, we can say that there seemed to be a good undersikncling y all con-
cerned of the cp approachonoderate acceptance of the idea by administrators, and less siippot
by them of their:items' roles as change agents and as student advocates. Most interns, were ble
to follow through with needs assessments and.plans of operations and attempted, to do this
cooperativ,ely ;,however, a lack oftunderstanding of or sensitivity to the "system" was cited as_
,a cause of difficulty for many.

Evaluation of the Urbana Satellite from the Center's Perspective. The evaluation design
formulated by the Midwest Center was followed rather closely by the Urbana Satellite, parti-
cularly during the_Rnal year of their project. They identified the major aspects of their pro-
gram

.
gram and for each of these identified criteria, which de cn e further the nature of the pro-
gram they wanted to develop and test, and in each of tfiese areas they collected data that they,

)

.could u Oinform themnot only of the overall
strength .' cliw.eakn4s,ses of-the different areas.

From the evaluation data it appears,tlik the courseWork and the pr' alcum`VVerequite con:
sistent with the overall rationale of their own SCP program and the Pals of EPDA. It also shows
that the courses adequately prepared-interns for work in the field an that thepracticum was
successful in preparing interns to work from a ystems onentaon.Within the context of a team.

.

The Community, Component of the Urbana Satellite. The Xnvolvernent of the community in
the Urbancprogram was limited, in_part due to the invoi,ve4t of a number of schools spread
over a fairly large geographicaLarea. This made it more difficultto get input from parents about
the schools' needs and about the needs for training programs. In most cases it probably had.to .

be left up to the individual intern to involve parents. The extent Of this involvement is not dist. --"..`''.
icussed in any detail is the Urbana final report. They do say that "community people who had

been charged by the 1i.dwest Center to have input into the,program did share information 04

ct of,the SCP program, but of the relative

community dynamics, gave suggestion& for training students,Identifiedschool problems,,par.1/
ticipated in training sessions for students, disseminated renewal seminars, and attended evaluation
conferences.

This statement hints at a minor conflict that developed between the Center and the Urbana
Satellite at the end of the first year. At that time there was virtually no evidence of any involve-
ment of community people in the Urbana program. TheCenter felt this was a mandate from the
Office of Education and pressured Urbana for this involvement. This presented somewhat of a
dilemma for the Urbana Satellite. Their relative isolatio'n from the community was not hwuse
they were philosophically opposed to this type of input, but primarily because there were
numerous "spokcsinen" for the minority cOnimiinity, and the Saylite was caught between
these forces. They wanted participation but not. at the expense of.seeming alignment with one-

.
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of the competing "power blocs" in the minority community. For this reason, as well as the
geographical dispersion mentioned above, the community component did not have close con-
tact with the Satellite training program at Urbana.

Prospects for-Institutionalization of-the SCP-Program,,As the-project-ended-at -Urbana the .

prospects for institutionalization appear. ed to be excellent. A number of faculty were involved
at different times during the three years. The two faculty members who conceptualize& the
program and gOt it funded, continued their involvement but did not run the project. A new
faculty member was hired to coordinate the field-based practicum that was developed by the
Satellite.

The courses of SCP seem to be Nell enough described so that their being offered is not dependent
on anyone professor. The process of obtaining practicum sites, the objeCtives of the practicum,
and the kind of intern experience expected are adequately described. There is support for the
program within the JASSW, both by the dean and the faculty. The support by local school admin-
istrators was more moderate, but generally positive. Another factor suggesting that the. prospects
for continuation are good is the increasein requests for SCP internsactually more than JASSW
was able to supply:

Ope Year Later at Urbana. The Urbana Satellite prOjea,was well on the way to institutional-
izavon when the project ended. New cdUrkes had been developed,. a new practicum coordinated
by the university was developed, ar(d both Arese were presented as the cure of a new program for

..,schbol social work. Now that the proje,c3411,4A ended, the, new courses and the practicum have been
officially adopted. In addition to this official stamp of approval, the SCP program was' corn-
'mended in another way. The Jane Addams School-of Social Work was due for an'Accieditation
review this past year. The SCP program was rated by the accreditation team as the best in the
schoolior field work.

The field practica have continued much the same as before, with six sites and fourteen interns:
The apprehensiveness of the local school administration noted in Urbana's Final Report is-slOwfy
waning. There was a feeling by some of the school people when the project elided that the adop-
tion of the new concept for training implied,a rejection of all that came before it. The field co-

x ordinator has been able to allay their fears somewhat by pointing to the positive aspects of the
new program instead of calling attention to*the faults of the pa,st.

The strategy of using first-year students to evaluate the field practica Has continued. Stndents
report some feelings of discOuragement; however, the overall effect has been good. The trainees
who served as student evaluators the final year of the Satellite project were interns themselves,
last year. They report that working on the evaluation that year helped them to understand the

. practicum and to anticipate some of the problems they welt to face. Particularly helpful in this
respect were the" studentlogsSince the logs helped the it,Itenis, they saw the relevance of these
IOgs to the train`ingoi the pre - practicum student. o

This past year the Urbana staff has been active in dissemination efforts, and they have gotten

)
some positive feedback on their program. The State Department, in Illinois has continued to be
very, supportive of the SCPprogram and has called .on the SCP staff to make presentations at
conferences organized by the department. The $CP staff has.41so worked closely with the State
Association of School SoCial Workers. At the recent statewide'cOnterence attended by 720
school social workers, the SCP program was presented. The SCP staff reports that the response

\here was.positive, noting particularly that individuals within the association Who had expressed
reservations early in the life of the project responded positively to the SCP program at this
conference.
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Finally, the SCP staff had generally positive responses when they met at a retreat with school
social workers from the siCteen counties in their region of the state.

The Gary Satellite

We ha-veseported un and evaluated fire Midwest Center /Satellite projects; a sixtli satellite was
part of the original consortium and was operant for the first two -y ears of the project. This was the
Project located at Gary, Indiana, funded through the Northwest Campus of Indiana University.

The termination of thfi project was the result of the combination of a complex set of factors.
Basically, the Midwest consortium as formulated did not meet the needs or interests, in the area
of program development, of the University at Gary. One reason for the termination was an overly
ambitious set of project goals. The .Gary staff were attempting too much. Another was the dis-
pute between the Satellite and Center the interpretation of the EPDA rationale. Still another
factor was' inadequate support given by the University administration at Gary.

The Gary Satellite was similar to the Chicago Satellite in one_respect. Neither
;
of the host uni-

versities offered a graduate degree which led to the certification of PPS workers. Therefore, their
project by necessity had to take on a somewhat different focus. While. Chicago worked with a
lOcal high school on the improvement of instruction, Gary worked on this at the elementary level.

The Dispute Between the Center and Gary on Program Goals. While the focus of the piogram
was on minority students, it wasn't directed as much toward planned change as toward making
education more humanistic. At the Center we saw this goal not as incongruent with .the EPDA
rationale, but more as a substantive goal, than a process goal. The major intent of the EPDA,
rationale, as we saw it, was that of training people who could alert the system to the needs of
minority clients, and then be able to mobilize resources to meet these needs. Whether the needs
are for humanistic education or for other goals such as improving vocational program's, such
needs were to Be determined by the local educational community with emphasis on input from
clients.

We felt that to some extent the Gary Satellite was working at a level inappropriate for the
project. They were working to develop instructional modules that helped teachers to provide
humanistic education. We felt that it would have keen more appropriate for them to utilize
humanistic instructional materials that already existed, thus leaving the Satellite-free to work
on the process of helping teachers utilize these materials and develop collaborative problem-
solving techniques. 4

The% Gary Satellite did accomplish some of their aims, however. They developed inGary a Close
working relationship among the University, the local school, and the community,Zne of the
Satellite's, directors was a universityprofessor, another the head of Guidance Services for
the school district, and the third a parent in the community. At the Gary Satellite the participat-
ingParents were not just functioning in an advisory capacity; some were.working to develop.
instructional modules.

The strength of the Gary Satellite lay in the local school. The Satellite established quarters in
a local schoOI and held meetings and conducted workshops there. They utilized a good model for
field-based instruction in Which, they actively involved university students, school teachers, and
their students.

Although the Gary Satellite did not continue into the third and final year of the project, they
were a committed and hardworking staff, and their accomplishnientswithin their local com-
munity were significant. .

The Strategies, Activities, and Problems of the MidwestCenter

We have presented abstracts and have evaluated each of the Satellite- reports in this project. We
have also reported on a follow-up a year after the,project has officially ended. We turn. nowsto a
more direct examination of, the Center efforts to perform their functions in the Consortiuin.
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Early History.
From the very beginning of this project, the Midwest Center staff saw planned change "writ

large" inthe EPDA rationale, and they placed a strong emphasis on systematic evaluation.

Of the eight functions listed-by the Center as central to its Mission in the 1911-72 year-end
report, four dealt with some aspect of evaluation. One set of evaluation functions dealt with
assistance to satellites -in operationalizing goals and Objectives and in conceptualizing, designing,
iniplementing, documenting, and evaluating reforms that encompassed the educational com-
munity; the other function dealt with the direct evaluation of satellite by Center.

In the summer and fall of the beginning year, the Center sponsored the Mutual Development
Institute (see Appendix j). Included in this series of workshops was one on evaluation dealing
with the evaluation models of Sfilfflebeam (CIPP), Hammond (EPIC), Stake, and Provus (Dis-
crepancy). The feedback gotten from,the evaluation of the institute suggested that while Uni-
versity participants had previously received much of this training, community personnel were
unable to transfer their training to their back home situation. The report stated: "Subsequent
observations confirm the findings of the evaluation in that little of what, was presented at the
workshops was directly applied back home during its first year." It was concluded that a major
part of the problerdwas a lack of program definition relating to skills, roles, and functions
of staff.

A considerable. effort was put forth during this first year in the attempt to get programs.,
better defined. The Center developed "profiling" forms (see Appendix E), which the Center
wanted completed and updated every six months. These were to include a description of4ithe
structure of the Satellite organization, a list of persons involved, and characteristics of those
persons." The profiling form also included a section on Satellite problems, needs, and requests
for help from Center, A second part, of the Center's efforts to get program definitions was
"abstracting goals and objectives." This work Was to be guided by twelve goals which had been
stated.by the Center (see Appendix A). With each goal there was a sample abstracting sheet
which called for, the objectives and prograrr components related to each goal . These forms
were rather long and "were met with anxiety and frustration by the Satellite," according to
the Center's first year end report. Three factors were reported to have contributed to the lack
of success in getting satellites to conform with these requests. First, the satellites were' more
interested developing their project organization. Second, it was too large a task to abstract
all twelve goals, and third, it was unclear the extent to which the Center would, use sanctions
and rewards to get conformity. This kind of "thrust and parry" between Center and satellites
was to continue for the life of the projJet.

The Center initiated two other moves in the latter part of the first year; one, to improve the
standards for the project as a;4hole, was the restructuring of the Advisory Board, the policy- ,

making committee of the pioject. Tj_...,second move was.to meeting of the deans and
superintendents.

This meeting was ...aired to inform the deans and superintendents of the Consortium's beginning
efforts to ascertain the support from these .university.and public school a&ninistrators, for the
satellite projects-There was a general expression of concern at this meeting for the lack of
Clarity in objectives of the satellites and of the activities to support th4e objectives. It was after
this meeting that the Center began to assume, in a greater degree.thani3efore, the role of "standard
setter" for the project. Thus, one of the first tasks for tlie new evaluator, who was hired as the'
second year-began,,was to formulate a set of guidelines for evaluating.tice project.

The Second Year
As the project moved into the second year with a new evaluator, the 'efforts for "quality

control" continued. The Provus evaluation model was retained the basis for the desIgn cif

"tf
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Center-satellite evaluation; however, the profiling form were dropped, accompanied by a re-
statement of Consortium goals. The new statement was an attempt to explicate the expectations
that the Center had for the consortium by.thei,end of the project. Ifwas also intended to be 4
more open-ended aicLueguide for satellites to plan for and conduct their own evaluation of their
projects. The objectives in this statement were organized in a hierarchical manner with terminal
and enabling objectives and with sample criteria and data listed for each enabling objective.

The early work of the new evaluator included critiques of the satellites' first year report, based
on the Provus model, to inform. satellites of the discrepancies that appeared to exist in their
project. There was a visitation toeach satellite and a workshop held with satellite directors and
evaluators, a Center evaluator and a Center co-director. The focus of this workshop was on the
role of the satellite evaluator and un the definition of programs, with each satellite using its own
first year report as a working document. There was also a follow-up visit to each satellite by the
Center evaluator.

The Center also exerted pressure on the satellites to make the newly formed committees un
staff development, Organization development, and program development function as problem
solving committees. In addition, to these activities the Center issued requests for progress reports
at midyear, prepared And distributed Guidelines for .12-73 final reports and '73 -74 Plans of
Operations, and hired an outside evaluator (EMS) to critique the '72-73 Final Reports using
criteria supplied by Center. The Center was firm with satellites about the need to follow their
guidelines for the '12-73 Final Reports.

The Center's effora to perform in the role of facilitator in this second year of the project were
minor. The library materials collected the first year were still available to satellites, an above-

:1mentioned evaluation workshop was held, and the Center worked coopelatively with satellites
to produce a newsletter for regional and national distribution. In addition to these efforts to
support satellites the Center,conducteda series of interviews at the universities where satellites
were based to obtain information on the degree of support satellites were receiving from their...
institutions.

The Third Year
As -the third year began, the Center moved.in a new direction, stressing the support role.of

Center and the need for working cooperatively. Although the '73-74 guidelines for plans of
operations called for satellites to,define their prograMs in some detail and Specify the objectives
they intended to accomplish, the Center softened its approach with the issuance of the Center's
Objectives for the 1913-74 Plan of Operations. This statement stressed cooperative Planning
and the need for mutual agreement before the Center initiated activities yhiclk,ivere intended to
be supportive of the satellites.

Another action taken by the Center as the third year began was to hire 4 faculty member, on a
half-time basis, who had research and evaluation skills but was given the assignment of consultant
to &Junks, an assignment in which the obligation was to serve the satellites with no attempt to
enforce Center guidelines. There was some inevitable ambiguity about the role of this person who
was "from the Center" but whose first allegiance was to the satellites. His role, as described in
the Center document, Objectives for the 1973-74 Plan of Operations for the MidWest Center
(sce,AppendiC), was to work with satellites in their attempt to write the "natural history of
their Rioject," to document the development of each project, the constraints, problems, and
conflicts, both internal and external, and the accomplishmtnts, both intended and unintended.
The original intent in hiring,this person was to have this work contribute both to the writing of
the history of each project and lu the satellite's own evaluation efforts. Originally, it was in-
tended that this person would work with all five of the satellites, but he was only able, because
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of time res rk with three -Chicago, Louisville, and Urbana A full examination of
the counse 's,role is the subject of the next chapter by Robert Wolf.

Third-Year Ne ns with Satellites
Earlier in this report we mentioned the fact that thejCenter took both a hard and a soft line

regarding third year funding of projects:

The Center had issued guidelines for third year funding that were just as demanding in te s of
program definitions as were past guidelines. At the same time; or shortly thereafter, they issued
the objectives which Center had stated for itself for the final year, which ,called for mutual agree-
ment between Center and satellites on the kind of responses to those guidelines that were appro-
priate for satellites and those which were possible for them to implement.'

With these final year guidelines there began a waiting ganie between satelliteS and Center. The
satellites submitted their final Plans of Operation with requests-for funds, some of whiCh were
very late.

ir;? enter reviewed these and notified the satellites of the discrepancies between their plans
and th uidelines, nd of the need to correct them before funding would. be granted. Some of
the sate tes cspunded; others waited. By this time it was already mid-summer; deadlines for-
staffing assignments at the universities were approaching. Satellites were pressuring Center to
extend their funding so that they could meet university deadlines and/or, sosthat the money
needed for final year preparations would be available. One satellite reported that they had al- .
ready spent some money for purposes important tojhe life of their project, money th4t was
to come out of the yet unfunded third year budget.

The Center was not yielding, responding that the satellites must respond inst.' to the dis-
crepancies that had been identified. It was during this time that the Gary Satellite 3vithdrew
from the project..

Two of the remaining five pro.* re on the verge of being terminated. The Center co-
directors and evaluator decided t t this should be communicated to these satellites and the offer
made to begin this process. It was lso communicated to the satellites that Center expected
to work,from both_the funding gui c nes and the Center's.Statementof Objectives for 1973-
74, which called for cooperative decision making between Center and satellites. The two
satellites in question accepted. This began a series of meetings that lasted 40.gil October.
One of the co-directors negotiated with one satellite, and the other co-director neogitated with
the other with the assistance of the Center evaluator. Both satellites were funded. Both made
substantial efforts, and in our opinion succeeded, in introducing more clarity into their. programs.
These negotiations also resulted in significantly positive, changes in the trust relationships be-
tween the Center and these two satellites.

The Center followed through with a facilitative approach the b ance of the year. An evaluation
workshop- conference was offered by the Center, but satellites we not, interested, and it was
dropped. The Center conducted a needs assessment and responded to satellites' requests or aid.
Finally, a cooperative effort was begun in midyear to p1pare for t final reporting of e

project results. Center did not attempt to establish written guidelines or these fina) reports.
They only stressed that s res tell their story with the clarity, org ation, and doc
tion that was necessary to com unicate.tu their audiences what had occu at of

,significance was accomplished. his procesi was organized under the term of Operation Recap
(see Appendix H).

The Center's Accomplishments
We stated at the beginning of this report that our accomplishment ultimately had to be judged

by the ,achievements of the satellites. One of the problems with this assumption is that it leaves
us with a major question: What would have been accomPl4ed without the Center?

,

4 t
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From the Satellites' View. In a way we have not lived up to our own guidelines. We could
have asked the sates, preferably through a third party, to comment on the role of the Center

,

how they helped and how they hindered the satellite projects. What we chose to do did not
produce much data. We expected that "Operation Recap" would provide Tore than'it did on
the evaluation of Center by the satellites. The satellites were virtually given a'free hand to report
whatever they wanted about their projects. We fully expected a part of their report to deal with
problems and constraints, and in this we expected that Center would be mentioned. Practically
the only mention of Centerrin the satellite reports is in refetence to the terminal objectives sta-

g
ted by Cede. Only one satellite mentioned a problem which they attributed to the Center, and
this was the late funding datefor; the third year.

One can only speculate why the Center was virtually ignored in the satellite reports. It could' be
that satellites had nothing positive to say, and thus chose to remain silent. This would be consistent i
with the generally positive tone of moss of the reports. It could be that they simply had so muCh
to tell that directly related to the operation of their projects that they did not want to take the
time to expand their report"liatever the reason,.the satellites report very little evaluativC
information about the center.

From the,Center's View. One of the icasons we were able, or perhaps we.should say V l ng,
in the third year to move toward more participation by satellites in decisions about standards,
was that we had seen real improvenTt over the prior year. We had gotten more acceptance
from satellites of thiwae01 to evaluate their programs. One indication of this was the satellites'

'reaction to,Center demand that each satellite hire an eValuatcAr for its project.Fibm.th`c be-
ginning of this project we urged, and in the end eci; that satellites include.an evaluator
on their staffs. t

In the second year of the project this request was simply ignored by one satellite. TwO Others
hired graduate students, a practice we were against, primarily because they had no "clout." In
three others, faculty members who were part of the satellite staff were assigned the task. In all *-
three the faculty members already had developing and teaching duties in the project. Where the
graduate students were assigned this responsibility there was_virtually no meaningful evaluation.
Of the three projects with faculty as, evaluator, Only one gave adequate attention to evaluation.
We saw pattern as indication oraTOWpriOritY toward self- evaluation b(the satellites. In the
third year we not only asked for p:commitment to hire a qualified evaluatOr; we insisted. For
some satellites this meant that specific individuals were to be named before the satellites were
funded. As a result of this, three of the five satellites got people fvhetad Prior experience as
evaluators. Another_ assigned a faculty member to work as evaluator, and the fifth hilcige
gradtiate student who suPposedly had the necessary skills': Two of the. projects witilxperieiCe
evaluators showed marked improvement in terms oif data collection and repOrting on prQ'ect
results. The other project leo showed some improvement, brit to a lesser degree. The prjfiject
utilizing the,graduate student, which had done a good job of evaluating their project the fear
before, did ,notevaluate all of their project in a systematic fashion..

Overall, we believe there was payoff in r policy .of requiring that satellites maintain a staff.,
evaluator. We would probably have gotten inu more had we been firm earlier about the
qualific3tiOnsfOr thisposition. N

Focus on Pturam Development
There was, across all the satellites in this project, a desire to take instruction out into the field.

The Center can take little or no credit for the very goad wirk of all the satellites in working with
local schools. We SuppOrteci this field-based instruction, believing it to be one of the essential
elements of a successful project. However, we kept asking satellites, and this is reflectd in our
terminal objectives stated earlier, "Are you developing new courses or Modules that de compatible
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with this field work? Are you working toward the integration the new practica?
Are you laying a solid foundation for the adoption of a new program by your department at the
university?"

We believe we had an effect on the degree of institutionalization of programs at the universities
in pursuing these questions vigorously. We were able to get a commitment to hire a Black faculty
member at one university, who would coordinate the program. We were also able in one of the
katellites to get the entire department of Gerrrrrsling and Guidance to review, their piogram. They
met as a group and reviewed their present Course syllabi, text, and other instructional materials,
and they planned needed changes using as a primary criterion the EPDA rationale for preparation
of the new professional. While this does not qualify as the development of new courks, perhaps
it is a more realistic objective; we consider it a worthy accomplishment. We belic.c that all the
projects had more of a programmatic odentation because of our efforts.

Fina}ly, we might mention something that WA not so novel an accomplishment as it was per-
l'orrning what we felt was a necessary, but sometimes uncomfortable, function. The Center was a
safe external target toward which satellites could relieve some of their frustrations. All of the
satellites were attempting to do more than they could possibly accomplish, and they needed an
uullet whereby they could release their tension. We wanted the relationship between Center and
satellite to be one where good feelings prevailed, where there was friendliness and informality.
However, we were willing to act more bureaucratically And suffer the consequences if need be.

0 ''Conflicts Within the Consortium
This project was not without its share of conflict. This occurred between Center and satellites

as well as within the Center. Although some of the conflict was debilitating foi some individuals.,
we accepted the concept that conflict,can be natural and healthy if approached from an objective
frameof reference, and we believe the role of conflict in this project had a generally positive
effect. We need not cimell on the sell- documented fact that basic changes, changes in the structure
of an organization, changes in goals, in skills that arc valued, in the roles thtal people play, and
changes in pover relationships are conflict producing. In this project we were attempting to
bring about, to varying degrees, all these changes.

Moreover, we adopted a strategy that was bound to produce conflict. We expected it to happen
and it did. We believed then, and we believe, now, that more was accomplished than would have
been if wehad taken a more laissez-faire attitude toward the satellites..While we took an un,
compromfsing stanil on the principles of program definitilal and data-based decision making, we .

realized that the Guidelines were stringent, were in many cases to be viewed as an ideal toward
which we would strive. We did not scek,unquestioned compliance, but we would not accept lip
service or.outright rejection. We were always open to a satellite's argument that the,,Guidelines
were inappropriate or unrealistic for them, although We may nut have been able to communicate
this. We welcomed honet efforts to conform to the spirit of the Guidelines, even when the
anticipated action fell far Mott of thejcleal.,

Conflicts Between Center and Satellites
Considering the Project as a whole the Cenitcriatellite conflict evolved most often from the

issue of evaluation of the quality of satellite work. The qUestion at issue was; Who ultimately
had the tight to- determine the worth of the work of a satellite?

.Thc Center had the ultimate weapon in this Struggle, the control of funds. However, irit',w&e
used, and-a satellite project was terminated, it mcant that both Center and satellite had failed to
accomplish project goals. Therefore, this power at the disposal of Center was more potential than
real. While the Center staftwas aware of this limitation, its fictions, until ahc third year uf the
project, seemed to belie,this. in:Part, the Center's actions resulted from the inability or unwilling
'less of the satellites to articulate the relationship between thcir activities and their purposes,
-let alone present any meaningful documentation.



Another source of conflict between Center and satellites was the reorganization, mentioned

above, which abolished the Midwesi.Center/Satellite Advisory Board. This venture, started in a
cooperative spirit with a committee representing Center and satellites created to work on devising

a new, more effective structure, onesthat would better serve the project. The restructuring was
accomplished; however, one of-the satellitts-was vigorous -in its dissent, accusing the Center of
subverting not only the original agreement which formed the consortium, but of violating the

agreements reached within the reorganization committee. The result was that this satellite
refused to participate in Center/satellite activities for almost all of the seconclea, and it tried
to get other satellites, with little success, to oppose the Center in the reorganization. Without
judging the merits of the dasefor.either side it can be said that this conflict consumed a great
deal of energy and attention not only primarily from the Center and thC dissenting satellite,

but from the other satellites as well. -

The reorganization, partially due to the dissipating effects of this conflict, accomplished
little. Ostensibly, the strategy committees were to function as project wide problem solying

committees. The rationale and stated purpose of the committees was to facilitate the exchange
of ideas and to find, solutions to individual satellite problems. To accomplish this, though,
satellites had to conduct needs assessments back home, had to identify their, problems, and
openly admit their existence to others. It was this self-examination that the Cente'r wanted to
bring about. They wanted to create a mechanism that would create self-pressure for satellites

to develop and use feedback to guide their decisions. While there may have been.benefits in the
sharing of ideas, there was no real expectation that solutions to back-home problems would be

hamnicred out at these quarterly strategy committee Meetings.

, In addition, the strategy committee meeting's caused further conflicts between Center and
satellites. The administrative leadership Of one of the satellites was opposed to them, not be-

cause they objected to the demise of the original Advisory...Board, but because they thought
the strategy committees were not necessarily effeCtive as an alternative strategy. It was this
satellite that was terminated at the end of that year, though not solely because of the strategy
committees. There was a complex set of factors operating, among them the institutional environ
ment of that satellite, a condition that was beyond control 9f either Center or satellite,

Communication Difficulties Between Center and Satellites
One.of the major problems we encountered at the MiciWest Center-was in communicating

our expectations to satellites. Sometimes we deliberately took a stance Which we knew might
not promote understanding and might even confuse the issue. A particularly vivid example of
this was in the meeting of the Consortium at the end of the second year. This meeting was
called for two purposes. One was to discuss the kind of Consortium activities that satellites
desired during the final year. A second and related issue was the strategy committees, mentioned

earlier* . The satellites had called for a meeting of all the representatives from the strategy com
mittees which formed the policy making group for the Co sOrtium under the reorganization.
The purpose of this meeting was to hear the complaints of he satellite who had not participated
in the strategy committees during the year. The Center, lielicving that this issue had become an
emotional one between thcmselycs and this satellite, made a decision before this meeting not
respond.cither to questions about the purposes for the formation,of the strategy committees,
or to more general questions about Center's expectations, but to refer tdthe written state
ments describing these purposes. Awhe beginning.of the meeting this intention was announced.

.Still, there were repeated questionasked, to which Center did not respond. Questions about
Center's expectations for satellites were repeatedly asked by different individuals. One could
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feel the growing tension and frustration as these questions were either met with a reminder of
the original statement or with silence. This was probably the climax of the conflict between the
satellites and the Center. While the Center's stand at this meeting made it the object of satellite
frustration and anger, it did communicate that Center really believed in its written documents,
which-included-of course-the terminal objectives-and various guidelines. This Meeting set-the
stage for the last big pushby Center to establish higher standards through the funding guide-
lines for the final project year.

The:Need for More Site Visits
The Center's desire to perform in a facilitative role was not well articulated to satellites until

the third year of the project, and this was one onhe more serious shortcomings of the Center.
It would have helped had there been more site visitations by the Center staff. Satellites needed
to feel that Center really understood the problems they had and the constraints they felt. They
needed the ear of the directors and of the evaluators in face to face conversations, not three or
four times a year, but every month or so. This would have required a very heavy travel schedule
on the part of Center staff, something that none of us was able to dO. In addition to the 'over-
whelming amount of paperwork and telephone conversations with satellites and the endless hours
of staff planning and development, there were split appointments, committee meetings, writing
obligations, and teaching assignments that all worked against such a heavy travel schedule.

The satellites' response to us made it easier for us not to travel. To a great extent they preferred
to be left alone. Our position at the Center. was that we stood ready to help, but we could not
really help a satellite unless they were receptive, unless they asked:They did not often ask. To
some extent our position at Center was a rationalization. If we had been on the scene more
frequently, not to check up on satellites but to learn about their projects, to show them that
we were personally interested in them, that we were sympathic, that, we really knew the dif-
ficulty of the task they had set for themselves, they probably would have been:more open.
While we thought we were communicating this to them, apparently, we were not.

One potential source of conflict within the Consortium was racial in nature. Since pneof the
primary purposes of the project was to develop degree program's in universities that better pre,
pared graduates fo,be more effective in r,neeting the needs of minority students in public schools,
it followed that minority persons should have a major role ince,' nstnicting_theTrogram-And_the
organization of both Center and satellites'reflected this philosophy. There were more blacks than
whites in positions of administrative leadership in the satellites. The Center had co-directors,
a blatk and a white; the three evaluators, employed by Center over the life of the, project were
white,.however, Although blacks and whites did have differences, they seemed to understand
that this was to be expected and that the different baCkgrounds would result in some differences
in_ perspective. As a result, the minor undertones of racial conflict never developed into major
conflicts nor did they play a significant role in what were to become major obstacles.

A Summary of the AcomPlishments.of theConSortitun

We have evaluated the separate satellite projects and reported on the Center activities, strategies,
and problems. We stated earlier that in the end the Center should be evaluated in terms of satellite
achievement of objectives. Let us turn now,to a final summary of 'these results.

We have examined the Satellite final reports as data, utilizing Center stated objectives for the
consortium as criteria. We have looked at the final report in terms of the establishment of new
programs to train a "new professional," in the tise'of data-based decision making as a strategy
for woiking to realize changes, and the extent to which there was a broad base of participants
in each project. -

.S'ateaite?Tidelity to:EPDA Rationale
In termi of the goali of , each'of the satellites, this criterion was w etby the Consortium.

If the project is viewed as one to chatige only the role of PPS workers, then two of the satellite
projects would have to be considered less on target. As reported earlier, the Chicago and Gary
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Satellites were working with the total staff of their respective schools; but concentrating on staff
development of teachers. The Center, with the concurrence of the U.S. Office of Education, made
the decision to fund these projects even though they were not strictly in line with the original in-

tent. It was felt that any project in the Midwest that had a concern with the minority population
must include the vast Chicago metropulitantrea. The school district inGary' has had a contintiing
concern with minority problems, and the Northwest Campus of Indiana University was the
agency of higher education in the area with the interest and the capability to work with the
schools in a, project such as this. Even though the University did not have a graduate program for
PPS workers, it was felt that they, with the cooperation of the schools, could make a contribution
to better schooling,i.e., make them more responsive to client needs.

The Chicago Satellite was funded for the same reason. We began there with the schoordistrict,
which because of financial considerations withdrew as the administrator of the project after the
first 'year. The Chicago Circle Campus of the University-of Illinois had been working in Chicago
high schools fur several years promoting some of the same kind of changes as those sought by the
EPDA project. Also, the Educational Psychology Department at Urbana had initiated staff develop-

ment activities designed for the Chicag:..,,hpols. The continuation of this program (which was to
become the Diagnostic_and_Skill Development Center at Crane) was threatened by the lack of
travel money. We felt th4 a project mounted with the combined efforts of these two university

campuses within a Chicago.school could make a significant contribution toward the overall
projett goals.

In terms of implementing a project that is consistent with the stated goals, we believe that there
is a high degree of success on this count. The greatest degree of consistencywas'in working with
minorities and pursuing objectives related to minority problems. "All satellites incorporated a
"cultural awareness" component in the training program.they developed.

_Implementing the EPDA Concept of "The Educational Community"
The EPDA concept of the educational community involvid foiir groups, the university, the

state certification agency, the local school, and the citizens in the attendance area of the project
schools. One of the requirements of funding was that all these groups be involved in the develop-

. Ment and testing of the new programs.

This requirement was acted on-by all-satellites. In the beginning each-took action to involve
alkthese parties.'

" The_Involvement of the State Department of Education. The rationale behind the inclusion
of the state departments was that new programs would need the official sanction ofcertification
in some cases and the agency providing this sanction should have input into the processOf
changing certification requirements. No difficulties were encountered with respect to this in-
volvement, primarily because there were no formal attempts to change the requirement for
certification. Louisville came the closest-to this, in getting approval of the undergraduate degree
in counseling and the postgraduate specialist.

The least amount of involvement cline from the state departments of education. There were
only two projects, Ohio State and Louisville, where representatives of the hate department sat
in on satellite policy meetings with any degree of regularity. All satellites established at least
informal contacts with their respective state departments. .

Perhaps the informal contacts made-by the satellites in this regard were more important than
anything else. Traditionally, universities have taken a major role in the establishment and.the
changes in certification requirements, and they maintain both formal and %formal relationships
with state departments in fulfilling this role. These informal channels were actively utilized by
all the satellites: at Louisville they were working to get certification of their new degree programs;
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at Urbana contacts were maintained to keep the state informed and to gain support fur the idea
that a field practicum should be a requirement for certification of school social workers, at Gary
they worked informally to get some form of sanction from the state for counselor aides.

Loral Community Involvement. Among other thin*, the Midwest Consortium Project re-
flected a swing away from the "ivory tower" attitude embodied in the Research and Develop-
ment model to a type of Social Interaction model described by Havelock.' However, the Social
Interaction model of the Midwest Consortium reflects the "power to the people" movement
begun in the late sixties, which translates to "power to the minorities." This led to the rationale
that minorities must have input into the development of new training programs and the con-
ceptualization of the PPS,projects with minority parents included as a part of the "educational"
community.

In the attempt to involve parents to make the school more responsive to minority needs, there
were potential forces that could pull a satellite from the basic objectives of the consortium. One
of these forces was the power issue. As the new implies, one element, although not the only
one, of "People Power" requires a change in the decision-making structure of local schools
whereby minorities might influence, if not sanction, decisions. Where this change has been

cult of ui y Lorrunur a y into a MOM C011eSIVe
force. This cohesiveness was often made more effective by the willingness to use confrontation
strategies and to generate a high degree of conflict to influence decisions.

A high level of conflict, however,,is not conducive to the development and testing of new pro-
grams. It is only after the differences have been worked out and the conflict.level lowered that the
rational eleme.rit inherent in systematic development and testing can function. In calling for
parental input in the new PPS training programs, this project Was in a sense inviting cdtiflic,t, for
there is a fine line between, being consulted and having sanctions regarding new policies; between
participating to provide information on unmet needs, and participating in decisions about how to
meet these needs. This kind of conflict was more potential than real in the Mi&eit Project. Only
one of the satellites tended to view the parents as a political force to organize so that there would
be More pressure for change. This proved to be a .tactic of limited success. It did seem to have a C

significant effect on the local school, but little at the university, since the satellite's programmatic
objectives in their department at the university were not accutilp,lished.

Local School Involvement. The involvement of the local school in the Midwest Project can
be viewed from at least two perspectives. On the one hand there is the perspct_tive of the local
school which is looking for help in solving its myriad problems. From this perspective the
justification for involvement with the project is the prospect that they might be more able to
meet present client needs.

From the.other perspective, that of the university, which is concerned primarily with its clients,
the graduate students, the main reason for local schooliinvolvement is to provide input in the
development of prospectivefnew programs, and to provide a site to test new programs. From
this perspective it is not only legitimate but necessary to help the school solve instructional and
organizational problems to get the needed input. However, there is always.the danger that the
problem solving efforts will consume the project, that so. much effort will be put into this. that
no time will be left for development and testing.

This seemed to occur to a great extent in four of the original six projects. Of all the projCcts
the Urbana Satellite was most able to work at problem solving in the field while utilizing it as
a test-for their univetsiq.based trainirtg,- The Indiana-University Satellite \vas-Inure active.in
developing instructional modules and testing them in the field. Th'ey, along with Urbana,

litofiald Havelock, Planning for Innovation (Ann Arbor. Institute. for Soda Research, University of Michigan, 197 1 ),
PP.
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came closer than any other in implementing field-based instruction and combining it with develop-

ment as conceptualized by the EPDA rationale. The combination of the I.U. and Urbana Satellite)

seems to provide an'bxcellent model for utilizing a needs-generated approach to program develop-

ment.
.

ment.

Urbana was more proccis oriented, or perhaps it would'be more correct to say, operated at a

more general level. They had their interns concentrate their efforts at mobilizing resources, at
convening others to problem solve, while I.U. provided more substantive input in the form of
ideas for solving problems, and the provision of in-service training for the local staff. A strength

of the I.U. and Urbana projects was the involvement of interns working with local school staff.

This gave the university professors the opportunity to observe their trainees trying to implement
the new strategies, providing the intcrris needed experience and their professors with valuable

feedback that could be used to improve their programs.

The Chicago Satellite had a duality that was unique, as already noted. The Skills Development
Center, operated by the Urbana campus, had no other purpose than to help the local school to
improve its effectiveness. The other part of the Chicago project was conceptualized as a series of
tield-based courses in instructional leadership. The problems of the school served as an object

, r1

fuL pLuit-t-t vvvtk in the courses, and Aistruction remaier.r1 the primary objective_

The Ohio State and Louisville Satellites spent a majority of their time working in the com-

munity and the local school helping them to solve problems. The effect this had on the training
programs at.the respective universities is not as apparent. Changes did occur that seem to have a
potential for the future, particularly at Louisville,-where the university-school-community
relationship is 'quite strong as the project ends.

Although all satellites spent a considerable amount of timehelping the local schools solve prob-

lems, they seemed to mairtain a good balance between the needs of the school and their own
projectneedsof developing programs. ....

Establishment of Degree Programs or Specializations for Tiaining the New Professional.

At the beginning of this reyo'rt we commented on.the complexity of this project and the short-
:ness of time in which to achieve the project objectives. Although we believed that the EPDA
rationale represented a g,..,,,,Eal goal worth striving for, we had no illusions that the three-year
project would "turn around" the departments in universities so tha-UPPS-workeri would-be fully

qualified as change agents.,We expected them to continue to train the large majority of their

students to function in the traditional roles. What was realistic, we felt, was tkie establishment
of models whereby the work could begin and be sustained toward the accomplishin,ent;of the

long-term goal of making PPS workers the Licilitators of change in schools. We ''niZTOO dime

sions to this model. One was progr.immatic. This was a.change in the subject matter of th
training. However, it did nut simply add new courses but developed, tested, and revised them to
provide evidence of their efficacy in the training of students selected as future PPS workers.

The other dimension of this model was a proCess for the development of training programs

for the new professional and for the beginnings of 'their acceptance and institutionalization.

We considered a change, in -the structures and the procedures within a university department,
moving it toward the adoption of planned change (which included systematic assessment of

client needs as a guideline) to be mire significant than the simple adoption of new courses or

even the establishm. eat of a new degree. In other words, we saw nio ongterm benefits from
the institutionalization of a process whereby programs would be re u rly reviewed 'to see if

---they-weremecting..thc needssiLdiehts, thakin the adoption of com:Ses to meet present needs.

We believed that a significant'step toward institutionalization of this kind of process would be

t
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accomplished if the satellite projects could serve as a model for the systematic investigation of
programs. Thus) we stressed needs assessment,-the involvement of clients, explicit definitions
of project objectives, strategies, and results. For these reasons and because of time constraints,
the Center did not eall for the actual adoption of a degree program or specialization; we only
asked satellites to have a. welldeveloped.proposai with the instructional elements-field-tested
and to initiate the process of adoption.

As we have noted in the summary of satellite reports, new degree programs were adopted at
two of the satellites, Chicago and Louisville. Although neither of these programs could be con-
sidered as preparation for the new professional, they both represent movements in the right
direction. There were also very significant changes in the training programs at two of the, satellite
locations, Urbana, and Indiana University. Prior to the satellite project at Urbana there was no
school social work program at the Jane Addams School of Social Work. There has since been
official adoption of a specialization in school social work which requires the courses developed
by the Satellite. The practicum developed by the Satellite is also required. A new faculty assign-
ment was made which carried with it the responsibility for coordinating the practicum. The
Urbana final report documents the fact that interns were able, as a result of training, to perforin
di facilitators to school staffs in a systematic attack on school problems. .

The Indiana University Satellite established an "inner-city specialization" with inner city
modules developed by the Satellite in all their traditionally required courses with an inner-
city practicum. In addition, they require two out of the three following courses: History of
Black Education, Community Forces and the School, and Black English. This,specialization also
requires nine electives outside the department in areas which would prepare students for inner.s
city counseling.

Both Indiana University and Urbana have been active in recruiting minority students. The
efforts by the Indiana University Satellite director the second year of the project were very
successful. With the influx of a well-identified group of inner-city students the "program"
became very visible and no doubt helped in its final adoption. Because. of lack of money for
stipends, the Indiana University department has not continued to make efforts to recruit off .

campus for new stuants for the inner-city program-However, ten new students are expected
as a result of on-campus recruiting. The Black faculty member has not yet been hired. New
developments brought onhy the merger of the Schools of Education orthe Bloomington and
Indianapolis campuses leaves the situation,in doubt. It seems likely, because of the distance of
the Bloomington campus, that the practicun for the inner city will be coordinated by .the
Indianapolis campus, and quite possibly the faculty coordinator at Bloomington, in the event,
that one is hired, will move to the Indianapolis campus. At any rate, the accomplishMent at
LU. was in the proper direction and was significant.ney not only developed a plan for an
Inner City Program; they adopted it.

The.,prograni for training the Urbaribunselor at Ohio State remains somewhat tentative.
liowelits of three courses developed by the Sateilite;tWo are still offered in the counselor
training program. The efforts of theaS1.1 Satellite were on target and their contribution to the
bi`jading urban eddcation program at the university will probably help them to strengthen their
own programsfor 'training students in urban counieling.':

The EvalUation Strategy of the Midwest Center
Evaluation was one of the,tnajor concerns of the Midwest Center. The Provus model, which

served as theibasis for our evaluation design,, is actually a management plan that emphasizes the
evaluation elernentin operating a project. One of the ideai that we consider basic to a good
evaluation plan is ihat-Of an open -ended structure. What is needed is a structure that serves to
help one to recogriTze alternativCs that are available at a given decision point and to recognize
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the assumptions that ae made. By "open-ended," we mein that any aspect of the plan or the
project is considered changeable, if there is a consensus of those who are operating the project.
We attempted repeatedly to make this latter point in talking about program definition; that is,
the importance of program definition for the benefit of the satellite staff so that there was com-
mon understanding among themwhat the total program was like when it was_started and in
what way it changed as the project progressed. Thus, each time a decision was made the staff
would be more likely to know how it affected the total program. The ideal would have beenlo
have satellites establish and maintain open fines of communication between the project manage.
ment and their staff about the nature of their total program, where questions about the efficacy
and appropriateness of objectives and, strategies were freely raised.

For several reasons we were unable to totally implement this evaluation design. In part it was
because we did not become assertive in this regard until the second year of the project,, when
norms about evalulatiun had already been established. Anotherseason was that this kind of
design depends on a relatively high degree of motivation for self-cvaluation and there was no
evidence that this existed. As a matter of fact, the first year report indicated the oppdsite, a
..car total lack of interest in systematic evaluation. This motivation can be developed but it is a
slow process. It would have required numerous visits to the sites to establish a rapport and give

assistance, assistance that should be given only when it is sought, and assistance that provides
information that is wanted and perceived by the recipient as useful to him. With little motivation
evident on the part of satellites, with six sites to visit, each visit requiring the major part of a
Work week, we chose another course, hoping that we would be able to work closer to this ideal

design as the project progressed.

The course we chose was basically the bureaucratic one of establishing high standards, identify
ing obtainable objectives, issuing guidelines that would point the way to those standards, and
using the power at our disposal to get satellites to either conform to these standards and achieve
these objectives or give good reasons, why they should not.

As we planned for the third year we.changed our strategy. We felt that begimiing With third

year funding we would move rapidly toward joint decision making with satellites. Our feeling
was that the buieaucratic model would be totally ineffective the final year and that whatever
cmrtpli..nie was possible for us to obtain had already been gotten. We intOrmed satellites orour
intent through written objectivii for ourielves that called-foi joint decision ni,Aing. We tilted an

_-

evaluator who became a "satellite" advocate to give them aid as one demonStration of our intent
to be facilitative.

Looking across the three years of the project and the strategy of the Center with respect to the
pressure for evaluation, one can see a gradual rise in our demands for higher standards until the
third year, with a sharp drop to a level below that of the first year. Whether or not this was the
best strategy given the situation is a difficult question to answer. There, are things we would do
dififtentlyif we had it to do over, although we would not have changed the basic design unless
we had more staff and could have chosen the eyaluations design in the very beginning of the
project with 'the full participation of the satellites.

One of the things we would have dune differently in this project concerns the entry problem.
If we had it to do over we would not h ?ve read the year end reports before we visited the
satellites. Here we would take a page from the writings of Scriven and would have approached
satellites in ignorance but with a desire to,spend soqze time with them learning about their project.
This would have sewed two purposes. We would have learned first hand about the project and
would have demonstrated our interest. For the same reasons we would hothave.written the
ritiques on each of the first year reports. Whatever positive effect that Was gained from this

could, have been achieved if we had waited until we were asked for feedback. In addition, we
might have avoided casting the Center's evaluator in the role-image of critic instead of helper.
This image was to remain for the rest of the project, thus ruling out the possibility of his

providing any meaningful help to satellites.
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The Efficacy of Decentralized Funding of the Midwest EPDA PiOt-ject
Presumably, one,of the reasons for establishing regional Centers...footle coordination and

funding of these PPS projects across the nation was that Centers were geographically closer
than was the Office of Education and could maintain better contact with satellites. Since the
Centersmere staffed. with university facultyranother reasun-mas that less psychological distance
would exist between the dispenser and the recipients pf funds. than if the projects were funded
directly by the Office of Education. Both thesc:factois should lead to more frequent and more
effective communication, allowing each of the patties to be more responsive to the other.

The IclidweSt Consortium did not realize this potential awellas it hoped to. While there .

were contacts' etween Center and satellite staff through site visitation and consurtiurruneet-
ings, they were not as frequent as they might have been. Scheduling proved to bei-sitijar.
problem. This has implications for future funding of a coordinating agency whicli-requires t

travel and which is university-based. The reward system in the university is such that profeissurs
who hope to get tenure and promotions are involved id numerous activities, most of whith
require meetings, Thus, they find it difficult to clear their calendars to make frequent visits
away from campus, particularly if it is for more than one slay. In the Midwest Center this could
possibly have been alleviated if the co-directors could have divided their labor more and made
site visitations alone instead of as a team, as was the usual practice..

'.
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CHAPTER In-
Evaluation Counseling in Federal Intervention Programs

Robert Wolf

'A learned man came to me once. He said,
"I know the waycorne." And I was
overjoyed at this. Together we hastened.

Soon, too soon, were we wheretsty eyes were
useless, Mid I kneW not thesway of my feet.
T clung to the hand of my friend. But at
last he cried, "I an lost."

Stephen Crane

I

Counseling people about evaluation is a risky business. We evaluators usually view their world
from only one pair of eyesour own. No matter how much we laud the adage "different
strokes ...," the salicnced,the metaphor is tempered bOikreality that'very few of us willr.(
acquire different strokes. What ,we cark acquire is a.rety of IricknologiCal" techniques to ad-
just our basic one the viewpoint from; Which we oPrate. More bnportantly, even grating the
(improbable) acquisition olseveral viewpoints by anjtone of Us," the wisdom required to select
the correct one(s) for a counselee is hopelessly in advance of the current and foreseeable condi-
tion of the evaluation field.

The role of evaluation counselor Wag introduced during the final year of the Midwest Center/
Satellite Coniiatiaproject. Since an explicit job description was never intended, the counselor's
activities remained open and operationally ambiguous. For all intensive purposes, however, it was
vaguely assuMtd that the evaluation counselor would facilitate evaluation activities of the
satellite projects as they prepared to terminate their formal relationship to the EPDA program.

The intention of this chapter is to attempt to clarify the evaluation Counseling role, present a .
rationale for it, describe the major components with some discussion of activities, and finally,

_ ro.raisese.veraLsubstantive suessegarding,the..evalu ation _of broallscaleinterventioil programs
such as this one. The issues raised here are gleaned from those experiences I found to be most
integral to the responsive evaluation effort,,and lo_the perceived functions of this new role I
undertook.

The RationakBehind the Role
The fundamental motivation underlying the addition of evaluation counseling to the Midwest

Consortium4project was to instill the notion that if evaluation. does not serve the people who are
involved in, or affected by, a particular program then it is probably not worth the time, energy,
and cost needed to perform ittne of the most important criteria for assessing the quality otfiri
evaluation effort is whether or not the evaluation has guided and informed the decisions that
need to be made. Additionaily,,bUt no less importantly, it should promote broad understanding
of what a program has attempted and what_has.occurred.

In order for evaluation to fully serve the needs of program participants and program audiences
several issues.must be illuniinated and understood. For example, what are the purposes of the ,

evaluation? What are the expectations of the evaluation on the part of various audiences served,
or potentially served, by it? And,, what is the potential relationship between evaluation findings
and decision making? '

6
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li`Lg5neral, evaluation is conducted in response to a need expressed by people within a pro-
gram, or individuals or agencies interested in a program but external to it. Evaluation may
focus on what has been dune, what is being dune, and/or what might be done. Evaluation m4y
yield,descriptions of procedures and products; it might also yield judgments about the value
of those procedures and-products. Since the potential impact of Midwest Consortium is ex:
tremelbroad, we felt that the evaluation should not be restricted to a preordinate evaluation
design assessing those program elements that are most easily measured. The guiding framework
in evaluating a program like the Midwest Consortium must go beyond the simple "Does it
work?" or even, "How successful was it? It should extend to such questions as "What happens
when a program such as this is introduced?" In other words, the evaluation must not only judge
the worth of the Midwest Consortium's effort t most importantly, it ought to promote signi
ficant understanding about the way in which gram such as this affects developments in
the pupil personnel area, and, how it enhances school, university, and community relationships.
The types of questions that we were most interested in pursuing can be sorted. into three major
categories: evaluating for program planning, evaluating for program improvement, and evaluat-
ing for program justification. _

The fioccategory , program planning, would embrace such questions as: What program pre--
ferences and needs are held by various people and institutions? What discrepancies exist between
desired and actual status of various program elements? What means are feasible for attaining
desired goals? What will happen if proposed goals are attained? Who are the advocates and
adversaries, and how do they affect planning?,

Questions for program improvement might be: Are strategies working as planned? What
anticipated results arc affecting program operations? Are program issues being dealt with satis-
factorily ? Is there sufficient program flexibility to meet new preference; or concerns? Is the
program content appropr&And effective? Are internal and/or external relations hindering or
enhancing program strategies? And possibly, is the program as,effective assimilar programs?

The final category, prograrti justification, would involve questions like the following: are the
goals of the. program justifiable as viewed by various people? What has not been attempted be-
cause of the nature of the program? What exactly was done and what were the resultsboth
short term and long Term? Should the_program be alterekexpanded, or disbanded? And,what

.do the advocates and adversaries want to know about the program? Such questions demonstrate
a broad perspective 'oleyaluation that is aimed_ t understanding the full range of program irri!'
pact. To achieve this kind of understanding there must be 4.,harefully planned integration between
the Center's and the satellite's evaluations. Rooted in this rationale, the evaluation counseling
rule was conceived as a potential in-service component to the satellites to broaden their evalua-
tion perspectives and guide the preparation of their final evaluation responsibilities. The mode
of interaction, chos4n by the evaluation counselor, was that ,of responsiveness.

Responsive Evaluation and Program Change
An evaluation is responsive if it orients more directly to program activities than to progr

intents, ifitresponds to audience requirements for information, and if the different value
perspectivesi)resent are referred to in reporting the success of the program. Responsive evalua. -
dun involves responsiveness to both evaluation clients and evaluation audiences. With respect
to the former the eva uator mustbe responsive to the parti.% at needs of the client; to the lattei';
the evaluator must be ensitive to particular audience needsi.demands, and perspectives. The
principal stimulus for t e evaluator should not be soilie pretonceived evaluation plan, 1114
rather the educational pr am in question.

ft,should be emphasized that in.this naturalistic, proces§-oriented approach to evaluation,
the evaltiator is not,merely responsive; he also acts 'as a stimulus. The iterative nature of respon.
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sive evaluation requiies the evaluator to act as a stimulus to the audien e and program participants,
as well as act as a responsive agent. In this way evaluation becomes a more dynamic proce,ss, and
evaluators have a greater chance of stimulating program change and development.

The interplay between evaluation and program change, however, occurs serendipitously. Very
few instances have been recorded or documented that describe how evaluation activities might
have led to concern by the program participants, administrators, and audiences for change and
improvement. Yet most evaluators believe that they should, in addition to providing some
description of the current state of a program, also identify directions for change.

In order to make change possible, the evaluator must first share.his biases, explicate the criteria
used in forming judgments about the program, and then proceed to offer suggestions for 'program
modification based on those criteria. In this way program participants, and the various audiences,
know where the evaluator is coming from, and can better understand the nature of his advice.
And, ideally, this sequence will lead to 1) improved understanding of the program, and 2) rational
decision making which is responsive to educational concerns. In light of this role of change agent,
.the evaluator is in a unique position to stimulate program modification. The interactive process,
as part of the responsive evaluation approach, brings together the evaluator, program, participants,
and audience groups in a dynamic, mutually responsible relationship which can stimulate and

facilitate change. The Midwest Consortium, clearly and unmistakably an intervention program
aimed at producing broad and encompassing change in public schools, communities, statejauca-
tiOn agencies, and universities, sought change through the synergistic relationships and in er-
actions of all these groups.

As an advocate of the responsive evaluation paradigm, a paradigm considered appro riate to the
Consortium spirit,4 engaged in a series of responsive interactions over the course of th entire
third-year. My intention was to encourage satellite evaluations to be in tune with the activities
and transactions of the respective satellite programs= for the dual purpose of portraying more
accurately what those programs were doing, and also to stimulate and facilitate program
developmenteven during the final stages of prOgram funding. Specifically, I wanted to encour-
age satellite evaluators to capture the essence of their programs and prorvidea "shared everience"
for audiences not directly involved in the program. This surrogate experiencle, one which would

, capture the essence of the original events and communicate the spirit of those events,; was to
be produced by a technique called "portrayal." Portrayal allows audiences themselves to inter-
pret and judge the program by means of the natural ways in which people assimilate information
and arrive at an understanding,

Throughout the process of producing the portrayal, the evaluator acts as an arbitrator, trying
to guard against biases of the participants and preserve the possibility of multiple (diverse) judg-
ments on the worth of the program. Another role of the evaluator is to make further refine-
ments of the portrayal so that Ott will better communicate the programs's strengths and weaknesses.
The portrayal is built by gathering the Terceptions and judgments of those people involved in or
affected by the program. I strongly believe that it is only through, an expression ;:f people's feel-

about their experiences and their insights into problems and-Successes that a complete under-
standing of the program can emerge. The purpose of gathering such data, developing a portrayal,
and gaining an understanding of the program is not to articulate the truth about its success or
failure. Rather, it is to keep the many sides.of truth aliveto legitimize the yak perceptions

,40
people have about their experiences.

-%

By developing p9rtrayals of educational programs, evaluators hope to represent them as fully
as possible to their audiences to inform others about the nature of a program, its unique featur
its successes and failure, the issues surrounding it, the people who staff it and who are served b
it. In producing the portrayal, the evaluator acts as mediator, transforming the experien
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program participants into a form (or forms) which can be experienced by the various audiences,
and, by experiencing the portrayal, the audience may come to understand' something of the
program. Giten. this knowledge, audience members can begin to evaluate the program, and make
their own decisions about how their knowledge might be used, if at all. One major value of
portrayals is simply that they respect the right of interested persons to know what goes on in
the program.

Portrayal, then, is a net,v technique for.educational evaluation, but it has always been one
activity in the search for understanding. People have lung used representations and externaliza-
tions of thett activities as sourcesiof feedback about their actions and as aids' to understanding.
Yet the notioy_of portrayal is new in the sense that it harnesses sources of representation pre-
viously ignoiffbj.' the evaluatorthose of the ethnographer, novelist, or photographerjor
example. It is only as evaluators attempt to prepare portrayals and reflect on those attempts
that the methodology of portrayal making will be developed and refined. One thing is clear,
portrayals should not be inert. They are not "mere" descriptions of a program. They do not
"simply" present information. Rather, they draw upon the ways audiences prefer to assimilate
information and their preferred triodes of conceptualizing. Portrayals must evidence a serious
commitment to engaging audienice attention and communicating an insider's view of the pro- 47.
grain. In this sense portrayals are like ethnographies which attempt to produce emphathetic._
understanding of a group and its culture. One way tb assist the proc of communicating
understanding is through the notion of "emergent themes"

In order to achieve a satisfactory explication of the program, the tatements made about it
must capture the dyn*amic interrelations of the program. But they statements should be ezc-

.

presied in a tentative, "vulnerable" form, so that their adequacy can be tested, retested, modified,
and refined. In exploring the situation to discover its dynamic structure, the evaluator must take
active steps to formulate, test, and retest both by searching out modifications of his view, and by
checking against the views of program participants. Insight into the program will be impaired
if one is not careful to examine one's views, or if one claims too muchin claiming to represent
the whole truth of the program. One can hope, however, to capture what seem to be soma*
significant features of the situation in the eyes of program participants, to develop some in-
sights into program functioning, and to discover some of the diversity of perceptions and as:

-peers which make-the reality -of -the -program a--"multiple reality." a

In the isolation of program features, integration of hypotheses, and discovery of those issues
regarded by portrayal makers or participants as crucial for an understanding of the situation, the
portrayal-maker might be considered a crude "theory" maker. In making this theory, insights
must constantly be challenged to avoid reaching premature conclusions about the program. ,

Herein lies the importance of the iterative process described above. For in circler to du a respon-
site evaluation, the evaluator conceives of a plan of 4servations and negotiations. He prepares
brief narratives and portrayals. He fipds out what is Of value to his audiences. He gathers ex-
pressions of worth from various individuals whose points.of view differ, Of course, he check's
the quality of his records. He getsprogram personnel to react to the accuracy of 1is portrayals:,
He gets authority figures to react to the importance of various findings. He does much. of this
informally -iterating, keeping 4 record of action and reaction. Finally, he chooses media most
accessible to his audiences to increase the likelihood and fidelity of communication. This
iterative process is clearly d&Ogned to improve the verticality of the portrayal. It g a kof
ind4tive analysis aimed at generating program themes, emergent propositions or issue quc
tions,a process akin to naturalistic inquiry. Because the evaluator, in the process ,of
portrayals, is continuously interacting with and responding to both client and audience groups,
he is uniquely situated in a position to influence program change. Responsive evaluation which
utilizes portrayal making can indeed be a vehicle for accomplishing program improvement.
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With this background and rationale in mind, it may now be appropri describe the
evaluation counseling activities performed in specific settings, and t e pre t a critical analysis
of that role in a program such as the Midwest Cunsurtfum. This trit. then be followed by
a discussion of the conflict between the responsive evaluation appro h advocated by the evalua-
tion colifiselur, and the more preurdinate evaluation design that satellites had to follow in order
to comply with the Midwest Center's guidelines. The chapter will conclude with an evaluation
plan that could combine both preurdinate and responsive evaluation techniques to be used in
broad impact programs such as the Midwest Consortium.

Initial Counseling A ctivitiefs
Th e original intent for the counseling role was to provide'evaluation counseling to all satellite

sites. But the'rigurous demands of time and travel made this intent unrealistic. Three sites were
selected quite arbitrarily, and the initial contact was made early in the fall of the third year.
The sites were Chicago) Urbana, and Louisville.

I was introduced by one of the Midwest Center's co-directors to the satellite project directors
either through a telephone conversation or letter. The role was described as that ofan on-site
facilitator Who would work with satellite personnel un evaluation matters, particularly on planning
and designing their final evaluation reports. There was some desire on the part of the Center's
co-directors to have the counselor role more precisely defined, butsuch a specification never
really occurred. At any rate, after the counselor role was introduced to the three satellite directors,.
I then followed up With a personal phone convreiiat. n. The initial contacts were accepted, but
wi- ih varying degrees of enthusiasm and skepticis . At one site, where the satellite evaluator
was somewhat naive about evivation:the c seling role proposal was greatly applauded. At
another site, where local par rpants were omewhat thNtenird by, and tired of, Center eyialua-
don efforts, the counselor role was treated at best with good7natured sarcasm. In all three discus-
ions, I attempted to describe my perceptions of the counseling role, and subsequent

plans were made for me to follow up with a visit to each site.

Within two weeks after the initial phone calls each one of the three sites had been visited. What
was extremely interesting about thOse first visits was the kind of program participants each satellite
director chose to involve. At one site, I met only witli-,the satellite director and evaluator. At
another;..I metwith_the.satellite directur,project staffancLa large group.of university trainees. the
satellite evaluator was conspicuously absent. At the "final site, those present vAire the satellite
director, all of the key administrative staff (including the ,atellite evaluator), and a community
governing board. The configuration of people and the-interactions that occurred at each of the
three sites set a kind of operational precedent which remained fairly constant over the entire year.

. What follows are some excerpts from my journal which was kept roughout the year in an
,,admittedly haphazard fashiwoOrtrriftrilortant lesson I lamed is that thorough personal*
documentation is crucial, for without it only faded recollections remain. These ;excerpts below
'describe the initial satellite visits:

I was struck, by thilsolation of our Meeting: Only the satellite dir clor and evaluator
were present. They were extremely task oriented. How I could hel them was a constant
and obvious concern. isensed a certain desperation over their i ity to evaluate their
program and their.desire.to meet Center guidelines. There was a huge chart on the wall
it went across one whole side of the rooniwith evaluation questions written in. Categories'
had been developed and data sources ideritified. I felt they needed much ess he an
they felt they did. I tried to get them to talk about their program, yvhat,it w they'were .

really ,trying to do and how that related to the EPDA goals. They weren't threatened
by my qu9tions, they simply had many of their own concerning evaluation. I thought
our session went quite well --it, was my first sitevisitin.the.project....

,
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The second site visit was quite a contrast to the first. Instead of just two people I think
I met everybody. I started off in the Board of Education Office, moved to the university,.
and then proceeded to meet with a group of community people. School, university, and
community people took me to lunch-I didn't realize until I got there that I was on the
menu,-roasted. -Unlike-the histsitelvisited where-they- were-interested-in how-l-could
help them, these people were concerned with how I could hurt them. They had obviously,
been burned by previous Center evaluation efforts, and I became the object of their

. frustration. They grilled me incessantly for two, straight hours. Then they all looked
around at each other and the Board of Education co-satellite director informed me that
I could "do my thing" there..Somehow I passed their test, even though I wasn't sure
what it was....

The third site was different still. They had invited me over on a day-when all their
students would converge on the satellite site from their individual field settings, and
debrief the satellite staff and each other on what they had been doing. They were most
interestedin "sharing their data wit* me, and getting my reactions as to how that data
could be used. I never lost the feeling that they were testing me although they may have
been doing that subtly. I received many requests to visit, individual field settings where
students. ere interning. I really got on quite splendidly with all the participants I met.
Only tie satellite evaluator was missing.

As stated earlier, those initial meetings turned out to be crucial. They determined the kind of
iUfluence'the counseling role was to exert on each one of the three sites.

. ..
Over a period of time I developed a modus operandi Mirth became operationalized into a set

of working. concepts for responsive evaluation techniques. The following section of this chapter
will outline (Inc) discuss those working concepts which are propaedeutic to counseling role.

Description of Evaluation Coutiseling
These steps, which must be described in order to promote any under;tanding of the counseling

role, were identified as. 1) entree 2) negotiation 3) mapping the territory .4) value delirieation
5) exposition of biases 6) trust building 7) credibility 8) timing 9) toleration 10) visibility.

.

Entree. Despite the considelablearnqunt of writing on educational evaluation,..relatively
little infornultion is'available specifically on the pralem of entree and on tactics used to effect
it. The paucity of information is understandable, since evaluators characteristically become pre-
occupied with preordinate designs; psychometric instruments, and analytical schemes. Such
evaluators do not attempt to develop broad program understanding through responsive evalua-
tion techniques and do Rat place a high premium on the personal interactions with audience
andclicht groups.

Responsive evaluation demands a different attitude, however. The matters of entree and the
establishment of amiLiblerelatfonsrare of great importance to the colmseliig role. Considering

.
that people's privacies are to be invaded, that commitments to their work and even their identity
are likely to be called into question, jt does not take much imagination to realize how tactical
error, blunder, or social crudity can complicate an otWerwise well-functioning project. In a
mutually voluntary and negotiated entree, as was the case in`the Midwest Consortium, the
satellite project director held an option not only toprevent entree, but to teliipate the ev,alua
Lion counselor at almost any stage thereafter. This suggests that how a counselor gets into a
setting, and manages to stay in, will shape, if not determine, whathe counselor is akletoac
coinplitp. *

. ,
Further c, it suggests that entree is a continuous proc'ess of establishing and developing

relationAips, t alone with a project director but with a whole variety, of less,powerful persons.'
64
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In relatively complex sites like the ones in the Midwest Consortium where school systems, univer-
sities, and community groups were interfacing in a multitude of leadership and jurisdiction con
terns, there are many doorways that must be negotiated; successful negotiation through the
frontAloor is not always sufficient to open their doors, though at first it may appear to do just

_many situations _the primar}. client, .in this _case the satellite directOromay nut have the.
kind of access to his own sub jurisdictions that an evaluation counselor needs and requires. This
was particularly thee case in one of the satfflite sites. Often, interior organization lines lead to
enclaves guarded by people who also exercise options-to withhold the necessary cooperation ur
support. Wisdom dictates that the approach to, and negotiation with, people anywhere in the
hierarchy will not be unlike the initial one at the front door. In the Midwest Consortium coun
seling role, different satellite personnel in each of the three sites emerged as crucialcontact
people, and even within satellites these people shifted from time to time.

Thus, the evaluation counselor operating in a responsive mode must recognize that entering
relatively complex human organizations involves shifty relationships andoc.casional discontinuity
long after permission to enter has been granted. Continuity can be assured, however, on two
counts: first, to the extent that anyone in the organization (used broadly to mean anyone who
is involved in the program that the counselor is working with has,autunomy and some options
on cooperation, each person, theoretically, must be negotiated with; second, reUtionships that
Are initially established naturally do change-and not always for the better. During my year in
the field my activities changed as I learned more about the people and their workAxercising
the counseling role led to unanticipated perspectives and unanticipated places. The actions
and interactionschanged and impelled frequent reaffirmations of purpose Over time it
became apparent that satellite personnel were at various,times embarrassed, outraged, or pleased
that their own performances were being scrutinized.

The underlying message here is that good human relations in evaluation counseling require
considerable attention and intelligent regulation. They du not guarantee good results but are
prerequisite to gaining and maintaining entree into a world and sub-worlds of meaning-of
nuance in thought arxd of subtle variations in human conduct. The evaluation counselor needs
to create situations which invite visibility and disclosure for others; otherwise he is left to con
struct his portrayal out of cliches, platitudes, literal performance, and whatever meanings he

-carrderive:- _

Negotiation. The evaluation counselor's request for entree may mark the beginning of negotia-
tion between parties. The negotiatiOn may bequite subtle, even implicit, or take the form of
hard bargaining. In either case, this negotiation is not between contending parties, in which each
seeks to exact something from the other without giving anything in return:This one seeks to
develop relations the context of reciprocity. Assuming entry is granted or gained at all, each
party's primary co tern is freedom of action and the integrity of his position. ,For the- evalua-
tion counselor, this rite is own relative freedom to move about, to look and listen also,
to thinkin'his own terms and to communicate his thoughts to his own intellectual community.
For the evaluaticfn clients,it means freedom to pursue their work unencumbered and unafraid.
This raises all sorts of questions regarding confidentiality and anonymity..In the Midwest Con
sortium project the negotiations-took a variety of forms, but the problems of confidentiality
were constant across each satellite. Since the counselor's role was housed in the Center, there
was a wntinuous potential tkeat that evaluation data was being collected by the counselor for
the benefit of satellite accountability. This presented a serious conflict for both the counselor
and certain counselees, and the problem will be discussed in greater detaitshortly.

In addition to the notion of confidentiality, there is another aspect of negotiation that
warrants discussion. It concerns the context requirements for conducting-thesounseling role.
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Despite good will, clients may bc so fearful of disclosure that they attempt to bargain away those
requirements. Though the evaluation counselor may hope that his own independence and free-
dom arc subject to bargaining, he cannot expect evaluation clients and.audiences to always under
stand and appreciate this point. One point should be emphasized. no matter what is agreed upon
during-the initial negotiation- transaction, any restrictions initially/accepted-accepted -by thc.evaluation
counselor should be regarded as negotiable at a later, more propitious time. Once initial entry is
made, new relations can be skillfully developed so that in time difficult undirstandings can
emerge. The client or audience group may simply require a period of testing to insureihat thc
evaluation counselor's objectives are indeed consistent with their own.

Clearly, the counselor will not bargain on his own requirement for independence, he is neither
a captive nor a partisan of any person or group. This point becomes somewhat complex, however,
for in the case of the-Midwest counselor, he was in fact employed by the Center to work for the
satellites. The constant question which emerged was. Who owns, the data? The more general
rule of thumb is that the counselor shares his findings and understandings with any or all, but
in different ways and at different times. It must be remembered that the real task of the counselor
is nut to collect data, but in a sense provide it through the counseling mechanism. It is important,
however, that the counselor be familiar with the context to provide the best advice possible,
and that the metaphors of responsive evaluation help the counselor develop the necessary under
standing. But in developing both the initial underitanding and continuously remaining infoimed,
the counselor Becomes privy to certain data. In bargaining to maintain independence, the
evaluation counselor will often give up some freedom of access. Of course, the counselor alone
can judge how much hc can bargain away and still perform tasks hc has set for himself.

In addition to the problems of ownership and access, other negotiation concerns include foci
of interests, service, and methodology. Foci of interest involves the assessment by the counselor
of how congruent his agenda is with that of the client or audience. At best, the clients want
good evaluation counseling and a sympathetic car, at worst, they suggest evaluation problems
which have nothing at all to do with the counselor's agenda. In the three satellite sites I found
an equal number of different situations regarding the congruency between my counseling goals
and theirAccds.For example, in one site, the project director was quite interested in having me
help them with evaluation requirements mandated by the Center. In-another site, my, services as a
person who ,could- provide them with evaluation feedback based on-my observations was desired.
And finally, in the third site, the program staff was, in fact, interested in telling their qwn. story
better through evaluation, and they really were concerned with tllesame things I was.

The evaluation counselor should bc willing to bargain around nnitual interests. Actually the
evaluation counselor does have some distinct advantages, principally that his theoretical perspec
tivc and interests, if at all relevant to humartgroup experience, can be conceptually translated into
words of concrete relevance to the evaluation client. But in translating and selling his own ideas
about evaluation, the counselor often compromises; in some Lases the counselor provides a
service to,the client as a way of winning the client's disposition. Many times a client requests or.
insists upon the counselor's performing some work in addition to the evaluation counseling,
for example, teaching about evaluation, evaluating some aspect of the program, or clevelupipig
evaluation designs,or instruments. The counselor can refuse, but even here the refusal need not
bc unequivocal. Logically, however, the responsive evaluation demands good interactions be-
tween evaluators and clients. The evaluation counselor could easily be viewed as &teacher of
evaluation, therefore, he may,only have to make slight alterations in his counseling work to
provide the service the client desires. Ile dues not thereby compromise his role as a counselor if
hc agrees to speak to a representative group of clients and audience members about some of his
observations and thoUghts,about a program, its evaluation, or both at an appropriate time.
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Likewise, it would be equally approrpiate for the evaluation counselor, as a facilitator of the
evaluation process within programs, to provide some in-service help with design strategies or
instrument development, even if those activities are unrelated to the substance or perspective
underlying the counseling role. In the Midwest project, for example, there were times I was
asked-to-help with evaluation instruments aimed at complying with Center guidelines, even
when those guidelines were quite different from the evaluation message that'I was delivering.
I was also asked to provide evaluation feedback.

Finally, there is the matter of methodology as an item of negotiation. Generally, the
evaluation counselor operating in the responsive evaluation mode is concerned with qualita
tive data, and seeks to apply his own special mode of analysis to them. In the Midwest Con-
sortium, the emphasis was on program portrayal as a way of satellites telling their own individual
stories. The way in which the evaluation counselor organizes and implements his observations as
a social analyst should not be negotiable, although he can tactfully offer to work some data and
some procedures differently. Other aspects of methodology, however, can be negotiated, par-
ticularly those aspects which are more peripheral to evaluation counseling than the prescribed
mode of analysis and portrayal. Operations relating to timing and sequence of observation and
visits, interviews, vantage points, lend themselves more appropriately to negotiation, and these
the counselor can negotiate and renegotiate as he moves from locale to locale within each site
and from person to person. Most often the success of this depends simply on the evaluation
counselor taking into account the comfort and convenience of a particular client or audience
group..And once the evaluation counselor develops a better understanding of the context in
which he is functioning, he can modify his own expectations and procedures. In order to
develop the appropriate understanding the counselor must sufficiently "map the territory"
the next topic for discussion.

Mapping the Teri-itory. Sociologists and anthropologists frequently used the term "mapping"
to connote the development of a workable and reliable conception of the relevant dimensions
of a site, including its outer boundaries and inner locales. In the Midwest Consortium project it
meant identifying the bask institutions and actions in the satellite sites, and developing basic
understanding of roles, expectations, and important satellite activities. In other words, for the
relevant classes of things, persons, and events which inhabit each satellite locale, the counselor
requires a number of "maps"; social, spatialrtemporal.These kindsof_rnaps are useful aids to
oricnta 'on in the.early stages of evaluation counseling. They are also data: they indicate, in
sp orm, some of the reality that clients and audiences present to themselves and others.

value of such mapping becomes obvious as the evaluation counselor enters the field site;
t problem, however, is how does tlie.counselor provide himself with a set of maps on which
he can depend?

A number of tactical moves can help facilitate the mapping operation. The evaluation counse
for can, of course, perforin the task himself, but4t is helpful to have the services of an informant
or guideto escoft and inform him and introduce him to many persons whom he will later wish
to observe and speak with at greater length. Secretaries and people who have been around pro-

grams for quite some time make excellent informants and, can help provide a social bridge from
one key person and locale to the next. In mapping, the evaluator attends particularly to demo-
graphic data. For the social map, the counselor records numbers and varieties of persons, their
hierarchical arrangement, divisions of labor, and other fads pertinent to his own operational
decisions...Fut the same reason the e selor constructs the spatial map, locating
persons, ritipment, and speCialized enters of-wo ;1( and control. The tettiporal map should
contain a bearing on the ebb and I ow of people, services, and communications. The counselor
should try to identify rhythms of wo and also should locate in time the special assemblies,
rituals, and routines.that characterize th locations. After this is done the counselor is in an'ex
cellent position to adjust his own time a other resources to tile evaluation counseling task.
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In the process of engaging in the mapping operation thcounseloi not only designs and modifies
his methodological procedures and engages in interactions with critical program personnel, but also
has the occasion to collect and attend to substantive program data..With some skill in observing,
and thrOugh careful listening (and the right kind of questioning), the evaluation counselor as-
sembles the clatkpertinent to his maps,_anclbegins to dexclop_abroad.programunderstandin&As
stated, the information garnered to date from the "casing:: the negotiation with leadership, from
informants and visits, constitutes not only mapping information but also initial data. The counse-
lor can immediately use this*data to plan the evalitation counseling, and help advise program
clients and audiences about elements of his evaluation portrayal. All this is done with the realiza-
tion that his understanding of the program is still somewhat tentative; it lacks validation if not
plausibility, since at this point it is based as much upon his own past experience as upon his
present one. Autit does lay the foundation which is strengthened through continued responsive
interactions.

In the Midwest Consortium I found that even with maintaining consistent mapping strategies
across satellite sites, there were variations in the outcomes of those strategies. I would speculate
that the prime source of variance was in key informants across satellites, their different roles
and perspectives, and the way in which I interacted with them. 1n two cases my key informant
was the satellite evaluator; in the third situation my contact and informant was the satellite
director. Even when the role was the same, as in the case of the two evaluators, their perspectives
on evaluation were different, and so were, our interactions. In one site the evaluator was much
more sensitive to community needs, and therefore my mapping extended further into the com-
munity with a whole variety of community persons being involved. The satellite director was
extremely concerned with university staff and students, and my contacts were heavily skewed
in,that direction.

It became increasingly clear that since the direction of the counseling effort changes on the
basis of emerging data, there is great danger tit the counselor will be guided by wrong impres;
sions or limited expoSure to one element or another during the early mapping stage. This
problem also interacts with the problem of the counselor's own biases, but that will be dis-
cussed shortly. It is first important to establish the value position of the satellite programs and
personnel as anextensionpfthe mapping effort.

Value Deltrziation: Toithe sac of clarity, the process of definecitinglOcalvaEues will be treated
separately, although this process is very much tied to the mapping operation which the evaluation
counselor should engage in.

Basically, the value delineation phase is where I attempted to develop a clear sense of the values
underlying the operation of the satellite and the multiple value pOsitions of the satellite participants
and audiences. Acknowledging the crucial importance of values in evaluation efforts translates
operationally into4ork !laid, enduring, but exciting work. My experiences in the three satellites
left me with the indelible impression that knowledge of value systemsmine, others, the institu-
tions involved -can only be acquired through longiours of observation, discussion, and reflection.
This sort of effort, extended over a period of time, can produce a useful understanding of the
underlying value structure from which judgment-4 and decisions are derived. It also provokes a
concern for one's own values and how they interact or interfere with the counseling role.

Cin we determine what values are operating in an educational program? What are the origins
of those values? In the case of thesatellite programs what, values were operating? How did those
values get transformed into program standards? If the evaluation c.ounsctor it interested in help-
ing program personnel to document and portray their collective experitques, then the explication
of underlying values not only becomes crucial to the portrayal taskbutlo the counseling task as
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Some of the questions for. which I sought answers in order to better understand the under-

lying value positions were these:

1. Are there differences among gfoups and individuals from all of theintcracting
agencies and institutions With respect to the priorities they assign to functions
of the satellite prOgiarn?-

2. To what extent is there congruence among those priorities expressed in different
ways (i4., time allocation, general feeling of importance, money allocation, remedia-

tion in tile face of failure)?

3. What discrepancies exist between what people regard as ideal priorities and what
they perceive to be actual priorities being pursued by the satellite program?

o

4. Goals of the program may be stated with varying degrees of specificity (broad
aims, courses and:content areas to be included in the curriculum, specific behavioral
goals, enabling objectives, etc.). What congruence exists among statements of
priorities made or assigned to goals stated at each of these levels of specificity,
and what are the underlying value commitments implicit in these goals?

These questions need not be answered formally by the evaluation counselor, but as a set of
hurdles they help to explor,e and subsequently understand some of the motivation and value
biases of the counseling group. This understanding should be discussed with the counseltes as it

is emerging so as to both maintain the responsiveness of the effort and validate the counselor's
perceptions. Likewise, it is most app.ropriate for the evaluation counselor to make a strong_

attempt to exercise his own feelings so as to reconcile, or at least comprehend, personal bias in
relationship to the wunselees' value, positions., This implies that the counselor should attempt
to expose his own biases to the counselee group so as to prepare them or inform them about
the value origins of the forthcoming advice. .;

Brkpontion of Biases. When a client employs an kvaluator, one would think it would be in
the hope that:the evaluator would be neutral on the issues at stake. Certainly a client would be
unhappy to find that the evaluator commissioned for a particular evaluation had already taken
a public stand against the clients' interests on die issues to be addressed. And evaluators them-

, lelves probably would lik-e both to evaluati impartially,and to be seen as impartial.

But this is not often the case. An evaluator often becomes an advocate for the progra-th he
evaluates, and his own value system and *biases operate.both consciously and unconsciously.

Sometimes evaluators even become antagonists. Although one strives for objectivity, one al-

ways tends to advocate a distinct point of view. The elements of analysis, interpretation, and
evaluation frequently become mixed with what was intended to be mere description. 1

In many instances, an evaluator is attracted to programs that tend to support his point of
view. Clients, on the other hand, aware of the political realities involved in the allocation of
resources, etc., will often seek out evaluators who will play a supportive role-in the evaluation
effort. Evaluators often tend to select and gather the evidence most likely to represent the
successes of the program in question. As they assume more interactive and responsive modes of
practice, as suggested here, they will more likely be co-opted into program advocacy.

The problem is, however, that the evaluation counselor.is not alWays aware of his biases at '

the time they are operating. In my own experience bias occurred at both perception and inter
pretation levels. If bias enters at the perception stage, it is extremely difficult to recognize,
let alone control. If it enters at the interpretation stage (interpretation of observations, inter
views, etc.), however, special care can be exercised in analyzing the issues and monitoring and

a
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controlling the bias. Perception bras, then,- .makes neutrality extremely difficult, if not hopeless,
since perception is not readily opened to public examination. If the data are not suspect, how-
ever, bias introducedin interpretation may be identified and dealt withinterpretations may be
publicly examinable.

TO exemplify the problem of perception bias it can be argued that thc', evalnation counselor is
likely to be biased by his ideology, and being caught up in a socio-cultural milieu that hides his
assumptions, may not be able to either assess or advise impartially. Siknilarly, perception is in-
ffuenced by the categories we each use to describe our world, not just our interpretation of
sense data. In both cases the implication seems to be that bias will creep in no matter how careful
the intentions or actions of the evaluation counselor.

The most general bias to which all observers are subject is the bias of sharing the perspective
and value,of one's historical time and cultural milieu, and of occupying various statuses and
playing the attendant roles. In addition, one's frame of reference, in part a product of one's
professional training, influences the selections one makes from the phenomena and determines

'show and what is observed.

My own approach to the problem of bias was an attempt to expand as-well as make more
precise my own value premises. There is no other device as effective.as facing one's own
valuations and introducing them as explicitly and sufficiently as possible. Implicit in this
solution is that evaluation counselors can and do know what their biases arc, and that, by know-
ing them and specifying them, can prevent distortions and misunderstanding. From this point of
view, facing one's valuation,, or one's bias, is the beginning of pursuing other related valuations
and biases, a continuous process of active seeking out and grappling with one's limitations and
blocks. This view requires a certain' attitude and habit orinquiry. It alSoimplies seeking the.
help of others (evaluation clients and audiences) because the more perspectives used in identifying
bias, the greater the possibility of minimizing its effect. This.latter process also helps clarify the
counselor bias in relationship to the valuation context of the counselor group.

In working with the satellite sites, I encouraged the major actors in the various programs to
understand my biases and thus have a better context to accept or reject my advice. I tried to
point out that in providing evaluation counseling I would be both consciously and unconsciously
evaluating_each of the satellite programs. I suggested that in-rendering such evaluative judgments,
certain of my values and biases would be reflected in the selection of variables requiring atten-
tion, the sources from which data were obtained, the techniques used to gather information, and
the messages conveyed and advice I offered. I informed them that, because so many judgmOts
would be made, they ought to know about both my philosophical and methodological orienta-
tion, my motivation for conducting the evaluation counseling role, my knowledge of the
problem under study, my experience, my capacity to work with people, and my ability to
report information, offer advice, and explicate the implications of such advice.

One further point. I deliberately .chose not to rely on the telephone for conducting initial
interviews, or even for important discussions over the course of the year with salient informants.
Conversations or important issues, in my opinion, demand face-to-face exchanges. Part of this
belief, admittedly, is a personal uneasiness about intruding into people's lives without giving
them a chalice to first react to me. Exposition of biases requires this opportunity to interact
personally over time with the evaluation counselor. It also helps to facilitate a trust relationship
which is so essential in executing the counseling role.

Trust Development, Overall, I believe in and acted on inituitivc feelings,as an evaluation counse-
lyr in the Midwest Consortium project. Hunches, fifst impressions, the way I felt about.pcople
and events those were the forces that guided much of my activity. I trusted my perceptions,
and believed that my biggest mistakes occimed when I failed to honor them. This was ,the spirit
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underlying in modus operandi. I tried to communicate this to satellite personnel in each site.
saw myseli as a facilitator, helping the 'satellites to implement some evaluation ideas which I was
proselytizing. In sharing my biases, I hoped to create an atmosphere of trust. It was quickly ap-
parent that open display of honesty was required in dealing with the variety of persons involved
in -or affected by the satellite programs. Such behavior became critical throughout the year, par-
ticularly during the planning and designing of the final evaluation documents. My problem, to
be discussed in greater detail shortly, was that I tried to be a resource person to the satellites and
the Center, as well as a trouble shooter.. Early in the counseling effort I recognized the conflict
inherent in the serving of two different types of institutions (satellites on the one hand and
Center on the other) engaged in a tenuous relationship of their own. I realized the significance of
facing the consequences of my owrvintents. In other words, those who would involve others in
the process of healthful change, must themselves be changed.

These realizations and recognitions occurred in a public and visible fashion. The whole notion
of visibility appears to be critical in developing the necessary trust. The ethical demands of
working as an evaluator-change agent within a program cutting across institutions, and involving
all kinds of people in a school-community setting, were so powerful that they called for different
behaviors on my part. It quickly became apparent, as one illustration, that I would have to earn
the respect of the community as a person, not solely as a professional.

In essence, attempting to be open appeared to be a critical factor in working in an evaluation
counseling capacity. Also, an ability to adapt to local satellite conditions without sacrificing
personal and professional integrity was vital. Most significant, however, in building trust was the
preservation of confidentiality. I never revealed the identity of any informant to anyone without
his of her permission, both during.visits or observation and in writing communiques. Actually
everything done in exercising the counseling role, from entree to mapping, to exposing biases,
etc., is.crucial in developing good relationships with the counselee group. The entire operation-
alization of the counseling function depends on trust and understanding. I believe this to be the
most successful aspect of my work with the satellites, although there were confounding factors
which will be treated atthe conclusion of this chapter.

Crechbihty. Like developing trust relationships, evaluation counselors must demonstrate that
they can provide a service. I felt a strong need to convince satellite participants that I was a
professional' and a competent one at that. CounseTors. must put themselves on the line and
deliverthis occurred early in my relationship at each one of the three sites and proved to be
extremely helpful in having staff and community persons take me seriously. I had to demonstrate
in each site that I had, in addition to my unconventional perspective, all the more traditional
evaluation and psychometric skills. By helping satellites comply with the evaluation guidelines
mandated by the Center, I was able to convince them that I was in fact a bona fide 'evaluator
who could perform the. expected evaluation functions. Once this occurred, it was easier for
satellite staff, to listen to my .advice and try to implement such advice in their individual evalua
tion planning.

Timing. In developing good working relationships with client and audience groups, the
criticality of timing becomes app.arent..Sometimes people are more receptive to feedback than
they are other times. Evaluation counselors need to carefully study the behavior and moods of
the people they report to; they must learn to be aggressive and they must learn when to back
off. They must be available at the right timewhen needed by the counselees, not at the coun-
selor's convenience. Written responses must always be provided on time. This same is true of
feedback and evaluation counseling advrce.

In this Midwest project I attempted to deliver services on time. Working across three sites
complicated the timing issue, with regard to pres nting feedback and written responses. I tried
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to end each satellite visit with a debriefing su that satellite staff would not have to wondd very
long About what I was thinking. I also liked to follow each visit with a phone call so as to allow
program participants a chance to reactsometimes they were reluctant to dojo face to face. The
important thing I learned about timing is that it is essential in making communication appear as
a naturalprocess. the counselor. must take the initiative for.this flow of dialog, otherwise-it is left
to pure chance and could seriously damage the counseling role.

Tolerance. Evaluation counselors, like their other evaluation colleagues and counterparts, need
a high tolerance for Ambiguity and a definite ability to persevere in working on unpleassant tasks
or in hostile environments, should they occur. Evaluation counselors must learn to tolerate the
evaluation ideas embraced by the client group. My own experience offers a case in point. Since
my evaluation departed drastically from the way evaluation was thought of during the first two
program years, satellite staff and I had to get used to each other's thinking, and develop a mutual
tolerance for conflicting ideas. I learned that it does not pay to inflate expectations for the
counseling role; expectations should* modest and optimism,t autious.

Visibility. Any one who is working as a change agent or quasi-change agent in an education com-
munity must have visibility. Evaluation counselors are no exception. In my work at each site I
tried to be seen by a wide variety'of satellite participants and consumers because I hoped that
staff would approach me with their complaint's and questions. Many people are somewhat
reluctant bout t king advice, and look upon those o ering advice somewhat disparagingly.
The attitude is oft n expfessed, "Well it's easy for yo to say, you just comeand visit from
time to time, but on't have to work here," etc. I le ned in working with satellite personnel
that it is important to be industriOus, and-allow peo e the opportunity to view such effort.
Gettingmy name and face closely identified with the operation, however, often intensified the

A 4physical, intellectual, and ethical demands.

Interviews, for example, can be exhausting, particularly if they consume the greater part of
the clay. When interviewing a reluctant or uncertain client, I had to be particularly alert for cues
in voices, body language, facial expressions, and gesticulations that would help me redesign the
questions, and seize apparent leads.

*h
,Evaluation Counseling: Frustration,

and
Conflicts,and Impact
1

.
Assessing the effectiveness d impact of-the evaluation' ncounseling-role-is o simple task.

I-2")Much of this difficulty rests in the fact that the necessary outside perspective is lacking. Since
.... the counseling,role was really an informal Center component, it was not really evaluated system-

atically by someone who was not involved in it.,As a result, the only real analysis is my own,
and therefore,it is limited in perspective. What follows is an attempt to focus on some of the .

specific concerns that affecni2 counseling role, at least to the extent of affecting such a irole in ,_
. t . )

the Midwest Consortium project. Some of my concerns were: the inconsistency between the
evaluation counseling role and the Center's formal evaluation mandate; the necessity of clarifying

gi_ es and predicament of confidentiality; the general difficulty of try' ing to alter people's
cepti ns about evaluatioand what it could dO; and finally, the relative influence of the

eV uation,counseloOs prescriptions on the final satellite evaluation .efforts.

Caught in the Middle. Evaluation played an important role in the Midwest Consortium project
from the beginning. And although the genesis and history of this evaluation efforts the subject, ,

=of another chapter in this report, let it suffice to say'that evaluation was viewed_aia mechanism
to achieve satellite accountability by informing the Center as to the objectives and performance
of each satellite program. Over the three-year period, extensive and quite specific eval'uation
guidelines werk drafted and implemented. It was believed that such an intense evaluation mandate
would lead to better qu'i'lity decisions, both within each satellite and across satellite p_tograms.
The guiding evaluation perspective was objectives oriented, with an emphasis on prespecificatiun,
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As stated previously, in my rule as evaluation counselor I emphasized quite a different perspective
the one that dominated all the consortium's evaluation activities. The dominant evaluation

;nude could best be described as "preurdinate evaluation," and implied that all evaluation focused
un program goals and objectives. It involved the designing of evaluation plans prior to the imple
mcntatiun of the prugram,.at least prior to implementation at the beginning of each year. Although
the objectives varied each year at the satellite level, the evaluation format remained constant.

My message, un the other hand, concern' ed responsive evaluation, quite different fiora the pre.

ordinate approach, the major difference being that in responsive evaluation the evaluation design
is never formulated in advance, it is never fixed. Rather, it continuously evafires and is modified
as the evaluator interacts with client and audience groups. Both types of evaluation are legitimate
and useful, but being basically different in approach, they will often conflict when applied
simultaneously. This is particularly true when the responsive evaluation perspective is introduced
lung after people have become accustomed to, or threatened by, the preordinate approach. I believe
this-Was the case in the Midwest Consortium. ( ,

This is partic-ularly true in light of the conflict between the Centertand satellite over the control
and facilitation dichotomy. As stated elsewhere in this report, the Center attempted to monitor
and control satellite activities by.setting standards, developing and enforcing evaluation guide.
lines, and allocating funds. Additionally, the Center attempted to facilitate satellite development
by providing resource people, holding conferences, making site visits, and assisting in evaluation
and dissemination activities. These functions, that of monitor and facilitator, are so diametrically
opposed te one another that it was impossible for the Center to do bc{th simultaneously. This
conflict in roles probably caused the Center to be less effective in, both dornains: It also created
an element of mistrust which was particularly agOvated during the beginning of the third year
of the program's operation. This aggravation resulted from both an external satellite evaluation
audit initiated by the Center).and some very unpopular funding decisions. The audit revealed
that satellites were not adequately moving in prespecified directions, and therefore, the Center
began the third year with surne,rigorous evaluation and planning guidelines. This.mandate was 0
severely criticized by the satellites.

It was against this backdrop that I ventured out into the field andsadvocateethe use of respon-

sive evaluation techniques leading tuwarka program portrayal that would help illuminate and 1.
clarify what the various satellifes-had engaged in and accomplished over the three-yew: period.
kieedless to say, I was viewed with great trepidtion, and I am sure that at the onset I was con-
sidered tube an observer, or the Center whoselpurpose was to feed back data on the satellite's
operations. I believe that such suspicion was juitified from the. satellite perspective, but un-
fortunate. A great deal of time was spent allaying these fears, and I am not sure that in#1
stances they weever totally allayed.

My. initial strtegy,'and one I rtick to in eachof tbe three sites I worked in, was_ not to speip-

time criticizing the Center's viewof.evaluation, but rather trying to present my own persped,ive
in as provocative a way as I could. My recurring message was thdt the satellite effOrtS were all

so complex, and so different from one another, that such differences would be better reflected
through evaluation portrayal. I continuously looked for examples of, things that could be used
in finalevaluation reports that would help people understand the nature of the satellite pro-

jects and whafthey,were trying to accomplish.

For example, in.one satellite I met krnaiwho had been working in one of the schools a,

janitor: It was discovered that he had algrelat ability to interact with kids and help counse
them with their problems. This person's status was elevated and eventually he was certified
to perform certain counseling .functions. Likewise, at awther site I observed an alternative
high school that was designed and run by,' one of the satellite's interns. The school became a
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prototype for the district, and gained strong community support. In both cases I tried to em-
phasize how important these sorts of illustrationi were, and how portrayal techniques could
hav'e" highlighted them in the final assessment and dissemination process. Must importantly, I

r
emphasized how these examples were legitimate evaluation data. This message was difficult for
satellite_staff to,comprehend becauSe at the same time they were receiving-different messages
about what constitutes legitimate evaluation. Even.after other members of the Center staff
began to encourage satellite personnel to think about their final reports as an opportunity to
"tell their own stories," this suggestion was not trusted, and consequently the stories were
never told as richly as they could have been.

As a result of this conflict between my own evaluation counsel and the mandated evaluation
guidelines of the Center, I was never really able to explore in great detail, over time, theartof
portrayal making and responsive evaination techniques. I kept my prescriptions to a rather
superficial level, except at one site where I had a strong relationship with the satellite director
and project writer. At this one particular site I was able to work on the portrayal idea in greater
depth, and would-have made even more progress had the satellite evaluator been more supportive.
In retrospeCt I found most of the studeilts in the satellite projects to be more willing to explore
responsive evaluation, but that willingness diminished as one moved up the bureaucratic
philogentic 'add& I do not believe that the satellite administrators were intrinsically opposed
to the responsiVe evaluation paradigm; rather, [believe they were more sensitive to the political
exigencies of complying with Center objectives. tine of the real underlying fears was that many.
of the satellite personnel nev.er....really knew where my 18yalties rested and, as.a result, never, let
themselves get fully involvdil in the evaluation.position I was advocating.;'

Determining Allegiances. Asa result of the quasi-paranoia that seemed to underlie and
dominate till satellite attitudes towards. evaluation, my task of evaluation counseling wagrisome-
what complicated. One compounding factor was the omnipresent question: For whom was I
working?

It must be remembered that the relationship between the satellites and the Center was strained
at the outset. Eachof the satellite sites had begun to develop a program before the notion of4,
consortium was iintrocf4ced. There was some reluctance, therefore, to join ,a consortium where
they would have to. be )ccountable to an institutj with no more status than their own. The
problem of"turr'lhiiihecarne a- continuous orte throughout the life of the ojeCt. When r
entered onto the scene, I suppose my role antagonized this "turf" dilemma. M glary was paid

g. by the Center, and I, worked out of the Center's office. My direct line of aiithOn came from
the Center and I wds certainly accountable to them in a legal contractual sense. But,I was em-
ployed to be Aresource person for the satellitesan evaluation facilitator. The understanding
was that I, would provide evaluation'counseling for the satellites, and, in a sense work for them.
It was thought that my chance of succeeding in my efforts would be greater if I would pot be
Perceived as a Center staff person.

(,
4:

Although this reasoning still appears, sour nd, the,experience proved that attempting to mani-
pulate peoples' perceptions in this regard is not_fiuitful. In one satellite in particular, this
jockeying of posit415 seemed to he more detriinental than if I had not made any pretense about
working fin- the satellite in the first place. People in satellit9s perceived that my aliegi es were
with the Center because the Center was paying my salary. t appears that all the time I spent
attempiing to..explain how I was really working for'thc satellites was unnecessary. The problem
was toet deeply rooted to overcome, especially since the amount of time was so limited, and
theSigns of my working out of the Center so visible. The most important Consequence of this
allegiance, dilemma had to do with ownership of data and the complicated issue.of confidentiality.
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Confidentiality. The ultimate emluation predicament is receiving evaluation data and not
knowing how to use it or what to do with it. Part of the counseling role involves a kind of
operative evaluation, designed for monitoring, trouble shunting, crisis managing, alleviating
problems that arise, and making decisions with the least hurtful compromises. This part of the
activity is,airnecLat_recognizing'catastrophe, potential and realized;-it is aimed at identifying
choice points, the alternatives available, and the implications of each alternative. It was my
original belief and intent to provide the Center with feedback un problems I observed in the
field, particularly problems or concerns that were common to all satellite sites. Soon after
my. field visits began, I began to think of how this process would be perceived by the satellite
staff. If I wanted them to take me into their confidence, then I would have violated some sort
of trust if I pushed information on to the Center; on the other hand, I felt somewhat guilty
in not presenting the Centerwith monitoring data, and so the conflict went.

In some instances the satellite concern over certain Center activities seemed so important
that it superseded my reluctance to present feedback to the Center staff, One such situation
occurred early in the fall when the Center imposed a comprehensive.and rigorous needs assess-
ment survey un the satellite directors. This activity prompted a strong negative reaction from
the satellite personnel. Even I felt the hostility; one director greeted me one day after receivin
the needs assessment packet from the Centek with, "Do our own thing, huh?" At any rate, I
felt that the situation was approaching a real crisis level, and felt a strong obligation_to present
such information to the Center staff. This sort of thing occurred several times, and each time I
felt some remorse about violating the integrity of the rule."Whether or not I was overestimating
the consequences of such action is hard to determine even now, with hindsight and the exper-
ienc,e behind men, In all instances, however, when I did, Present information back to the Center,
I tried to keep the data issue oriented, and leave personalities-out of it.

Changing Attitudes towards Evaluation. Much has been written un the great reluctance people
have to engage in evaluation activities, particularly when such evaluation involves some assess-
ment of their own performance ur the overall performance of their enterprise. Counseling people
about the need,f6 a broad perspective in evaluation is equally as.difficult, and the probability
of- success is low. Compound these problems with the conflicts that emerged in the exercising
of evaluation counseling in the Midwest Consortium, and it is no surprise that the ultimate

.__ objective_ of- program. portra_y al WaS.11ULas_successful_asit_couldhave been utIclegnor.siesi rab le_
circumstances. This should nut suggest that good evaluation was not accomplished in his

roject. Nur should it suggest that the satellite final reports were not useful in presenting
,evi cnce at out satellite activities and accomplishMents. But, they were not portrayals as
described in the early pages of this chapter, They did not present enough of a story to evoke
an "empathetic response," ur the feeling of a shared experience. They generally (although
.ilii4ere-were some exceptions) lacked sufficient judgment data from those involved in, or af-
fected by, the satellite programs. Likewise, they lacked 'substantialnatural language expressions,
honestde,scriptions of the agonies as well as the ecstasies; perhaps, most significantly, they
lacked substantive syntheses about salient lessons learned as.a result of the experience.

In this-sense the impact of the counseling role was minimal. It did point out, however, that
an alternative to Mere conventio)01 evaluation practices was, and is, possible. But it is perfectly
clear that much more time and a- different climate is needed to perform it. People simply don't
luse4heir fear overnight because they are told not to be fearful, Just because altew role and no,
evaluation perspective were introduced, it didn't follow that peoplattitudes could immediate
ly shift. I do believe, however, despite all that occurred during that counseling year, that most
of the people with whom I worked at the satellite level intuitively saw the value of responsive
c °valuation.But the possibility of uperationalicing it successfully ing "Ilfork a time was a gross

miscalculation.
7
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Time is often offered as a "cup-out" when something has not been accomplished' as planned.
But in the counseling rule, time is such a critical element that it can make the difference betwee0
success and failure. I never had the proper amount of tune to accomplish the mapping and value
delineation stages as adequately and thoroughly as I needed to across the three sites, Perhaps if
I had been at only one site, I might have understood more about the program components and
the underlying value assumptions. Most of all, I might have been able to develop a better rapport. -

and greater trust, so as to move and alter people's feelings about the evaluatiiin process. One of
the real difficulties of assessing the counseling rule is that of measurement. How do yuli measure
the impact a counselor has n a group of people involved in a profoundly difficu. lt introspective
process? Perhaps this is one lenient of the experience that was least explored.

Evaluating Broad Impact Pro rams
I regard the Midwest Consortium as a broad-impact program, with both strong education and

social action emphases. To capture the essence of such a program, and to study the substantive
issues that emerge, should be, I believe, the ultimate goals of all evaluation activity. In order for
these goals to be achieved there must be a carefully'' planned integration between the forniative
and summative evaluation designs. As usually defined, formative and summative evaluation .

emphasizes a temporal distinction: One dues formative evaluation while the program is being
formed, and one does summative evaluation to shot/ what the program is after it is complete.
I believe that this is the perspective that dominated the 'evaluation of the.Midweit Consortium.
I also believe that prespecification of objectives, suIrted into formative aJ summative ca4kgories,
prevailed.

I view fprmative and summative evaluation a bit differently, and in a way that is more con-
sistent with responsive evaluation. The difference for me is not so much temporal as it is modal

'the way that evaluation is carried out. I would substitute a utility distinction for the to poral
distinction.' In other words, I would emphasize the difference as being that between the
sibility for forming programs (formative evaluation) and the responsibility for being acquainte
with a program in its totality (summative evaluation). The Midwest Consortium project, view
from this perspective, woulciassign responsibility for formative evaluation to the satellites id
the responsibility for summative evaluation to the Center. While the formative evaluation ould
concern itself with satellite decision making, the summative evaluation would look,at broad r
questions of program impact. It. wouldhe necessary, however, that both evaluation effif-b s. ould
take cues from one another, and would be bridged by the trouble-shouting evaluation process
I referred to earlier as operative evaluation. In all three evaluation activities, the combined
process must serve and not hamper the development of the program. Evaluation must not get
in the way. It must help and not hinder!

When emphasis is truly on program understanding, it follows that the collecting and processing
of data should not be restricted solely to measurement-oriented procedureS. Rather, the concern
should be aimed at legitimizing the testimony and judgment of those who share in the program's
operation. Evaluation, counseling and other facilitative roles can be very much a part of this
process, but they must be a fundamental part introduced at the inception of the total evaluation
effort. And most significantly, a responsive climate must be created so as to develop the neces-
sary truselationships, which in turn will promote evaluation as a means of program growth and

. ,understanding.
. 41 e .

..: ,I do not believe that preurclinate evaluation designs, aimed at monitoring and control, with
cessive emphasis un prespecification of objectives and measurement, activities, are conducive

o broad social progiams, particularly if the goal of evaluation into comprehend the impact of
such efforts and facilitate their improvement and development, ov er time. Much of the insight

,,
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gained and many of the lessons learned as a result of the Midwest Consortium expeEicnce remain
to be shared. The full ;message has not been totally revealed because the evaluation process did
not give voice to all the concerns, nor did it produce the necessary understanding of all the good
that has been attained.
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CHAPTER IV
4.

Concluding Commentaiy

DeWavne Kitrpitts

The objecatives of this projeciNvere related to the pressing need for universities and schools tti.
renew their educational programs in the areas of pupil personnel services. ThrLughuat the project
we maintained the principle that schuul districts and universities had many common goals and
resources to Aare. Initially we discovered that universities loated inside the boundaries of a
school district, ur very near one, bad made feW attempts to systematically determine the mutual

.4 benefits of recognizing eachutherls,nCeds and resources. The most revealing example could be

o
taken from one ulthe maiwr schuoladistricts in which we worked, Schools in that district hired

.
most of their teachers from the nearby universities anti then proceeded to retrain them during
their first two years of teaching so they-could tunctipn effectively in an inner city school.
Ironically, both tht, school and university f5,1tthis constraint; but neither was able to develop a
vehicle 'fur defining and solving the above stated problem. EPDA contributed significantly for
bringing t w two parties together to understand each.other's purposes and'subsequently to
recognir the cat benefits ielated tu collaboiativc planning arid feedback. What were the ,

pr ems invo edin moving from an indep'endent workingrelationship tu an interdependent'
ationship between sthools and universities?

The approach selected by the,Consurtium was the planned change discirepancy approach that'.

is, taking what exists in thc presentsituation Ned attempting tu help those people must invulvedr
t evelup collaborative plans which will nt' uveNhem tulvard a predetermined goal. As a result of

this decision each satellite agreed that: ,
*4 tdff, progratn, and organizational changes were needed at both the school and

'

_university lettel. . .

Desired changes' nceded to be defined and agreed on.by all vtho 'would be affected

2.

by the change. t
_-

3. A systematic plan was needed to direct the changes.
z 4.. Evaluation and feedback was ahigh priority.: . a" , .

-.,

a The one factor Nhich seemed to be mostclosely linked to the overall gains made within the
schools and universities emerged as the working cliniate ur organizational environment "which c,

0 existed within a given unit ur larger organization:Our experien1es have indicated that there were
two basic types of work climates foundin.both schools and untycrsitieg. Qnc'cthria(e'could be
de\ fineeas traditional, and could be chara*cter*I as linear, formal, and buieaucratic.Thc other

,, .
type represented a more planned approach, with ptoBlems and interventions more closely defined
and ownedIndic first type of structure, loyalty to the organization and dependence upon its".

.
,

. existing organizational patterns Aeemed to be 'Primary. Generally, these units seemed mdic insufated
from new ideas coining froni within the organization or ftom the outliie. Planning, collaburatilin,,
videvaluation were considered threatening and therefore seldom practiced. Member's who felt

.
the need to be loyal didn't dirett difficult questions to therope,r source. Instead, they shared
these concerns with the Center and continued to accept things as they were or negutiateunty un '

EA,individual issues. We fuufid ti'at these settings and sitilatigns presented the greateit frustration......-
. among satellite staff memberf, since they .implied unilateral decision nicking, obscure goals, high

regalad fo'rconyjitality, and low interdependence. These norms were, reported as existing over a
longyeriod of prior to the project. Disc to the, mited scope and resourieg, we had limited
success in modifying theseporms..Ke.did, however,bring the supportive and restraining issue's

-...
.
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related to this approach to a much higher level of awareness fur future changoriented issues, and
in some cases we did influence major changes.

The second type of work climate was, in many ways, alinost the opposite in nature. The units
were organized in a less linear fashion, interacted Jess formally and were more problem solving
oriented. They placed higher value on concepts iefated to planning for change, all members of
the unit felt ownership of the problems that existed and shared in their solutions, accepted con
flirt as natural, and utilized the conflict in their day to-day problem solving activities. Commit
mcnt was Zonsidered mokriluportant than loyalty, and interdependence was valued over depen
duke and independence. At times, however, the staff members in these units.werc as frustrated
as those mentioned in the traditional organizational structure, but for very different reasons.
The ,primary difference was that plans and procedures did exist and were being implemented.
Faculty'of those units felt that rewards were distributed according to progress made with respect
to their responsibility within the unit given the existing conditions, and not according to criteria
standardized for all members or through personal relationships and `party line" membership.'
The single greatest difference was that high performance units did have an agreed upon process
for problem solving and well def*d objectives for their unit.

Vile the define and solve units perfumed most effectively, no ideal organizational arrange-
molts existed. Also, during change stages of units and organizations, no ideal organizational
patterns could be predicted. However, we can be sure of one thing- a consistent interaction
should take place between the desired change and the existing situations. This is no easy task,
since in most educational change programs a double-edged sword exists. That is, the "regular"
program is going on arthe same time that a new program is being implemented. And many
times these arc the same program, In fact, one of the reasons for supporting special projects is
to_ llow certain focus on the development and change while others attending ton people to
the issues of the day. Unfortunately, many times the two sets of activities are not differentiated
and, as a result, two sets of forces emergd which resist each other and many times cancel out any
potential growth. In these cases collaborative problem solving became difficult, and decisions
were either made by a "trusted" few or allowed to drift until either the motivation to improve
-faded-away-or.a-crisis-situation-emerged-,

Once again, in organizational units where norms existed which supported problem definition
and solving, and where influential 'persons supported the Objectives, greater change was possible.
In the units not following a systematic, plan our finding was that most of the schools and univer-
sities-were operating un implicit program goals. In many cases, individual members had outlined
their personal objectives for their part in the organization, but these seemed more associated
with "how to.make it" in the organization and less associated with the overall school or depart-
ment mission. At the beginning of the project, few of the organizational units had a plan stating
their plan of operation. Furthermore, there was great resistance against the satellite and Center
staffs' requests for. clearer Orograim"Atfittkiens.

.
At this early stage, Akre were old norms and patterns of behavior which were being challenged

by each satellite. Obviously satellite. staff were placed in a somewhat precaribus position in rela.
tem to their nonsatellite peers. Satellitettaff (including school, community, university, and
State Department) were starting to ask questions deemed appropriate but which had seldom
been aggressi?ely pursued betore. As a result, early resisting forces were bUilding, and the satellite
staffs began to experience rejecan of objectives and ideas which had been agreed upon at an
earlier time. Given the isolation satellites vvcre experiencing, they tended to turn some of their
doubts and concerns toward themselves, toward the enter, and, ultimately toward USOE. The
greatest concerns expressed at this time were:

N
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1. Are our needs assessment data valid, reliable, and relevant?

2. How du we reach agreement within our own organization on the.prioxities.which
our needs assessment data suggest that we should establish?

3. How many more times will We need to reach agreement on the objectives before
we find ownership and commitment from the organization?

Out of this experience we recognized three dusters of change agents which were working some
.what independently and often at cross purposes. 1) the satellite staff (made up of schoolti,univer
sky, community, and gtate Department people); 2) back home unit members not directly assn
dated with the projects but belonging to the same school or university unit; and 3) during the
early project stages, the Center staff.

At times each cluster was trying to influence the others while following different objectives,
priorities, and criteria. The definition and acceptance of this phenomenon became the first step
to modifying the change effort. Therefore, during yitis stage of consortium meetings we tried to
clarify.the complex male of individual and group beliefs, organizational norms, old unsolved or
ganizational problems which were surfaced by satellites, and old and new interpersonaThlation
ships which were being tested, developed; or threatened.

Our intent at this stage was to try to define the issues and practices which caused the con-
frontations and then develop a plan to move beyond the confrontation and catharsis stages into
the early stages of problem solving. The define and solve apprchuh became a pattern of behaviui
which followed both between satellites an their sites and between satellites and Center. The
ability of a unit to define and solve became one of the norms which emerged and which became
highly correlated with meeting proposed project objectives.

,

During these phases of planning and replanning it was aiscuscrcd, in some rases rediscovered,
that certain organizational norms and membership behaviors could be associated lvith limited
change outcomes while others could be associated with inajor change outcomes. The following .

list represents some of the most common conditions stated by members,of the consortium as
_either supportive or_resistant to their changc.objectiv_es. _

Conditions Producing Greatest Change Conditions ProdudngLeast Change

I) People commijted to change objectives. 1) People committed to personal 'objectives.

2) People recognized the purpose of bureaucracies 2) When the change objectives placed stress on the points

but didn't abuse their authority position. -# %%here the change was to occur, some leadership per-

sonnel retreated back to old patters of behavior or
relied on their position of authority as protection.

3) i Recognized that chingintothers is perhaps a
greater attraction than changing self or being
changed.

3) Main focus. onthanging others.

aY 4) Recognized that "no one has it together." 4) Vi, ved individual charige plan or process as best.
Change is a collaborative problem- ohring process.

t'ap

5) Followed a systematic. approach Witch satellite
members and other unit members agreed on.

5) Followed an undefindl approach, with oral commit
Tents but aiw ownerihip of existing problems.

. 6) Institutional administration was perceived as
highly legitimate, operated objectively, and
Interacted freely within the organization.

6) Institutional administration was perceived is political
and inconsistent with behavioral patterns which

olackEd definition.

7) Administration not only supported- change
cognitively but also modeled change.

7) Administration expected others to change while little

change could be observed in administrative behavior.

8) Objectives were dear and agreed upon by all who
would be affected. This required that criteria,
procedures, needed resources and time lines I
be specified.

3) Otrjectives were vague and sometimes nonexistent.
Agreement on objeCiiies seldom practiced. ,m

a
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Greatest Change

9) Existing organization norms supported change.

10) The larger b), sum made provisions to iccommodatc
the change processes and outcomes of the subsystem.
(projckt and related departments and schools),

II) An objective personis) assisted in mediating very ail
ficult change-Issues.

12) Persons to be affected by the s hinge viewed the
change as increasing relevance and effectiveness.

13) liecognition that change is sipw and often
conflict producing.

14) Dissatisfaction with t(ie present situation is
Identified, defined and modified.

15) Commitment to people and to the purpose
of the organization.

16) Fctvards based on performance related to
\---/ageed-on job definition.

17) Higher level administrators recognized
distorted information and required clari4:-

18) Nonstandard problems were accepted as part

of the Change process.

19) Interdependence of units is encouraged, although
conflict producing at times.

20) Group problem solving was a'recognized norm
of the organization.

21) Importance of working as a unittis recognized
and time priorities are male:

22) While in a committee qr work group, members
want to know the full meaning of all issues, even
those which they may not want approved by
the group.

23) Personal relationships arc important at all levels
of the organization. No personal gains can be
linked to These personal relationships. however.

Least Change
-7-

r

9) Existing norms suggested maintenance was a higher

priority. e.g.. low trusteinsulated-from the outside.
decisions made by persons in positions of authority
often lacking adequate elata,organizational problems

-disowned by members, conipetition high-collatiotanon
low, same problems reoccurring.

10) Subsystems struggled to develop adequate influtns,c to
induce change where needed.

11) Persons in positions of authonty collected information
from individuals and thcn made decisions based on their
own analysis.,

12) Persons to be affec-ted by the change formed counter-
dependent groups to resist the change objectives even
after agreeing on them. .

Wanted immediate change and with little or no con.
flict. Perceived conflict as unnatural and harmful.

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

19)

20)

21)-

22)

What wc have has worked for us in the pastwhy
should wc change.

Loyalty to the organization and to selected people.

Reward! based on personal relationships, traditional
criteria or unreliable data.

Higherievel.achninistrators chrtint recognize distor-
tions, or if recognized, did not require clarification.

Nonstandard problems wereconsidered disruptive to
a smooth, conflict.free organization.

,Dependence on the organization and independent
Work was-rewarded.

Problems were avoided and undefined, many remained
unsolved.

Important meeting's difficult to schedule clue to
individual personal schedules.

Members are active when their own issues arc lacing
worked on and passive during work time on issues not
personally interesting or rewarding.

23) Personal relationships with decision makers gain
personal favors from them.

From this brief commentury 't can be inferred that the school.and university arc more similar
than .different in their approach elfrenewal. There are, however, a few unique differences
which we feel rre important factors to this and other change-oriented projects.

In some ways, trying to describe our experience with the university is an awesome task. First,,
a lung history and tradition of change is associated with higher cducaiion in America. This history
reports that change is slow, usually resisted, and often not systematically planned. Our experience
supports these statements generally, but not uniformly, since some institutions or departments
within institutions arc more oriented toward planned chlige methodologies.

The most persistent obstacle we found was linked to the ideology which treats the academic
faculty as independent professiortals. If members ); a facUlty wanted the proposed clarige, they
could volunteer to become involved. If instead, faculty wanted things ass they 'presently existed,
they would passively resist chanic by teaching the same courses in the same way with students
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reporting the same complaints. The point here is that the university dCpartments and units with
which we worked were not noted for their ability to be innovative and responsive, but were
better-knownlor their pasLaLLomplishments. And even though some departments were current
ly in need of renewal, they ontinucd to see the present in terms of the past, when what they
were doing had been relevant. Hence, their frame of reference was in the past more than-the
present or future. The administration seemed to support the beret departments and ignore the '-

weaker ones. Maybe it was anticipated that they would o bad that students would no
longer enroll, which -rarely happens, or become self-re owing, wh h also rarely happens.

We did not find any organized, faculty-approved approach to faculty renewal training, curri-

culueenewal or organizational renewal. Most curriculum renewal was due to motivation and
commitments of individual fatuity who were occasionally supported by the institution; most
faculty renewal occurred either through self-direction or through replacements due to retirements
and mobility (neither of which arc currently viable proctsses); most organizational renewal was
created by administration. We did find a high number of administrators, faculty, and students who
desired to improve the present situation. But the history of most of the units implied that no

%planned change program existed which was highly supported, even though most of the universities
-Ilk several funded and nonfunded change programs in process.

1WIgince we represented one of these change processes, we were subject to the same resistance
factors, as any other change project. The degree of support we were able to gain was dependent

on a number of variables, If the institution was 141y fragmented and diffuse, we found it next
to impossible to bring people together and teach .5greement on a common set of objectives which

. would be approved and supported. However, 71'111e needs, motivations, and readiness to change

were present, and the tirindof the project was very closely associated with the needs of the
.university, then pre-entry and entry stages with-these institutions were easier than with institu-

tions that were not-feeling the press to change. Tbp administrators were more available, special
planning sessions were easily scheduled, and once commitments were agreed on, they were mote
likely to be carried out according to the conditions agreed on. Another variable We found to be

a reliable predictor of potential support was the faculty members' knowledge about change, and
how they conceptualised planned, change. As was mentioned inthe introduction, if one group
perceived change from a human relations point of view (focusing on self, feelings, va ues, and

process) and another group perceived change from a planned change point of view1 e as a

rational process requiripg-an organized of operation), resistance occurred which n ded

to be clarified. While s1Enne-faculty, an or administrators follow a negotiating-bargaining ap-

proach, others follow a more rational-p edapproach, and still others follow the collegial
approach of trust and reciprocity,

Certain methods and approaches to entry' worked better than others. We found it important

to find faculty who were stable, permanent members of the unit. These people tended to know
the characteristics of the system. Next it was important to demonstrate how the change would
improve what existed, rather than suggest that what existed \vas faulty. Where this approath

was followed, it became important tp secure each gain before going on to the netts*. If too
much imbalance was created, timewas needed to allow the change to be accepted before pushing
ahead into new areas. We learned not to become disenchanteekith thereiliation that objectives
once agreed upon sometimes need to be renewed or revised. It is better to rewrite some of the
objectives, of drop some out, than to continue with partial commitment; andif objectives are

modified or dropped, it is equally important to nhke the changes known. Generally we found

that it is better to experience succcss.on a few objectives than to fail'because of over-extension

of staff and institution..
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There is probably no one closing statement to adequately summarize this report. However, if
one reflects on the inexactness of science and industry, psychology,educaTtion, and evenaedicine,
()lie can easily understand the,extreme variance which can emerge in a planned change project, .

such as this. Even with the "state of the ar' t" of planned change in education, three factors seem-.
to emerge repeatedly as being necessary for change to take place. First, change programs will
succeed only if the people involved are concerned about lieli)ing other people. Second, the ob-
jectives to be accomplished should be clear, understood, accepted, and supported by the change
agents, those to be changed, and the change agent system. Lastly, personal commitment, per-
sistance and patience are required by all.

J.
We are extremely grateful to the literally hundreds of peoPle,Aficluding community persops,

school personnel, university faculty, staff and administration, U.S. Office of Education personnel,
o State Department personnel, students, spouses, friends, and all -other helpers, who contributed

to this project: N.o change,,oriented project such as this one can make its impact felt unless a high
level. of commitment exiOtsin,..\all associated parties.

We. hope this doCumenherve as more than the standard "final report" for you and hope-
klly will contribute to your future efforts toward meeting the primary goal of any change-
o 'ented project, which is to improve the quality of life for human beings.
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MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE: GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PROGRAM WORKSHEETS

The purpose of this packet lot specifying objectives and programs Is to explicate what the Midwest Center/Satellite is cluing.
Given the 12 goals as stated .01the Center/Satellite proposal (distributed at last governance board meeting), our job is to opera
tionabre these gush by specifying the objective arid program components of the Center and Al satelbtes. The specification of
objectives should be an attempt to clearly state in wnting what your satellite "would hke to du" or is doing. The objective
should state cOnerete products, professes, or organizational changes which reflect what y oui satellite believes to be important .
to the training of the "new professional." For example, a concrete objective might be:

To appoint two "community professors" to university positions as a legitimate component of the educationak
community by June 1, 1972.

)

The program components would suggest what activities the satellite will undertake tote:Sieve the objective, such as. making
proposals to education faculty, having group decisions, and setting a selection process. A less desirable objective because of
its lack of concreteness would her-

To initiate discussions with education faculty to a terikthe feasibility of "community professors."

This objective Is less desirable because it only specifies an activity and nut an outs me. Moreover, the results of the latter
objective cannot be evaluated, whde the former objective can easily be evaluite4Aong with the activities that were under-
taken in working toward the objective.

To aid you in beginning thisrlpjocess you will find enclosed a "Satellite Program Objectives" sheet and a tape by Run Baker.
esetwo aids are related td the abstracting sheets. In addition. you will find a sheet which specifies the objectives and pro-

grams for _the CentELguaLuf "Developing a Monitoring and Communication Procedure." If you shouldneed additional clanfi-
gatil or help, feel free to call Rick Beebe at the Center.

,

Time Lines:

The Center would like the-packets with objectives and programs for each of the 12 goals returned either before
or at the Policy Board meeting in Louisville on January 14, 1972. This packet will become "e_basis for
satellite monitoring and visitations.

Nfidwest Center/Satellite .

SATELLITE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES--Content Outline
Prepared by: Ronald D. Baker, Associate Professor
("Thepartment of Counseling and GuidanceJ Indiana University.;

Ew.,ard4tist terms "goal" and "objective" used?

Coat - A general intentionAor a program,....,
4

Goals arc built upon beliefs and values which reflect a position. Often the words used in the statement of
the goal imply some wish, opinion, or belief about the intended prograth;

E.g., To improve the qualifications of the trainers who are commitkd to the preparation of new professionals.

Objective - An operationalized statement of a goal.

Objectives arc descriptions of program activities in observablverms. Program objectives need to include two
elements. (1) the bathe of an observable, recordable activity and (2) the people who will receive that activity,

E.g., (I) To teach the differences between, inner -city diakcts and standard English to (2) university trainers.

Who specifies goals and objectives?

Ideally, the people involved in the total program write these statements. In the present situation the goals have been
set for the immediate future l'ilthe Center/Satellite project contract. The program objectives, however, arc open to
eachsateklite to define according to its own plaits. $

t i

Why specifiobjeqtisks?

Objectives,4 what you intend to do in order to teach or approximate some goal, Stating objectives is onebut
crucial step in solvinean educational problem. By describing what changes or programs for change arc intended,
one also implies that the changes can be demonstrated. Dependent upon the statement of the program objectives,
then, are the issues of program assessment, evaluation, and public accountability. Additionpily-,4 e ability of the
Center to bring to bear resources to aid the satellites depends upon the descriptions of pr mint ntions.
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Are there "right" goals and objectives?

No, no more than there are bsolitely right or wrong ivalues and beliefs. Goals sly something about beliefs and
wishes, objecuves tell what is planned to achieve the goals. Both are changeabledepending upon the people in- ''

volved. facilities. resources. etc. The relationship between goals and objectives is largely one Of preference and

logic by the writers of the statements. Hence, objectives are linked to goals by reason or argument, not by external
rule. Different satellites; for example, are likely to achieve project goals in different ways; consequently, theywill

state different objectives and different numbers of objectives.

How can you test the quality of your program objectives?

If a program objective is properly written, it can be:

1. Stated differently for different individuals in the program.
/. Stated as specifically as the decision- making task at hand demands.
3. Demonstrated to be pertinent t the project goals.
4. Stated in terms of recordable pr,f20.4nces.

What information will be needed uuually..for objective, systematic monitoring? (Refer to the Abstracting Sheet)

The information requested i)

A listing Of objectives related to each goal, and for each objective cited.
2. A narrative description of the program related to implementing that objective. That is, what is your plan

for getting to that objectie?
3. A description of activities involved in your program plan. What methods will you use to conduct your

planned proFn? \
4. A,designation of pc sons responsible for conducting the activities. Who wili4eaci9supervise, administer, etc.?
5. A calendar of time guidelines for your program activities,-Wn will you start; evaluate, etc., your

program activities?
6. A list of resources needed to atccomplish your program. What resources have you now; what may youReed?

7. A description of expected outcomes. What will the people or institutions receiving your program,

if you accomplish your intentions?

ABSTRACTING SHEET FOR MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE

Goal *1: To improve the qualifications of the trainers (university) who arc committed to the preparation of new

professionals. `-'-'

Goal *2: To improve the qualifications of the supervisors (school) who are committed to the preparation of new
professionals.

._

. _ . . . .. .. _ _

.Goal *3: \. To recruit nunonty group persons as trainers (community, school, university) Who Will'prepari the new
professionals.

Goal *4f To prepare minority group persons as trainers (community, school, university) who will prepare the new

professionals. .....
, ...,

Goal of 5: To prepare nqik professionals (entry or renewal) to dc0C10P pro ms which contain collaborative planning

arrangements among the university, school, State Dt rtrnent d Public Instruction, and related communities*
and community agencies (educational community).

Goal*6:. To Prepare new professionals (entry or renewal) to develop. rograms which contain collaborative evaluation

. arrangements among university, school, State Department of Public Instruction, and related communities add..-
community agencieqedueational community). .

Goal *7: 10 develop programs which prepare the new professionals to train.other members of the educational community.
,.-..'-\ ;

Goal* it.r To. repare new professionals to design training programs which arc appropriate for low income area schools.

Goal T prepare new professionals to implement Alining programs which are appropriate for low income aria schools.
-.

....c.-

GU* 10. to prepare new professionals to evaluate trairung,programs which are appropriate for low income area schools.

Goal 411. To bring about organizational changqpn the institutions that prepare new professionals to facilitate achieving
the concept of a collaborative educatiOnal community for meeting goals 1"- 101

Goal *12: o.bring about. organizational change in the systems in which new professionals function to facilitate achieving

the concept of a collaborative
.1

educational community for meeting goals 1-16.

Abstruting Sheet for Midwest Center/Satellite

Goal* I: To improve the quabficationsof the trainers who arc committed to the 'preparatiOn of new profeiiitinals.
Lin the satellite objectives and Program componelits related, to Goal *I.
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Objective A for Goal It 1:

CPrograni:

Activities:

Pcrson(s) responsible:

Time Lines:

Resources needed:

Expected outcomes:

Objective B for Goal It I:

Program:

Activities

Personli) responsible:

Time Lines:

Resources needed:

Expected outcomes:

SAMPLE WLMIK SHEET
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APPENDIX B

DESIGN AND RATIONALE FOR MODIFICATION
, OF MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE RELATIONSHIPS
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;
The ideas contained in this draft copy represent the thinking oTa Midwest Center ActI-loc Corn-,

'flitter. The Ad Hoc Committee was compiled of one Person-fromeaeh'iatellitedireetcirship, oatt
person from the community component of{each satellite, and Center staff,"

Convened by the Midwest Center, the committee met on July and28; 1972 in Indianapolis ,

for the purpose of solving problems in the area of relatidn,shiPs among satellitss and.betWern
satellites and the Midwest Center. Subsequent to this ad hoc problem-solving committee meeting,
a second meeting was held on August 7, 1972, in Columbus,Phio. This second meeting involved
three persons from the first meeting (one person from the Center, one satellite director, and one
person from the project's community component). Their mission was the pulling together of ideas
generated during the first meeting. This draft represents their efforts at fulfilling that mission.

(
\

RATIONMY"

During the past few months, the NEdwest Centel/Satellite piugram, m acxurd wIth its overall mission, has been moving toward
what might be called its second phase of development that is, implementation of Plans of Operation designed to attain the

/r
(

following broad objectives:

1. To modify existing Pupil Personn Serviceining programs and develop additional components necessary
for entry and renewal training (PrdkraidDevelopment);

2. To provide staff development related -to demands of newly established programs (Staff Development), and

3. To reorganize existing structures appropriate to meeting prOgram goals (Organization Deylopn\ent).

These broad objectives are undergirded by the pnme objective related to all of the above that is, to help (tnpruve the quality
----trf'ectucatiunuf low-income, luachreving students through the preparauun and uainuig of new prufessiutis.,(paiticularly

minority group persons) who in turn teach others in the new interprofessional model'of service delivery.

The Midwest Centel and satellites, as a cunsorttum of human resources cumnutted tp the realization of the objectives stand
above, have been linkra Together through the Midwest Centel Policy Board. This buard.has functioned in the following areas
of the project operas one ti

1. Forrk ilated,the general policy which has guided the total operation of the C,enter/Satellite p (oject with
respect-toils overall goals.

2. Advised and made recommendations to the Center on criteria and procedure in the development of opera-
liorial policy.

)

"/Servedas.a,resource body for_the overall planning and evaluating of_the_Center/Satellite projectrelative_to
established goall and objectives.

In addition to these achievements, the Policy board has experienced ongoing difficulties which it is now attempting to resolve
through. a modification of the relauunships between:Center and satellites as well relationships amoRg sattelhtes. it is the
intent of this statement to specify the need for modTcatiun of these relationships,.and the meal? by which the needed changes
might take place.

BACKGROUND ,

The use acumpetenctga7a.programs winch employ mululevel planning and implementation has caused many difficulties in
assuring that a muiti*aceted,,eunglomerate, and diverse board can operate effectively and efficiently. This has been true in al-
most all cases throughout the country (poverty boards, Economic Opportunity Commission Boards, comatUnity action boards,
Model Center Boards, etc..).the Midwest Center/Satellite as it began its oprratnin 15 months ago, found several factors to be .

quite.eviden

1,' MTh usual product evaluation becomes extremely difficult to identify.

ognitive and affective growth of such a disparate, bodj, is etreinely difficult to pleasure.

desirable "spill-over" effect is not al Ways cagily 'recognizable. i i
.

,...

4. 'The identification of variables which affect the accomplishment of gtilistria objectives on a multi-level .
, .. ..

board is unusually difficult to locate and control.. .
In spite of the complexities of measurement, control, and knowledge of efficiency, it is desirable to utilize a diverse membership
and/or complex board'stnce this (1) more accurately represents the complic.ations of the real world, (2) offers opportunities for
a more humanistic and democratic approach,to decision making, and (3) proVIdes a greater chance for personal investment and
coMinitment.to decisions which are made. # ,

, ( \ / 1
The Nfidwest Center/Batellite 4..unsor,tirunielt It impera,tsvc to begin tcsubg ihe'multi-level, multi-dimensional panty board as a

b
de,sl-.....s. ,

on-malag body. The board was referred to by some, as "advisor anclb); others as"governance." However, the cleat
-,,
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intent was for the board to make decisions, approve policy, and assist in program development. The three areas of focus were
never fully operationalized within the board. It appeared that this was due to several discrete factors:

I.,. A lack of understanding by various members concerning the function of the board.

2. A kuestiontabout who controls or who has power.

3. A lack' of-cilarity on administration and policy functions.

4. A fear on the part of individual board members to fully utilize the "board" as a change agents

5. A concern on the part of board members for utilizing conflict as a growthproducing strategy.

The initial phase of the relationship between Center and satellites entailed the search for commonly share goals and sub-
sequent formation of a polici structure that was to insure the attainment of project goals. While thls"form of rrlationship
was adequate for the beginning of the relationship between satellites and Center, it has not provided suffrdcntl support to the
attainment of our current programmatic thrust.

THE CURRENT PICTURE
4 /

The stated functions of the Midwest Center/Satellite$olicy Bpara'were, in general terms, to formulate broad statements of
policy that would determine programmatic direction.

While the U.S. Office of Education established a poliCy that each Center/Satellite operation was to
.
establish some means of

handling the question of policy determination, each Center was left to establish its own, devices as to how It would organize
to accomplish its goals..In other words, the Center /Satellite itself is an experimental design that provides for decentralizauon
and flexibility in terms of functions withihithe Center/Satellite consortium.

Within the Midwest Center/Satellite consortium there ire, perhaps, two main sets of functions served by the Policy Board
organization

1

1., The formulation of broad policy for the Midwest Center/Satellite programs, and

2. The informal, unstated benefits of supportiverelationships among colleagues committed to similar change
goals in the area of Pupil Personnel Services.

- . .

THE PROBLEMS INHERENT THE CENTER/SATELLITE STRUCTURE
; -

1, Competition (InterInstitutional)
The U.S. Office of Education has in the past routinely awarded grants to individual institutions who carried out their
institutional missions in accord with their own best judgments. The Center/Satellite funding structure, perhaps for the
first time, has required institutions of higher education and their various constituents (school systems, communities)
to work cooperatively toward mutually shared change goals. The issues of control and autonomy that formerly existed
between the U.S. Office and.the individual university were now manifested in the relationship between Center and
satellites.

2. Program Differentiation -
The Center/Satellite structure requires a creative approach to a need for linkage between Center and satellites and amung...., Th,
satellites. The questions of power arid control emerged repeatedly as individual satellites attempted to synchronize
programs within the broad frapiwIr :gf the overall programmatic goals.

Mutually determined policy Cent /Sat, Hite) tended to submerr individual institutional needs fur autonomy and high-
light the need for shared dec making around overall Policy related to programmatic goals. Thus, individual satellites'
wereable to maintain au y forlocal programs and yet allow for complernentarity between differing programs and
overall,Midwest Center/Satellite goals.

3. Proximity o

The, spatial arrangemcnt between Center and satellites has requited additional efforts in the area of maintairung linkages
between the varying parts of the change system. From time to,time,,both' satellites and Center have experienced problems
in synchronizing local programmatic.operafiom with the overall need of the Midwest Center itself.

Arra ng for all participants to meet at the same place at the same tide has been costly as well as time consuming. For
pulling together of the entire consortium in intern's that are too dose together could be destructive to
operations.

4. Dill of Policy and Administration
Understan ngs of policy and administration were lacluniLamorkt some board members. For example, policy was often
misconstrue to mean implementation instead of general or specific guidelines as to how satellites would be governed
or girded topard intended goals. These misunderstandings of policy made it impossible to deal with overall puryoses
and direction within the board. A specific example of a policy decision as compared to an administrative decision
might be the.following: I
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Policy. Each satellite will allocate five (5) percent of its total budget to program activities related to its community
component (to be,deidinined by board).

Administration. The way the polig.will be carried out by the respective tateUite.operations (to be determined by
satellite administr-itors).

The second phase of development liatbest be described as the thrust that will enable the Midwest Center and satellites to
uperauunaltze and further develop that Plans of Operation for the academic year 1972-1973. It Is felt that a,significant amount,
of policy related to the vanous programs in the Midwest Center /Satellite consortium has been developediatid that the primary
need at this time and over the next few years will be in the area of developing anditiaintainiiigfupportiie linkagesralnio
satellites and between satellites and the Midwest Center. In order to accomplish such linkages, i is felt that a moilifitAtio in
form and function of the Midwest Center/Satellite Policy Board will tae required.

THE NEED FOR MODIFICATION IN THE
MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE RELATIONSHIP

I'hc above items lea to the ongoing problems related to the organization of the change consortium. The following statements are
a reporting of the ,means by which the Midwest Center/Satellite project will attempt to handle these problems in the future through
the formation of three (3) Midwest Center /Satellite strategy and problem-soh:ring committees.

The three committees (Strategy Committees) are to be organized around three main Midwest Center/Satellite strategies.

A'. the Strategies
1. Program Development

Program development is seen as the strategy or the design by which.individual satellites attempt to formulate
plans and carry out their respective missions related to modification of existing Pupil Personnel Servicei training
programs.

2., Staff DeveloPmettt
Once programs are, in fact, designed, it becomes necessary to assess the respective satellite staff capabilities for
implementing the designs. At times, this assessment may indicate a need for imint to the staff in the way of In-
creased knowledge, skills, or competencies.

Staff development as a planned ongoing process was not clearly ,rvicientiii Zile Midwest Center/Sategite structure
Aproughout the past year. For example, when problems arose thintlieC4ter/Satellite organiztvion,a good

object lesson might have been presented as the disquieting influe vigere,worked through toward a healthier
organization. '...

There xerc several other evidences of the need for tuff development (proposal writing, evaluation, communication
skills, etc.). _.

3. Organization_D.evelopment . . . . . . .

M a strategy, this area of activity is related to the organization of the change team itself as well as the organization
of the various component systems which are comprised within the respective Satellite Task Forces. This strategy,
speaks to the question of Whether the existing Pupil Personnel Services training resources are organized in a
manner in which they can be effectiVely utilized for change. , ,

,

Several specific issues which have assisted the Midwest Center/Satellite in arriving at its current position include
the clear indications that:

t
..^-- .

1. Individual and group role expectations were not clarified:
.. . .

2. Responsibilities were not spelled out and agreed uport.
3. Rewardsyste-ms were Aof built into the Changestrategy,

.

4. Sub-Units did not und*Stand their'relationship (dePende
1.
independeriCe):

.
B:. -Modification of Policy Bo rd Arrangemeht to the Strategy and Policy 'Committee Arrangementy ,

In reality, the three strat gy committees are seen as complementary to the three main goals of Midwest Center/Satellite
operation. They do not in, y way supplant the organization of the,POlicy, Board. The essential changes are as followi:

,,,-- --- . - - _ . , ,4"
. - . s,

,C. Functions (General) , , t
T. The Policy Board will,convene on an as needed basis, not on a routine basis.-',". . . ,.

, 2. When there is a need for policy around certain progyiliiiiiiiTissues, policy.recommendations will emerge, from
the three Strategy Committees in written form andt

Wen. be aged to an agenda upon which the Policy Board will
meet to deliberate. . , . ,

3. The. entire membership of (he Midwest Center/Satellite ccinnn" unity of resources will mee9uarterly for the
frillo.wing purposes:

To..realize the benefits of interaction among the various change team colleagues regarding similar changt
goals in Ptipiltersonnel Services.
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,b. To solve mutual problems related to the implementation of program, the development of staff, and the
development of change within Task Force systems (i.e., community, State Department, university, school).

D. Functions (Specific) ri
1. Specific''Fiu-actions of the Policy Board (Quarterly Meetings)

sharing (inter-satellite; satellite-Center)
b. Internal and external evaluation
c. Sharing of satellite Plans of Operation
d. Problem-solvinggenerating strategy proposals
e. Policy recommendations (as needed). (The agendas for quarterly mettings should be formulated and

shared no later than two weeks prior to the date °kite meeting).

2. Specific Functions-Of-theThree Strategy Committees

a. Identifieationzf needed resources in the strategy area (i.e., consultants, readinginateriab)
b. Assessment of progress toward planned objectives
c. Plan and schedule work sessions that deal with one or both of the following:

i. Individual satellite needs
ii. Needs coito2.....1 to each satellite

d. Assist in formulating quarterly meeting agendas based on the activities engaged in during regular Strategy
Committee meeting& These activities should be reported in the form of written and oral reports.

4. Specific Functions of the Mid st'Center

throughout the life of the Ce ter/Satellite structure, the Center will serve as an administrative unit.

c

The major purpose of the Center will be, to serve as:

a. A resource component (fiscal and Liberian) for satellites;
ii. A communication facilitatoi for satellites;
iii. An advocate for satellitesiiiid,, .
iv. A linkage with the U.S. Office of Education andother Centers,'

b. Carry out policies as established by Midwest Center/Satellite Policy Board
c. Serve as legal agent for the U.S. Office of Education/Satellites
d. Keep records and dissemination of infOnnation to satellites anallther Centers (e.g., nesialetter)

MEMBERSHIP

.?)

It is strongly re mmended that each satellite select personifor Strategy Committee membership on the basis of the resources
theiiirsort lenct.t3,the_effortsnf the respective.Strategy Conunitties. It is felt that the benefits accruing to each satellite
will be directly relUed to the adequacy of the participation of its committee members. However, if wittun the context of the
following broad guidelines, individual satellites are able to Echne up with better iortnulas, they arc encouraged to do so.

A. One community person each satellite, each committee.

B. One saSallite member (school system, State Department, university) each satellite, each committee.

C. One Center person each co'mmittee:

SOME*, ENEF1TS OF MODIFICATION'

1. .--ixtrterved Community Involziement ,
,As it proposed in the section on membership, the corn unity component of the project is to have membership on
each S tcgy Committee front each satellite. This would mean that each satellite would have three persons from each

4 of its irmunitiesas additional resources to their programmatic activities and a total of 15 for the Midwest Center.
-"i

Althq al these members might be invoir,cat present in local Task Force activities, it is felt that combining local involve.
,merit with central involvement on Midwest Center/Satellite Strategy Committees will enhance and facilitate more active
participation.

2. Reiource Utilization
Bimonthly meetings of smaller work grouping tit provide lir maximum input of the various human resources resent.
in the past, various members have not felt they vc\had ad ple chance to participate during lengthy meetings of
large groupings.

3.. , Communication and Lipka Ile . .

Although much of the strategy work will be conducted during the bimonthly meeting..., there are still provisions for
the interaction among all,project components 'during the quarterly work seuions. The design and agenda for these
meetings will be pulled together based upon the activities and desires of the smaller committees.

p

k
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'ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

FOR MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE CONSORTIUM

Kited States X)ffice of Education

Bureau of Educational Personnel Development

r,
Division of College Progranis

Pupil Personnel Services

Midwest Center
Department of Counseling and Guidance

School of Education

IC-) Indiana University

Satellites

University of Illinois
Urbana Campus

Jane Addams School
of Social Work

and 8 school districts

Indiana University
Northwest (at Gary)

and Gary
Public Schools

University of Illhois
Chicago Circle campus'
;School of Education
and Chicago School

District 9

Ohio State University
Schooiof Educition

Faculty of Special Services
and Columbus,
Eublic

Usliversity of Louisville
School of Education

and
Louisville Public Schools

Department of Pupil Personnel Services

Indiana University
School of Education

Department of Counseling
and Guidance

and Indiana



4. Coordination
The planned inttracuon of project components around program issues will allow ellites and nter to coordinate

loczl program activities with overall Midwest Center/Satellite activities onverting of small r bi monthly work
sessions will allow local program activities to continue, since all key human resources will not drawn away from

local programs at the same time. The quarterly meetings that will require the presence of must f the satelliki resources

can be better planned when dates, times, places, and agendas are specified well in advance oft meetings.

NEC r STEPS

It seems evident that in order tomobilize our efforts towards a program of modification of our existing relationships, the
members of the ad hoc problem-solvmg committee who participated in the development of the ideas contained in this draft
will need to assume primary revonsibilities in the following areas:

A. Reviewing the draft prepared by the subcommittee of three.

B. Sharing any input or suggestions regarding changes or rewording of the draft.

C. Utilizing the draft copy to begin the process of identifying committee members.

The selection process might include a vanety of methods, depending upon local satellite organization makeup and decision
making methods. However, it lsanticapated that satellite staff and Task Force members who were not involved in the pro-
cess of fUrmulating these ideas will need an opportunity to create input before they are able to provide needed assistance in

achieving their local programmatic goals. As soon as the local identification and selection process is completed, it is anticipa ed
that committee members will need to gather data regarding their satellite needs in each of the strategy areas. This inform on

will provide the Mice committees with a point of departure for their activities during the coming year.

$
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OBJECTIVES FOR
THE 1973-1974 PLAN OF OPERATIONS

FOR THE MIDWEST CENTER

This document, along with the cashes document "A Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Deasion Making Related to the
Midwest Center/Satellite Project," is a statement of Center's responsibilities to the US. Office of Education and to the
satellites associated with this project. This plan is based un our interpretation, which we hope to clanfy further, of the sure,\__
of the Center vii a vis the satellites.

The Center has the responsibility to perform two basic functions in this project. One is the leadership function, the other,
the research and dissemination function.

Leadership Function
We beheve the leadership function is being served whenever an individual assumes the responsibility and takes action in

concert with the goals of the project. This definition implies nu specific individual. Thus, any individual who is a part of the
project, either from Center or satellite, can perform this leadership function. We would like to make that implication explicit.
We btlieve that leadership can and should be provided by many people.

Therefore, when we say that a major,part of our job is to attend to the leadership function, it should not be taken to mean
that Center has assumed "the mantle of leadership", it only means that it is Center's ultimate responsibility to see that leader
ship is provided by someone.

The Two Aspects of Leadership
In this Statement of Objectives fur Center we have identified two aspects of the leadership function, or to make it more

operational, we have identified two kinds of actions that arc taken when performing in the leadership role. One lends support,
the other gives direction. For the latter we have adopted the term guidance.

The Two Phases in the Project Year
In specifying our objectives, we have conceptualized the project y car into a planning and an implementation phase. In

labeling the objectives in this plan we have speafied those objectives that support guidance objectives in both the planning and
the implementation phases.

To help clarify the organization of this plan we have shown a skeletal outline:

Center Terminal Leadership Objectives
(Enabling Objectives Relating to the Leadership Function)

14.

Enabling Objective PS-I (Planning - Support)
" PS-2

PS-3
PS-4

Enabling Objective PG-1 (Planning - Guidance)
"' PG-2
22 PG-3

Enabling Objective IS-1 (Implementation-Support)
" IS-1-1
22 IS-2

IS-3

Enabling Objective IGI (Implementation-Guidance)
22

22

IG-1-1

IG-1.2
IG-I-3

. Objectives Relating to the
Research and Dissemination Function

Research and Dissemination Terminal Objectives

Enabling Objective R $c 1)-1 /a,

R dc 1:1-2

The Center Terminal' Leaership Objective
To have satellites accomplish the terminal objec.tives that have been mutually agreed to by Center and satellite.

96'
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Criteria
Criteria as specified in,"A Plan to ," except that addenda may be adopted by mutual agreement between Center

and satellite.

Data
Specified in the document "A Plan to Assist...."

Enabling Objectives Relating to the Leadership Function in Planning

Enabling Objective PS-I (Planning-Support)

Tu have trust relationships established and maintained with satellite staff so that actions taken by Center will not
be viewed by satellite staff as benefiting Center at the expense of satellite.

Criteria.
Center expectations for the project are explicated in written documents that are free of ambiguities. There is openness in

dealing with each other. Information is exchanged freely. When questions of information or of feelings are akscd of Center,
they are answered directly.

tri
Any questions relating to the intent of Center with respect to expectations for satellite shall be answered directly.

Data
Documents originating from Center, that deal with Center expectations.
Center Documents. A Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Making Related to the Midwest Center /Satellite Project

Guidelines for 1972-1973 Final Report
Guidelines for 1973-1974 Plan of Operation -
Critique of Final Reports and Plans of Operation
The 1973-1974 Plan of Operation for the Midwest Center

Minutes or reports from Center /Satellite meetings called for the purpose of reaching agreements on 1973 1974 Plans of Operation.

Enabling Objective PS-2

To have mutual agreement between Center and satellite on specific kinds of action Center will take during the project

year to assist satellites.

Criteria
Commitments will be made at the beginning of the contract year with the understanding that they can be changed by mutual

agreement. Center actions to initiate and make suggestions for actions which they believe meet general needs of all satellites.

Data
Minutes or reports of meetings between satellite and Center called for the purpose of agreement on Plans of Operation for

1973-1974.

Enabling Objective PS-3

To provide information to each satellite relative to the institutional support that exists for the local project within
the associated university and the department with which satellite staff is affiliated and the local school associated

with the project.

Criteria
Information to be obtained by trained interviewers utilizing an interview schedule which is based on the EPDA rationale.

Interviewees will be determined by mutual agreement between Center and satellite.

The information obtained in the interview will be shared with satellites. The confidentiality of faculty resporikients will be
maintained.

Data
Center will have the data summarized for the converuence of satellite, however, raw data will be made available if requested.

Enabling Objective PS-4
To have Center and satellite staff believe that objectives adopted in the 1973-1974 Plan of Operation for their
satellite mutually benefit both satellite and Center.

Criteria
Stated in objective.

Data
Interview or questionnaire data from staff, communications, written or verbal, relating to the rationale fur specific objctives.

Enabling Objective PG-1 (Planning-Guidance)

To have each satellite staff prepare a plan of operation for 1973 1974 which is in substa cal cunforoity to guidelines.
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Criteria
The guidelines as bpecificd ecept for changes that arc reached in mutual agreement between Center and satellites. The common
objectives for all satellites which Center has stated may be cejrcted or modified if there is agreement between Center and
satellite that situational factors or special constraints makftic adoption of an objective unreahstic or inappropriate for that
satellite. 43

Data
The accepted Plan of Operation.

Enabling Objective :

To have a statement of objectives of the Celli& Plan of Operation for 1973-1974 which is shared with satellites
prior to final agreement on Satellite Plan for 1973-1974,

Criteria
For each objective criteria and data will be specified.

Data
This document.

Enabling Objective PG-3

To have Center and satellite reach agreement on the information needs of the satellite idata that satellite will collect)
before Plans of Operations for.1973-1974 are finalized.

Criteria
Mutual agreement by Center and satellite. Data wiA come from multiple sources and/or multiple methods. Data will relate to -

implementation of Plan of Operation and to results of the implementation.

Data
A written agreement which details the kind of data to be 4,1-Melted, the time lines for this cullecuun'of the data, and who is
responsible for collecting, analyzing, and the data.

Enabling Objective /S-/ (Implementing - Support)

To have a Center Support Program developed that is composed of activities which arc financed in part by the Center
and which contributes to the work of the individual satellite as well as the total project.

Criteria
The program will be based on mutual needs and commitments of Center and satellite made at the time of adoption of the
1973.1974 Plan of Operation.

Data

The plans of action .for each dement of the support program.'

Enabling Objective IS-1-1

To have a planning procedure established for the Support Programs in order to work out implementation plans fur
each of the major activities.

Criteria

The planning will be cooperative, final plans to be mutually agreed on by Center and satellite. However, Center shall be willing
to accept a greater share of the planning responsibility as they have more resources for this.

Data
Written description of the plan.

Evaluation of support activities.
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Enabling Objective 1S-2

To have Center establish regular communic,atidn with satellites to the form of a "Co Directors' Report" and/or an
"Evaluation Report" with the purpose of keeping satellites informed of Center activities on a biweekly basis.

Criteria
To be determined with the help of satellites.

Data

Reports made.

Enabling Objective /S-1

To have Center establish a monthly information bulletin - "New Ideas on Change in Urban Schools", "New Ideas in
Urban Counseling", new boOks of interest, ideas tried in other satellites, want ads from satellites for needed resources,
etc.

Criteria
Content based on satellite need.

Data

The Bulletin.

Enabling Objective !G -1 (Implementation-Guidance)

To have Center and satelbte Plans of Operation implemented except when data have been collected which suggest

that changes arc needed.

Criteria
Stated in Objective.

Data,
Evaluation data collected as the 'project is implemented.

Enabling Objective 1G-1-1

To have in each component of the project, Center, and each satelbte a person (or persons) who has the responsibility

to collect information about the ongoing activities, identifying successful accomplishments, and discrepancies between

the Plan and the implementation, and where discrepancies are noted calling them to the attention of the appropriate

program staff person.

Criteria
Data collected shall be summarized at least monthly and will become part of the total data that will be collected on iniplemen

tation.
.

The person collecting the data will either be an outside consultant (this is preferable) or a staff member who has no program
responsibilities. .

. The person collecting the informanon will have skills in observation, interviewing, research design, data analysis, and data

feedback.

Enabling Objective 1G-1-2

To have evaluation reports that relate to the major enabling objectives of Center and satellite shared between them
in order that each be informed, encouraged by successes, and alerted to problems that may be deyeloping.

Criteria
Specified in objective

e

Data
The evaluation reports and its Plan of Operation.
Monthly reports on data utilization.

Enabling Objective 1G-1-3

To have agreements on general procedure for sharing information which had been agreed to at the time of adoption

of 1973-1974 Plans (see PG-3) operationalized.

Criteria
The Plans of Operation and the original agreement.

Data
A written document indicating the agreed on procedures and time lines.

t
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Objectives that Relate to the
Research and Dissemination Function

R & D Terjninal Objective

To have written information on the Midwest Center/Satellite EPDA Program that will contribute to present knowledge
on program development carried out within operating systems of the educational community.

Criteria

'Reports ,and papers that represent this research effort should meet the criteria normally associated with academic research papers.
They shall be written with clarity, that is, the ideas are orgaruzed.to illustrate the central theme and are presented in a logical
order in clear and concise language.

The findings reported should be related to a conceptual framework which is well grounded in research and practice. The
rationale should include citations to document- related developmental work and societal and institutional conditions that bc.0
on the development effort. Conclusions shall be supported by valid data, preferably from multiple sources; Interpretational
analysis shall be included and shall be relevant to the data presented.

Criteria
Commitments shall be made early enough to permit work to be carried out. Entering into agreements will be strictly voluntary
on the part of satellites, as Cente4ust assume the major share of the work and the responsibility for Research and Dissemination.

Data

Enabling Objective R & D-2

To have a written natural history of the Midwest Center/Satellite project.

Criteria

Information for this history will be gathered and written by a faculty -level person provided by Center. This person will be skilled
in the methodology associated with anthropological research and will obtain information through the examination of =sung
documents, through interviews over the project year, and through on-site observations to learn of the developing history of the
present year.

This history will attempt to document the development of each project. the constraints, problems, and conflicts, both internal
and external; and the accomplishments, both intended and unintended.

All information gathered from a satellite will be shared with that satellite. It is the intent that this effort will not only contribute
to the writing of the history of the Midwest Projects, but that information on present history, fed back as soonas it can be
written up, will be useful to the local project:

The perspective from which this history will be written is one which seeks to discover. the perceptions of the people active in
the project. .

Data
The written history.
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GUIDELINES
,

FOR 1973.1974 PLANS OF OPERATION

The purpose of the guidelinef h to assist the program staff and their urganiz.ations ip developing a third year Plan of Operation
which will act as a structured resource toward meeting stated program objectives.

In reviewing the overall purpose of the EPDA projects, the three original areas of development, i.e., program, staff, and organ-
ization, remain as prime factors in preparation for the third year. During the past two years these three areas stimulated activities
such as. 1) forming a competent staff who supported the EPDA rationale and inner-city needs, 2) developing an organizational
structure to surface and solve problems in relation to the EPDA rationale and inner-city liiectis, and 3) developing a program of
study relevant to thepurposes, goals, and objectives of the project- ,

In order to maintain continuity, the same three developmental areas will be followed m the guidelines for 1973-1974. Since
these developmental areas represent only general statements of need, the "Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Making
Related to the Midwest Center/Satellite Project," including objectives, criteria, and needed data will also be followed.

As you know, this document was mailed to each Satellite Director on April 27, 1973, along with the "Guidelines fur Final
Program and Financial Reports, 1972-1973." Even though the 1972-1973 final reports and the 1973.1974 Plans of Operation

'are separate and distinct documents, there is potential fin conjoint relationships between selected portions of the two products.

This year, and for the first time, all subcontracts must be approved by the U.S. Office of Education. Because of this, your
/Ian of Operation will need to represent the complete program, staff, organizational structure, evaluation methods, and plan
fOr institutionalization. We anticipate a critical analysis from the Office of Education on each Plan of Operation. Thisreview
from the Office of Education is probably related to many questions, but the most often mentioned arc:

1. Does the practice of extended funding pay off; i.e., arc there measurable developmental gains over the
three-year period which were based on client needs and which would not have occurred if funding from OE
had not been available?

2. Educational resource utilization is being critically reviewed at all levels due to od ucational economics.

3.* The Center/Satellite projects have been and will continue to be reviewed to determine their impact on a new
Way of conceptualizing the training and retraining of professionals and paraprpfessitmals in education.

INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
FOR 1973-1974 PLANS OF OPERATION.

The meaning of "program" used here follows the ideas stated in the minutes of the Program peyelopment Strategy Committee,
that is, a program is the structure developed to provide learners the kinds of experiences necessary to prepare them for a set
of generally known future functions and relationships.

The discussion that follows will focus on program only, even though in a f5weses there will be 3verl3p with the other pnmary
areas, e.g., staff, institutionalization, and evaluation. As mentioned; the guidelines stem from the programdefinition statements
and objectives followed during the 1972 1973 project. yeai. Therefore, Terminal Objective I will be restated here, followed by
Terminal Objectives II, III, and VI.

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE I
TO HAVE EACH SATELLITE PREPARE A PROSPECTIVE NEW DEGREE PROGRAM OR SPECIALIZATION WHICH
COULD BE ADOPTED IN THEIR UNIVERSITY AND WHICH WOULD QUALIFY AS A TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE
"NEW PROFESSIONAL" AS DEFINED IN THE EPDA RATIONALE.

Terminal Objective I encompasses the total array of experiences entry level trainces,will encounter while enrolled in your
program in preparation to function as Pupil Personnel workers in inner-city schools. As you have noticed, Terminal Objectives
II, III, and yr are integral parts of yilur program arca and provide special support for its development.

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE II states:
TO HAVE EXPERIMENTAL OR PILOT COURSES DEVELOPED BY THE SATELLITE STAFF WHICH IpdIGAIILY
RELtsTE TO THE EPDA RATIONALE, AND HAVE BEEN PROVEN EFFECTIVE IN TEACHING THE,SIGII,LS,, CONCEPTS,
AND ATTITUDE& THE COURSES.SEEK TO PROVIDE.

Stated here arc the triteria and data selected out with special emphasis for thc development and testing of expennientakur
pilot courses which logically relate to the EPDA rationale./Ste Enabling Objectives undcr Terminal Objective II.) ,)

Also in support of program development is Terminal Objective III which states. TO HAVE EACH SATE ITE 'DEVELOP
PILOT COURSES OF INSTRUCTION WHICH ARE CLOSELY RELATED TO THE PRACTICAL PROBLEM HAT F.' CE
INNER-CITY SCHOOLS.

In reviewing thc supporting enabling objectives, criterion statements, and data needed to makc decisions, thc reason fur
selecting out Terminal Objectives II and III arc clarified. (See Enabling Objativcs under Terminal Objective III.)
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Also specifically related to the program area, as well as to the total third-year plan, is TERMINAL OBJECT/YE Vt.

TO HAVE EACH SATELLITE BE ABLE TO SUPPORT THE DECISIONS IT HAS MADE WITH VALID DATA, TO HAVE
IT SECURE EVIDENCE OF THE RESULTS IT HAS ACHIEVED AND EVIDENCE OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ITS
STRATEGIES.

Following Terminal Objective VI, the first three Enabling Objectives, i.e., E.O. VI -1, E.O. VI-2 and E.O. VI.3 are closely

linked to your program definition.

As mentioned in the introduction, these combined objectives form the nucleus for the three original areas for third year
plans. Terminal Objectives IV and V will follow under the separate heading of Institutionalization.

SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR 1973.1974

Program Definition 4

1. Included here are the courses, modules, processes, and other elements and componentsrclatefl to your new
degree program or specialization.
a. List the complete title of each course a degree-seeking entry level trainee will be enrolled in and/or exposed

to in your new degree program.
b.. Include a complete syllabus for each course as an appendix to your 1973-1974 Plan.
c. Other data:

1) For each course indicate if this is an old course (initiated prior to September 1971) or a new course
(state initiation dates).

2) Present data which support continuation of ol'd courses.
3) Present data which support that the new courses were needed and should continue.
4) State thc objectives of each course listed under "a above.

NOTE: Statc objectives for all new courses in behavioral terms.
5) List factors relatedto the purpose of each course such as:

Facts to be learned
Attitudes to be changed
Skills to be mastered

6) Placesof Instruction
- University classrooM

, School classroom
',..ommunity center

Computer center
*id co laboratory
Private home-

- Ogler
7) HowAyilltnrollee achievement related to facts learned, attitudes changed, and skills mastered be

. measured? (i,c., class tests, written repofts, observations, by professors, observations by peers, self-
,

reporrvetc.)
8) Is thEre;an expectation that studcnts will practice what they have learned during thc course/
9) Is there al,exPectation that an evaluation will be made to determine what student achievements in

thc courseyli Le applied in the field setting? That is:
a) Proble 'ito be solved
b) Conditritins to be changed
c) Programs to be changcd

10) For the evaluation of 8 and 9 abo ts thc measures that will be used and thc manner in which ,

' - comparisons will be made.
2. Expected help to host schools

. .

This section refers to thc help satellite programs will offer to host school's (s') problems (needs) which

instifia?r; given will continuc to be related to the new prograiii area.
a. Description of needs assessed. Use findings from 1972-1973 final reports to infcr third-year needs. Areas to

consider are: program staff - organizatior; evaluation diffusion and adoption.
b. Expectations of school for:

1) ' Service-

2) Development
c. Expectations of university for:

1) Scrvicc
21 Development

d. State course, module, workshop, consultation, etc. designs which will incorporate meeting school and university

expectations for service and development.
c. Results expected of meeting host school needs. (Sec E.O. III-2-1.)

3. Enrollee data
a. List criteria for 1973-1974 admission to your program arca.
4. List criteria for successful completion of your program.

Staterecruitment practices to be followed.
d. List total number of enrollees planned for during 1973.1974 academic year as follows on page 104. -
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B. Program Staffing $
Program staffing inclu es the total group of professionals, assistants, and paraprofessionals who directly influence the

their names will appeal n theit course syllabus, only persons who are in your department or who are affiliated with
preparation of the n a/fess:lona. Since some courses may be taught in departments other than your 9wn, and since

your department program. . - . ,

1. Program Staffing for 1973-1974
a. Name
b. Title
c. Functions to be performed
d. Percent of full-time and related dates
e. Percent of payment from EPDA monies
f. State special contributions to be made by this person, publications, and other relevant data which support the

objectives of your Program.
g. Temporary or permanent faculty position.

2. Program staffing for 1974-1975
Where there are no changes from 1973.1974, state only the person's name.
a. Name s'
t. Title
c. Functions to be performed
d. Percent of full-time .
e. State special contributions to be made by this person, publications, and other relevant data which support the

objectives of your program.
f. Temporary oe permanent faculty position

3. Program coordina or for 1973-1974
a. Name
b. Title
c. Functions to be performed
d. Percent of full-time and related dates
e. Special contributions to be made by this person, publications, and other relevant data which support the

objectives of your program.
f. Temporary or permanent faculty position

a 4, Program coordinator for 1974-1975
Where there are no changes from 1973-1974, state only the pe on's name.
a. Mime
b. 'Title
c. Functions to be performed
d. Percent of full-time and related dates .

. e. Special contributions to be made by this person, publications, and other relevant data which support the
objectives of your program.

f. Temporary or permanent faculty position.
5. Consultants (Please state consultants you are expecting to use. If names e not known, state areas where outside

assistance will be needed.)
a. Name
b. Title
c. Position
d. Amount of time to be used
e. Special contributions made by this person

(See Terminal Objective III, E.O. III-2-5.)
6. Graduate Assistants and other assistants needed for your program during 1973 -1974.

.---...
a. Name / . 1
b. Title
c. Functions to be performed
4. 'Percent-of full-time to'be employed, dates, amount and type of payment
e. Special contribution which this person brings to the program

7. Graduate Assistants and other assistants needed for your program during 1974-1975
a. Name
b. Title
c. Functions to be performed,
d. Percent of full-time to be eMplOyed, dates, amount and type of payment
e. Special contribution wi4.ch,this person brings to the program

C. Program Organizational St, ture
This section should be deb,
influenced by the program

ed in a way to provide information and guidelines for all role groups affiliated with or.iv developed and adopted..

105
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1. State the new degree programaittelpproved by your department for 1973-1974.
a. If p title will change for 19744975, please enter title proposed by your department.

2. Evi nce f program support for 1973-1974 from the university (The Midwest Center will also collect infurinauon
related to this item.)
a. Adrniniitrative si lififirrfroin department head, associate dean, or other persons in decision-making positions

(See 2.0. I-4.)
b. Faculty support for continuation and adoption
c. Enrollee support from 1972-1973 students for.continuation and adoption
d. Copmunity support for continuation and adoption

3. E program support for 1973-1974 from the public school
schools in which presently working .

is to continue from:
greements describing the relationship to continue should be included in the Appendix. Give only a
tive statement here.)

II*Central Administration
2) School level

principal
PPS staff
teachers
parents
students
paraprofessionals
other

- (See EA. III-1.)
4. Evidence of State Department support for adoption of your 1973-1974 program
5. Present your organizational design for:

a. Problem identification, problem solving and decision making for 1973-1974 in relation to
1) Prograth components remaining to be developed
2) Staff selection, training, and recruitment
3k-Enrollot recuittapt, training, and:placement

, 4) School-based aischool-related instruction
. 'Schq *university relationshilfk,"1.; = 4 .

.6) MCitually,:beneficial serviced exe.hadgeaAWeen schCrol,:university, and State DepartMent
7) Materials to be developed -

8) Data to be collected, analyzedi and utilized (See teparate`section,on Evaluation Design.)
9) Additional resources' to be acquired

. "
10 Disseminationprictices to be followed
11) Time fines to be met.(Sce separate'seetion on Time Lines.
12) Other

IxPLEASE-MOTET
1) All of the ierininaltIbjectivis relate to this section, however, the following are directly related.

a) T. 0. I - to prepare a proposal for the adoption of the new degree program
i. E.O. I-1 - staff committed to development
u. E.O. 1-2 knowledgeable staff

iii. E.O. 1-3 - written plan for adoption process (See Inititutionalization.
iv. S.0.1-4 - administrative support

12) T. 0. V - adoption by State Department-(See Institutionalization.)
i. E.O. -SEA commitment

- form planning committee
c) T. 0. VI - data-based decision malCing

i. E.O. VI-1 - staff-Committed to databased decision making
ii. E.O. VI12 - data collected, analyzed, and available

Ali. E.O. data utilized to supporthird-year plan

D: Institutionalization.
The word institutionalization takes.on many different ,rocan ings depending upon the perception; of the persons involved.
Wt are using the term in this context to iiican.,!adoption.t

Clark and Cuba* state the adoption process as representing three stages. These are big installation,-and institutionaluotsisi?-
They further state that the purpose and final stage of adoption is to incorporate, the "invention into a'functiotung sys-
tem." Itis this definition which is most relevant to the programs developed by the Midwest Pupil Personnel Services Project.

Terminal objectives IV and Yale developed primarily...to focus on the adoption process. Enabling Objective IV-2 is a
statement of Terminalptklectivet3 (note paging error E.O. W-1, and IV-2 should follow T.O. IV., Also E.O. IV-2 should

Further reading on this topit_may be found in abstract fisrin ill/norm 's:8/w innovation Through Dissemination and Ilanon
. .

i*

of Knowledge by Ronald

Z.



restate E.O. I 3 and not 14 as presented on page 25.) i.e., to have each Satellite develop a written plan for the adoption
process of the new degree program. Also supporting the adoption process is E.O. V-2 which states:

To have the satellite form a planning committee with representation from each satellite within the same state, the
Center, an SEA liaison person, and other appropriate persons, to meet and forinulate a plan to modify the-certifi-
cation requirements.

These two objectives suggest the development of a written plan to describe the adoption process. The plan will be for
university and school adoption as well as for State Department certification.

Included in the adoption plan should be strategies that attend to issues related to how "soft monies" are utilized to
develop "hard programs." Common issues related to program adoption are included in various preceding sections of
your 19734974 Plan of Operation, however, because of the high priority of this section, a specific.ad complete-as-
possible Plait for Institutionalization should be developed. Included in the Plan should be
1. Program components to be adopted. (State titles only with reference to syllabi where needed.)

2. Statements describing staffing commitments and/or needs related to continuation of the program after funding.

3. Enrollee data supporting need for continuing the program after funding.

4. Statements describing existing and future consumer needs to be met which support continuation of the program
- after funding. Ak<

5. Specification of other resources committed or needed to continue the program after funding.

6. Statements describing the organizatiortatittucture which you will follow in developing and implementing your
adoption plan. Areas to consider are:

a. Organizational structure and criteria which currently exist in yoimuniversity for adopting new programs.

b. Organizational structure andicriteria existing outside the university that could assist in institutionalizing the
programs.

c. Planned meetings with significant groups and individuals who,will assist in the adoption process.

4.---Rolovant.information.that.wil4exchanged-hesweetupersonsrgrcurps,<andiarganizatisms.... C.10.M....a.......0.1

r.

ft
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The purpose u this packet is to gather atfounation fium each of the Midwest Center satellites and disseminate this informauun
back to all the satellites. The development of this surveyAty ;sponse to the planned surveys filled out by the participants in the
Aceountability;Evaluauun workshop (see Flowchart, Function A) and developed to bc consistent with the guidelines and goals
of the Midwest Center proposaL

Hopefully, this packet will bc a part of the communication system (Flowchart, Function 2) and will be field tested (Flowchart,
Function 3) with you in the next two weeks.

The makeup of this packet includes several important components:

1. Flowchart describing the communication model including the gathering and disseminating information.

2. Information-Dissemination

3.

A. Section on information to be disseminated. For example, a Center/Satellite calendar of upcoming im-
portant events, Satellite Newsletters, reports of satellite workshops, training programs, and comtnunica-
dons from'the Center.

.
Satellite Monthly Report including a monthly calendar for that satellite's events:1Form A of this will
be included monthly).

B. Chart (Satellite Personnel Profile) to be filled out Stating satellite personnel and their functions, an
explanation and example precede the report form. (Forms B-E included this month only.)

C. Task Force Questionnaire and form (Task Force Profile) to show the makeup of the Task Force.

D. Form (University Profile) for reporting. elnakeup of the university component.
,

A.

E. Form (Satellite Communications Pro le) to desclibe the comm4ications patterns within the satellite.

4. Evaluation form for packet to be evaluated.`-.

We would expect that after this initial report form, Section III, Item A will be the only standard form and Items B-ESection
HI will be reduced and/or changed..

In using the report &inn, it would be most helpful if the Task Force would complete each form. However, it would be appro-
pnate and desirable to include any pubtscation.s, memos, minutes of meetings, and other communication to supplement or
substantiate the information-in the completed packet. There are three copies of the instrument included in the packet. one
work copy, one copy for your files, one copy for the Center. The Gaiter would like the instrument returned to it, c/o Rick
Beebe, by October 25,1971. Upon receipt of the report, releyaffrOfckirtnation will be abstracted from the data and disseminated
to all satellites by the approximate,dateof Novemberi, 19 .1

1.10



1. Communication Model
4

Traditionally, attempts at innovation in education have operated
in a relative information vacuum. Lacking adequate information
abouother successful or unsuccessful attempts at achieving
similar objectives, Tarty projects have spent a considerable amount
of their resources upon "rediscovering the wheel."

One response to this was the setting up of the ERIC (Educational
Resources. Information Center)Network. Another approach to
the problem was assigning the Center, in a Center/Satellite
project, the task of information gathering and information dis-
semination among its satellites and with other stmilar projects.

The product of the above activity would enable an individual
satellite to bring the cumulative experience of the other satellites
to bear upon the achievement ofitheir own local nal; and ob-
jectives.

To meet the Center goal of information gathering and dissem-
ination, the Center has fotmulated the proCess identified in the
Flowchart.

The figure at the right indicates steps to be taken In gathering
and returning it tq you. The enclosed packet con-

stitutes the information gathering form indicated in Step 4.0.
We would sincerely appreciate, in addition to the information
requested, your comments as to the adequacy of the packet,
the information gathering and dissemination process, as indicated
to the right, and any suggestions you may have for their revision.

. '

ti

4

A

J. Assess Informa-
tion Needs

1.0

V
-

Design Communi-
cation System

__2.0

C

Field Test Infor-
mation Gathering
Form

D

Satellite Com-
pletes Form

E

Form Returned'
to Center

V
Abstract Infor-
mation,

5.0

6.0

Dissiminate to
Satellites

7.0

rMeetings 7.21

+ .

Center Adv. Coun. 7.4

Memos 7.3 I

Satellites Interlace According
,to Ne&l, 8.0



2. After you return the,enclosed packet, the Center will abstract the information and dissemmate it among the satellites
through one of the means indicated in Step 7.0.

3. A. Satellite Monthly Report. This form is utilized as a monitoring device to note progress, activities, 'reds, and
sources of inter-satellite help. Feel free to add a sheet 'for answers taking more space than is provided here.

NOTE. Please enclose any published materials, memos, or descriptions of events which illustrate and/or support your
answers to these questions.

1. Describe any projects or programs of the satellite during the past month.

2. Describe any planned projects, programs, workshops, etc. for the coming two months. Give dates.

3. What is the progress of the training program? Describe activities of the trainees during the past. month.

4. Describe relations with the community and degree of community cooperation and participation.

5. How is the program being received by the school personnel? By the administration of the s1hool.system? By the
state education officials? By the university, particularly people concerned with public schrl education? By the
trainees? Are you having any problems with acceptance of the program in any of these areas?,

,t

6.- Evaluate the general pregreszof yotit,progrant so far.

4,
-7

7. List any of your satellite's aCtividep or programs which might be useful to other satellites.

t

8. What special issues or problems Jas your satellite encountered (organizationally, prograrrunaticallyoersonnel)?
What strategies have yeu used to confront these issues and problems? What were the outcomes?

00.

. r
.%

9. Describe any satellite needs with whiCh the Center or other satellites might be able to offer assistaRce.

r

10. Please enclose a calendar of your satellite programs, activities, and dates of important events.

. B.1.

Directions for completing Satellite Personnel Profile
a. Name :Please write in full namelMr.iMiss/Mrs.). Indicate highest'kgree held.

114
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t

b. Institutional Role - Indicate uutitutional affiliation and role played in that institution prior to or concurrent with
involvement with satellite, he., parent, P.S. 72, Associate Professor of Education, I.S. University; Guidance Counselor,
P.S. 72.

c. full, 213, 1 /2, 1/4 tune - If individual has salaried position within the satellite, indicate whether it is a full- or pan-time
position. If individual is not salaried, please indicate n.s. If individual is trainee, indicate whether he or she is a full- or
part-tune student. If trainee is receiving scholarship or fellowship support through the university or satellite, please

indicate stipend.

d. Date of Appomtment - Indicate date when salaried personnel were appointed. For non-salaried personnel involved in
satellite, indicate dite of then uutial involvement with satellite program. For trainees, indicate the date 'rig com-
menced.

e. Means of Recruitment - Indicate how person was recruited into the satellite piograrn.

f. Race Nationality - ,Indicate ethnic classification of person......;-.

g. Functions - Indicate major activities for which the person is responsible.

h. AbbrematIons - Abbreviations and acronyms must be used due to space limitations in this form. To assist interpretation
of the'form, please use the following abbreviations:

- Ithaca Public Schools (mythical)

IS.U. - Ithaca State University (mythical)

G.A. - Graduate 'Assistant

- Community Action Program

O.E. - Office of Education

T.F. - Task Forte

C.C. - Coinniunity Council

/,

'a

0

0
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NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING FORM
'

3. Cl. Task Force QuMilonnair: e
, . .
i

1. -(a) How-many timet did-(or will) your Task Forcemcct in-these months, and
(b) Where dir(or krill) it meet? (e.g., ipuniversity; s-school; c=community; other - specify).

1971: June a. July a. August a. September a. October a.
"' b. b. b. b.

1

November a. December a.
b. b.

1972: January aiy February a. March a. April a. May a.
e ., b.,.. b. b. b. b.

r

Comments:
;$.7.

2. How is agenda deteithin,ed?

3. Who chairs Task FOrce meetings?

'4. How are decisions regarding your satellite made?
--,

5. Whai.criicria arc used in assigning responsibilities to Task Force members?

a. Availabilitybility
t

b. Expertise f.

c. Past performance
( ,d. Revolving roll.

6. Dom Task Force ,v/ork as a whole, through subcommittees, as individuals, oth'cr groupings determinedly task? Example?

4 ,

7.. Arc there Task Fora products presently-available? (Monographs, proposals, curricula guides, training guidelines please
.atlacheopy.). .

4
*4

b.

to,
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6. E.1. Satelhte Commutucanon Profile. Th4formc.an be *utilized to observe the flow of information and components of
decision malung m asatellite. Thisinformation will be useful to your own satellite and to the Center in identifying successful
procedures by which satellites can make each decision. These procedures can be disseminated on demand by satellites having
decision-makingproblems. The profile also attempts to show how people involved:al satellites are kept informed about satellite
activities.

COLUMN A Fists the communications or messages that might be pro iced by/satellite participants, i.e., minutes,
newsletters, reports, etc. At the bottom of the.column is space for you lo,add other communications or message, such
as this profile.

COLUMN B asks who is responsible for initiating and preparing the message. Since more than one person or group may
be involve4 in this activity, you are asked to mite "R" under those who are "Responsible" for the initiation and
preparation of the message, "C" for those satellite participants who are "Consulted" in the preparation, and "I" for
those who are "informed" that the message is being initiatector prepared.

FIGURE I indicates that the directors were responsible for preparing and initiating Message 1, the contract with the
center. It also indicates that the Pupil Personnel Sirvices prOfessionals in the client schools were consulted about the
contract, and that community representatives were informed that the contract was being initiated and/or prepared.

,'
-

The Task Force, Trainer, and Trainee's boxes are emptiy. This may reflect the fact that the Task Force was not formed and
trainers and trainees were not hired until after the contract.was written.

1r.

FIGURE II indicates what those_coltunns might look like when filled in. N--"

COLUMN Casks to whom the message is available, or who else has the right to see the message. For instance, the con-
tract with Center has budgetary information. Is this document available to the community, to the Task Force? Column
C asks a little more, for if the message is available, in what form is it made available-in written form, verbal form, or
by telephone.

For instance, a community representative requests to see the contract The replfai-eopy is hot available, but I can
tell you what's in it" is indicated with a "V" for "Verbal" under community In Column "C" (see Figure II). If a
written document is available for members of the Task Force, a "W" for "Wrattn" would be placed under Task Force.
Figure U indicates what Column C might loop, like if filled in.

COLUMN D asks: For whom was the message prepared? It would be possible to simply place a check (/) in the box
to indicate who was to receive the message. Instead of a check, we'd like to know what form the message was in.By

writing in "W," "V," or "P," we know not only who received the message, but also in what foirn the message was received.
See Figure II for example.

COLUMN E is provided in case you care to make a.:comment about the message.

1s1
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4. Feedback on the Informatio Gathering Packet

ikt this point, we would appreciate your comments on the components of this packet. We would also like your comments on
the process as indicated in the Flowchart on Page g. Please assist us in being responsive to your concerns about this packet.
An indication of dissatisfaction should be ofompanied by specific comments and, if possible, suggestions for revision or
aliitnatives. Please feel free to indicate satisfaction, tool

1. a. Do you understand the Flowchart on Page 2? YES NO (circle one)

b. Which part or relationship indicated by the Flowchart is unclear to you?

c. Why is it unclear to you?

d. Have you any suggestions for the revision of the process? If so, what are they?

2. a. Do you feel that the packet and information process is an adequate means of getting at the information desired?,
YES NO (circle one)

If yes, have you any suggestions for its improveme ?

If no, what do you feel is wrong with if an ow do yb est it be revised or replaced?

' Figure 1
B
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'Figure II
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.-

b. Are the directions for the information packet: (circle one)

Adequate Confusing -.4 Inadequate unni!re.Fary

Comments:

c. Who would be responsible for filling out this form in your-satellite?

d. What information requested on this form mightice difficult to obtain? Why?

e. Is the time allowed to complete this form adequite? YES NO (circle one)
If not, why ? (i.e., inadequate.staff, people with information out of town, don't know how or when to get information,
etc.)

Thank you fot taking the time to complete this packet. We'll make every, effort to make your part in ttus job pay off in
helping your satellite attain its goals and objectives. ''4.

O- I

-N.
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A REPORT ANALYZING THESECONDYEAR
FINAL REPORT OF THE CliICA&JATELLITE EPDA PROJECT

IN TERMS-or
FINAL REPORT GUIDELINES DEVELOPED BY THE MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE PROJECT

Introduction
This report is an analysis of the Final Report of the Chicago EPDA project in terms of the guidelines for final reports cite

serruilated by the Midwest Center/SatellitcProject located at Indiana ,Unversity , and in terms of these guidelines as they are
filithrt expli%ated in the document titled, Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Making Related to the Midwest
Center/Satellite Project." This report will include three secuons. a general statement concerning the final report, a detailed
analysis of the final report in terms of the six Ternunal Objectives included in the guidelines, and finally, a statement of dis-
crepancies observed in order of priorities for improvement.

Statements throughout this report indicating a Jack of achievement of Terniinal and Enabling Objectives should be into-
rutted as discrepancies between the project as described in the final report and thezongirlakproject design as defined in the

--EPDA rational8 and the "Plan to Assist in Problem Solving and Decision Making."

General Statement
The Chicago EPDA project a aimerl, at the development of "new professionals** who Will function as instructional leaders

trained to improve the education of students attending the school by increased responsiveness to then needs and trained to
make thc school organization a more responsive commututy agency. The program has been conducted at Crane High School,
District ft 9, Chicago. It has involved extensive 1,curtmuruty and university expertise. Involvement of the State Department of
}duration .13 A member of the educational, team is nOt apparent. This program, as defined in the Final Report, is almost
entirely consistent with the EPDA philosophy outlined in the general rationale, and is admirably suited to the needs of inner
city education, particularly as they exist in the decentralized Chicago model.

The-Final Report was very well written and very consistent with thi Gtudelines for Reports and thc task analysis broken out
in ine 'Main To Assist." Those discrepancies which do exist, as discusted in the succeeding section of this report, are generally
not very.significant.

Analysis of the Six Terminal Objectives,4
Termsnal Objectwe I. To have parb satellite prepare a prospective new degree program or specialization which could be

adopted in then university and which would qualify as a training program fur the "new professiolial" as defined in the EPDA
rationale.

The Chicago Satellite Project for the training of instructional leaders is one of five components of a new Chicago Circle
graduate program leading to a Muter of Arts in Education. The other components include work in the areas of administra
non, counselmg, early childhood.cducation, and speual education. Although specific courses in the latter foul areas of con-
centrauon are not listed, it would appeal that this combination is well stutedto the development of the new professional .

descnbed in the ,EPDA rationale. It must be concluded' that the Chicago Satellite has accomplished Terzninal Objective I.

.1
Thp suigle-quesuon which is not clanfied car the report a whether the Can program participants are applying,credrts earned

,.../ to such certification as well as tosimproved positions on the salary schedule.

Sub-questions related to Terminal Objective I are adequately addressed in subsequent sections of the final report.

Term mat Objective II. To have experimental or pilot courses developed by the satellite staff which logically relate to the
EPDA rationale, and have proven effective in teaching the skills, concepts, antitttudes the courses seek to provide.

.
Three courses were developed and taught at Crane High School relevant to general program philosophy. One or two

other courses are being developed, Education 439, an internship, and Education 430 followup to the Education 330,
"Curriculum, Instruction, and Evaluation in Urban Education." It is, clearil ,.,the co s 43Q and 40 arc to be taught
u second-year work to the first yes student participants in the coming y :Hp, it is rt, cleat if the participants arc also
taking the courses suggested in Objective I pursuant to an M.A. degree.. - : --'''..- A

,4--........-':

1 1%

The various types of objectives and assignments arc very well written and logically interrelated. It is cleat that a large number

%,
of non - satellite laculty participated in the instructional process. Enabling Objectives 11.3 and It-4 appear to have been
achieved. However, A t is possible that a discrepancy exists In terms of Enabling Objective 11.2 which. requires courses dealing
with cultural awareness, planned system change, anddata-based deasion making. While the lattet two elements seem to be
covered m some depth, no specific mention is made.of cultural awareness. Given that 21 of the participants were black, and
the factrthat all of the school students are also black, it may be that such instruction was unnecessary. It may also be implicit

,. in the objectrve;dealing with improved commurucationskilh. In.the absent,. 4 such information, it cannot be determined
whetheithis important element js being addressed.

. .

'...

The section dealing with course evaluation was well done and directly related to the objectives. Implications for change are
stated and appau to,be based on information. Not all evaluative data were reported, howevet, and it is not cleat if additional
evaluation instruments were used. Therefore, it is not possible to make many judgments about the validity of the evaluation
data..Theifinal exammation which was included has fact validity in terms of the course objectives, It would be Interesting to
know what criteria were used in the evaluation of the oral' reports delivered by participan.qf the students' proposals for
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change. These problems are relatively minin, however, given the logical application of daft-halted decision making to
general evaluation of the courses.

Terminal Objective III. To have each satellite develop pilot courses of instruction which are closely related to the total
.problennthat.faceinner-city,schools.

Letters exchanged between the university ikerscInnel and Crane School are included as appropriate documentationlof thc
achievement of .Enahlimg Objective III 1. L....ichtion to meeting the laILIM.1 specifying statements of mutual expect4tions, the
amicable tone of the letters may by illustrative of a particularly good working relationship.

One of the ultimate objectives of the project is the development of a comprehensive Diagnostic Learning Center. The im-
plementation of this center will apparently rest on the staff divelopirient activities which occured in the past year and the
pilot programs to be tested in the coming school term (Fall 1973). Therefore, beyond the staff development courses, it
appears that the major activities to help the school have been assessing needs as perceived by staff, students, and community
to which programming can be addressed. In addition, preliminary work. in student assessment procedures and improving in-
struetinial materials seems to have taken place. These activities have been directly related to the training,of the instructional
leaders. It is not dear if the preceding is an accurate sepr6entation of everything that took place. If so, the ultimate success
of the program development component will rest upon procedures which are yet to be fully implemented. No judgments of
the effectiieness of WS strategy can be made at this time.

An extensive list of involved community and host school persons is presented. The personnel generally seem to meet the
criteria specified in Enabling Objective III-2-5. The activity in which these people participated was appropriate and well
received, albeit somewhat limited. Data presented in other sections of the final report suggest that Enabling Objective III -2 -2
and III-2-3 have also been achieved.

Some needs assessment information is included in the attachments. Forms used in the survey were Presented but the results
of the survey were not. The instruments seem to be related to the program but, without results, the appropriateness of the,
relationslup cannot be verified. The student assessment instruments were interesting, but given the description of the school,
it might be that these were too long, the format too complex, and the reading level too high.,krom the attachment list it ,

would appear that appropriate groups were approached. However, instrumentation and results for all groups are not preseipted1
In the absence of results the appropriateness of programming cannot be determined.

Terminal Objective IV. To have the university component of each satellite incorporate into its present degree program a
course that deals with-cultural awareness, decision making and planned system change.

As has been observed in discussion of Terminal Objectives I and II, it appears that the pilot courses do incorporate the
elements listed in bus objective (with the possible exception of cultural awareness) and that these courses have beep adopted
by the university as part of a program leading to the Master of Arts degree. Therefore, it is concluded that Objective IV has
beep achieved. However, the discussion of this objective suggests that a document titled "Summary of Course on Change"
which explains the results of adoption procedures is included in the report. It was not possible to identify this document,
svhich may include, information contrast...to:77 to the aforementioned conclusion. In the of this information it is
.passibli a disaepancy'.exists.

Terniinal Objective V. Tohave the State Department of Eduat4on (SEA) adopt the requirement that a course that deals
with cultural awareness, planned system change, and data-based decision making be required for certification in PPS and
school social work for inner-city work:

.

Objective V has not been achieved. The 2,earapanying rationale that this project does not require changes in certification
requirements seems to be logical and valid. If the involvement of the state department as one ofthe,four,components of the
total satellite project is -important, however, a discrepancy probably exists. There is no evidence of any.state department

... involvement in the Final RePort ' '
...,

Terminal Objetive VI. To have each satellite be able to support the decisions it has made with valid data, to have it secure
evidence of the results it has achieved and evidence of the effectiveness of its Strategies.

I,

goodsatellite
- approaches most closely Terminal Objective VI of all those reviewed thus far. The FinalReport is

good evidence of the achievement of the objective. The final section begins with a position paper which is the current defiru.
non of the program. Since no data such as that described in Enabling Objective VI 2 arc included, it is assumed that no major '---,
changes in project definition have occurred. A discrepancy may exi.ct, but it seems unlikely. The several guideline components
listedfor Teraina! Objective VI will be summarized below.

a. Client population d. Entry Behavior. The Final Report includes a comprehensive statement of paiticipant,charactenstics
and the significance of such characteristic for the program. In one respect, these characteristics ;nay be discrepant from
the EPDA philosophy. That rationale suggested that training of such PPS specialists ought to have a "multiplier" effect.
To the extent that these trainees were selected in,part because of potentiallongevity in the school, thik effect may not
occur. On the other hand, if the "multiplying" it to come through the university faculty, this experience has probably
improved the "trainer abilities of that faculty.

. ,

It is also not cleat,as to how many participants were involved. In,some.places, 39 participants were indicated, in others
it would appear there were '33. This would not seem' to be a serious problerd. Entry behavior is not addressed separately.
If Such behavior represents baseline data it Should be specified.
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b. Identification of staff and competencies, and (g) staff functions. An adequate narrauve fulfills this requirement. It is ilea;
how the competencies possessed by the staff relate to the functions they perform. P `

41

e. kquenut of programsobjectives. This requirement is referInced to the future and generally nqt addressed. Given the
logrcalframework_fot.the.orugrami_this_rnay nqtle_signinc.intHowevet.inany. times_the,sequente..of objectives provides
an appropriate timetable for Measuring audent competencies. This matter should be investigated further.

f, Statement Indicating administrative supports, facilities, matenals, and equipment. An adeq'uate description of adminis-
trative. Suppurt to faculty members is provided. The piitential tot adequate rewards ulogical and appropriate. Supportive
doeuinentadon provides additional evidence about the cooperative nature of this pqiject.

h. The timeline reports events in project life Insoraedetail!MM gclearet specifications4s.ene Guidelines, it may be an
appropriate format. --

c. Statement of Objectives. 'Mutilate, terminal, and enablingobjectives are reported within the categories specified under
i.e program development, staff developinsuranctorganizauonal development. It is not clear if these state-

ments are directly relatec1.1,2,ceds assessment data. The objectives are written m an acceptable format and are philosoph-
ically consistent acrosethe three categcfries.

A Discussion of Discrepancies Observed in Order of Priorities for Improvement °
This report is of exceptionally fine quality and generally consistent with the gtudelmes. With the exception of sgme types of

evaluative data, it Ls thoroughly and apprupnately documented. The discrepancies which have been noted arc, fen the most part,
not very significant. There are two'areas in which the report may have been improved.

First, 4 cleat statement describing the activities and objectives of the past yea: m relation to the timate objectives of the
project . unsung. At limes, a is difficult to ascertain just what has been accomplished and what remains to be done. It could
be that these relationships will be more clearly defined in the forthcoming "Plan of Operation."

Secondly, the possibility that cultural awareness may not be emphasized is significant. This requirement seems eminently
appropnate m the training of inner-cry PPS speaalists. It is possible that related content may exist in the pilot courses or in
other components of the degreeprogram, but without additional information this is impossible to determine.

A REPORT ANALYZING THE FINAL REPORT OF THE SECOND-YEAR GARY SATELLITE EPDA PROJECT
IN TERMS OF

FINAL REPORT GUIDELINES DEVELOPED BY THE MIDWEST CENTER /SATELLITE PROJECT

Introduction 41.

This report is an analysis of the Final Report of the Gary EPDA project in terms of the guidelines for final reports dis-
serninated by the Midwest Center/Satellite Project located at Indiana University, and, more specifically, in terms of these guide
lines as they are further expheated in the 'document titled"A Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Malting Related to
the Midwest Center/Satellite Project" which the Gary Satellite followed very closely,. This report will include three sections.
agencral statement loncerning the final report, a detailed analysis of the final report in terms ot the six Terminal Objectives
included in the guidelincs,and finally, a statement of discrepancies observed in order of priorities for improvement.

Statements throughout this report indicating a lack of achievement of Terminal and Enabling Objectives should be inter-
preteclas discrepancies between the project as,described in the final report and the original project design as defined in the
EPDA rationale-and the "Plan to Assist in Problem Solving-and Decision Making."

Gener'al Statements
The Gary Satellite is fulfilling the EPDA PPS philosophy by means of developing Human Relations Specialists (HRS). The

trauung is provided to both Gary Public School personnel and Indiana University Not thwest undergraduate education majors.
It consists of two basic parts. courses or' modules in which all participants engage and practical application p f the skills
learned in the courses to cla.ssroonis and to smallgroUps of problem children. This laboratory training occurs in one elementary
school a

Although very lengthy, the Final Report was relatively easy to evaluate because the "Plan to Assist" followed very closely.
If it is possible to get an impression of the atmosphere of an action program from written materials, the Gary Program would
have,to be characterized as a "happy" project coordinated by a staff who must coramunicate.with each other very regularly,
who shire the same hunianittic philosophy, and who'ate dttacated to the concepts embodied in the, program. With considerable
expenencz in the affective domain of educaticin, this reviewer frankly admits a biasin favor of this type of program and an
admirauon for the way the Gary Satellite has conceptualized its goals in workable training packages. The following sections .
of this report should be reviewed with an awareness of this,bias, although the ciraluatot h made every effort to,maintain
objectivitYr.

' Analysivof the Six terminal Objectives . . *.
Termmut Object:11c I. To have each satellite prepare a proposal for a new degree program or specialization which could be

adopted in sts.schook and which would qualify as a training program for the "new professional" as definctin the EPDA
.

ratioriale. ,o, .
.

. ,
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The Gary Satellite de;cloped a new degree "endorsement" progrim Which consists of three "blocks" of study which, in
. turn, include eight ty Jules which are to be developed. These modules are defined in terms of course hours applicable to a

teaching degree with an HRS endorsement. What LS nut clear is how these hours are apportioned tt, the modules. Fur example,
one module consuu of five one-hour sessions Mule anuthez included more sessions and lunges hoursitt is also nut cle.0 if all
teachers and all university students participated in all of the modules. --,4.

While specific modules will be addressed in the discussion of Terminal Objective II, some generalizations may be appropnate
here. In the first place, almost all of the modules were very well written in terms of clearly defining what the course was in-
tended to develop, how this could be done, and what types of behaviors would indicate acluevement,Secondly, the courses
are very closely interrelated as to the skills and attitudes they seek to instill. However, Mule many of them are mutually com-
plementary, it seems that in some instances the content is redundant. Specifically, this seems to be the case in Self Understanding
and Self-Evaluation, Comrnurucatron, elements of Parent Involvement, and Human Interactions rri Group Procedures. Since
many a the module evaluations indicated Insufficient time as a significant problem, perhaps some of these curses could be
combined for modules of greater length and depth. One approach could be combining much of the content of the afore-
mentioned modules into a target course dealing with communications, while others such as Parent Teachet Conference, Parent
Involvement and Community Study might be joined, at least for training of the undergraduates.

There is one discrepancy in the course outline section which is probably not sigruficant. That is, the courses listed in the report
narrative and aaain in one Appendix arc notidentical with the modules included in anothez Appendix. Specifically, the formei
do not include a course on Parent Inv-olvement although that course is included in the Appendix.

Most of the criteria specified for Terminal Objective I seem to have been met. However, there is a vague area which n'tay be a
supuficant,duCrenancy with T.O. I, E.O. II.2 and the Philosophy of the program description. That is, while the general impression
of this project seems to .be consistent with the general EPDA rationale, it seems to be less onsis t en t with the three basic thrusts of
cultural awareness, data-based decision making and planned systems change. A course on Black eulture in another department
is part of the basic ciuncalum, but none of the modules seems to place a great deal of emphasis on such concepts as felating to
and/or appreaating othet cultures. Two notable exceptions to this statement alc dm modules of Community Study and the
Parent Teacher' Conference.

More importantly, the project seems to have implemented the other two elements in a rather unique way. It is true that the
model has changed the organization of Bethune School and has developed a scheduling plan by which potential HRS could
function within a school. It is also true that each module and the total program were systematically evaluated. (The content of
this evaluation will be discussed latex.) However, in the opinion of this reviewer, these efforts, while necessary for project
success, are not consistent with the spirit of these requirements. It has been the understanding of this evaluator that the
participants, as well as the staff, were to devtlop skills and techniques necessary foz data-based decision making and also that
participants were to develop an understanding of organizations and techniques by which such organizations can be brought to
better serve the needs of children. While the course to be developed on evaluation may remedy this first disaepancy, there
is no evidence that the latter is being or will be addressed.

Based on the staff roster, the "statement of belief ' and the course contents, it can,be stated that E.O. 1 1 has been achieved.
The-speiaaLskilLs and.backgrounds-oltheseandwiduals.arc-niver_presented, howevet,thereforeotas not_cleat_whethe.t_therelated
enabling objectives I -1, II-1, and 111-2-5 have been achieved. ,

The staff seems to have misunderstood Enabling Objective I-3, therefore, it has not been achieved. It such a plan had been
developed, it is possible that more progress toward the achievement of Terriunal Objectives IV and V would have be,en made.

Enabling Objective 1-4 has been achieved and the requirements for T.O. I presented in the guidelines have been met.

Termtnal Obje awe II. To have, experimental pilot courses developed by the satellite staff which logically_ relate to the EPDA
rationale, and have been proven effective in teaching the skills, concepts, and attitudes the courses seek to provide:

Enabling Objective IL1 essentially has been met. The only thscrep,ancies apnear to be in the areas of staff .orripeteni;*(n.o,
specific statement is excluded) and timelines, One very general timeline is included in the 1972 73 proposal:J.:hese do nut se In
to besigrufican't discrepancies light of othet information included in the program. It would have beenaniiniprovement,shori
ever, if either in reference to this objective or T.O. I, a cle4er definition of the relationship of the degree priogramto theslients
would have been presented. It is clear that an education minoi HSR available to IL'N undergraduatei;hut,the program .
and participants, for the A.A. degree are not well defined,

Given that E.O. II, the course in cultural awareness, planned systems change and data-based decision making seeri.s to be so
central to.the entire Midwest EPDA project, it is strange that the staff plans to incorporate it "in tot?" only this year. This
issue was discussed al, some length in the preceding section and will not be dealt with here excent to sly that there would appear
to be some basic differences inthe interpretation of the overall rationale between this satellite, the othet satellites and the
Center. As has been observed, the Gary project seems to be consistent with the EPDA-rationale, but not necessarily with the
Midwest Center' definition.

Enabling Objective II -,3 has been achieved with the possible exceptions of cultural differences and organization change.
.There is not enough data to determine whetherta discrepancy exists. The criteria foz this objective have been met. Some of the

,..,course descripu6rvi (must notably Self-Awareness and Self-Evaluation and the Community Learning modules) arc exemplary
in the rauonal framework employed, including overall goals, objectives to be achieved Which arc further defined by means of
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skills and activities designed to foster the achievement of the skills. All of the course descnptors were superior to must of the
others thus far reviewed. This is especially laudable given the difficulty of conceptualizing and defining the affective domain in
such a manner. Enabling Objective II-4 has been achieved.

Assuming that-the preceding statements are accurate, it is surpnsing that the report response to E.O. II-5 appears so defensive.
This reviewer has consistently interpreted this sub-objective to must that each course should be evaluated rather than that each
instructor must the evaluation himself. Actually, each course was evaluated as was the total program. While the
evaluations are not preu in terms of the reports required in the guidclines.the format in which they are presented (course
by course with an overall evaluation at the end) seems more appropriate to this report. Given the state of the art in affective
evaluation, the.effort was quite good. There are pitfalls, as no doubt the Gary evaluators are well aware, in this type of evaluation.
In the first plae, paper and pencil surveys have very limited validity given the instability of the affective data. Secondly, a
person's pm cepuons of how well he has learned sumettung arc nut necessarily accurate. Third, it is not always clear how some of
the instruments relate tu the objective. Perhaps the Satellite should consider additional measures, such as structured ubservauuns
based on course criteria and /or peer ratings. These are, uf course, casual suggestions, but the recommendation is that the
evaluation design employ a variety of measures which may produce mure reliable cross trait-cross method data. Finally, the

_recommendations fur changes in the courses are more often related to procedural matters (e.g., more time) than to the "hard"
evaluation data. If students are to be assured that they have achieved the objectives during and at the end uf each course, more
specific slullsfatutudes referenced measures should be developed which allow for alternative or remedial lc4rmng strategies.

Terminal Objectuie M. To have each satellite develop pilot courses of instruction which are closely related to the practical
problems which face inner-city schools.

The Gary project provides community service primarily by means of including parents in some of the modules (e.g., Parent
Involvement), by increasing the ability. of participants to work with parents (e.g., the Parent-Teacher Confeience), by increasing
positive attitudes toward and understanding uf the community through modules, and by providing the in-service affective
training to school practitioners as well as to university trainees.

Enabling Objective III-1 may no longer, be appropriate for this satellite. Clearly, a working relationship has been established
and documentation is supplied in the appendices. Whether this relationship reflects the expectations of the school sy stem ,

cannot bo ascertained. s

The activities listed above, along with the other modules, were develppccl ;It esponse to the results of a needs assessment
conducted in previous years. I o tne extent that a variety of groups (including the Bethune community) were polled during this
assessment, ican be stated that sub-objectives 111 2-1 and III 2-4 have been achieved. The only needs assessment data included
in the report are the community survey questions, These questions do not seem to be very consistent with the content of the
modules. The results tend tu indicate that while parents were interested in being more involved with the school, their priorities
seemed to be lam mational (e.g., grades, testing, special education). Relatively low percentages of parents indicated an interest
in how their children behave in school or how the teachers feel about their children (Appendix III, p. 94). Therefore, a dis-
crepancy may exist between the stated needs of the community and the program as it has been implemented. However, assess-
ment data from other groups were not included and the community survey was not especially precise in terms of the, tentative
1971 plans; therefore, this may not be an important discrepancy if idoet exist.

.
While specific data relating to III-2.2 were not included, and the response to this objective included in the narrative was not

appropriate, it would appear that.this objective has been achieved (see T.O. I).

The project staff indicated an inability to comprehend the requirement for 75% minority participants. The arguments for not
meeting this objective were that such a mix would statistically be improbable, given the population uf the ILIN campus and that
such a requirement is undemocratn.. While practically achieving such a requirement may be difficult, if not impossible, it is the
opinion of this reviewer that specific action plans to promote the inclusion of minorities are important. This Opinion is based,
among other things, upon the EPDA philosophy which emphasizes service to low-income, disadrkitaged students and which
specifies as an objective "to recruit and train members of minority groups as pupil personnel specialists" and further indicates
that this object e is seen as pervasive-throughout all of. the EPDA PPS programs. In theuirtterests of accountability and civil
rights, it is ,recommended that,the Gary satellite reconsider its position on this issue. It may well be that the staff has inter-
preted the requirement too narrowly and has not taken into account the racial composition of all participants, including school,
Practitioners.

A number of community persons are listed in response to E.O. III-2-5. The competencies and/or activities of these people
arc not described in terms of the criteria suggested for this sub-objective. It is not-clear i?a discrepancy exists.

Terminal Objective-IV. To have the university component of each satellite incorporate into its present degree program a
courss..that deals with cultural awareness, data-based decision making and planned system change.

AND,
Termtna Objechve V. To have the State Department of Public Instruction adopt the requirement, that a course that deals 4=-'

with cultural awareness, planned system change and data based decision making be required for certifir.tion in PPS and
',School Social Work for inner-city work. ,' ;,(- .fit,, .

In response to both of these objectives the Final Report refers to the discussion of E.O. II-2. That Obi ve s been dn-
cussed.previously in this report in.terrns of a possible nuspen.eption by the satellite staff and as tu what elements of the objective

-. c
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do appear to exist m the project. However, while the report responses to these two objectives are inadequate mid inappropriate,
It is not absolutely cleat that a discrepancy exists from the histitutionalizahon intent of Terminal Objective ly.and V. Appendix
II is /latter apparently to an official of the State Department wluch indicates an attempt Fu in.stautionalize the program. There is
a statement in the letter suggesting that IUN has accepted the endorsement program. It is nut cleat if liaison has been established
With the Department of Public Instruction. In Adcritivr, these arc statements in reference to T.O. VI that plans vnll be develved
this summer in response to these objectives.

While it would appear a serous discrepancy may exist in terms of these two objectives, this is not certain. If this is so, one
thrust of the thud project year should be toward institutionalizing this program at the university and within the department.
Its possible that such efforts might be more successful, at least in terms of DPI, ifthelaboratetry base of the project were ex
panded in some way, perhaps to include a secondary school. Tlus reviewer dues not accept die Statement in the project rationale
that most PPS candidates would choose to work in an elementary school.

Termsnol Objectsve Vi. To have each satellite be able to support the decisions it has made with valid data, to have,it secure
evidence of the results it has achieved and evidence of the effectiveness of its strategies.

As in other sections of the Final Report, this section adhered to the "Plar to Assist rather than to the abbreviated guidelines.
Most of the information requested m the guidelines has been discussed previously. Much of the discussion in this section of the
Final Rcport relates to the participation of the Gary Satelhte in the total project strategy meetings. It would appear that the
Gary Satellite staff is not wholly enchanted with these meetings or with Center cooperation. The validity of these observations
is beyond the scope of this report and probably better left to the evaluation of the Center staff.

Also, in response to this objective, this Satellite included a list of program objectives, with a discussion of each of these. Based
on the evidence provided in the appendices it would seem thit the Gary project has accomplished the first three of these objectives
and has plans. to meet the final two objectives. This appropnate'distinction between biovicr program objectives and behavioral
module objectives along with then enabling objectives is unique in the final reports. In this respect, this Final Report is exemplary.

A Discussion orlicrepanfies Observed in Order of Priorities for Improvement
The most serious eotental discrepancy in this report relates to the capacity and/or intent of this project to train specialists with

knowledge in the areas of culturaa cries?, data-based decision making and planned system change. All of the evidence points
only to a tangential vement wi these concepts, especially in the area of organizational change. The Center and the
Sa to should c Ides whether these elemepts are vital to the PPS rationale, if so, whether they are being addressed

in the p d third, how thise should be best defined.

A second concern,his to do with the content of the modules which, while an adthirable addition to teacher training, may be

,requirements
repetitious. Institutionalization may bedtime Muse feasible, at least at the State Department level, if new training

requirements were presented more concisek. .

The thud major concern of this reviewer is related to the somewhat cavalier response in the Final RepInt to the requirement
for nultority recruitment and training. This was discussed at length in conjunction with Terminal Objective III.

While the aforementioned concerns Seem most significant to, this reviewer, tic Final Rcport and perhaps the Project would
have been improved if staff competencies had been described more completel;, if the relaticiiithipeve,,,ttei degree programs,
modules, and,parthapants had been stated more succinctly, and if the evaluation had been based directly on the module objectives
as previously discussed. None of these latter are so significant as the first three concerns.

A REPORT ANALYZING THE SECOND-YEAR FINAL REPORT OF THE IU-IPS SATELLITE EPDA PROJECT
C IN TERMS OF

FINN.. REPORT GUIDELINES DEVELOPED BY THE MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE PROJECT

Introduction J

This report nan analysis, of the Final Report of thc IU.IPS Satellite in terms of the guidelines for final reports disseminated
by the Midwest Center/Satellite Project located at bidiana University, and in terms of these guidelines as they arc further cx
plicated in the document titled, "A Platt to Assist Problem Solving and. Decision Making Related to thc Midwest Center /,
Satellite Project." This report will Include three sections. a'general statement concerning problems encountered in the review
of the Final Report, a detailed analysis of the Final Report in terms of the six Terminal Objectives included in the guidelines,
and finally, a statement of discrepancies observed in order of priorities for improvement.

,

Statements throughout this report indicating achievement art lack thereof of Terminal and Enabling Objectives should be inter -(
preted as discrepancies between the project as describedin the final report and the original project design as defined in the
EPDA.thticinalp and the "Plan to Assist in Problem Solvitut and Dedsion Ma.king." -

General Statements ,

The IIIPS Satellite made A decjsfon to combine the Final Report with the plait for operation for the coming project year.
Among the statements included as rationale for this decision were the following. parts of the final report and the pl0 arc the
same, therefore combirung them avoids redundancies, program linkages can be better explicated, it is important tp have the

plan done early; and one teport.cuts down preparation time.
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The 250 -page report resulting from ttus procedure has the following characteristics. a plethora of nearly useless rhetoric,
numerous repetitions (some duet and four-pap sections included verbatim more than once), a muluplicity of detailed forms
either not completed at all or filled Incompletely and A wealth of not very significant documentation. It is extremely difficult
to analyze this report in termsof the guidelines because they were disregarded. To accomplish this type of evaluation it is
necessary to.re-read a great many pages and still be unsure if discrepancies exist. Given these problenis the following sections
may or may not be an accurate analysis of discrepancies. It is the opinion of this reviewer that a report of much better quality
and at a considerable economy of time could have been produced had the guidelines been followed. Pages 30 through 100
presurrtably represent the Ilan for Operation. These plans will be discussed in a subsequenrrepurte Cunsequeritly, the Final
Report will not be returned to the Midwest Center until that time.

Analysis of the Six Terminal Objectiver \
Terminal Objective I. To have each satellite prepare a prospective new degree program or specialization which could be

adopted in its school, and which would qualify as a training program for the "new professional" as defined in the EPDA
rationale.

The IU-1PS project seems to consist of four components. cultural awareness (a 'practicum for counseling and guidance
master's level students), simulation and prutucul inatenals development, management by objectives training fur dutioral
students who alsodevelop laboratories forichool practitioners; and community outreach services.

Because the client population is specified in terms of these components it is not clear who,,rs involved in the new degree
program. It may be the master's level counseling Students, the doctoral students involved with the MBO component, counsel-
ing paraprofessionals working toward an A.A. degree, 01 perhaps all of these. This information must be clarified before judg-
ments can bemade about whether the satellite actually'has a new degree program.

Objectives and skills to be developed are specified (somewhat inconsistently) in.several places throughout the report in terms
of the four components. Some of these describe behaviors, but none of them meet the criteria established in Enabling Objective
114. If one intent of the EPDA rationales to establish training models, these objectives should be revised. Perhaps the most
significant discrepancy relative to objectives is the lack of A conceptual framework which links the several objectives of the four
"Components in a logical manner.

The entry behavior of clients is mentioned in some places in the Appendices, Usually this behavior is in terms of appropriate
prerequisites. Once.again, it is not clear to which participants these. prerequisites apply. Statements of prerequisites generally
do not lead to an appropriate evaluation design in that no assessment of client attainments duc to the effect of the program is
possible other than course compktion.

A careful review of both thc text andthe appendices indicates that most of the criteria specified for T.O. I. are being dealt
with in the program. The possible exception may be "cliagnosis'of learning difficulties and their causes."

Ttkre is no direct information relating to any of the Enabling Objectives attached to T.O. I. A lengthy discussion of governance
tends.' to indicate a lack of consensus a to when program leadership rests. This may be evidence that Enabling Objectives I-i,
1-3, and 14 have not been achieved. There is no infOfination regarding EnablingObjective 1-2.

In summary, until such-time as the project cap,conceptualize the four components asa.t.raining program with specific
objectives for a clearly defined clientele, it is not possible to judge whether a new degree program exists..,

Terminal Objective II. To have experimental or pilot courses developed by the satellite staff Which logically relate to the
EPDA rationale, and have been proven effective in teaching the skills, concepts, and.attitudesrbe courses seek to provide.

1.

As has been discussed, the il4-111 Satellite project consists of four components. With the exception of,the materials develop-
ment component, these generally relate-to the elements specified in Enabling Objective,11-2. It is not clear if these components
arc cpurses. The component descriptions are almost completely discrepant from the guidelines suggested for T.041-1. The
course evaluations are also discrepant from the guidelines for T.O. 11-2, a, b, c. Narrative recommendations for change are
included in the text and may yartially meet the requirements for evaluation report type "c." These recommendations arc not
supported with data in the report; therefore, it ca not be assumed that they are appropriate.

. Eath of the components are addressed sepanttely in the following paragraphs.'
z .

A major component. ofthe training program was a "course",or "module" called Cultural Awareness. It was offered as a year-
long p,racticum to Indiana University students apparently pursuing M.A. degrees in Counseling and Guidance.

The purposes of tile course arc listed in several places in the report as "skills" to be acquired by the trainees. In addition, there -
is a It of objeCtives included in Appendix A. While these lists arc similar, they are not identical. It is difficult to ascertain which
list the course was based on. None of these skills andjor objectives are directly measurable, although several of them are dis-
cussed in behavioraiterms. None of them Meet jlie criteria specified in Enabling Objective 11-4. (

Much emphasis is placed on "competency based" training. However, the evaluation design and the results do not directly
relate to,such an approach. This may be duc to the fact that the skills were generally stated in unmeasurible terms. Three types
of evaluation data were gathered. ubserrations (including video tapes) of the trainees, indirect evaluative measures on thc
students with whoin the trainees Worked, and narrative self evaluations written by the trainees at the end of the.cuurse. The
first two types of data, were not included, therefore, tt cannot be determined whether these data were directly, related to the
.competentaes or whether the objectives were achieved. judging by the self-evaluations and the evaluative summary included



m the report, certain skills were not developed, specifically classroom management and simulation and protocol. There is little
data relating to certain other cultural awareness objectives. Most of the students rated themselves as doing "A" work, a feiV
declined to assign themselves grades. Overall, the evaluation aspects of this part of the training were incomplete and rkut clearly
related to the skills. A discrepancy probably exists but there is not enough evidence to conclude this.

The subjective reuummendations for comm. improvement were generally insightful and adequate. One of them had to du with
changing the course title from "Cultural Awareness:* to "Communications." BCtAtISe the community is not clearly described, it is
not obvious whether this change represents a serious discrepancy from Enabling, Objective 11-2. The content of thC proposed
"Commurucanuns" course should be examined clusqy to insure emphasis on minority culture and educational needs as discussed
4n the EPDA rationale.

A second course in simulation and protocol materials was offered. It is not clear how this course fits with the EPDA rationale.
It is at least somewhat discrepant from the criteria specified in both Enabling Objectives 11-2 and 11-3.

This component of the total program was evaluated by its coordinator as, unsuccessful because \only one simulation was re-
quested. As a result, it is recommended on pages I6 and B-2 that this proffram be discontinued in the next project y ear. On page
B-5, however, recuramendanons are made to improve dissemination and ;rig' ease involvement<;t is not clear which of these will
e implemented.mplemented. It would seem that the former recommendation is the more logical.

.A third component of the program relates ty Management by Objectives training. As it is described, it clearly relates to that
element of Terminal Objecuve II which specifies developing skills in data-based decision making. The MBO training was composed
of three parts. an MBO seminar for four doctoral level interns, four mutual development laboratories developed to assist school
system practitioners, and inter - component consultation. It is not clear how these three parts relate. Fir example, one of the
MDLs was a "Teacher Rap Group";another had to do with the use of television in the classroom. It may be that these labs were
structured, by. the leaders in terms of MBO guidelines, but this is not evident.

The fourteen trainees listed as participants in "Cultural Awareness" are also listed as MBO trainees. It is not apparent in
which aspect of the MBO component these individuals participated.

Recommendations for change found in the text are said to be based upon evaluative data. This data is not available in the
report, so it is impossible.to make judgments regarding the quality of the evaluation and the relationship between the data
and the recommendations. It is possible that a discrepancy exists.

The fourth component was related to a community relations training modeL Apparently, this was the vehicle thiough which
community persons participated as both trainers and trainees. Parents took part in,such events as a fashion show and teaching
sessions where they learned to tutor their children in math. It is not clear if the trainers in the latter were also participants
in the other project components. This work may be a part of the A.A. degree program for counselor aides. It is not evident
which project participants would be pursuing such a degree.

To summarize. Enabhng Objective 11-has not been achieved, E.O. II-2 may have been achieved but t re is not enough
evidence to decide, E.O. 11-3 may have been achieved but there isiot evidence that these achievements meet the specified
cntena, particuladyin regard to non-satellite faculty feedback, clarity of statements and internal consistency of objectives,

_..E.0-1L-4_has_not_been achieved, and-1.0. 1151as exidicatedin the.gurdelinesTias becil achieved only

Terminal Objecirve III. To have each satellite develop pilot courses of instruction which are closely related to the practical
problems that face inner-cicrschools.,

The Ili -IPS Satellite has hmited involvement to one elementary school and its community. Recommendations arc made in
the report to xpand this involvement to include at least one junior high school and one senior high school. If this recommen-
dation is 'implemented, it would seem that the project would more closely approximate the EPDA rationale.

No documentation related to Enablinal)jective 111.1 is provided. It doesnot appear that any mutual expectations agree-
ments exist. Given the discussion on governance, it would seem that total Satellite communication is limited and this is
detrimental to the project. It is probably important that this discrepancy from E.O. III-1 be remedied.

The school seems to have been helped in the following ways. assistance to counselors and some teachers provided by the
M.A. cpunsehng trainees, mutual development laboratories provided by the MBO participants, and some community involve-

-,
mcnt provided by the community relationships component..Atkast the fuitof these appears to be consistent with Enabling
Objective 111-2. The sub-objectives relating to this Enabling Objective may have been achieved with the exception of the sub-
objective specifying i5% minority participation. It appears that the project is making an effort to remedy this situation.

Enabling Objective 111-2-5 and guideline III4-a, b, c have generally been disregarded. There is no way to ascertain the extent
or type of community human resources who are involved in the program. General statements in somc portibns of tbc report
indicate that vanous groups participate in a number of activities both as trainers and trainees. These groups may include t oni-
muruty resources. More precise information on this aspect of the project is needed to determine if this significant requirement
is being fulfilled. *

A context evaluation was conducted the first year of the project. A list of competencies.required by PPS personnel was
generated. The program components ,developcd in the second year arc related to these needed skills. There is limited CValuative
data by which achievement can be mcasured.'The culitual awareness component is most directly related to the identified coin-



potencies. There is no discussion of the needs assessment methodology, therefore, its appropriateness cannot be evaluated. How-
ever, since this was a first-year thrust upon which succeeding developments were contingent, it may be possible to assume that
the methodology was appropriate.

Terminal Objective IV. .To have the university component of each 'satellite incorporate into its present degree program a
course that deals with Qiitural awareness, decision making and planned system change.

This objective is not addressed directly in the final report. There are several difficulties in assessing progress toward this ob-
jective. In the first place, there is little evidence that the pilot programs have enunciated and/or achieved objectives related to
these three elements., Clarification is needed to ascertain that courses with such objectives and achievements du MM. Secondly,
it is not clear if all pioject "components" are synonymous with courses which coulaPe adopted by the university. Finally,
although much is written about the significance of university involvement, it is never i.lcarly defined. The most definitive evidence
relating to this terminal objective can be found In the appendix relating to the cultural awareness component, where the response
to "Has (the course) been accepted by your department for inclusion in its regular course offerings?" was "Yes." ,

With much limited information, it is suspected that this objective has not been achieved.

Terminal Objective V. To have the State Department of Public Instruction adopt the requirement that a course that deals
with cultural awareness, planned system change and data-based decision making be required for certification in PPS and School
Social Work fotinner -city work.

Thus far, this terminal objective along with the two Enabling Objectives has not been achieved, A considerable portion of the
rhetoric in the report is devoted to the importance of the Department of Public Instruction in an effort of this sort, but there
is limited evidence that any action has been taken to have DPI institutionalize these training requirements. Appaiently, someone
in the Department was interviewed in regard to the Satellite project. The result was a list of questions and recommendations
for action which would have to be dealt with before the Department could make changes. It may be that these matters will be
considered in the last project year since the project seems to view institutionalization as a high priority. A discrepancy exists at
this time.

Terminal Objective VI. To haw. cacti Satellite be able to support the decisions it has made with valid data, to have it secure
evidence otthe results it has achieved and evidence of the effectiveness of its strategies.

In the iirOadest.ietise this objective has not been achieved. Important documentation and evaluation evidence is missing from
the report. In its place are included a variety of forms relating to each component. These forms have been completed inconsistently
for the several components. Evaluative narratives included in the text do not include data and are not directly related to specific
behavioral objectives. A consistent and detailed evaluation design must be developed before any ruminative evaluation can take
place. The guideline requirements VI a-h will be summarized below:

a. IdentifiCation of the client populaticin (s):
A variety of participants, including M.A. students, doctoral students, A.A. students, parents, and rchool practi-
tioners were mentioned throughout the report. It was never made clear what aspects of the program cads of these
groups participated in nor which of these groups are actially project clients.

b. Identification of the staff and the competencies they possess:
Staff were identified by name only. Clarification as to who are trainers and trainees in'the several project activities
is necessary..

c. Statement of objectives:
Skills and objectives were listed in several places. These were not stated in measurable terms. The objectives for the
several components were not logically related, Enabling Objectives are never mentioned.

d. Entry behavior of clients: .
Behaviors are described in general terms such as course prerequisites and location in tlic community. It would not
be possible to assess change with only theie parameters for baseline data.

e. Sequence ofprogramobjecti' yes:
Since goals were enunciated only by component and not by the prograni, this requirement is. not fulfilled. Some
mention of three training phases is made but it is not clear how these phases were implemented,,

f. Statement of administrative supports, facilities, materials, and equipinent:
Audio-visual equipment j3 discussed at some length in the appendices. This may partially fulfill this information
requirement. The rest of this requirement is insufficiently completed.

g. Destription of :siafflunctions:
They were not specifically addressed. It is not cleat who many of the staff people were. What they did can be
ihterpreted only indirectly.

.14 Timelines of last year's events: -

The appendix includes some form pages, relating to time schedules. The significance of these forms.is indetcr
minable.
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No needs assessment data,Were included in this report. First year context evaluation results were discussed.

A Discussion of Discrepancies Observed in Order of Priorities for IniprovprfEht
Considering the EPDA rauonale, the original project design, and the significance of developing replicable models, there appear

to-be two very important discrepancies which should either be clarified or remedied.

First, It would seem to be important that the Satellite staff carefully examine its program in terms of the interrelationships
between components, objectives, and the EPDA rationale. Unless a more precise definition of a training program can be developed,
there would,seem to be limned opportunities for institutionalization or replication. In line with this type of conceptUalizing it
would be appropnate to dearly define. precisely what a new degree program would include, the program clientele, and how such
a program could be untautionalized. Given. the type of clarification, it would then be important to develop consistent objectives
meeting the requirements of Enabling Objective 11-4 and to develop an adequate evaluation design. It would abo seem to be
important that Cultural Awareness receive emphasis somewhat beyond the development of counseling techniques in a school
which happens to have Many minority students.

Thesecond important discrepancy relates to Ternutil Objectives I, IV, and V. Much discussion is devoted to the importance
of institutionalization,c but thus fat very little seems to have been accomplished. The staff should develop a precise degree
program, a plan for haying it accepted, and working relationships with the appropriate personnel at Indiana University and the
Department of Public Instruction.

A REPORT ANALYZING THE SECOND -YEAR FINAL REPORT OF THE LOUISVILLE EPDA PROJECT
INTERMS OF

FINAL REPORT GUIDEL1NE$ DEVELOPED BY THE MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE PROJECT

Introduction
This report is an analysis of the Final Report of the Louisville EPDA Project in terms of the guidelines for final reports dis-

seminated by the Midwest Center/Satellite Project located at Indiana University, and in terms of these guidelines as they are
further explicated m.the document titled, "A Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Making Related to the Midwest
denter/Satellite.Project:' This report will include three sections. a general statement coikerning problems encountered in the
review of the final report, a detailed analysis of the final report in terms of the six Terminal Objectives included in the guide-
lines, and finally, a statement of discrepancies observed in order of pritnities for improvement.

General Striternent
The most serious difficulty encountered in the review of this final rCiprt was the lack of a conceptual framework which

effectively links the six Major components. It is not cleat whether the course of study leading to an undergraduate degree
counseling is a part of the EPDA Satellite Project, or whether that project is only the practical Course inparent-teachtr
community agency,c-ounseling which was conducted in fourteen Louisville schools. This lack of clarity is reflected in the
numerous sets of objectives and the several descriptions of the client population included throughout the report. Statements
included in the following analysis of the six project components should be interpreted in, light of this confusion.

....Analysis_oithe.Six...TertninalQ6jectivis
0

Terminal Objective I. To have each satellite prepare a prospec-t've rredegree program or spec lization which could be
adopted in their school, and which would qualify as,a training p ogram for the "new professio " as defined in the EPDA

rationale. ,

A program of study has been developed at the University of Louisville leading to a baccalaureate degree in counseling. The

courses recommended for this certification are listed in the first addendum to the report. The second addendum includes
recommendations to the State Department as to the respective public school roles of baccalaureate and master's level counselors.
It is indicated in the latter document that the emphases in these courses of study should be on career education and child
development. This new degree program has been accepted.

t

The major discrepancy in this program component is that while a "prospective new degree program" has been developed and
institutionalized, it does not appear to be a degree training the "new professional" as defined in theEPDA rationale. For in-
stance, none of the course titles suggest content related to the three elements of ctItural awareness,,data-based decision
making, or planned systems change. Additionally, the course titles do not provide evidence that the critesia_fotTerminal
,Objective 1, specifying courses covering remediation,of communication difficulties, community involvement and organization,
diagnosis of learning difficulties, an-d collaboration and teaming, have been met. These statementsAre speculative, however,
in that no furthet definition of the course of study is provided beyond the list of course titles. If these elements are not part
of the course remurements, it must. be concluded that the requirement fox a new course of study embodied in Tentinal Objective
I has.not been met., If, on the other hand, this new degree program is not apart pf the EPDA Satellite Project, there is no evidence
that Terminal Objective I s being achieved in any way other than the single course of study addressed in Terminal Objective IL

Itdoes not seem to be logical that a single coupe would be sufficient for certification as a new PPS professional degree.

The chentele identified for the new bachelor's degree in counseling would seem to be consistent with the EPDA rationale.
The statement on the,entry behavior of these clients is very loosely constructedinchiding 'criteria such as being "open and
accepting of minonties.** It is difficult to guess how qualities as amorphous as."Opentiess" and"acceptance" are determined.
If this requirement to specify entry behavior was intended as a sort of baseline measure of participants against which achieve
Ments can be measured, the entry behaViors probably should be restated.
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The terminal objectives. for the'new degree program du describe exit behaviors to somc extent, but arc too general to be
.

'measurable. For example, Objective I says, "Upon completion of the program the tral cs1 will bc functioning effectively in
the affective domain as evidenced by the perceptions of the clients they serve." This s tement may qualify as a "goal," but to
be classified as a "yardstick" behavioral objective, the following terms would havelis* precisely defined. "functioning,"
"elle lively," "affective domam,"'"evidenced," and "perceptions." mill'Y 1

.
it ilk e tot clear if the program staff possesses the competencies defined in Enabling Objective 1-2. The IC...it i<14150(1 as evidence

' of .O. 2 are not included. Given the specifications of this objective, it is probable that a discrepancy exists, but there is no
inftitmation by which judgments can be made. Enabling Objective I-3 is no longer relevant, as the new course of study has been
adopted. The staff seems to be satisfied that they are receiving administrative supportt but there is no documentation to support
this assumption.

Terminal Objective II. To have rimental or Not courses developed by the satellite staff which logically relate to the
EPDA rationale, and have been prci n effective in teaching the skills, concepts, and attitudes the courses seek to provide.

One course has been developed in elation to this objective. Education 705 Consulting with Parents, Teachers, and Com-
munity Agencies. This course is a graduate level course for pupil personnel workers employed in fourteen city schools. It is nut a
part of thc degree requirements listed for thc "new degree" discussed under 'Terminal Objective I. It is not clear whether this
course is the total EPDA project.

While thc course does 'cern to be compatible with the EPDA rationale descnbing the "team" approach and community out-
reach, it dues not appear to include the course elements specified in E.O. H-2. cultu I awareness, data-based decision making,
and planned system change.

The course objectives are not behaviorally stated and du not meet the cnteria Ira. .11-4. Most of the 'objectives are
too generally phrased to be measurable, e.g., Objective 4, "Tv help counselors have more effective feelings in dealing with
parents and staff." These objectives will pro ably have to be rewritten if a measure of program impact is desired at the end of
the project. The activities described are lOnSIStCnt with the general objectives, but precise definitions of what is to bc learned
in each activity are missing.

The reading list seems to be appropriate for the Terminal Objectives listed for the new degree program described for Terminal
Objective I. As has been observed, the relationship between this course and that degree program is-not clear.

corporation
is no evidence to determine whether E.O. 11-3 has been achieved. Of special concern is the lack of data suggesting the

$ orporation of non-satellite faculty feedback.

Enabling:Objective II 5 has not been achieved because the evaluation was not complete at the time of the writing of the final '
report. Gi4n the lack of achievement of,E.O. 11-4, however, it may be anticipated that the forthcoming evaluation data will be
discrepant.frum the critena established for the evaluation enabling objective. The final Addendum to the report included 25 opin-
ionnaires destribing,the best and worst features of the program with recommendations for improyemen4herc is no indication
whether these statements are included as evaluative data, nor is there a description of the respondents. Until these matters are
clarified, these data cannot be used to support or refute any statements in the report. It would also be helpful if these state-

..ments were summarized in some way.

Terminal Objective III. Tu hoe each satellite develop pilot courses of instruction which arc closely related to the practical
problems that face inner-city schools.

A statement to thc effect that written agreements between program participants (T.O. H course) incorporating the etctations
of both school-Personnel and participants have been developed. There is no documentation substantiating this statcmcnt.

Needs assessment data film surveys conducted in the EPDA'sccondary schools arc included in an addendum to the final
report. These data include student achievement information revealing that the reading and math scores of a large majority of
the student population axe generally two years or more below expected gralitlevel achievement, sample parent surveys generally
indicating satisfaction with the education their children are receiving, staff surveys suggesting that half or more of the staff
members have neutral or negative perceptions of most facets of the e ucational programs in their schools, and student surveys
and interviews showing that mostAdents feel school is "okay" or " II nght" and that they are generally satisfied with the
education they are receiving. White there is no indication o u co ducted the needs assessments, the techniques are generally
acceptable. The data revealed interesting disaepancies between t A achievement and student-parent satisfaction with the
system,,and among the attitudes expressed by staff, stude arents.

Although the information tollected is interesting ow these data relate directly to instruction and services
which may be a potential function of a course suc n 705. A rather large discrepancy exists between thc assessment
data gathered and the course activities described tin, nal Objective H. A clearer statcmcnt of how the at:Illvol, are helped

t is not (lea
as Educa

and how thcsc methods arc incorporated into the training program should be madc. Therefore, while sub-objectives III-2 I and
III 2-4 have been achieved, it is not evident whether E.O. II172 has been achieved. There were no data relevant to sub-objectives,
III.2-2 and III2-3; thercfore,tchievemcnt or lack thereof cannot be indicated.

From the fists of involved human resources an the narrative description of how the program functions in the school, it appeass
that E.O. III 2 5 has becnactueved. A more firm onclusion could bc reathed if thc competencacs of thc listed resource persons
were stated.
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Termvud Objective IV. To have the uruversity component of each satellite incorporate iniu its present degree program a
course that deals with cultural awareness, decision making and planned system change!

Since the course descnbed under Terminal Objecuv-e II does nut specifically address the three elements listed above, it is
difficult to come to anyvonclusion other than that Objective IV has not been achieved.

A rauonate describing the integrated nature of the counseling and guidance staff, the universt conunitment tc community
involvement, and menuon of a course tan race consciousness a plesented. This rationak dues nut seem to provide valid expLina
tion as to why this Terminal Objective is essentially ignored.

It may be true that cultural awareness content occurs in many courses, but given that no mention it made anywhere in the
final report of data-based decision making.or planned system change, It must be concluded that a large discrepancy exists be
tween the Louisville program and the total project phihisopity as enunciated in the_EPDA rationale and the description of the
Midwest Center/Satellite Project. -

Terminal Objective V. To have the State Department of Public InstructionAdopt the requirement that a Louise that deals with
cultural awareness, planned system change and data Occasion making be required for certification in PPS and school social

work for inner-city work.
1

Appropnate Ituson between the Louisville project and the State Department of Educ.atiun dues exist. However, the conclusion
stated ut this report regarding Terminal Objective IV seems to apply in this instance also. Since no such.courseexists, it clearly

of be adopted by the State Department. Further, the work of the five-man state-wide guidance and counseling committee'
responsible hit charting the course of guidance of the state dues nut appear to be einphasizing the role of new PPS professionals.
Finally, the addendum recommending new counselor rules emphasizes training in career education and child development rather
than those concepts specified in this objective. Therefore, it must tw included that Terminal Objective V has not been met and
there is little evidencthat thit situation will change in the near future.

Termmal Oilectrve VI. To have each satellite be able to support the decisions it has made with valid data, to have it secure
evidence of the results it has achieved and evidence of the effectiveness of its strategies.

Many'lkoe information needs listed in the guidelines in conjunction with this objective have been discussed elsewhere in this

report. The following will summarize that inform-16in:

1. Definition of the Satellite Program
a) Identification of the client,population. The clients in this program are PPS workers in 14 city schools, including

parents, teachers, and principals. It is not clear if these people are enrolled in the new degree program or the course, Education

135.

b) Identification of project The identified staff includes university faculty and Louisville public schoOl em-
ployees. Their qualifications seem appropriate, but specific competencies ate not stated.

1,..

c) Statement of Terminal and Enabling Objectives in behavioral terms. The objectives arc phrased as activities to be
pursuA by existing program participants..They arc not behaviorally stated and no distinction is made between Terminal and

Enabling Objectives.

d) Entry level behaviors are ciescribed in terms of positions held, a lack of necessary counseling skills (which are not
specaliell) and the presence in interpersonal conflicts. There is no cleat relationship between these lichaviors and many of the
Terminal Objectives. The behaviors are stated in norm-nsurable terms.

e) Program objectives are listecesequentially under "c" above.

f) The statement ofadriunistrative support is general, with no supporting evidence. More specific documentation
may be presented in the budget compcinent of the Final Report.

g) Staff functions are not ,described other than in the qualifications statements included in. "b" above.'

h) A tentative class outhneu provided in fulfillment of the timeline requirement. It is not clear if the "tentative"
schedule was adhered to; data requirements defined for E.O. VI and VI-2 have not been met.

2. Needs Assessment Addendum
The needs assessment addendum provided in the final report has been discussed previously. It is not clear whether

these needs assessment data tutfill the requirements for the area of urganizatibn development, program development, staff
development, all of these, or none of these. There is no evidencethat the criteria specified in E.O. V 1 1 through VI 14 have

been considered.

A Ilisciusion.of Discrepancies Observed in Order of Priorities for Improvement
There are two majo,rdiscrepanacs whichhave been observed throughout the course of this report. Both of these arc significant

if the project is to'reeonsistent with EPDA rationale, the description of the Midwest Center/Satellite Projcct, and the 'Man to
Assist Problem Solving'and Decision Making."

siNe
The first of these has to do with the review problem described in the second section of this report, that is, the scope of the

EPDA Project in Louisville is not clear. It the project encompasses both the new agree program discussed in Terminal Objective I
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and the pilot course described in Terminal Objective II, the objectives are inconsistent with each tither. Two client populauons:'
exist and the requirements for a course dealing with cultural awareness, planned system ciunge and data-based deusion making_
are not being met. If the new degree program is not a part of the EPDA project, then Terminal Objective I has not been
achieved. In either case, the Louisville project philosophy does not appeaz consistent with the EPDA philosophy emphasizing
systems change and data-bated decision nuking. To a somewhat greater degree, the project gives some indication of concern with
cultural awareness. Asa result of this philosophical discrepancy, Terminal Objectives IV and V have not been achieved and
there is little evidence that achievement will occur in the next project year. Tu the extent the program scents to have insutu-
tionalized the degree program and the pilot course, it may be termed "successful" as a change in counsclortratrung.

The second major discrepancy has to do with the absence of supportive data and documentation, as well as a lack of rauonales
supporting the discrepancies discussed above. This lack of information may be a result of unfanuhanty with appropnate
evaluation techniques and objectives-referenced measurement. The project should be conceptualized more precisely along the
lines suggested, in the "Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Making." Without such precision and appropnate evaluation,
it will be extremely difficult to ascertain the impact of the project on clients, the host schools, the community, and the uruver-
sity.

These two major discrepancies underlie many less significant discrepancies observed in the, analysis of the six Terminal
Objectives. At least one of these lesser discrepancies deserves reiteration here. As has been stated, an adequate needs assess- ,

ment was conducted in many of the project schools. However, it is not clear how the information gathered in the assessment
has been or will be used in the training program. Direct relationships between assessment informanon, help to host schools
and the training program should be defined.

Statements throughout this report indicating achievement or lack thereof of Terminal and Enabling Objectives should be
interpreted as discrepancies between the project as described in the Final Report and the ,iingtrial project design as defined in
the EPDA rationale and the "Plan to Assist in Frith tem Solving and Decision Making."

A REPORT ANALYZING THE SECOND-YEAR FINAL REPORT OF THE OHIO SATELLITE EPDA PROJECT
IN TERMS OF

FINAL REPORT GUIDELINES DEVELOPED:BY THE MIDWEST CENTER /SATELLITE PROJECT

Introduction
This report is an analysis of the Final Report of the Ohio Pupil Personnel Specialist Satellite in terms of the guidelines for

fmat reports disseminated by the kfilivest Center/Satellite Project located at Indiana University, and in tams of these guide-
lines as they are further explicated in the document titled, "A Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Making Related to
the Midwest Center/Satellite Project." This report will include three sections. R general statement about the Ohio project and
review problems associated with the final report, a detailed analysis of.the final report in terms of the six tertrunal objectives
included in the guidelines, and finally, a statement of discrepandes observed in order of pnonties for improvement. Statements
throughout this report indicating a lack of achievement of Terminal and Enabling Objectives should be interpreted as discrepancies
between the project as described in the final report and the original project design as defined in the gtudelmes and the "Plan to
Assist" document.

General StatenUsgt
Some activities have occurred in the Columbus Satellite which are related to the overall philosophy of the EPDA program.

These activities include four pilot courses dealing with planning, cultural awareness, and orgaruzational structure, and extensive
in-school work within the Linden Project schools. While it does seem that somethings happening, it was extremely difficult to
determine precisely what, that is from the Final Report. Given that theproject does not claimitobe acluevmg Terminal Objective
I, no definition of the participants was provided. Terminal Objective VI lists a variety of persons asparticipanu, but it is neva
clear what it is these people participate in. the university courses, the on-site work, both, or neither. Additionally, confusing
references are made throughout the report to "staff," "teachers," "participants," "students," and a "task force." In reviewing
specific objectives, it is'impossible to decide just which "staff" and/or "students" and/or "teachers" are partial:puns,

Finally, because of numerouserrors in grammar, punctuation, and typing, most of the report was very difficultto read and
some parts were uninterpretable. For example, the following description of the field-based instruction for one of the courses was
provided. "Class enrollees initiated and participated held interviews with some counselors, teachers, parents, and students are
working in predominately Black schools."

As a result of these problems, statements in the subsequent sections of this report may be less than totally accurate to individuals
who are More Limilid with the project.

Analysis of the Six Terminal Objectivel
Terminal Objective I. To have each satellite prepartft ptospective new degree_programoupecialization_wluchA.ould_be_adopted,

in their school, and whiCh would qualify as a training program for the "new professional" as defined in the EPDA rationale.

Thus far the Ohio Satellite has not adopted this objective s a primary thrust of its program. No explanation is provided in
regard to this matter. Statements are made in reference to Objectives I and IV that preliminary departmental changes are under-
way which suggest that this type of training program may be adopted by the summer of 1974. Specifically, It is stated that "the
soil fa such roots do appear io have already been deposited." There is no documentation provided which permits evaluauon u(
these assumptions. Thtiefore, it must be concluded that a discrepancy exists at this time between the work thus far completed
and this project objectpaikThere is no way to decide if this situation will change bogie next year,
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Because of this position, none of the Enabhng Objectives waxaddressed. Consequently, it is not possible to know of what the
degree program would consist if it were adopted.

TermsnolObjectme II. To have experimental of pilot courses developed by the satellite staff which logually'relate to the EPDA
rationale, and which have been proven effective in teaching the skills, concepts, and attitudes the courses seek to provide.

Four pilot courses have been developed. It is not clear if these courses are for graduates or undergraduates, if they are taught
in conjunction with the Linden Project, if they would be the core of the new degree program if it should be adopted, Zir who the
students are. These four courses are Program Planning, Counseling in a Black Setting, Consideration sji Organizational Develop
went for Counselors, and Community Organization for School Workers in a Black Community.

The objectives for these four courses were included in the final report. Only one of two objectives were listed for each course.
To some extent the objectives describe behaviors, but not in terms precise enough to be measured. The addition of discrete,
measurable enabling oblectives might improve this situation. In one instance, the course related to Community Organization in a
Black Community, th4Fobjectives which art listed might be adequate enabling objectives, but in the absence of terminal
objectives, one wonders to what end these objectives are included. Syllabi are included in the addendum for each of the courses
except Program Planning. None of these syllabi expand upon the objectives stated in the main report section. They do include
reading lists which seem to be appropriate. Instructional procedures employ a variety of methods with emphasis on practical
experience in the community. However, it must be concluded that the report is discrepant from the guidelines as specifically
defined in Enabling Objective 11-4.

From the limited descriptions provided, it appears that the courses deal to some extent with most of the elements suggested in
Enabling Objective 11-2. Cultural awareness seems to be emphasized. The courses in organizational study may relate to planned
system change, and Program Planning may include elements related to data-based decision making. Without additional information,
it is impossible to judge whether or not a discrepancy exists.

Although Enabling Objective II-3 is not specifically addfessed, it is possible to get a general impression from reading the
addendum and parts of the report. While there is no evidence to judge whether specific courses have been developed to meet the
criteria specified in this objective, it appears that experiences do exist in all of the areas with the possible exception of diagnosis
of learning difficulties and their causes. More evidence is needed to evaluate this sub-ohjective.

The major discrepancy related to Terminal Objective II has to do with evaluation. No evaluative data are provided for ar of
the four pilot courses, therefore, none of the specifications listed in the guidelines under T.O. II 24, b, c have been met. Given
the nature of the objectives as discussed previously, it might be predicted that any data which might exist would be discrepant
from the criteria suggested in Enabling Objective 11-5.

There is a considerable amount of evaluative data in the addendum relating to the activities implemented in the1..inden Project.
Most of these data are adequate m terms of methodology and include feedback information which could be useful when im-
plementing similar ...it-times in this of other projects. There is no evidence that the data hayt,been used in improving subsequent
activities. As has been stated, it is not clear how these Linden activities related to the pilot courses or a possible course of
study.

'

There is opa major exception to most of the discrepancies discussed above. The addendum includes the syllabus for a course
titled Education 406, Child Guidance. This course description includes measurable goals and objectives for both the cognitive
and affective domains,ivith a mastery type -of evaluation for the cognitive objectives. No summative data are presented for the
cognitive objectives. Extensive evaluative data are presented fox the affective objectives, but these data are not summarized in
terms of possible changes in the course. Nevertheless, this syllabus comes closest to meeting the requirements expressed in
Enabling Objectives 11-4 and 11-5 and the.evaluation component of the guidelines. What is not dear, though, is how this course
fits with the EPDA project. It is not listed as one of the pilot courses or as part of the Linden Project and the course content is
not consistent with the thrust of Terminal Objective II or the "new professional" philosophy expressed in the EPDA rationale.

In summary, the Final Report is clearly inconsistent with the evaluation aspects of the guldeliiit....aid objectives, and may be
discrepant from the philosophy indicated in Enabling Objectives II 2 and 11-3, but there is not sufficient information to make a

judgment. ,

Terminal Objective III. To have each satellite develop pilot courses of instruction which are chisel) ;elated to the practital
problems that face inner -city schools.

The vehicle used to acconililish this objective is the Linden Projectoi combination of elementary, junior, and senior high
4t.lrols apparently located in an area of Columbus with a large concentration of minority people. The report states that written
agreements have been developed and maintained with the participating school's and that all concerned parties agreed to the PPS
proposal. No documentation is provides so It cannot be determined if such written agreements do exist or if the agreements
meet-the criteria establishetii4nabling Objective 111-1. A discrepancy may exist.

Program participants apparently have assisted in the identified schools in a "helping" capacity which seems to be consistent
sttith roles usually performed by counselors. It is stated that emphasis has been placed on the use of community agencievnii
Involvement with thetiarent community. The school staff seems to have been involved in an in-service capacity, primarily
designed to improve interstf communication, staff involvement with the community, and in developing staff leadership
abilities. The university facikly has conducted a number of workshops related to the aforementioned goals. Specific objectives
for this aspect of the total project are not stated, therefore, the success of the activities is difficult to ascertain, although
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evaluative data. in the addendum relating to the workshops are generallf positive. It s not clear iI these activities compnse a
university course or if theyare aspects of thc pilot courses described injerrninal Objective II. If ,they are parts of A course tar
cenuses, it is confusinF as IL) wii4 tecmipng.f.redit and to what type ofserufication such creditskmay be applied. It is not ex-
plained wftether ,n not non. satellit$ staff are incolvecl in the itistructionsfpfugram. Confusing;tennirologY ismost apparent
in this section oi the rip4rt. fprtsample, on:4, O. "lrkeased capacity 'fin sensing student needs on the part of the school
staff, teachers and adrnilUstrators," It migh(be assumed thit "sttidents" are the school siudefits and not the trainees. It is not
at all clear who arc school staff and v.hu sic tc hers. ThC,C)LICQI. 0( thE preipusly described involvement is nut specified ,-
terms of bah main schools and/or teachers participated. M une point it app'ears that elementary schuols were w bc involved,
but most oPthe related adilenfla material suggests that the focus was primarily on secondary schools.

A list of human reiotuces with their expertisetis included. These persons seem to be consistent with the general philosophy

a serious discrepancy.
of the project, but the ways in which these persons function within the project are described <only in general terms. This Is not

Needs assessment information is included within the body of the FULA Report. A staff survey was conducted pnor w the
beginning of the year which resulted in a list of fourteen or fifteen needs tvluch might be addressed by the PPS program.
Additional needs were generated infortnally throughout the year from other sources including the unidentified "Ohio Task

Pince." The final list includes 19 or 20 needs with great vanabiht y in scope. Most of,thi7dentified needs seem to be consistent
with the EPDA philosophy for the types of activities in which PPS partiupants might approphately engage. The general
description of the program and the activities desuibed in the addendum are related to many Of the needs listed. However,
because the assessment data is not quantified, it cannot in determined if the program is meeting the needs of highest pnorrty.
The survey instrument is not included, therefore, the adequacy of the methodolog rt be evaluated.

In summary, it Appears that Terminal Objective III s being achieved in a way enerally co scent with the EPDA philosophy.,
This is only an assumption, however, because of the lack of clarity and eviden in the final ort. The link between the Linden
Project and thc university 4.. utuses should bc specific& thc objectives clearly sta and thee ientipartiapant population defined.

Terminal Obje..tice /V. To have the university component of each satelbte incorporite Into its present degree program a
course that deals with cultural awareness, decision making, and planned system change.

This objective has not been :thieved to date. However, statements are nude to the effect that revisions in the programming
of the Faculty of Special Services arc such that the:slements of this Terminal Objective will become a part of a program offenng
as they exist in the four pilot courses. (Ste discussion of Terminal Objective -If.) It is anticipated that these courses will be.
adopted in 1974.

This section also includes a discussion of the course Education' 406 previously desuibed. It is still not apparent how this
course is consistent with the overall project philosophy.

No supporting documentation is provided, therefore, anticipated institutionalization remains speculative.

.Terminal Objective V. To have the state department of public instruction (SEA) adopt the requirement thata..&&)urse that
deals with cultural awareness, planned system change and datahaieddecision making be required for certi cation ii\ PPS
and school social work for inner-city work.

This objective has not been achieved in the narrowest interpretation of the parameters. That is, no singlt t 1..t..!.._,ci'ourse cants,
and those pilot nurses which may relate to the elements embodied n the objective have not been accepted either by the
university,or ibF date-dePartment.

A description of recommendations for changes in the training program for school and for community social workers is
provided. These recommendations arc, to some extent, consistent with the overall EPDA philosophy in that interdepartmental
fluency is suggested as well an emphasis on increased. field work in training and on work in the inner aty. The adoption
of such recommendations may produce a climate,conduave to the adoption of this objective, but as yet is quite a ways
removed. No documentary support is included.

Based on thc information it seems that achievement o this ob ective will be quite some time in thc future, if at all.

Terminal Objective VI. To have each satellite support the decisions...it has made with valid data, to have it secure evidence of
the results it has achieved and evidence of the effectiveness of its stntegies.

On the basis of the information included in the final report, it dots not appear that this satellite has ac,hieved thn objective.
There is little or nu evidence of results of of strategy effectiveness. A discrepancy may exist, but the information fa4nconclusivc.
the specific information needs listed in the guidelines will be summarized beloiv.

1. Definition of the program:
a) Idgtification of the client population. This section of the report is the only place in which participants arc

identified. It is not clear in what elements of the progwn these people participate, The list suggests that
Enabling Objective III.2-2 has been achieved. There is no indication whether the reqUirement specifying 75%
minority participation has been met. ,

b) Identification of staff and comp tencies. The' described staff appears to be well qualified with specific com-
petencies appropriate to the pro . The staff also includes representatives of the host school and the com-
munity.
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c) A behavioral statement of objectives. (terminal and enabling)
d) Sequence of the objectives and
e) A timeline.

1)

These thiee elements arc presented simultaneously in tabular form. The terminal objectives are acceptable as a
'major outline of the project. The enabhng ubjeeuves do not meet the criteria embodied m Enabling Objective
114 and arc unmeasurablc in terms of student/participant achievement. Only measures of an "occurred-did not
occur" variety could be applied. Data-based decision making would not be based on enabling objectives of the
"activity" variety ouggested here. It is not clear whether theiimeline was appropriate, or if, in fact, it was the
schedule which was followed.

Entry behavior of clients. A's has been found in other final reports, the entry behavior is described in loose and
general turf's. This may be appropriate if the intent of yhe guideline requirement is not to provide baseline data
against which student achievements can be measured. If the latter was the intent of the requirement the entry
Level behavior descriptors would have to be refined.

g) Statement of administrative supports, facilities, materials, and equipment. The supporting paragraph is adequate
as a general statement, but is not an adequate base for the allocation of funds. This information may be more
detailed in the budget component of The Final Report. It would also not qualify as a comprehensive list of
necessary "pre-conditions" as described in Robert Stake's evaluation model, among others.

2. Needs Assess:at-sit Addendum.

No addenda were attached related to needs assessment. The results of the assessment were embodied In the text as
discizsed previously. Without such information statements related to the guideline requirements cannot be made. A
discrepancy probably exists.

A Discussion of Discrepancies Observed in Order of Priorities for Improvement
The major discrepancy in this report ts the failure to achieve, to any meaningful degree, Ternunal Objective VI. There arc

almost. no documentation or quantifiable evaluation data in the report. Without such information no assessment of program
achievements or Prograrii impact can bc made.lf such evidence u available it should be examined in light of thc discrepanues
or possible discrepandes observed throughout this report. If it is not available it would seem to be important to develop an
appropriate and comprehensive evaluation design or the next project year. Such a design should specify terminal project
objectives, ...muse objeCtives, and participant objectives. These terminal objectives should bc accompanied with measurable
enabling objectives and appropriate activities. A variety of measures and methods should be employed.

Given the problems created by this majOr discrepancy, all other discrepancies are only possibilities which may or may not be
accuratZ. These have been Observed throughout this report and will not.be-repeated. I'll/WV/CZ, then, is another significant
problem with the Final Report which deserves additional comment.

The project and/or the Final Report lacks a dearly defined conceptual framework. Table 1 approximates such a framework
in a very general way. The several project components should be described in such a manner that direct relationships can bc
easily observed. Additionally, the participants in each component should be defined. These,exertises siem to be a minimal
requirement for the establishment of a-ncw degree program consistent with the EPlyi philosophy.

In summary, the Ohio Satellite appears to be conducting a number of act:it:es which may very well be rela,ted to the total
EPDA program. If the Final Report had adhered more closely to the spirit of the guidelines and the "Plan to Assist" document,
it would be much easier to assess the significance oT the effort.

A. A REPORT ANALYZINGTHE SECOND-YEAR FINAL PROGRESS REPORT (1972-73) OF THE
JANE ADDAMS GRADUATE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

IN TERMS OF
F1,NAL REPORT GUIDELINES DEVELOPED BY THE MIDWEST CENTER /SATELLITE PROJECT

Introduction
This report is an analysis of the 1972 73 Final Progress Report from the Jane Addams Graduate Scuool of Social Work

Satellite in terms of the final report guidelines defined by theklidwest Ccnter at Indiana.Unwersny and further explicated in
the document titled "A Plan to Assist Problem Solving an4 Deciswit Making Related to the Midwest Center/Satellite Project."
This report viii include general statements concerning the loral report, a detailed analysis of the gpurt in terms of the six
terminal objectives and finally, an evaluation of the sigruficance of the discrepancies observed in the detailed analysis.

General Statetnents
The Jane Addams Satellite Final Report reveals several strengths as a project involved with the training of graduate students.

Most notably, these include an apparently sincere effort to modify traditiorkal school suctal work training in such a manna as to
produce professionals with new rule defiruttuns and skills as outhncd in thc EPDA rationale describing new pupa personnel
specialists. Secondly, the attempt to acquaint students with the need fur evaluation and data-based decision making, particularly
in sensitive social service professions, is to be applauded. Finally, student involvement in planning, executing, and evaluating
their own curriculum in "real world" settings is a fine technique fur a program of study designed to develop student skills in
each Of these areas.
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Unfortun.i.zly, impressive as such activities appear to be on papa, there Ls no way to judge whether or not they actually exist.
The overnding clactepancy u thZ report is the almost complete absem.t of evaluative data. This lack of quantifiable data pervadc-s
the enure,repun and *eaves most statements regarding discrepancies somewhat th the *calm of speculation. That a, stateMents in
the repon intheatarig achievement of the several objectives may well be accurate, but lacking evidence there a no way of judging.

This tack of evidence may stem from a Wide of program staff and students to appreciate the value ofobjectives-referencxi
ptiuirung and decision making. With a few exceptions, the objectives stated at several components of the project are not behavior
ally stated, and therefore lack approprrate indscatots of achievement. The writing of objectives a too often viewed as an academic
exercise only tangentially related to activities and performance. How unfortunate, however, is the graduatelaced in a school dis-
trict who dacovers to his dismay that while he "passed" the courses, he really does not know the skills necessary for ha pro-
fession. Had such discrepanues been noted during the cinuse of his trauung, remedial ot alternative activities could have been
attempted to provide him with the necessary skills, understandings, and attitudes. While the subjective analyses of student ac
luevements generally practiced by educators ate oftenumes accurate, st a beyond the ability of any single instructos to remember
and analyze all of the strengths and weaknesses of ha many students area ume in order to propetly evaluate and plan with them.
Systemauc dau collection referenced to specific objectives is necessary not only to the ordet)y development of a total program
but a means of ethically providing iients with the training and education they rightfully expect.

Analysis of the Six Terminal Objectives.
Terminal Objeeteve I. To have each satellite prepare a prospective new degree program or specialization which could be

adopted m its school, and which would qualify as a traimng program for the "new professional" as defined in the EPDA
rationale.

One of the difficulties in assessing progress towed the achievement of this objective is a result of the data requirements specified
in the guidehnp. It would seem that while sdenufscation of the client population, entry behaviors, and a behavioral stai.4-411[41t of
terminal objectives axe clearly important aspects "of a prospective new degree program, these arc not adequate definitions of the
program. It might be appiopnate to region a hsting of courses, objecuves, and their sequence such as that required fur terminal
objective VI, Part I, G and E in conjunction with Terminal Objective I. This would provide an overview of the prospective pro-
gram consistent with the criteria spelified in the detailed "Plan to Assist."

Given the requirements specified in the guidelines, the Jane Addams Project provided related, if not adequate, data.

The idenufied Ghent populauon funded with OE supends includes seven blacks and three whites apparently fulfilling, at least
partially, the requirement for 75% minority partiupauon. These numbers are confusing, however, in that another section of the
final report suggests 12 student participants and irayet anoder place, 40 student participants, 12 of whom are black.

It is not clear whether entry behavior is hmited.to the criteria so specified (page 4) or whether the suggested grade point
Averages (3.75 out of 5) are, also part of entry behaviors. Probably the most serious deficiency in this area is the statement of
student characteristics which arc loosely defined as several sorts of "willingness" (e.g., "willingness to deal with obstacles and
resistances"), an open-ended phrase generall% viewed as uruneasurable. If specifications of the type of students who should be
involved in the program are important, it is suggested that more discrete and observable charkcteristics be defined.

The terminal objectives listed on pages 4 and 5 would not usually be considered behaviorally stated program objectives. As they
are stated they-appear more-like job qualification statements. If- these objectives art_to be individualstudent objectives, thry xnust
be defined in terms of discrete and measurable student achievements. If these objectives are intended to define program expects
Dons, they should relate more directly to what the program intends to provide with indication of expected results. Program
objectives are exceedingly difficult to conceptualize, but unless specific means are related to specific ends, there is no valid way
of determining whether the program has achieved what it intends.

If the program is to be properly evaluated in a summative fashion, a clarification or restatement of these objectives would seem

to be mandatory.

ler:nose! Objective IL Yo have experimental of pilot courses developed by the satellite staff which logically relate to the EPDA
rationale, and have been proven effective in teaching the skills, concepts, and attitudes the courses seek to provide.

A series of courses to be completed by students ova a two-yew period and leading to certification as a school-community pupil
social worker has been developed. The first year consists primarily of background courses with some practicuin experience, while

the second year is a twelve-month internship in a community.

The courses are describedan terms of objectives, reading lists, and activities. There is no specific course dealing with cultural

awarebess, databased decinori Making and planned systein change.

It appears from the course contents that data-based decision making and planned system change are dealt with rather exten-
sively,but it is not cleat to what extent these courses deal with cultural awareness. None of the 22 stated objectives deal with
this topic. specifically. Reading lists include some material related to cultural awareness and optional counts outside of those

developed for this project deal specific.ally with such topics as Afro-Americanyelations. In addition, it was stated that a course
dealing with Afro-Amencan Issues and Intervention Strategies is being deyeloped. While no rationale was presented as to wily a

course such as that described in Enabling Objective II-2 has not been developed, it would appear that content appropAate to such

a course will be adequately dealt with, especially if the prospective course mentioned above is developed.
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The most senous discrepancy related to Terminal Objective II is the lack of behaviorally stated course objectives and the con-
sequent absence of evaluatne data. With the exception of the objectives for the course on prtssm evaluation, objectives are too
generally stated and unmeasurable. None of the objectives meets the criteria suggested in rnabhug Objective II4. This problem
would not seem to be difficult to, remedy. Many wtgses do specify activities, tasks, and guides (e.g., "Guide for Team Meetings")
which could be usefulin the clanfication of specific objecuves. Additionally, the objectives fur the worst on Plograrn Evaluation
could serve as an appropriate guide.

Given the measurable format of the objecuves for the Program Evaluation &lora, it is surprising that this course (as well AS the
others) provided no data in response to the guidelines for Terminal Objective 11, Part 2. Some of these included statements to the
effect that certain attitudinal evaluations had been conducted in the course with generally positive results. In the absence of data,
however, no statements can be made about the success of the courses and certainly no information-based plans for change are
provided.

In terms of Enabling Objective 11-3, which describes additional courses to be provided by the satellite, it, is not clear from the

course descriptions whether or not the following topics are being addressed. 'definition and remediation lummunicatiun dif
ficulties, cultural differences, and diagnosis of learning difficulties and their causes:

a. Enabling Objective U-1 has generally been met, but the data needs considerable refinement, particularly in'terms of
behaviorally defining expected outcomes and measures thereof.

b. Enabling Objective 11-2 hat been met by means of a variety of courses providing information about data-based decision
making and planned system change. It is not cleat that cultural awareness has received the emphasis indicated in the terminal
objective, but plans seem to be developing to remediate this problem.

,

c. Enabling Objective U-3 has been partially achieved with the exceptions notecbabove. These exceptions may be accurate
or may be a function of limited information in the final report.

d. Enabling Objective 114 has not been met. The mint °advanced: course, in tams of specifying behavioral objectives, is
that one dealing witliProgram Evaluation.

e. Enabling Objective 11-5 has not been accomplished inany meaningful way.

Terninua Objective M. To have each satellite develop courses of instruction which are closely related to the practical problems
that face innex-city schoo41.s.

Enabling objective. imf specifies that each satellite shall establish a relationship with a public school, giving the satellite an
opportunity to conduct field-based instruction and to receive input from the school. This final report indicates that relationships
have been established witharticipadng districts. A detailed arrangement between one student and the Champaign district was
included in the a;pendix. Danville and Peoria wrote letters accepting interns. The status of Urbana is not dear. That is, there is
conflicting data throughout the report as to whether Urbana is a participating district or not. While the Champaign agreement
appears to speafy mutual goals raUlekcleally, the othel two do not. To the extent that working an'angethents have been agreed
upon, this enabling objecuver has been achieved. Howevet, "form" acceptance letters which do not incorporate the district's
expectauons for a unique uinernship progratn5nay result ma district apsorting the intern as a traditional school social worker,
thus losing the concept ofithe pupil persormel.spee.alist. It would'seernto heimportant to document this new arrangement in
the other two districts.

Enabling Objective 111 -2 ingcates that f-aculty members m each satellite should give instruction which utilizes identified needs
in a public school4as a methodlit_clemo&tration and teaching. The evidence presented in the Final Report suggests trait this
type of instruction exists only at the second year-internship level. It is questionable whether intern supervision can be directly
equated to "instruction." There is no data showing that this type of instruction existli.at the rust yeas course practicimi

Enabling Objective m2 -1 says that the Satellite faculty will conduct a needs assessment in the host schools. A rationale is
presented in this final report that the task of such a needs assessment is more properly a part of the training of the interns. This
argument seems logical and appropriate. There is some evidence in the appendices that assessments of this nature did occur in at
least Campaign and.Danvtlle. The is no data regarding an pect of t rogtam In Peoria and Urbana. The resulting list of
needs developed in Champaign and Danville appears to be onsistent with th team approach stressed in the project rationale.
Needs were identified which traditionally have been the purview of unrelated cialists, including counselors, nurses, social

workers, administrators, and,special educators. It would be appropriate for the specialists to attempt to meet these needs

by means of the team framework.

It is difficult to judge whether the data from which the list of needs was generated meet the criteria suggested in E.O. III 2 1,
as no information about the needs assessment sources or processes was presented,

Enabling Objective 111-2-2 indicates that one aspect of community involvement is the instruction of teachers and counselors
from the host schools along with graduate students. Statements appeal throughout the final report suggesting that such instruc

pntnanly in the form of workshops, has occurred. No data regarding class enrollments was included in the report, there
fore, it is impossible to judge whether this sub-objective has been achieved.

Enabling Objective HI-2-3 has been addressed in the &elusion of Terminal Objective I. If the sub-objective is to apply only
to tbose PPS clients funded by the project, the Jane Addams project has achieved this objective.
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,. fa8Iiiling Objective III-2-4 suggests that each sateihte consult with parents in identifying needs in the host schools. The data
requireinent (reports detailing parent involvement) has nut been met. There is some indication in the student reports that cum-
pnse the appendices that the interns have been involved with parents. Because these reports were not written for this objective
and beFause they do not represent the entire statellue program, a is not possible to determine the extent and type of cornmunica
ionAyrtg,parenU. _

Questions III-4 and III-3 in the giudelmes ask how the schools have been helped in the resolution of the identificd.proLlems
and how these methods of helping have been.incorporatcd into the training of the interns...

.Ederice is available for only five of the interns. This information is in the form of narratiOe descriptions by these students
about then internship activities. While the information is generally not quantified and formal evaluations are not available, it
would appear hop these reports that the interns did become involved in a variety of ways witty the community and the school
appropriate to the EPDA guidelines. However, the possibility of premature specialization exists, and the success of their efforts
cannot be accurately determined because of a lack of objectives-referenced data,. It is not possible to determine the impact of
the total prpirain on the host schools because of limited information.

Enablinqbjective specifies a list of human resources involved in the training program. This final report includes a
task force involved with the Satelhte staff. This advisory board includes people who meet the

criteria spaaf fur E.O. In addition, lists of resource persons from the host schools are also included: These p,cople
are exclusively school personnel and therefore du not meet the criteria as well as the members of th community task force.
There is do indition that any of the resource people have been involved in the instructional proce

.--
Terminal Objeais.e To have the university component of each satellite incorporate into its present degree progra i a course

that deals with culttiial awareness, decision-making and Planned system change.

No single course dealing with the three topics listed above has been developed. However, a course of study required by the
students in the School-G.aninuruty-Pupil Program incorporates these elements. In addition, as mentioned previously, a yourse
dealing with Afro-American Issues an Intervention Strategies is being developed. Therefore, the spirit, if not the lettet, of 'I

Terminal Objective IV seems to be met. Because of lack of data, it is not clear whether the criteria specified in EnablinkOir,
jective have been met, particularly those cntena specifying involvement of nun-Satellite itaff during the development and
feedback stages. 4

Terminal Objective-41 To have the State Department of Public Instruction adopt the requirement that a course that deals
with cultural awareness, planned system change, and data-based deasicin making be required for certification in PPS and School
Social Work for inner-city work.

Ierrnifacon'rijective IV hp not, been achieved, but the accompanying rationale appears logical and adequate. The Satellite
faculty hcx,ii,iirdinated efforts with liaison persoris in OSPI and one member of the Satellitt staff is a, member of the state
advisory board for the training of school social workers. The state department is moving i the direction of guidelines specifying
that the tools related to planned system change, data-based ciccisiun making and cultural vareness are appropriate for school
social workers. However, to date, the SEA has not specified courses for certification in s9tooi social work, prestimably because
of political pressures from state social workers.

As has been observed, it seems that the Satellite faculty has moved in the direction outlined by this objective, but that the
problems encountered are somewhat beyond their ability to influence. There is na dgcumcntation to verify that the foregoing
rationale is accurate.

Terminal Objective VI. To have each satellite be able to support the dacision's it has made with valid data, to have it secure
evidence of the results it has achieved and evidence of the effectiveness of its.sftegies.

Because mucl of the preceding report has focused upon the lack of valid data, including many of the information require-
ments designated .11 the guidelines'for Terminal Objective VI, this section of the report will briefly summarize the report in

\\terms of the eight listed descriptions.

a. Identification of tire client population. These are pnmarily master's degree students and secondarily school persoxiliel
worklers. This is apparently appropriate since each satellite-has the freedoni to designate its clients. Thyem is no documentallon
as to numbers and types of school-based clients. Numbers of degree candidates appear Inconsistently throughout the report.

b. Identification of staff and competencies: information appears to be adequate and 4;9i:opiate.
c>.

c. Statement of terminal and enabling objectives. The point has been made repeatedly throughout this paper that the
objectives are not behaviorally stated and.probably are non-quantifiable. The enabling objectiveslisted here would more ap
propriately be termed activities. _

d. Entry behavior of clients: Sec discussion relating to Terminal Objective I.

c. Sequence of program objectives. Information is consistent with "enabling activities, but not directly related to
"terminal objectives."

f. Administrative supports statement. Information appears to be adequate, but documentation is absent.

g.
.

Description of staff functions: Information is basically adequate. t-
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h. Timelines. It is nut clear if these timelines are consistent with predicted schedules. Additionally, the timelines are not
related to the terminal objectives in any way other than course completion.

The addendum provides information which is generally inappropnate to the specifications of the guidelines! The plublcms
with the data provided have been discussed previously.

n.

Evaluation of the Observed Discrepancies
It is no doubt obvious from the preceding discussion that the overriding significant discrepancy in the Jane Addams final

report is the absence of appropriate evaluation. This discrepancy probably sterns from a lack of vehaviorally stated objectives
with accompanying enabling objectives, activities, tunelines, and measures. To fully evaluate the impact of the program un
trainers, clients, and host schools, mort precision in thought, casting the program in a measurable conceptual framework,
mandatory. This would entail a restatement of the terminal objectives, an analysis of appropnatc enablin,g objectives (probably
stemming from precise cuursi objectives) and clearly related evaluative measures, including testing, observation, documentation,
etc.

Unless the project develops such a framework for the final year, it will probably become nu more than another exercise in
faculty established course requirements for certification. Subjectively, it appears that interns are functioning in the field an a
manner related to the PPS rationale, but program improeinent in terms of strengthening trainee competencies will be difficult,
if not impossible, without more information. The program, is it appears in the final report, could nut be said to rest un data-
based decision making.

'significant if tional information cannot be provided. These discrepancies are listed in order of perceived significance to
While the raises the discrepancy of greatest significance in the opinion of this reviewer, certain other issues may be very

ti
program success.

First, it i(nut apparent in what ways this program vanes from traditional school Spcial work training. Specifically, it is difficult
to determikthe extent of involvement with commuturi7eZtiri,es (including parents) and the extent of developmental work
with pupil personnel workers in host schools. If this type of invo1ycment does exist it is important to know to what extent, with
whom, andwhat is the impact. ;

Secondly, it is not cleat to what extent the program focuses on cultural awareness. This issue has been discussed at length
-other sections of this report.

Third, it is not clear that the suggested course contents described in the criteria for Terminal Objective II are beirigprovided;

Finally, if the focus of the training is to develop,profeisionaLswho work with inner-city or rural disadvantaged, it iniut clear
if the internship sites provide appropriate training experiences.

Other less 5igruficant discrepancies have been noted throughout this report. Most of these relate to the ovemding difficulty in
evaluating a final report which is deficient in evaluative data. .
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APPENDIX G

A PLAN TO ASSIST PROBLEM SOLVING AND DECISION MAKING
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MIDWEST CENTER/SATELLITE OBJECTIVES

MC' statement uf ubjei_uves which follows has been constructed from the EPDA rationale and the previous Center proposals
submitted to the Offiec of Edueation. There has been nu ammo to be all inclusive and state every objeeuve whieh must be met
if the project is to be successful, We have stated only those objectives which seem to be most basic to the intent of this project.
We interpret this bast. intent to be to change the training programs in universities which prepare pupil personnel workers.

The objectives stated here arc directed toward achievement of that goal in the universities assuuated with the Center. In order
to.have a department in a Lir...ashy adopt a new program or modify an existing uric, it is neeessaryLU have the proposed new
program outlined in detail. Thus, we have stated a terminal objective that satellites have the prospective program described.

To help assure that this program will bc adopted at some future time, we have stated objectives that, satellites develop a plan
that can bc fulluwed in having the new degree program adopted, that Satellites develop, test, and tire incorporated into then
preknt programs a course that deals with i.ultural awareness, deustun making and planned system ehangc. Further, we have
stated as an objective that the State Departments of Edui.attun require that this course bc taken by'students who will be
certified to work in inner -city schools.

We believe also that if this degree program 13 going to be relevant to the needs of minority students that community people
from the inner it and sellout staffs in inner-city schools should bt involved in the develupment uf this ncw program. Thus,
tve have stated Objectives that call for this involvement.

We believe that if programs which arc developed and tested are to have validity, they must be planned and systematically
carried out and they must be evaluated. Thus, we have stated an objcetive that satellites will be able to_ support their &towns
with valid data.

We believe that a strength of the. Center/Satellite consortium is in the sharing of common problems and drawing on our
multiple resources. To utilize this strength, organization, staff, and program strategy committees were created. Thus, we
have stated objectives which ire related to systematic work by these strategy committees.

The following pages inelude statements of Terminal and assuuated Enabling Objectives. There are six Terminal Objcetives;
They are:

Terminal Objective 1
To have each satellite prepare a prospective ncw degree program or specialization which could be adopted in thcir university,

and which would qualify as a training program for the "new professional" as defined in thc EPDA rationale.

Terminal Objective 11
To have experimental or pilot courses developed by the satellite staff which logically relate to the EPDA rationale, and

have been proven effective in teaching the skills, concepts, and attitudes thc courses seek to provide.

Terminal Objective III
To have each satellite develop pilot courses of instruettori which are closely related to the practical problems that rue inner-

city schools.

Terminal ObjectiprJr-:
To have the university component of each satellite tneorporate into as present degree program a course that deals with

cultural awareness, decisiOn making, and planned system change:

Terminal Objective V ,
To have the State Department of Publii. Instruutton (SEA) adopt the requirement that a course that deals with cultural

awareness, planned system change, and data-based dcusion making be required fur Lerttfitlatton in PPS and School &Jew'
Work for innercity work.

Terminal Objective VI
To have each satellite be able to support the decistous a has made with validdata, to have it sceurc evidence of the results

it has achieved and evidence of thc effectiveness of its strategies.

To expandvon these objectives we will now restate the Terminal Objectives with thcir associated Enabling Objectives. We
have ahu indieated the entena that will be used to deterrrune level of achievement and data that will beeollected to measure
achievement.
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DATA

\--iTohave each satellite preparen proposal for a new degree program or specialization
which could be adopted in its university, and which would qualify as a training
program for the "new professional" as defined in the EPDA rationale.

/CRITERIA /

Inclusion of courses which singly or combined deal with the following: individual
and group problem solving; planned system change; consultation theory and
practice; definition and remediation of communication difficulties; cultural dif-
ferences, community involvement, and organization; diagnosis of learning dif-
ficulties and their causes; and the concept of collaboration and teaming.

.

Compatibility of program definition with support conditions or existing programs.

Clarity of statements.

Internal Consistency of objectives with each other and EPDA goals.

The written document.

1. Identification of the clien
2. A behavioral statement of
3. Efitry behavior of clients.

CS.

) COURSE CRITERIA

Individual problemDolving be specified.
Planned system change - to be spedfied.
Consultation theory and practice - to be spedfied.
Definition and remediation of,communication difficulties - to be specified.
Cultural differences - to be spedfied.
Community irivolvettient and organization - to be specified.
Diagnosis of learning difficulties - to be specified.
Collaboration and teaming - to be specified.
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To have a program staff in each satellite who is committed to developing a new
degree program or specialization that prepareS the new PPS professional.

DATA

V

Interview with program staff.

/CRITERIA /

Belief that this kind of program is needed.
Belief that it it possible.
Commitment to work for its acceptance.
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(
To have a program staff of each satellite who are knoWledgeable in the concepts of
problem solving, planned system change, consultation theory and practice, com-
munication difficulties, community involvement and organization, collaboration
and teaming; who possess an understanding of cultural differences; and who can
teach these concepts and skills.

DATA

Course syllabus, position papers, needs assessments on staff development,-self-
evaluation reports, direct observation by Center staff,

To have each satellite develop a written for the adoption process of the new
degree program.

149,
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DATA

/'RITEiuA /

Provision for early and continuous lines of communication between satellite and
non-satellite faculty. Specification of the means by which the communication will
be maintained and the work of getting ideas adopted will be carried out.

Includes a needs assessment for counselors in inner-city schools.

The written plan with all revisions.

Sa

\
To have the administration in host universities. (department head and/or dean)
establish rewards for satellite staff that are perceived by project staff as fair and
appropriate, i.e :, commensurate with their contribution to program development.

DATA

CRITERIA/

l

Satisfaction by the project staff that they are receiving administrative support.'

Intervitw with satellite staff to determine'their perception of the climate for
program change, of the rewards they do receive or might receive if the program
is suecessful:

0
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To have experimental or pilot courses developed by the satellite.staff which
logically relate to the EPDA rationale, and have be proven effective in teaching
the skills, concepts, and attitudes the courses seek to' provide.

Each satellite will develop an initial plan of action.

DATA

CRIZERIA

Compatibility of program definition with support conditions or existing programs.

Clarity of statements.

Internal consistency of objectives with each other and EPDA goals.

0

A written document,which includes:
$

- identification of the client population
- identification of the staff of the projectsand the competencies they possess
- a behavioral statement of terminal objectives
a behavioral statement of the major enabling objectives
entry behavior of clients

-sequence of objective.
- administrativeitwports, facilities, materials, and equipment
- description oe'itarf functions
- establishment of time lines for the events of thltrogram

151
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To have each satellite provide instruction in cultural awareness, data-based decision
making, and planned system change. /

DATA

/.carrEluA /

Instruction and practice in procedures of systematic problem solving, problem
identification, specifying objectives, data collection and analysis, and evaluation.

Gives emphasis to a change model based on needs assessment, development and
maintenance of trust, and collaboration and conflict resolution.

A list of courtesheing taught as pilots with course description, objectives, reading
assignments, project assignments, theories, and concepts taught; evaluation reports
regarding implementation.

a
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To have each satellite develop courses of instruction in one or mote or the following
areas: consultation theory and practice, definition and remediation ofconununica-
don difficulties, cultuzil differences, community involvement and organization,
diagnosis f. .4 learning difficulties and their causes, and the concept of collaboration
and teaming.

DATA

icarrERIA

Obtain feedback during development from satellite and non-satellite faculty.

Inclusion of courses which singly or combined deal with the following: individual
and group problem solving; planned system change; consultation theory and practice;
definition and remediation of communication difficulties; cultural differences,
community involvement and organization; diagnosis of learning difficulties and their
causes; and the concept of collaboration and teaming.

Compatibility of program definition with support conditions or existing programs.

Clarity of statements.

Internal consistency of objectives with each other and EPDA goals.

Course descriptions, course objectives, syllabi, project assignments, theories and
concepts taught, evaluation reports regarding impktnentation.
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To have each satellite 'faculty who develops a pilot course or learning module state
the objectives of the course in behavioral terms.

I111I. 1.' A.

/ CRITERIA/

a

Objectives should include the behavior to be achieved in the following areas:

Facts to be learned
Attitudes to be changed
Skills to be mastered
Problems to be solved
Conditions to be changed
Programs to be changed

I

IThe-statement of the objectives of the course.
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To have each satellite faculty who teaches a pilot course evaluate the course to
determine the degree of achievement of the course objectives and the changes that
are needed.

DATA

/ CRITERIA/
The evaluatibn is based on objectives stated before the course was taught and on
unintended consequences. Recommendations for change should be based on
evidence.

LI Evaluation report with accomplishments and recommendations for change.

JP

..

To have each satellite develop piktt courses of instruction which arc closely related
to the practIcal problems that fact inner-city schools.
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DATA

To have each satellite establish a relationship with a public school which gives the
satellite the opportunity to conduct field-based instruction and receive input from
counselors and teachers.

/ CRITERIA/
Agreement by principal and teachers to invite satellite.

Satellite help on current problems (needs) of the host school(s) will be related to
the instruction given.

Written agreement will state conditions under which \vork in the school(s) will be
conducted. It will list the expectations the school(s) has and the expectations
of the university.

Written agreement between the satellite and the school(s) with wjtich relationship
has been established.

.1.1.1
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To have faculty members in each satellite give instruction which utilizes identified
needs in a public school as a method for demonstration and teaching.

DATA

/ CRITERIA /
Course design allows for input from needs assessment.

Description of course design. Evaluator's report verifying implementatiOn as
called for in the design.

Report on the results of the needs assessment.

To have satellite faculty conduct a needs assessment in host schools.

.
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DATA

'CRITERIA

Data gathered from multiple, sources and/or through the use of multiple methods.

A report from each giving dates of needs assessment and the needs identified.

To have each satellite give instruction that involves graduate students and teachers
and counselors from the host school(s).

DATA

CRITERIA

Graduate students are enrolled in degree or certificatin program.

Teachers and counselors shall have enrolled on their own initiative.

Class enrollments indicating occupational status of enrollees,

-*
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To have people of color represent at least 75% of the total number of university
Students who are working toward a degree in PPS in each satellite project.

DATA

/ CRITERIA /

4
Enrollments designalii*rare,,

-*^(Specified in objective.)

I

To have each satellite consult with parents in identifying school needs in the host
school(s).

DATA

/ CRITERIA /
Consultation shall have been made before needs assessment is conducted.

Reports from satellite detailing parent involvcmettt.

,1f0
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To have each satellite identify and utilize in its pilot training program the human
resources that are presently availableih the'communities or host school s).

DATA

/ CRITERIA/
Important resources to be identified:

persons with knowledge of strategies of organizing action groups in the community

- persons with knowledge of strategies for increasing the level Old quality of com-
munication between the school and the community.

- persons with knowledge of the ways to assist the community to articulate its needs

- persons with knowledge of the wags to identify the available human resources in
the community.

of the human resources in training program:

- community invOlVement when instruction is plumed.

community persons instruct and/or consult trainers and trainees.

4

Names of community persons identified ancrthe expertise they contribute to the
program.

Description of the training activities which involve community persons.

4
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To have the university component of each satellite incorporate into its present
degree program a course, that deals with cultural awareness, decision making, and

planned system change.

Achievement of Enabling Objective 11-1 (to have each satellite develop and test a
course in cultural differences, data-based decision making, and planned system

change)

e

Achievement of Enabling Objective 14 (to have each satellite develop a written plan
for the adoption process of the new degree program).

TERMINAL
OBJECTIVE IV

../



To have the satellite staff tke its adoption plan for a nfw degree program and
apply it to the adoption of the course on cultural awareness, databased decjsion
making, and planned system change.

0

DATA
ta

r

/CRITERIA /

. S.

Each aspect of the plan was attempted or a reason given why it was not implemented.

1. Existence of a plan which specifies the steps to be taken in adopting the
course.

2. Involvement of non - satellite staff during development.

3. Obtaining feedback from nonsatellite staff during development.

Soliciting suggestions for change during development.

Written reportreport noting dates of implementation of each aspect of the plan and the
results of the activities.

To have the State Department of Public Instruction (SEA) adopt the requirement
that a course that deals with cultural awareness, planned systein change, and data-
based decision maki, ,be required for certification in PPS and School Social Work
for inner-city work:
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To have a person within each SEA who has some responsibility irftertification of
PPS or social workers accept the idea that a course on cultural awareness, data-
based ileciiion making, and planned system change should be included in certifi-
cation requirements.

/ CRITERIA

Belief-that-this-kindot.program is needed Belief-thatit is possible, commitment to
work fOr adoption.

Interview with liaison person in each SEA.

r
4e,

To have the satellite form a planning committee with reketentation from each
satellite within the same state, the Centes,.an SEA liaison lerson, and other appro-
priate persons to meet and formulate a plan to modify the certification requirements.

1.64
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DATA

CRITERIA

Important interest groups are represented on the committee. Arrange meetings
so as to encourage full participation bV all representatives.

Written document noting committee membership and dates of meetings.
Reports of meetings and decisions made.
Written document detailing the plan adopted.

4.

4

To have each satellite be able to support the decisions it has made with valid
data; to have it secure evidence of the results it has achieved and evidence of the
effectiveness of its strategies.

4

,

To have a satellite staff committed to the idea that its programs should be developed,
that decisions should be made on the btuis of feedback obtained while implementing
its program (s).

r
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/ CRITERIA/
Data as described above are offered freely and openly to Center and other inter-
ested ii)d legitimate parties such u other satellites, host schools, and university
departments. .

*;)

DATA

Reports that show in detail what satellites propose to do, what they did, what they
accomplished, what they changed, and the evidence which caused them to make
decisions about chalk.

To have each satellite gather and analyze data which relate to the implementation
of the program as defined.

DATA

/ CRITERIA/
Inclusion ofitatements that explain the reasons for changing the definition.
Changes will be the result of discrepancy data collected.

(Refer to criteria and data used in U-1 when writing this document.)

0".

A data collection schedule with records of actual data collected.

A written document 'noting informal obiervations which led to changes made in
the original program definition.

A written document noting all the changes made in the original definition.

166
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To have the satellite faculty gather and analyze data on the interim results of the
program objectives, and on the activities which were implemented to accomplish
program objectives.

DATA

/ CRITERIA/
Reports of accomplishments.will be based on empirical evidence and will be
systematic, i.e., data will be gathered from multiple sources and/or using multiple
methods, and data will be relevant to stated program objectives.

A written document indicating the present status of each satellite objective with
respect to degree of accomplishment, the relationships between activities imple-
mented, and achievements and changes in program objectives and/or program
activities.

1.

To have committees in the three strategy areas of program development, staff
development, and organization development formed with decision makers from
all satellites' represented on.each committee.

167
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/CRITERIA /

DATA

Committee membership Lists.

Representation from each satellite on each committee - one professional iierson
and one community person.

To have the Strategy Committees meet bi-monthly and function as a,consulting
body to individual satellites on problems which have been identified by the
satellite.

CRITERIA/

DATA

Committee Minutes.
Evaluation reports by Center.

A supportive work clithate will be established - mutual support of each other
provided by committee members - willingness to discuss problems back home.

1
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To have the committee members of the Program Development Strategy Committee
identify discrepancies between their satellite program objectives and its achieve-
ments.

DATA

$

/ CRITERIA/ ,

The need(s) identified in the report will be the result of a 'systematic investigation,
i.e., records examined, interviews or questionnai;es, or observations syltematically
made. (A "feeling" that a-discrepancy exists between an existing and a desired
condition is not a needs assessment; rather, it is the starting point for conducting
one.)

pi'
Written report from each satellite presented to the appropriate Strategy Committee
ihdicating needs that have been identified.

--,V......

To have the committee members of the Staff Development Strategy Committee
identify discrepancies between the existing competencies (skills, knowledge, and
attitudes) and desired competencies on their staff.

e ,.

z

e
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DATA

A needs assessment.

CRITERIA

The-aced(s) identified in the report will be the result of a systematic investigation,
i.e., recoilis examined, interviews or questionnaires, or observations Sstematically
made. (A '`feeling" that a discrepancy exists between an _.et&isting and i desired
condition is not a needs assessment; rather, it is the starting iinint for conducting
one.)

To have the Organization Development Strategy Committee identify discrepancies
between existing and needed administrative supports, mutual trust and collaboration
of satellite staff, understanding of role relationships among satellite staff, deciiion
making policies and procedures, descriptions of staff functions, establishment of
time es forskt events of the program, and other matters pertaining to theorganiza:
tion f the satellite for achieving its objectives.

O

DATA

Needs assesstnent.

The need(s) identified in the report will be the result of a systematic investigation,
i.e., records examined, interviews or questionnaires, or observations sygematically
made. (A "feeling" that a discrepancy exists between an existing and adesired
condition is not a needs assessment; rather, it is the starting point for conducting
one.)

17p
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To Ihave committee members in each Strategy Committee conduct a needs assess-
merit-for their strategy area in their satellite in preparation for each Strategy
Committee meeting.

DATA

CRITERIA/
The need(s) identified in the report will be the result of a systematic investigation,
i.e.,secords examined, interviews o5 questionnaires, or observatiOns systematically
made. (A "feeling" that a discrepancy exists between an existing and a desired
condition is not a needs assessment; rather, it is tit starting point for conducting
one.)

Written reportfrom each satellite presented to the appropriate Strategy Committee
indicating needs that have been identified.

Achievement of Enabling Objective 11.1 (to have each satellite develop a comprehen-
sive definition of its program).

171
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To have each Strategy Committee utilize the needs and resource assessments in work
sessions in which alternative solutions to identified problems.will be explored and a
plan developed to implement back home.

/CRITERIA /

Process Criteria

High task orientation, lack of speech making expounding on personal theories not
related to the problem under discussion.

Leadership is distributed,.chainnan is assisted in keeping the committee on the
subject, in evaluating the progress of the group, in initiating ideas, and in support-
ing other members, encouraging their participation.

Communication level isrhigh - with all members attending to the discussion on the
floor. Frequent use of paraphrasing is evident, alternative points of view (relevant
to the subject under discussion) are presented.

For each problem that is presented, the committee makes a recommendation;
.either suggesting a solution to the identified problem, or suggesting.a course of
action for the satellite to take in conduCting a further search.

At the conclusion of the meeting, the decisions made and the conclusions reached
will be reiterated.

A post-meeting reaction form will be Utilized to generate a short discussion.

Outcome Criteria

Alternative solutions suggested will be practical, i.e., can be implemented with
the resources and time availableto the satellite.

Suggested solutions are consistent with EPDA rationale and the objectives of the
satellite.

Suggested solutions which indicate a. high priority of success are supported by
research and/or combined experienc6 of committee members.

Minutes of each Strategy Committee meeting. Completed observation schedule
for each meeting indicating the accomplishments of the committee and the process
by which these were made.



To have a committee composed of the members of all three Strategy Committees
meet at least quarterly and reach decisions on matters placed before them which
are responsive to the operational problems of the Strategy Committees, which are
consistent with the purposes of the Strategy Committee (as defined by the docu-
ment which was developed by the special committee for reorganization), and which
promote the objectives of the Midwest Center/Satellite consortium.

DATA

/ CRITERIA/
Stated in the objective.

Written requests for action as defined in Enabling Objective VI-6-1. The mijutes
of quarterly meetings indicating the decisions made by the committee.

To have committee chairmen of each Strategy Committee meet prior to the
quarterly' eetin and plan an agenda for the meeting Which is relevant to
operational Pro!) le, within each committee.

('\
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DATA

/ CRITERIA/
Agenda will include items requested by the above, provided they are appropriate
for the Strategy Committees to consider in the quarterly meeting.

-

' The agenda that was prepared.

Discrepancy information betvieen the agenda planned and the agenda followed.

Resolutinnepassed by the Strategy Committees calling for action by the quarterly
committee.

Written requests from individual satellites calling for action by the quarterly
corniiittee q.

Written requests from the Center calling for action.hy the quarterly committee.

To have discussions within the quarterly meeting that are relevant to the point
under consideration, that follow the agenda, and that are free and open with
broad partidpation by Strategy Committee members.

NI,
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4

DATA

/ CRITERIA

Observation reports by Center staff.
Post-Meeting Reactions

r

1-lightask orientation, lack of speech making expounding on personal theories not
related to the problem under discussion.

"Leadership is distributed, chairman is assisted in keeping the committee on the
subject, in evaluating the progress of the group, in initiating ideas, and in support-
ing other members, encouraging their participation.

Communication level is high - with all members attending to..the discussion on
the floor. Frequent use of paraphrasing is evident, alternative points of view
(relevant to the subject under discussion) are presented. For each problem that
is presented, the committee makes a recommendation, either suggesting a solution
to the identifled problem or suggesting a course of action for the satellite-to-take
in conducting a further search. At the conclusion of the meeting, the decisions
mide and the conclusions reached will be reiterated. ..
A post-meeting reaction form will be utilized to generate a short discussion.

r
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January 10, 1974

To Program Coordinators

From Theilidwest Center

Subject: OPERATION RECAP

Operation Recap as conceived by the Midwest Center is part of tile Center's ongoing efforts to provide support to satellite
programs and satellite program personnel during this final project year.

In essence the idea of Operation Reca emerged from our felt needs to insure the probabilities that the products developed
during the past three years are nut lost d *ng the final stages of the many processes originated to bring them into being. Our
rationale for establishing a plan to combat this potentiality is twofold.

A. First we anticipate that ding the final stages of our development activities strong forces will exist that direct
our efforts more toward the continuation of the developmental activities than toward the necessary but
perhaps disruptive integrative and summarization activities.

B. Secondly, we think it is possible to integrate these two activities given the appropriate allocation of human
and fiscal resources.

Our strategy is as follows:

1. The Midwest Center for the Development of Urban Pupil Personnel Services Programs has established two (2)
grants for the purpose of achieving the objectives of Operation Recap. The first grant is a stipend of $4,000
which has been established forlfityraining of a program writer at each site. This person will wark parallel with
prograrnstaff to learn the special skills of defining a program which includes conceptualizing,%tegrating,
summarizing and reporting the program.

The second grant is made up of three $1,000 salaried positions for each site to supiort final definition
and summarization of your total program.

Elaboration
These two positions are closely linked to the existing guidelines and Plans of Operation. The primary need for these-two

additional efforts is supported by the high demands already placed on project staff and the importanceplaced on the final
project activities of summarizing, reporting and disseminating. It is Mit that the program writer-trainee will gain many needed
skills in these activities and therefore expand the resources remaining at the close of the project.

The stipended person should be selected according to the Office of Education guidelines (See Appendix I) and upon com-
pletion of the training should be able to:

1. Conceptualize program elements and components into a framework congruent with the guidelines of the
overall Midwest PPS project as well as the specific objectives stated in yourPlan of Operation.

2. Integrate the overall program into a written form for review and adoption.

3. 'Become a member of the final product team for completing the final program report.

The second grant is for the formulation of a final product team. This team should include. (1) the stipended program
writer trainee who has develoepd special skills in conceptualizing, integrating, summarizing, and reporting the program. (2)
the program coordinator who has provided the primary leadership for program definition, and (3) the program evaluator.

Each member will receive $1,000 in salary for a short tent session at Indiana University. These sessions are referred to as
"Intensive Sessions" and are two weeks ip length. The exact dates are to be set in the near future, but the general time period
will be during May and June. Thepurpose of the team is for each satellite to develop a summarization of its. program activities,
products, and processes during the past three years and have this summarization constitute the final program report.

Finally, the team of three must be willing to conduct their culminating activities on the Indiana University campus at
Bloomington.

Guidelines

There are three primary guidelines to assist in meeting the above-stated objectives. These are (1) Satellite PropOsals and
Plans of Operation, (2) the Guidelines for 1973-74 Plan of Operation for the Nlidwest Pupil Personnel Services Project and (3)
the Plan to Assist Problem Solving and Decision Making Related to the Midwest Center/Satellitc Project. These three combined

ulated the guide for overall program definition for the final year and therefore will be followed in a similar manner for
rogram reports. The user will only need to change the verb tense in each statement to allow for the time distinction.

The i t reference which should provide substantial assutanc; in the activities stated above are the most recently collected
needvass anent data.

c\ 7
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I. Personnel

DISSEMINATION PLAN FOR THE
IU-IPS INNER CITY COUNSELOR TRAINING PROGRAM '

. 4

Alexander L Brown, CoVramator - Frederick Harris, Assistant Coordinator
Dr. Ronald Baker, Dr. Darine Brown, Dr. Thomas Froehle, Inner City Advisory Committee

I Carolyn Gpuld McCarl, editor/writer

IL Purpose

The IU IPS Inner City Couriselor Training Program will fulfill its oblIgatiqns and the proposed objectives of the
Midwest Center by disseminating information and materials based on the program's three years of operation in order w
develop effective and effioient pupil personnel servikes. This dissemination plan will be directed to interested people involved
in pupil personnel services, espeuillyain inner-city schools (specifically, Talc I urban schools), on the local and national levels.
Such a dissemination effort will not only mere se the amount of experiential information available to pupil personnel but also
help to communicate the aims, suctesjes, and findings of the IU-IPS Counselor Training Program.

' rIII. Objectives

Promoting the results of the IU'IPS Inner qty Counselor Training Progiam,tencpuraging the usage of its techniques,
and receiving feedback tut the adaptability of the progrem to other inner-city schools are the main objectives of the

. seminatiun plan. Dissemination, therefore, will consist of the pwstntation 6f papers at local and national conferences, the cyn-
- i11ycting o1 Mutual Development Labolatories.on the Indiana Uruversity J3losinungton campus or at bostsites, and the develop-

ment of a monograph series. The fax-inging objectives of the disseinination plan include aiding the implementation of the
model for anew pupil personnel professional and effectin& the institutionalization of speufic pupil personnel services.

IV. Ptocedures

During the ast semesier of the 1974 -75 school year, we will develop a monogra ph series that will consolidate

4.

.

4

6%4

""' information pre.;ented in the Final Report of the IU IPS Inner City Counselor Training ,Programoouthne the program's lustyry,
describe some of the experiences of the program's daily u tiun, and explain the theoretical and practical considerations that
formed the program's basis. What follows are brief descriptions f suggested essays foz dissemination.

This essay should not only define the need for a neck professional, it should also promote the services that a new pro-
fessional can provide prospective employess.,In addition to summarizing the competency areas mastered by the trainee, this
essay should stress the Professionaf self-awareness and cultural sensitivity that each trainee developed dunng his participation
in the progi-am.

' Length. 5-7 pages. It should be short enough so that it can belncluded in dissemination Pickagehor be presented to an

A. Introduction to the IU-IPS Satellite Program; the Inner City Counselor Training Program

This essay should inform the reader of the objectives, of the IU-IPS Satellite, Shool*63, and the subsequent training
1,sita. It should provide tbnef hisyry of the program's three years of operation and should summanze the parts of the program

that have been (err will be) institutionalized. Throughout the essay, care should be taken to briefly define such concepts as
.Competency Based Learning, Mutual Development Laboratunes, the conflict between service and,trprung functions, etc., so that
this essay can had a monograph which intorporates more specific essays.

,.Length: 15 pages.
.

By A Model for a "New Professional" in Pupil Personnel Services

employer.
l . *

C. An epproach to Needs Assessment,
. s

This essay would function as a guide to institutions that ateatternpung to evaluate; community's nears. It should
stress the idea of 4. ollaboratiun, methods of enfranchising a variety of 4. ustunuruty interest groups, and Probleristof entering .,4
a community. This theoretical material should be supported by specific cxamples froln the IU -IPS Satellite program, including
a desiription uF h9wSchuol 63's needs were identified (incorporate material from the dissertation, observations, and the
constj tancy services rendered at the beginning of the program), how programs were deveicoped,,,,co nice' those needs, and a

4' W. . list of programs that were generaied from the needs assessment. .
Length:. t5 rfaijes.

D. Mutual Development Laboratories
4

In order to clarify -the flexibility of the Mutual Development Iltiboratones, this tssayshould examine how this program
Ret the needs the various people withy the.cclucational commuruty (p'arents, faculty, students, trainees, etc.). It shoyld also
include sonie information about how the program originated, a deta)lad description of a sample MDL, a listigg a the Mutual
DevelAmcnt Laboratories held, and an evaluation of how,Mutual Development Laboratories satisfy the concept of competency-
based learning. 4s .

Length: 15-20 pages. a

seroft..
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F.. Competency-Based Counselor Education

This essay should sununanze the concept of competency-based learning as developed in the sixties as well as discussing
how these Con.t.cpcs were unplemented m the IU-IPSSatellite. It should include information about how this program contributes
to the preparauon of tnner-uty Luunselurs and how the technique of "learning by doing" is uniquely fitted to field-based
education. This essay would probably incorporate monographs one and twu of the proposed monograph series on Competency
Based Counselor Education. For more detailed information, the.r.eadertould be referred to that series.

Length: 20-25 pages.

F. Solving Sp%ific Problems: Two Programs Implemented by the 1U-IPS Satellite

Besides providing descriptions oLsh,ETrairung Center and Token Economy Program at School ft 63 and the Human
Developnient Program at Arsenal Tech andltiool ft 101, this essay should summarize the history of the 'development of
these programs, their relauoriship to the concepts of competency -based learning, and their success at solving the identified

problem
Length: 15 pages.

G. Institutionalized Programs Generated by the IU-IPS Satellite

This essay should describe the various programs which are (or will be) a part of Indiana University, the State Board of
Lducauon, and the Indian.i.polis Public Schools. It should include problems encountered during,the attempt to institutionalize
a specific program, huw ...o-gi;vernance eased problems of institutionalization, and ways that these programs can be adapted for
other utuauons. This essay would also include the development of the Counseling Center at the Black Culture Center, require
ments for a Master's Desiree or a Doctorate m Counseling and Guidance with an inner city emphasis, and the recruiting and
hiring of people from nunonty backgrounds who are interested in the Inner City experience (specifically, the recruiting of
Black stimirrns in urban ounsehng and the hmng of a Black faculty member for the Indiana University School of Education and
the Satellite program).

Length: 25 pages.

H. Formative and Summative Evaluation Procedures

Since the idea of constantly evaluating a problem, projecting the findings of that evaluation as needs, and creating new
methods to meet those needs scents to characterize the IU-IPS Satellite Program, an essay which analyzes the rays these
evaluationprocedures can be used in a competency-based learning model (as suggested by Monograph te 10) or in any of the

programs developed by the Satellite would be very helpful.
Length: 15 pages:

During the second semester, we Will focus our attention on disseminating the results of the 1U-IPS Inner City Counselor
Training Program by means of personal contact. We are planning to present papers and conduct Mutual Development Laboratories
at various state conferences (e.g., IGPA) and at a few national conferences (e.g., APGA and the Michigan State Conference on
COunschng Minonues and the Disadvantaged). But the main thrust of our effort will be inviting a number of pupil personnel
service workers to attend Mutual Development Laboratories at Indiana University or, as convenience dictates, traveling to
Title I school distrcits and to universities in order to hold Mutual Development Laboratories at host sites.

V. Participant Consumers

The dissemination effort will be aimed at the following consumers:
A. Title I Counselors from selected Indiana urban school districts to be identified through negotiations with

the assistant director of the State Department of Compensatory Education.-
B. Pupil Personnel Services directors from local school districts.

We have chosen urban Title I counselors because they arc directly involved with inner city students who, in fact, have special

needs-.-needs which our program has sought to satisfy.

VI: Time Lines

A. Monograph Series
Working drafts of the monograph, will be completed by December
March 1, 1974.

B. Mutual Development Laboratories .
Approymately three to six Mutual Development Laboratoiles will
or at host sites. .:
VIL -Evaluation Approach

14, 1974, the projected completion date' of the series is

be held during March and April of 1975 at Indiana University

A. Monograph Series,
Since it ts difficult to estabhsh a method of evaluating written materials, we will assess the success of our monograph seriessliy

-means of (ts distribution, by any responses received from consumers, and by professional evaluations of its Foritent.

B. Mutual DeVelopment Laboratories
Implicit in the Mutual Development Laboratory concept is the "De sign - Implement - Evaluate Cycle." As stated in the "Demand

Charactenstict of a Mutual Development Laboratory," "sucha procedure enteils the precise spedfiation of intended outcomes

L
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of the MDL, a description of the method of measurement of the performance involved, a criterion or standard of minimally
acceptable terminal performance of the MDL participants and a step-by-step blueprint of the instructional strategy to be
employed." Other methods of evaluationquestionnaire, etc.will also be considered.
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September 20, 1971

Dear Summer Participants of the Midwest
Center /Satellite Project:

The attached materials represent a summary of the summer activities in which you participated. While they are generally easy
to understand, Ldo want to write a brietstatement.

The number participating in summer training totaled approximately 150. The sa s

ctors and several other persons
attended more than one workshop. The evaluations of each workshop are en used, but th outcomes were generally as follows.

1. Persons who were active participants tended to rate their experience high
2. Early conflict has transferred into cooperation and strength.

Expectations were set too high for unaryy participants to reach. Often awareness of need was the issue rather
than skill building.

4. As the summer progressed, participants mere more certain of their relationship and function with their satellite
project, as well as the total Midwest Center/Satellite consortium.

5. The Organizational Development workshop received the highest ratings.
6. Perhaps the Community workshop has made -the greatest impact in the area of awareness.
7. Additional training needs have been discovered. Some of these are specific to certain satellites.

A follow -up evaluation is being designed to assess the impact of summer training on project success. The pnmc factor to follow
upit what activities are observable in the satellites which relate to the specific topics of summer training.wtt

I pmjnnally feel that several outcomes not previously stated as goals are already observable. Perhaps the most noticeableis the
intWtiEndent behavior emerging between community persons, schools, and universities.

I want to personally express my appreciation to each of you for your efforts in launching a very complex but important training
project. Since we are in the very early stages of development of the project, I feel confident, as do many others, that this project
could make a major impact in the area of educational reform for poverty people.

,

Best regards,
DeWayneJ. Kurpius
Directorj
Baviesticenter

Enclosures: This document includes the following:

1. Listof tapes from workshops
2., Matents from Community workshop
3. Materials from Behavioral workshop
4. Materials from Consulting workshop
5. Materials from Family workshop
6. Materials from ational Developpentworks hop
7. Addresses of sa ellite staff
8. List of wdrkshoP consultants
9. List of workshop participants by satellite with expenses

10. Additional Center summer expenses

A SARYLEAGENDA WORKSHOP ON "THE COMMUNITY"

Workshops

Community: Culture, Impact, Needs, Power, Resources, Develcipment

A. Dates: July 5.9 .
,

B. The Midwest Center Community Council has been organized and has been $ivc in developing This workshop.
Barbara Farrar has offered primary assistance. The focus of the workshop will be to identify four, community
persons to function as trainees and trainers, as well as becoming leader-trainers in the back-home community
activities. In addition, the six Community Council members (one from each satellite) will assist in the delivery
of the workshop.

G. Sample mix of participants from one satellite:

1. Professors - two
2 Sehool - two
3. State D=nt person - one
4. Community persons - four
5. Community Council member - one

4%
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D, Goals for Community Workshop

1. To provide each person m attendance with a better understanding of the Other person's needs, role, valutfs,

and behaviors.
\

2. To provide a setting and process where certain attitudes, knowledge, and skills may be acquired so as to be
better able to assist communities of people.

3. To develop a proposal using the'resources within and among satellites and Center to initiate or extend back-
home community impact on schools, universities and State Departments of Public Instruction.

E. Agenda

1. July 5:

a. 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. - registration - Main Lobby, Poplars Hotel
b. 2:00 p.m. - begin - Carl Hollander ,

Carl Hollander is a psychodramatist from the Evergreen Institute at Denver, trolorado. He will bepresenting

the awareness phase of the workshop. He will work with professors, school, Ornmimity, and State DepartL-,
ment persons to assist ifi understanding each other's role, need structure, vatic systems, and the way
people act uptin these.

2. July 6:

Hollander continued

3. July 7:

a. Gordon McAndrew
Gordon McAndrew u Superintendent of Gary Public Schools, Gary, Indiana. A eness and sharing of

ideas in relation to the importance of community involvement as seen from t -level management.

Discussion follows.

b. John proven
John Brown, Chairman, Urban Education Department, Indiana University. Director of the Urban I

Education component of the Pupil Personnel Services project. Importance of community involvement
as seen from the university.

c. Marion Williams - dual role: administratorand community peison,

d. Owners of the End Product: 1. Mantic Porter - Gary leadership
2. Doris Reed - parent
3. Rosalee McGriffin - teacher/parent

e. Community Council input

4. July 8: lid -der

9

a. Morning - Integration of first three days and introduction to development of back-home programs.

b. Afternoon - Free time for satellite development of back-home community program with community,
school, and State Department persons and professors involved.

5. July 9:

a. Presentation of `Back- Home " - Satellite programs

b. Summary of Workshop

C. Close - Noon

U. Behavioral Paradigm (A Sample Agenda) /' i
,----\

. I

A. Dates: July 6-9 (Participants may wish to attend the Community Workshop for the first day (July 5) only and
then begin with this.) ,'

B. Goals for Workshop
r

f--I. To assist each participant to. nderstand the( basic structure upon which behavioral theory and practice is`,. .'based. , .

I

2. To present school-related behavioral programs which are models for future use.

3. To assist in the development of behavioral programs which are applicibleto your specific back-home function.

4. To follow up with additional training at a later date, if necessary.
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C. Agenda

1. July 6:

. a. 1:00 p.m. - begin Ron Baker

4

Ron Bakefil Associate Professor of Psychology, Iowa State University. Behavioral observation and specifying
objectives.

2. July 7: Baker and Beth Sulzer

Beth Sulzer is Professor of Education, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Illinois.

a. Morning - conditions for specifying objectives

b. Afternoon - application and supervision of Behavioral Observations and Behavioral Objectives in classroom
and counseling. . I

3. July 8: BehavioralModel - what it 1, how it is applied, etc.

4. July 9:

a. Review

b. Application; flack- Home"

c. Noon - Closk(Baker will be available all afternoon for individual rap.)
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APPENDIX ICD

ADDRESSES FOR OBTAINING PROJECT DOCUMENTS
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Midwest Center:
DeWayne J. Kurpius
FL L. Smith Center for Research in Education
Indiana University

...NTS East 10th Street
B1 ornington, Indiana 4740!
(812) 337-1631 or 337.9010

Chicago Satellite:
George Giles, Associate Dean of the College of Education
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Box 4348
Chicago, Illinois 60680
(312) 996-5641

\

Indi'ana Satellite: (Inner City Program) ;-
Alexander Brown
2805 East 10th Street, Room 180
Indiana University
Bloomirigton, Indiana 47401
(812) 337-7654 or 337-9010

Louisville Satellite:
William Kelly
Department of Educational Psychology
University of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky 40208
(502) 636-6333

Ohio Satellite: ,

Richard C. Kelsey
The Ohio State University
Arps Hall, Room 163
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614) 422-0963

Urbana Satellite: (School- Community -Pupil Program)
Lela B. Costin
Jane Addams School of Social Work
University of Illinois
1207 W. Oregon
Urbana, Illinois 61801
(217) 333-2259

Other Available Publications
The following monographs on pertinent program-related topics are also available upon request. Please write to the host

satellite named next to the monograph title.

A Collaborative Approach to Competency-Based Counselor Education (Indiana Satellite)
by Th Oinas Froehle

Alexander Brown .

Accepting Cooperation Between School-Districts and Universities. A Case Study and Guidelines (Chicago Satellite)
by Emanuel Hurwitz

Edward Wynne
Ward Weldon
Thelma Y. Merchant

Social Services and the Public Schools (Urbana Satellite)
by Lela Costin

Ione D. Vargus

The Definition, Functiols, and Preparation of the Psychoeducational Consultant (Midwest Center)
by DeWayne Kurpius

An Evaluation of the Diagnostic and Skills Development Component of the Midwest Centet/Satellite Project Anoint research
Project by the University of Illinois at Urbana and Chicago Circle

R. Stewart tones, Directoi
Richard P. Lipka
Richard Sorensen
Colin Powcr
Kalil Sannoh 187
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